
White, Bernard

From: X.Zou@iaea.org
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:48 AM
To: White, Bernard
Cc: G.Dyck@iaea.org; V.Prohaska@iaea.org
Subject: RE: Status of nuclear accident

Dear Bernie,
Many thanks.
We look forward to hearing you soon.

All the best,

Xuxin

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Bernard.Whitetnrc.,qov fmailto:Bernard.Whitec-nrc.qov1
Sent: Monday,21 March 2011 14:47
To: ZOU, Xuxin
Subject: RE: Status of nuclear accident

Xuxin

I will confirm my participation this week and let you know, as best I can tow other experts. We have been very
busy here with the events in Japan and I have been working some nights in our Incident Response Center, as
has my boss, with whom I need to discuss the meeting to ensure my attendance. I will let you know as soon
as I am able.

Best regards,
Bernie

- ---- Original Message -----
From: X.Zouaiaea.orq [mailto:X.Zou(@iaea.orpq1
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:15 AM
To: White, Bernard
Cc: V.Prohaska(aiaea.orq; Z.Lovasica-iaea.orq
Subject: FW: Status of nuclear accident

Dear Dr White,
Please find the attached report form Dr. Saegua, confirm your participation of this meeting and nominate two
experts soon.
Many thanks.

Best regards,

Xuxin

- -Or-j-ginal Message -----
Fro:(., Id104432(anifty.com [mailto:1d104432 nifty.com]l
Sent: Sunday,20 March 2011 16:13
To: per.h.qrahn(askb.se; Charlie Pennington; Jiri.Dusaensi.ch; kcoleanacintl.com;
paul.n.standrin(aqsellafieldsites.com; Dietmar Wolff; Holger Voelzke; Guy Demazy; RYU, Ho Jin; ZOU, Xuxin;
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ian.vanaarle~caxpo.ch; Bruce Birk; Morton; Phil Winston; Sandra M. Birk; Sheryl L Morton; Paul E MaCconell;
Robert Niclell; Dana K Morton; Ken Sorenson; Yoshimura, Richard H; Jerry Johnson; Robert E. Einziger;
ikessler~epri.com; roland.hueq-qenber(q-,qns.de; AMACHIEL(@epri.com; Fernandes Lopez, Francisco Javier;
Pablo Vizcaino; Morton; Rebecca WinstonC c: 0 E- * ; t'T1fý; X-- 45 •; -T AT; týRDB~fjg

Subject: Status of nuclear accident

Dear Overseas Friends,

I am grateful for your kind and supportive message.

The Fukushima NPP of Tokyo Electric Power Company is still facing the crises a nd in the unstable condition.
They need water supply to cool down the spent fu el both in the reactor vessels and storage pools in the
reactor buildings. Th e restoring work is not easy due to radiation from unshielded and damaged spen t
nuclear fuel.

Nevertheless, the electric power supply at the site is being restored by despe rate attempt and will be hopefully

used to supply water for cooling the spent fuel.

Attached is information translated from an article in a Japanese newspaper.

Residents near the Fukushima NPP are evacuated from the site. Those near Toky o area including my family
are suffering from periodical interruption of the e lectricity service, etc.

Regards

Mobile PC
Toshiari Saegusa
Executive Research Scientist
CRIEPI
Please response to
sae-qusa~ccriepi.denken.or.Jp
and LDL04432(anitco-

if neeessary f-

This email message is intended only for the use of the named recipient. Information contained in this email
message and its attachments may be privileged, confidential and protected from disclosure. If you are not the
intended recipient, please do not read, copy, use or disclose this communication to others. Also please notify
the sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system.
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White, Bernard

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Attachments:

White, Bernard
Monday, March 21, 2011 '9:28 AM
Benner, Eric; Berry, Rollie; Bjorkman, Gordon; Easton, Earl; Garcia-Santos, Norma;
Khodorkovsky, Bella; Ordaz, Vonna; Pstrak, David; Rahimi, Meraj; Waters, Michael; Weaver,
Doug; Witt, Kevin
FYI: FW: IN 2011-05 Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake Effects on Japanese Nuclear Power
Plants (ML1 10760432)
ML1 10760432.pdf

FYI

From: Cathy Hawes [mailto:cmh2©nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 6:17 PM
To: White, Bernard
Subject: IN 2011-05 Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake Effects on Japanese Nuclear Power Plants
(ML110760432)

Attached is an PDF version Information Notice 2011-05, Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake Effects On
Japanese Nuclear Power Plants, dated March 18, 2011, (ML1 10760432), that has been posted to the
NRR GCC Web, along with the URL for Web access to generic communications files on the NRC
Homepage: http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm!doc-collections/gen-comm/info-notices/20 11/.

To subscribe or unsubscribe send an email to lyrisgnrc.gov, no subject, and use one of the following
commands in the message portion:

subscribe gc-nrr (first and last name)
unsubscribe gc-nrr (first and last name)

thanks
Cathy



UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WASHINGTON, DC 20555-0001

March 18, 2011

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 2011-05: TOHOKU-TAIHEIYOU-OKI EARTHQUAKE
EFFECTS ON JAPANESE NUCLEAR POWER
PLANTS

ADDRESSEES

All holders of or applicants for operating licenses for nuclear power reactors under the provision
of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of
Production and Utilization Facilities," except those who have permanently ceased operations
and have certified that fuel has been permanently removed from the reactor vessel.

All holders of or applicants for a standard design certification, standard design approval,
manufacturing license, limited work authorization, early site permits or combined license issued
under 10 CFR Part 52, "Licenses, Certifications and Approvals for Nuclear Power Plants."

PURPOSE

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this information notice (IN) to inform
addressees of effects of the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake on nuclear power plants in
Japan. The NRC expects that recipients will review the information for applicability to their
facilities and consider actions, as appropriate, to avoid similar problems. Suggestions contained
in this IN are not NRC requirements; therefore, no specific action or written response is
required.

DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUMSTANCES

The following summary of events is provided based on the best information available at this
time. The situation in Japan regarding recovery efforts for the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Power Station continues to evolve on an hourly basis.

On March 11, 2011, the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake occurred near the east coast of
Honshu, Japan. This magnitude 9.0 earthquake and the subsequent tsunami caused significant
damage to at least four of the six units of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station as the
result of a sustained loss of both the offsite and on-site power systems. Efforts to restore power
to emergency equipment have been hampered or impeded by damage to the surrounding areas
due to the tsunami and earthquake.

ML110760432
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Units 1 through 3, which had been operating at the time of the earthquake, scrammed
automatically, inserting their neutron absorbing control rods to ensure immediate shutdown of
the fission process. Following the loss of electric power to normal and emergency core cooling
systems and the subsequent failure of back-up decay heat removal systems, water injection into
the cores of all three reactors was compromised, and reactor water levels could not be
maintained. Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO), the operator of the plant, resorted to
injecting sea water and boric acid into the reactor vessels of these three units, in an effort to
cool the fuel and ensure the reactors remained shutdown. However, the fuel in the reactor
cores became partially uncovered. Hydrogen gas built up in Units 1 and 3 as a result of
exposed, overheated fuel reacting with water. Following gas venting from the primary
containment to relieve pressure, hydrogen explosions occurred in both units and damaged the
secondary containments. It appears that primary containments for Units 1 and 3 remain
functional, but the primary containment for Unit 2 may be damaged. TEPCO cut a hole in the
side of the Unit 2 secondary containment to prevent hydrogen buildup following a sustained
period when there was no water injection into the core.

In addition, Units 3 and 4 have low spent fuel pool (SFP) water levels. Efforts continue to
supply seawater to the SFPs for Units 1 through 4 using various methods. At this time, the
integrity of the SFPs for Units 3 and 4 is unknown.

Fukushima Daiichi Units 4 through 6 were shutdown for refueling outages at the time of the
earthquake. The fuel assemblies for Unit 4 had been offloaded from the reactor core to the SFP.
The SFPs for Units 5 and 6 appear to be intact, but the temperature of the pool water appears
to be increasing. Emergency power is available to provide cooling water flow through the SFPs
for Units 5 and 6.

The Japanese Government ordered an evacuation out to 20 km for the area surrounding
Fukushima Daiichi. Residents out to 30 km were ordered to shelter in place.

The damage to Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station appears to have been caused by
initiating events outside of the design basis for the facilities.

BACKGROUND

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," General
Design Criterion (GDC) 2, "Design Bases for Protection against Natural Phenomena," or similar
appropriate requirements in the licensing basis for a reactor facility, requires that structures,
systems, and components (SSCS) important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of
natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tsunami, and seiches
without loss of capability to perform their safety functions. The design bases for these SSCs
reflect: (1) appropriate consideration of the most severe of the natural phenomena that have
been historically reported for the site and surrounding area, with sufficient margin for the limited
accuracy, quantity, and period of time in which the historical data have been accumulated, (2)
appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions with the effects of the
natural phenomena, and (3) the importance of the safety functions to be performed.
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As a result of the terrorist events of September 11, 2001, the NRC issued EA-02-026, "Order for
Interim Safeguards and Security Compensatory Measures" (the ICM Order) dated February 25,
2002. The ICM Order, which is designated as Safeguards Information (SGI), modified then-
operating licenses for commercial power reactor facilities to require compliance with specified
interim safeguards and security compensatory measures. Section B.5.b of the ICM Order
requires licensees to adopt mitigation strategies using readily available resources to maintain or
restore core cooling, containment, and SFP cooling capabilities to cope with the loss of large
areas of the facility due to large fires and explosions from any cause, including beyond-design-
basis aircraft impacts.

By letter, dated February 25, 2005, the NRC staff provided guidance for implementing Section
B.5.b of the ICM Order. This guidance, designated as SGI, included best practices for
mitigating losses of large areas of the plant and measures to mitigate fuel damage and minimize
releases. Following issuance of the B.5.b Phase 1 Guidance, the NRC staff conducted
inspections at operating reactor sites using Temporary instruction (TI) 2515/164 (SGI) and
subsequently TI 2515/168 (SGI) to ensure compliance with Section B.5.b of the ICM Order.

In December 2006, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) issued NEI 06-12, Revision 2, "B.5.b
Phase 2 & 3 Submittal Guideline." NEI 06-12 is designated for Official Use Only - Security
Related Information (OUO-SRI). The NRC endorsed NEI 06-12, Revision 2, by letter dated
December 22, 2006, also designated OUO-SRI, as an acceptable means for developing and
implementing the mitigation strategies requirement in Section B.5.b of the ICM Order. NEI 06-
12,-Revision 2, provides guidance for implementing a set of strategies intended to maintain or
restore core cooling, containment, and SFP cooling capabilities under the circumstances
associated with the loss of a large area of the plant due to explosions or fire. NEI 06-12
provides guidance in the following areas:

, Adding make-up water to the SFP,
" Spraying water on the spent fuel,
" Enhanced initial command and control activities for challenges to core cooling and

containment, and
, Enhanced response strategies for challenges to core cooling and containment.

The specific strategies covered in NEI 06-12, Revision 2, were developed based on the results
of assessments conducted at currently licensed power reactor facilities for the purpose of
enhancing plant specific mitigation capability for damage conditions caused by a large explosion
or fire. These assessments identified a wide spectrum of potential plant specific strategies.
NEI 06-12, Revision 2, specifies one set of strategies applicable to all pressurized-water
reactors and another set applicable to all boiling-water reactors. Both sets are derived from the
results of the plant specific assessments.

The B.5.b Phase 1 Guidance and NEI 06-12, Revision 2, were used by each licensee in
preparing information submitted to the NRC that describes a plant specific approach to
implementing mitigating strategies and supports each plant specific license condition. The NRC
staff has completed its review of the information submitted by each licensee, as well as
information obtained during prior NRC inspections, and has issued an OUO-SRI safety
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evaluation (SE) that documents the bases for its approval of the license condition for each
facility. The SE issued for each licensee includes regulatory guidance in Section 3.0 of
Appendix A, "Phase 1 Assessment," that recites the generic B.5.b Phase 1 Guidance of
Reference 3, as clarified in TI 2515/168, in a form that is designated OUO-SRI rather than SGI.

By publishing new requirements in the Federal Register dated March 27, 2009 (74 FR 13926),
the NRC amended 10 CFR Part 50, 10 CFR Part 52, "Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals
for Nuclear Power Plants," and 10 CFR Part 73, "Physical Protection of Plants and Materials."
This rulemaking added paragraph (i) to 10 CFR 50.34, "Contents of Applications; Technical
Information," and paragraph (d) to 10 CFR 52.80" Contents of Applications; Additional
Technical Information," to require submittal of a "description and plans for implementation of the
guidance and strategies intended to maintain or restore core cooling, containment, and spent
fuel pool cooling capabilities under the circumstances associated with the loss of large areas of
the plant due to explosions or fire as required by § 50.54(hh)(2) of this chapter." This
rulemaking also added 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2) to impose the same mitigating strategies
requirements on all reactor applicants and licensees as those imposed by the ICM Order and
associated license conditions. The Statement of Considerations for this rulemaking specifically
noted that the requirements in 10 CFR 50.54(hh) are intended to address certain events that are
the cause of large fires and explosions that affect a substantial portion of the nuclear power
plant and are not limited or directly linked to an aircraft impact. In addition, the rule
contemplates that .the initiating event for such large fires and explosions could be any number of
beyond-design basis events. Such events include natural phenomena such as those described
in GDC 2 (i.e., earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, tsunami, and seiches), without regard to the
GDC 2 provisions governing the severity of natural phenomena.

NRC regulations at 10 CFR 50.63, "Loss of All Alternating Current Power," require that light-
water-cooled nuclear power plants be capable of withstanding for a specified duration and
recovering from a station blackout.

DISCUSSION

The nuclear power industry has taken the actions listed below at each licensed reactor site.
Additional information is available in the NEI Fact Sheet, "Industry Taking Action to Ensure
Continued Safety at U.S. Nuclear Energy Plants," dated March 16, 2011, available at
www.nei.org.

1. verification of the capability to mitigate conditions that result from severe adverse events,
including the loss of significant operational and safety systems due to natural events,
fires, aircraft impact and explosions

2. verification of the capability to mitigate a total loss of electric power to a nuclear power
plant

3. verification of the capability to mitigate flooding and the impact of floods on systems
inside and outside the plant

4. identification of the potential for loss of equipment functions during seismic events
appropriate for the site and the development of mitigating strategies to address potential
vulnerabilities
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NRC assessment of the implications of beyond design-basis natural phenomena is continuing
as more information becomes available. The NRC staff is currently developing a TI to guide
staff in performing independent assessments of nuclear power plant readiness to address
beyond design-basis natural phenomena under the Reactor Oversight Process. The NRC is
considering additional generic communications and additional action including requesting
operating plants to provide specific information relating to their facilities to enable the NRC staff
to complete a regulatory assessment of beyond design basis phenomena.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT

This Information Notice does not contain any information collections and, therefore, is not
subject to the requirements of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.).

Public Protection Notification

The NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a request for
information or an information collection requirement unless the requesting document displays a
currently valid Office of Management and Budget control number.

CONTACTS

This information notice requires no specific action or written response. Please direct any
questions about this matter to the technical contact listed below or the appropriate Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) project manager.

IRA! IRA!

Laura A. Dudes, Director
Division of Construction Inspection,

and Operational Programs
Office of New Reactors

Timothy J. McGinty, Director
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical Contact: Eric E. Bowman, NRR
301-415-2963
e-mail: Eric.Bowman(anrc.gov

Note: NRC generic communications may be found on the NRC public Web site,
http://www.nrc.gov, under Electronic Reading Room/Document Collections.
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From:
To:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:

Bonaccorso, Amy
Waterfall Creations Inc.
Deavers. Ron
NRC REPLY
Monday, March 21, 2011 4:19:00 PM

Hello:

The NRC continues to monitor information regarding wind patterns near the Japanese
nuclear power plants, and given the distance between Japan and the U.S., does not
expect us to experience any harmful levels of radioactivity.

The EPA has publicly stated its agreement with the NRC's assessment.

The EPA is using its existing nationwide radiation monitoring system, Radnet, to
continuously monitor the nation's air, drinking water, milk, etc. The website for this is
http://cdx.epa.gov. The data can be difficult for members of the public to interpret, but it is
a resource. You can also contact the EPA at radiation.questions@epa.gov.

Thank you,

Amy

From: Waterfall Creations Inc. [mailto:gnagin@hotmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 2:40 PM
To: NRC Allegation
Subject:

We buy Alaskan salmon. What are the levels of radiation over the waters in the pacific. Is

there a web site to see its monitoring?



From: Bonaccorso. Amy
To: robert rule(damat.com
Bcc: Deavers. Ron

Subject: NRC REPLY: Robert Rule
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 3:49:00 PM

Hello Mr. Rule:

Are you a U.S. citizen? If so, you may want to talk to the State Department. The email
address for U.S. citizens in Japan right now is JapanEmergencyUSC@state.gov.

At this point, the NRC has advised an evacuation for 50 miles around the nuclear power
plants in Japan that are currently having trouble. Other than that, we are mainly focused
on advising people in the U.S. and encourage people in Japan to look to their government
for guidance.

The NRC website has frequent updates, and this page is dedicated to the crisis in Japan:
http://www.nrc.gov/japanjapan-info.html I have also heard that our staff people are

finding the IAEA website helpful for news: http://www.iaea.orgL

Thank you,

Amy

From: Ghneim, Munira
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 2:53 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Robert Rule

Organization - Applied Materials
Contact - Robert Rule
Phone ý208-412-614o_ -

Email - robert rule@amat.com
Request - Would like some guidance on whether his company should refine their guidance
because they are 80 kilometers from the plant site in Japan. They have over 500
employees in that vicinity.



Moyer, Carol

From: 1A#rn(JNES) [yonebayashi-kenji@jnes.go.jp]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:38 PM
To: Stevens, Gary
Cc: Moyer, Carol; Norris, Wallace
Subject: Re: Thank You and Best Wishes

Dear Mr.Gary L. Stevens, P.E.

Thank you very much for your polite e-mail. We are supporting NISA 24hours a day in 3 shifts.
I, my family and my colleagues are all safe. The parents and a sister of my colleague live in Sendai and

Ishinomaki which were seriously damaged by tunami are also safe though their houses were completely
destroyed. He came to our company this morning and told me the situation.

The situation of Fukushima- 1 is still serious but I hope TEPCO will definitely recover the situation. It is
TEPCO that konws the future of nuclear energy depends on it.

Please check NISA web site though you may already know it
http://www.nisa.meti.go.jp/english/index.html

Yours sincerely.

Kenji Yonebayashi
Management and Planning Group
Policy Planning and Coordination Division
Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization

- 3-17-1 Toranomon, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 105-000.
JAPAN.
Tel: +813 4511 1229
Fax: +813 4511 1297
E-mail: yonebayashi-keniinaines.co.ip

----- Original Message -----iFrom::Seh Gary - ?:

To: yonebayashi-keniigines.go.ip
Cc: Moyer, Carol ; Norris, Wallace
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:52 PM
Subject: Thank You and Best Wishes

'77`7. ..

Mr. Yonebayashi:

Please refer to the attachment.

We send best wishes to you and everyone in Japan as you recover from last week's earthquake and
tsunami. You remain in our thoughts and prayers. Please let us know that you are safe.

Best Regards,
Gary L. Stevens, P.E.
Senior Materials Engineer
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
M/S CSB-05C07M
Washington, DC 20555-0001
'M 301-251-7569

1. (i 4Q O1l 12:38 PM



From; Ghneim, Munira
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Kathleen Penberthy - Citizen with questions

Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:27:02 PM

Contact -Kathleen Penberthy
Phone -310-377-9220O14
Email - Kathleen@alessandra.capital.com
Request - would like a list of who owns the plants.

Thank You
Munira Ghneim
Contract Secretary
Office of Information Services
301-415,1170



Lee, Richard

Lee, RichardFrom: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:01 AM
To: Tinkler, Charles; Zigh, Ghani
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: RE: Spent fuel q's deadline 1pm EST Fri

Charlie and Ghani,

Are the actions associated with this item "Complete" now? If so, I will update the status (as of last Friday was

"Pending") of this item (#18) on the "Status of Japan-Related Requests" Sharepoint page
(http://portal.nrc.qov/edo/res/DSA/Shared%20Documents/JPN-Status-Request.aspx).

Thanks,
Katie Wagner

From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:41 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Bonaccorso, Amy; Wagner, Katie
Subject: FW: Spent fuel q's deadline 1pm EST Fri

Scott:

Please discuss this with Charlie Tinkler or Ghani Zigh on this matter.

Thanks, Richard

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:33 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Subject: FW: Spent fuel q's deadline 1pm EST Fri

Can you help Scott Burnell with this?

Thanks,

Amy

From: Rini, Brett
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:32 PM I i<



To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: RE: Spent fuel q's deadline 1pm EST Fri

Check with DSA, probably Richard Lee's branch.

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:27 PM
To: Rini, Brett
Subject: FW: Spent fuel q's deadline 1pm EST Fri

Brett...

Any idea who could help with this? Scott Burnell (OPA) is checking who in our research office would
coordinate spent fuel studies.

Thanks,

Amy

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:26 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: RE: Spent fuel q's deadline lpm EST Fri

Please!

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:20 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Spent fuel q's deadline lpm EST Fri

Do you need me to reach out to research POCs? I don't know exactly who the right person would be - but I
could tap some people to find out.



From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:17 PM
To: Eli Kintisch
Subject: RE: Spent fuel q's deadline lpm EST Fri

My apologies once again, Eli, it just doesn't seem to slow down...

Don't have any names @ Sandia, I'll keep checking

I'm checking who in our research office would coordinate spent fuel studies

Our Licensee Event Reports ( https:HIlersearch.inl.qov/Entry.aspx ) would include spent fuel-related events.

Here's Diaz's letter:

http://www.nrc.qov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/conqress-docs/correspondence/2005/domenici-03142005.pdf

Thanks.

Scott

From: Eli Kintisch [mailto:ekintischaaaas.org]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:29 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Spent fuel q's deadline 1pm EST Fri

Any luck? Eli

-li Kintisch, Reporter
cience Magazine

326 6446

>>> "Burnell, Scott" <Scott.BurnellNnrc.qov> 3/17/2011 6:19 PM >>>

I'll see what I can track down, thanks.

From: Eli Kintisch Fmailto:ekintischbaaas.orql
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:17 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Spent fuel q's deadline lpm EST Fri

Scott:



1. Which researchers at Sandia perform work for NRC in this area?
2. Who is the program manager on this research, and may I speak to them for an interview?
3. Are there any publically available reports on spent fuel pool incidents that are available?
4. I was unable to find Nils Diaz response in 2004 to NAS report on spent fuel pools risk. Could you send?

thanks, e

1-Eli Kintisch, Reporte-r s
Science Magazine
2-02 326 6446

>>> "Burnell, Scott" <Scott.Burnellanrc.qov> 3/17/2011 5:49 PM >>>

Hello Eli;

I've most likely missed your deadline anyway, and I apologize - in the future it helps to put a deadline in the
subject line to attract attention. In any case, I'm not aware of any publicly available modeling on spent-fuel
pool incidents. Please let me know if you need anything else. Thanks.

Scott

From: Eli Kintisch [mailto:ekintisch~aaas.org]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:18 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Science mag" Are there publicly available

research studies modeling the loss of coolant from spent nuclear fuel pools that the NRC has done?

Could you send me them or refer me to them?

Deadline: 430pm today; but if we miss that, would still be useful tomorrow.

Thanks, Eli

"Eli Kintisch, Reporter
Science Magazine I-
2023266446
A -_



From: Couret. Ivonne
To: Bonaccorso. Amy; Deavers. Ron
Subject: FW: Media - Remapping Debate
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:39:42 PM

Who is taking these? Please advise.. .here is one public inquiry I believe. Ivonne

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

Media Desk
opa.resource@nrc.gov
301-415-8200

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading -rm/photo -gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where yob can find NRC Facts at a Glance
hftp://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc -collections/nuregs/staff/srl 350/

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:34 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Media - Remapping Debate

" Craig Guriann
Remapping Debate
craiggurian remappingdebate.org

i-212-346-7600 ext. 201 '>

Re: What level of concentrtion in the air that would cause NRC concern for long-term.
/

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary

Division of New Reactor Licensing

(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@ nrc.gov



From: Bonaccorso, Amy
To: Deavers. Ron

Subject: FW: Kathleen Penberthy - Citizen with questions
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:09:00 AM

I tried emailing and calling.. .the email bounced back and the phone line didn't have a
voicemail.

From: Ghneim, Munira
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:27 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Kathleen Penberthy - Citizen with questions

Contact -Jathleen Pen lrhy
Phone -/310-377-9220
Email - ýathleen@ale~s ndra.cgpital.com
Request -- would like a list of who owns the plants.

Thank You
Munira Ghneim
Contract Secretary
Office of Information Services
301-415-1170



FRANK R. LAUTENBERG

NEW JERSEY

COMMITTES.

APPROPRIATIONS

COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND
TRANSPORTATION

ENVIRONMENT AND
PUBLIC WORKS

' WAStId NGTON D5enat0
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

March 22, 2011

Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 0-1 6G4
Washington, D.C., 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Jaczko,

Thank you for briefing the Environment and Public Works Committee last week on the
nuclear situation in Japan. Those events have raised concerns about the susceptibility of our own
nuclear fleet, and it is imperative that we take all necessary action to prevent similar events in
our country.

As you know, two of New Jersey's four nuclear facilities use the same General Electric
boiling water reactor and Mark I containment system design as the Fukushima Daiichi Power
Station in Japan. One of those facilities is the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station, which is
the nation's oldest commercial nuclear power generator and is located near the Atlantic Ocean.

In light of the new information coming from Japan, I request that you conduct a
comprehensive review of the safety of the nuclear plants in New Jersey to determine whether any
modifications are necessary to address risks newly identified as a result of the events in Japan.
The review should also include a general reassessment of the suitability of the Mark I design for
use at nuclear facilities. If during this review you become aware of shortcomings in the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's authority to require additional safeguards, please identify those.

Please keep my office updated on your progress in conducting this review. Thank you
for your consideration of this request and for your work to ensure the safety and security of U.S.
nuclear facilities.

Sincerely,

944.

2 RivERSIDE DRIVE
ONE PORT CENTER, SUITE 505

CAMDEN, NJ 08101

(856) 338-8922 FAX: (856) 338-8936

ONE GATEWAY CENTER, 23R0 FLOOR
NEWARK, NJ 07102

(973) 639-8700 FAX: (973) 639-8723

HART SENATE OFFICE BUILDING, SUITE 324
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

(202) 224-3224 FAX: (202) 228-4054
1



528 SENATE HART OFfICE BUILING
ROBERT MENENDEZ WASHINGTON, DC 20510

NEWJERSEY (202) 224-4744

COMMITTEES: ONE GATEWAY CENTER1 l1rH FLOOR

BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBANFF N LORK NJ 07102

FINANCE ~United & Mtat ý.YcgLLt 1~mY~iL 973) 645-3030

FINANCE 208 WHITE HORSE PIKE

FOREIGN RELATIONS WASHINGTON, DC 20510-3005 SUITE 18-19
BARRINGTON, NJ 08007

(856) 757-6353

March 16, 2011

The Honorable Gregory B. Jaczko, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Dear Mr. Jaczko,

I am deeply saddened by the devastating earthquake and tsunami in Japan, and I commend you
for your agency's efforts to help Japan avert a potentially catastrophic nuclear emergency at the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station. But I also have concerns about New Jersey's nuclear
safety and hope you can help me understand our preparedness in cases of emergencies.

It is important that lessons be learned from this tragedy. As you know, just like the Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, the Hope Creek and Oyster Creek Generating Stations in my
home state of New Jersey, use the General Electric boiling water reactor (BWR) design and a
Mark I containment system. The Hope Creek station sits adjacent to the Salem 1 and Salem 2
nuclear power stations, in a region which has seen numerous small earthquakes over the past
century. The Oyster Creek Station sits close to the Atlantic Ocean and is regularly under threat
of hurricanes. The Indian Point Generating Stations, just 15 miles north of New Jersey in
Buchanan, NY, sit near two significant fault lines.

In light of these similarities, I would like to know if safeguards are in place at these nuclear
power plants that would prevent what is unfolding in Japan. Specifically, at all nuclear power
generating stations in or near New Jersey:

" Are diesel generators and their fuel supplies protected from floods and earthquakes?
" If diesel generators fail, is there adequate battery backup to ensure power until the main

power source is restored?
" What are these power plants designed to withstand and is the NRC reevaluating these

safeguards in light of current events?

I am also interested to know if the NRC believes this is the time to renew discussion about
whether nuclear power plants using the Mark 1 containment system can continue to operate
safely without modifications or additional safety systems. As you know, there have been
criticisms of the Mark 1 containment since the 1970's and some of these concerns came from
within the NRC.



My goal with this letter is to seek reassurance that New Jersey and its nuclear fleet are as safe as
possible. I look forward to your response and thank you for your continued work to keep
Americans safe.

Sincerely,

United States Senator



STATE OF NEW YORK

EXECUTIVE CHAMBER

ALBANY 12224

ROBERT J. DUFFY
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

The Honorable Gregory B. Jaczko
Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

March 24, 2011

Dear Dr. Jaczko,

I am writing to follow-up on my March 2 2nd meeting with Eric Leeds, Jack Grobe, and
other members of your staff, as well as our phone conversations.

Our discussion at the meeting focused largely on NRC's September 2010 Safety/Risk
Assessment Repolrt and Information Notice. This report found that the risk of damage to Indian
Point Unit #3 and 26 othernuclear reactors in the C-nttai and EasternU.S. increased from
previous estimates. Because of these findings, NRC concluded that further site-specific review
was necessary at these reactors to determine if plant modifications that would-reduce seismic risk
are warranted. We believe that in light of the improvements in technologies that afford better
monitoring and assessment of earthquakes, such a review is necessary, and the events in Japan
underscore the urgency to complete this review as quickly as possible.

At our meeting, Mr. Leeds agreed to make Indian Point the top priority in NRC's review
of the 27 nuclear reactors found to have an increase in seismic risk. In addition, Mr. Leeds
committed to working with New York's technical experts during this review by sharing data in
real time and allowing our team to accompany NRC on related inspections at Indian Point. In
our telephone conversation following the meeting, you concurred with Mr. Leeds' commitments
to us, and said you'd also conduct a personal site visit at Indian Point. These are good first steps.

During the meeting, we also asked whether the site-specific review would evaluate the
spent fuel pools at Indian Point for seismic risk. Mr. Grobe explained that the spent fuel pools
were included in the September 2010 assessment and required no further study. However,
another NRC staff member at the meeting contradicted Mr. Grobe and explained that.spent fuel
Spo.ls were not part 6f the 2010 assessment. Mr. Grobe agreed to provide us with whatever
seismic risk data NRChas with respect to the spent fuel pools at Indian Point. We will review
these data and, depending on our findings, may continue to insist that NRC include the spent fuel
pools in its site-specific seismic review at Indian Point. In addition, our technical staff requested

nrinted on recwcded paver
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that the site-specific review at Indian Point look at the potential seismic risk at the entire plant,
not just Unit #3, and include other key infrastructure such as back-up power systems.

Lastly, I want to express my disappointment with statements made by your
spokeswoman, Elizabeth Hayden, to the news media. Ms. Hayden told the New York Post that
the review of Indian Point "is really not a serious concern." Dismissive comments such as these
do not inspire confidence that your agency is taking seriously its responsibilities to protect public
safety. I believe that the NRC has many talented staff, and the work they are doing is critically
important. The events in Japan are a stark reminder of just how serious the NRC's work really
is, and I encourage you to remind your staff of the importance of NRC's mission.

Governor Cuomo and I continue to have serious concerns about Indian Point, and New
York State will continue to stay fully engaged in the license renewal proceeding as well as the
ongoing review of seismic risk at Indian Point. I appreciate your staff's willingness to meet with
us and for the commitment to make Indian Point their top priority in the site-specific seisrnic risk
review that is now underway.

All the best,

Lieutenant Governor Robert J. ffy
New York State Capitol Building
Albany, New York 12224



Ramsey, Kevin

From: Sreenivas, V
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 8:42 AM
To: NMSS Distribution
Subject: FW: Japanese Event Response and Available Resources

FYI, if interested

V. Sreenivas, Licensing PM
DORL/NRR on Detail
with HLWRS/NMSS

From: Schwarz, Sherry On Behalf Of Leeds, Eric
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 6:03 PM
To: NRR Distribution
Subject: Japanese Event Response and Available Resources

I want to echo the Commission and Bill Borchardt's wocds of appreciation and admiration spoken of the staff
during the Commission Meeting this morning. NRR has provided tremendous support over the last week, and
we will continue our efforts in the weeks, months, and years to come.

In our continued efforts to assist with responding and centralizing information related to events in Japan, we've
added a new feature to the homepage of the NRR internal SharePoint site, "Japan Event Information." All of
the information under this title has been publicly released or has been approved to be used publicly in our
responses to related questions that might arise. Included in the list is a link to the NRC public web site, "NRC
Actions on Japan's Emergency," where you may find information related to NRC actions, including news
releases, NRC Blog posts, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), and other related information and sources.
Please be sure to check these resources frequently, as information is being updated daily.

In addition, I've assigned Bob Nelson, Deputy Director, Division of Operating Reactor Licensing (DORL), as the
NRR Coordinator for External Communications related to NRR's response to the recent events in Japan.
Assisting Nelson will be Sean Meighan and Quynh Nguyen from the NRR front office, Eric Thomas from
Division of Inspection and Regional Support, Eric Oesterle from the Office of New Reactors and a
communications "tiger team" formulated in' DORL headed by Mike Markley. Harold Chernoff will also provide
assistance as needed. Nelson and his team will be responsible for coordinating the development and review of
related Qs & As and coordinating the response to related controlled correspondence tasked to NRR, including
related 2.206 petitions.

Please forward all of your requests for support in this area, to Nelson, 301-415-1453.

Thank you all for your continued support!

Eric

* NRR SharePoint Site: http://portal.nrc.gov/edo/nrr/default.aspx
* NRC Public Website: NRC Actions on Japan's Emergency: http://www.nrc.gov/iapan/iapan-info.html



From: Bonaccorso, Amy
To: daveadoerera.com -

Bcc: Deavers. Ron
Subject: REPLY: Dave Perera - Fierce Markets
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:45:00 AM

Hi Mr. Perera:

I heard that you wanted to sign up for our media lists. Do you mean that you want to get
press releases immediately when they come out? The link to sign up for that is here:
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.html

If I have misunderstood your request, please let me know.

Thank you,

Amy

From: Ghneim, Munira
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:43 AM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Dave Perera - Fierce Markets

Good Morning Amy,

This gent e an would like to sign up for our media lists. He can be reached at
703-790-0498 ory email at dave@dperera.com

//



From: Landau. Mindy

To: Virailio. Rosetta; Steger (Tucci). Christine; C Lis; Salter. Susan; Goldberg. Francine; Hayden. Elizabeth;
Bonaccorso. Amy; Mroz (Sahm), Sara; Barkley. Richard; Heck. Jared; Jasinski, Robert; Sal, Basia; Shane.
Raeann; Pedersen. Renee; Croston. Sean; Farnholtz. Thomas; Woodruff, Gena; Wright. Lisa (Gibney); Pulaski
Jordan; Loyd, Susan

Cc: Rihm. Roger; Ellmers. Glenn; Rakovan. Lance; Thomas. Ann

Subject: Transcript and video on the web
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:33:08 AM

We've been getting a lot of inquiries here - please tell your staff that the transcript
and video of yesterday's commission meeting is on the web. Here's the link to the
transcript.

http:Hwww.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/commission/tr/2011/-20110321 .pdf

The best source for up to date information is the "Japan Box" on the upper right hand
corner of the public site, under "Key Topics."

Appreciate the help, thanks!
Mindy

Mindy S, Landau

Deputy Assistant for Operations

Communication and Performance Improvement

Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555

301-415-8703
mindy.landau@nrc.gov



From: Couret. Ivonne
To: Bonaccorso. Amy
Subject: FV: May I ask a question
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:57:25 PM

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs
Media Desk
opa.resource@nrc.gov
301-415-8200

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
hftp://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo-gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading -rm/doc -collections/nuregs/staff/srl 350/

From: Bowman, Eric
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:46 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: May I ask a question

Scott/lvonne,

One more public inquiry for you.

Thanks!

Eric

aRprom: Jay Snow [mailto :Jay@mtisysterns.com]~"
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:24 PM

• reo-n~~ ....... ..... .... ...h .........y .... - ------......-"--................ .................................. . . .........................

To: Bowman, Eric
Subject: May I ask a question

If Nuclear Energy is used to power steam generators for electricity AND we have
to permanent baby-sit the spent fuel rods which create enough heat to boil water,
why aren't we also generating electricity from the spent fuel rods? There is all this
talk about them boiling water?

Thank you, in advance for your answer.

Sincerely,

James Snow

Marketing Manager 7
8800-644-4318/ 413-733-1972 xl11

0-TI Systems, Inc. /

59 Interstate Drive



L

West Springfield MA 01089

www.MTISvstems.com

Click here to receive our newsletter

A Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

This communication is for its intended recipient only, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from

disclosure under applicable law. This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic

Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended by the sender of the message.

This communication may contain confidential information and privileged material that is for the sole use of the intended recipient and

receipt by anyone other that the intended recipient does not constitute a loss of the confidential or privileged nature of the

communication. If you are not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering this communication to the

intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is

strictly prohibited and may subject you to criminal or civil penalty. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us

immediately by telephone (1-413-733-1972) or e-mail reply, and delete the message from your system, and destroy any hard copy you

may have printed. Thank You.



From: Bonaccorso. Amy
To: tspitzer-hobeikaftcsis.or -
Subject: deisel generators
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:40:00 PM

Hi Tamara:

I reached out to a technical division that may have information for you. I was not able to
find an answer for you in the resources I have. However, I wanted to let you know that the
people from the division I reached out to were in a meeting - so I do not know when I will
have information from them. I will let you know as soon as they contact me.

Thanks,

Amy



From:
To: Kathleen~alessandra.caoital.cor
Bcc: 1 Deavers, Ron
Subject: REPLY: Kathleen Penberthy - Citizen-with questions
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:07:00 AM

Hello Ms. Penberthy:

I think this website will address your question. It is a list of plants and their owners:

http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/list-power-reactor-units.html

Thank you,

Amy

From: Ghneim, Munira
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:27 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Kathleen Penberthy - Citizen with questions

Contact -Kathleen Penberthy//
Phone - 310-377-9220 -

V Email - Kathleen@alessandra.capital.com
Request - would like a list of who owns the plants.
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Bonaccorso, Amy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Janbergs, Holly on behalf of OPA Resource
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:30 AM
Bonaccorso, Amy
FW: MAYBE THIS WOULD HELP
COOLING HOSE STRUT.jpg

----- Original Message -----
From: jim fmailto:ibandlowatechohio.com]

cc Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:07 AM
To: OPA Resource

,,-.Subject: MAYBE THIS WOULD HELP

Attached is a simple rig for external water spray at Fukushima.

Might be too late now; or maybe not practical for the site.

If they designed one, it could be built in a hurry.

I
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Bonaccorso, Amy

From: Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mail2.nrc.gov]
To: Kathleen@alessandra.capital.com
Sent: -Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:08 AM -4-
Subject: Undeliverable: REPLY: Kathleen Penberthy - Citizen with questions

Delivery has failed to these recipients or distribution lists:

Kathleen(alessandra.capital.com
--An-error occurred while trying. to dejiver this message to the recipient's e-mail address. Microsoft Exchange will not try to

redeliver this message for you. Please try resending this message, or provide the following diagnostic text to your system
administrator.

Diagnostic information for administrators:

Generating server: mail2.nrc.gov

.lKathleen~aalessandra.capital.com,-

, #< #5.0.0 smtp; 5.1.2 - Bad destination host 'DNS Hard Error looking up alessandra.capital.com (MX): NXDomain'
(delivery attempts: 0)> #SMTP#

Original message headers:

Received: from twms0l.nrc.gov ([148.184.200.145]), by mail2-private. nrc.gov
with ESMTP; 22 Mar 2011 09:07:41 -0400

X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.63,224,1299474000";
d="scan'208,217";a="36388355"

Received: from HQCLSTR01. nrc.gov ([148.184.44.79]) by TWMSO1. nrc.gov
([148.184.200.145]) with mapi; Tue, 22 Mar 2011 09:07:41 -0400

From;," Bonaccorso, Amy" <amy.Bonaccorso(&nrc.gov>
To: "Kathleenaalessandra.capital.com" <Kathleenc(alessandra.capital.com>
Date.-TUe, 22 Mar 2011 09:07:40 -0400
Subject: REPLY: Kathleen Penberthy - Citizen with questions
Thread-Topic: REPLY: Kathleen Penberthy - Citizen with questions
Thread-Index: AcvoBIUm9PVcB2Ku RTiIknrfAYVdZAAi4etg
Message-ID: < 9BOF2FAB6002B64EAABF7FE5FA27BC6C3BO9C29EFF@HQCLSTR01.nrc.gov>
Accept-Language: en-US
Content-Language: en-US
X-MS-Has-Attach:
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator:
acceptlanguage: en-US
Content-Type: multipa rt/alternative;

boundary==-_000_9BOF2FAB6002B64EAABF7FE5FA27BC6C3BO9C29EFFHQCLSTROlnrcg-"
MIME-Version: 1.0



From: Tobin. Jennifer /
To: Javmtisvstemscory,
Subject: ,RE: May I ask a questi6r,.
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:19:05 PM

Dear Mr. Snow,
Thank you for your inquiry. Nuclear plants can be designed to both provide power and
heating capacity. The current designs in the U.S. are for power generation only. In spent
fuel pools under normal conditions, the water surrounding the rods is not allowed to boil.
As designs move forward to provide both functions, the NRC will continue to evaluate the
applications and approve them as appropriate. I hope that addresses your concern.

Jenny (Tobhin) Wollenweber
Export Licensing Officer

Office of Itvrnational ProgranDs

office: 3(1-415-2:328 ,

From-t Snow [mailto:Jay@mtisystems.com,;-1
Sent: 'esday, March 22, 2011 1:24 PM
To: Bowman, Eric
Subject: May I ask a question

If Nuclear Energy is used to power steam generators for electricity AND we have
to permanent baby-sit the spent fuel rods which create enough heat to boil water,
why aren't we also generating electricity from the spent fuel rods? There is all this
talk about them boiling water?

Thank you, in advance for your answer.

Sincerely,

James Snow £
Marketing Manager
800-644-4318/ 413-733-1972 x101 ".. ...- " J

I-Systems, Inc.

59 Interstate Drive

West Springfield MA 01089

www.MTISystems.com

Click here to receive our newsletter

-- Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

This communication is for its intended recipient only, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from

disclosure under applicable law. This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended by the sender of the message.

This communication may contain confidential information and privileged material that is for the sole use of the intended recipient and
receipt by anyone other that the intended recipient does not constitute a loss of the confidential or privileged nature of the

communication. If you are not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering this communication to the

intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is



strictly prohibited and may subject you to criminal or civil penalty. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us

immediately by telephone (1-413-733-1972) or e-mail reply, and delete the message from your system, and destroy any hard copy you

may have printed. Thank You.



juttle, Glenn

From: fgeu
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:11 AM
To: Horn, Brian; Habighorst, Peter
Subject: FW: Richland Safe Haven

fyi

From: NOSS Dan (AREVA) Fmailto:Dan.Noss(•areva.coml
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 6:29 PM
To: Tuttle, Glenn
Subject: Richland Safe Haven

Glenn,

e have bee advised that• the shipment of 20% research reactor fuel bound for Japan from France will not need to come to
ich and for short term storage. I am not certain what has been worked out, but Areva Richland is not in the mix.

Thanks for your support,

Dan Noss

Supervisor, MC&A

AREVA NP Inc.

An AREVA and Siemens Company

2101 Horn Rapids

Road Richland, WA 99354

Phone: 509-375-8380

Fax: 509-375-8707

dan.noss6aareva.com



From: Bonaccorso. Amy
To: ibandlowa.techohio.com
Bcc: Deavers. Ron
Subject: REPLY: MAYBE THIS WOULD HELP
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:43:00 AM

Hello:

We appreciate suggestions that work toward resolving the situation in Japan; it's reassuring to see how
helpful and dedicated private citizens have been in light of this disaster.

I can assure you that our experts are evaluating a number of possibilities and making recommendations,
as appropriate to our Japanese counterparts. Ultimately, it is up to the Japanese government as to
what actions they take at Fukushima. Concerning the plants in the United States, we will be evaluating
this event, once it finishes unfolding, and I'm sure we will learn lessons from the Japanese response.

Thank you,

Amy

----- Original Message -----
r-From: jim [mailto:jbandlowC'techohio.com] \ . . . .

--Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:07 AM ---

To: OPA Resource
Subject: MAYBE THIS WOULD HELP

Attached is a simple rig for external water spray at Fukushima.

Might be too late now; or maybe not practical for the site.

If they designed one, it could be built in a hurry.



All, Syed

From: uchiyama-yuichi@jnes.go.jp
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:57 AM
To: Murphy, Andrew; Alejandro.HUERTA@oecd.org; Ali, Syed
Cc: okano-kenta@jnes.go.jp; kobayashi-koichi@jnes.go.jp; uchiyama-yuichi@jnes.go.jp;

yamazaki-hiroaki@jnes.go.jp
Subject: Re: Appology of absence of JNES in IAGE meeting

Dear Andy,

Thanks for your kind words.

Regarding Quake information, please take a look
http://outreach.eri.u-tokVo.ac.ip/eqvolc/201103 tohoku/enq

It is better if I could summarize the information but I can not.
You can catch EQ and tsunami information from this page.

Regards,

Y. Uchiyama

>Dear Mr. Uchiyama,

>We can all appreciate why you and your colleagues are unable to attend
>the WGIAGE meetings at OECD this year. I thank you for letting us know about your travel plans. Again any
effort on your part to prepare material on the Workshop on Seismic Observatio ns from Deep Borehole are
appreciated; I will be pleased to present them. If it is difficult for you to prepare this material, I can offer
comments on the progress of this effort from my own knowledge of the Workshop.

>1 am pleased to hear through Dr Ali that the whole JNES team was able
>to return to Tokyo safely. My thoughts and prayers for all of Japan adversely affected by the earthquakes
and tsunami with special prayers for our colleagues and counterparts in nuclear regulation and the nuclear
power industry.

>Stay well and let us know would we can support you.

>Andrew Murphy

> ----- Original Message -----
>From: uchiyama-yuichi(jines.go.ip.[mailto:uchivama-yuichi(ines.go.ip.
>Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:09 PM
>To: Aleiandro.HUERTA)oecd.orq; Murphy, Andrew; Ali, Syed
>Cc: okano-kentaC-ines..qo.ip; kobayashi-koichicoines.go. ip
>yamazaki-hiroaki-ines.go.ip
>Subject: Appology of absence of JNES in IAGE meeting

>Dear Mr.Huerta, Dr. Murphy, Dr. Ali,

>This is Uchiyama, in JNES.
>As you know, we have a very big trouble in Japan.
>All people relating nuclear safety are struggling to contain this situation.

>Because of this, the management of JNES decided to prohibit participations in oversea meetings.

1



.>1 and Mr. Okano, who is in charge of EQ observation in deep bore hole
>project, were planning to participate in Seismic and Concrete Sub-group meetings from the Seismic Safety
Department of JNES. But we cannot participate because of the reason above. Moreo ver, it is thought that the
greater part of possible participants from Japan will be absent too.

>Please understand this situation.
>But I want to make an effort to deliver the electronic file about the draft report of the workshop on earthquake
observation in deep borehole.

>Truly yours,
>18 Mar., 2010
>Y. Uchiyama, JNES

2



Ali, Syed

From: Ali, Syed
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:02 AM
To: - uchiyama-yuichi@jnes.go.jp; Murphy, Andrew; Alejandro. HUERTA@oecd.org
Cc: okano-kenta@jnes.go.jp; kobayashi-koichi@jnes.go.jp; yamazaki-hiroaki@jnes.go.jp
Subject: RE: Appology of absence of JNES in IAGE meeting

Dear Uchiyama San:

I want to echo the words of Murphy San that our thoughts and prayers go for you and all Japanese along with
their families in this very difficult time. We know very well that Japan will recover from this disaster because of
the courage , dedication and efforts of its great people.

I also want to inform you that NRC is sending another team of 10-12 people this week to Japan and I will be
part of that team. I will be leaving on March 24. My understanding is that we will be in Tokyo working at the
U.S. embassy and do whatever work is necessary to assist the embassy which is cooperating with various
Japanese organizations. Therefore, I will not be attending the CSNI meeting also as NRC has determined that
the work at Japan takes precedence over all other work. Depending upon my duties there, I may or may not
contact you, I am not sure. I know that you are extremely busy also at this critical time. Good luck to you.

With best regards,
Syed

Dr. Syed A. Ali, P.E.
Senior Technical Advisor for Civil/Structural Engrg Issues Division of Engineering (DE) Office of 1tuclear
Regulatory Research United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-251-7658
Email: Syed.Ali@nrc.,gov

Mailing Address:
Syed A. Ali
M/S CS-5A24M
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

- -- Original Message -----
From: uchiyama-yuichi()ines..qoJp [mailto:uchiyama-yuichi(a2ines.go.ip1
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:57 AM
To: Murphy, Andrew; Aleiandro.HUERTACdoecd. org; Ali, Syed
Cc: okano-kentadines.go.ip; kobayashi-koichitaines.go.,p; uchiyama-yuichid.ines.qo.ip; yamazaki-
hiroakia-ines.go.ip
Subject: Re: Appology of absence of JNES in IAGE meeting

Dear Andy,

Thanks for your kind words.

Regarding Quake information, please take a look
http://outreach.eri u-tokyo.ac.ip/eqvolc/20 1103 tohoku/enq

It is better if I could summarize the information but I can not. ,2)



You can catch EQ and tsunami information from this page.

Regards,
Y. Uchiyama

>Dear Mr. Uchiyama,

>We can all appreciate why you and your colleagues are unable to attend
>the WGIAGE meetings at OECD this year. I thank you for letting us know about your travel plans. Again any
effort on your part to prepare material on the Workshop on Seismic Observatio ns from Deep Borehole are
appreciated; I will be pleased to present them. If it is difficult for you to prepare this material, I can offer
comments on the progress of this effort from my own knowledge of the Workshop.

>1 am pleased to hear through Dr Ali that the whole JNES team was able
>to return to Tokyo safely. My thoughts and prayers for all of Japan adversely affected by the earthquakes
and tsunami with special prayers for our colleagues and counterparts in nuclear regulation and the nuclear
power industry.

>Stay well and let us know would we can support you.

>Andrew Murphy

> ----- Original Message -----
>From: uchiyama-yuichiaines.qo.ip [mailto:uchiyama-yuichi(aines.go.Ip]
>Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:09 PM
>To: Alewandro.HUERTADoecd.org; Murphy, Andrew; Ali, Syed
>Cc: okano-kentaaines.qo.ip; kobayashi-koichi(oInes.go. p;
>yamazaki-hiroaki~cines.qo.ip
>Subject: Appology of absence of JNES in IAGE meeting

>Dear Mr.Huerta, Dr. Murphy, Dr. Ali,

>This is Uchiyama, in JNES.
>As you know, we have a very big trouble in Japan.
>All people relating nuclear safety are struggling to contain this situation.

>Because of this, the management of JNES decided to prohibit participations in oversea meetings.

>1 and Mr. Okano, who is in charge of EQ observation in deep bore hole
>project, were planning to participate in Seismic and Concrete Sub-group meetings from the Seismic Safety
Department of JNES. But we cannot participate because of the reason above. Moreo ver, it is thought that the
greater part of possible participants from Japan will be absent too.

>Please understand this situation.
>But I want to make an effort to deliver the electronic file about the draft report of the workshop on earthquake
observation in deep borehole.

>Truly yours,
>18 Mar., 2010
>Y. Uchiyama, JNES
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Terao, David

From: Csontos, Aladar
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:53 PM
To: Klein, Paul; Mendiola, Anthony; Ward, Leonard; Taylor, Robert; Tregoning, Robert; Hardies,

Robert; Makar, Gregory; Dunn, Darrell
Subject: RE: Feedback on Issues Related to Sea Water in a BWR Plant

Folks,

I looked over the CNWRA 92-021 report that Darrell Dunn suggested, particularly Figure 3-15 on page 3-36.
The SCC crack growth rates are not on the order of 0.001"/year as suggested in the salt paper that we got this
am. Looking at Figure 3-15 for 316 in a creviced condition, CGRs are on the order of 0.1 mm/hr at 80C and at
3% NaCI or 0.01 mm/hr at 0.03% NaCI at a stress intensity of 15 kgf/mm3/2. I'll have to do the conversion to
MPa m1/2 to get a real gauge of the K relationship. Also, 304 would probably have a faster CGR than 316 (not
sure but a trend between the two alloys).

Darrell returns tomorrow and I'll discuss this with him in the morning. If you want, we can get some preliminary
calcs for component integrity for some stainless steel piping similar to the BWRs in Japan. Let me know if you
want that.

Al

From: Klein, Paul
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:32 PM
To: Mendiola, Anthony; Ward, Leonard; Taylor, Robert
Cc: Tregoning, Robert; Hardies, Robert; Makar, Gregory; Klein, Paul; Csontos, Aladar
Subject: Feedback on Issues Related to Sea Water in a BWR Plant

Tony,

Rob Taylor requested I send our comments (from the staff on cc distribution) on the subject paper to you.
Please see the attached file.

Paul Klein
USNRC
301-415-4030
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NRC INSPECTION MANUAL IRIB

TEMPORARY INSTRUCTION 2515/183

FOLLOWUP TO THE FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NUCLEAR STATION
FUEL DAMAGE EVENT

CORNERSTONE: INITIATING EVENTS AND MITIGATING SYSTEMS

APPLICABILITY: This Temporary Instruction (TI) applies to all holders of operating
licenses for nuclear power reactors, except plants which have
permanently ceased operations.

2515/183-01 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this TI is to independently assess the adequacy of actions taken by
licensees in response to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear station fuel damage event. The
inspection results from this TI will be used to evaluate the industry's readiness for a
similar event and to aid in determining whether additional regulatory actions by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission are warranted. Therefore, the intent of this TI is to be
a high-level look at the industry's preparedness for events that may exceed the design
basis for a plant. If necessary, a more specific followup inspection will be performed at
a later date.

2515/183-02 BACKGROUND

On March 11, 2011, the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake occurred near the east coast
of Honshu, Japan. This magnitude 9.0 earthquake and the subsequent tsunami caused
significant damage to at least four of the six units of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
power station as the result of a sustained loss of both the offsite and on-site power
systems. Efforts to restore power to emergency equipment have been hampered or
impeded by damage to the surrounding areas due to the tsunami and earthquake. The
following background information is current as of March 18, 2011.

Units 1 through 3, which had been operating at the time of the earthquake, scrammed
automatically, inserting their neutron absorbing control rods to ensure immediate
shutdown of the fission process. Following the loss of electric power to normal and
emergency core cooling systems and the subsequent failure of back-up decay heat
removal systems, water injection into the cores of all three reactors was compromised,
and reactor water levels could not be maintained. Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), the operator of the plant, resorted to injecting sea water and boric acid into
the reactor vessels of these three units, in an effort to cool the fuel and ensure the
reactors' remained shutdown. However, the fuel in the reactor cores became partially
uncovered. Hydrogen gas built up in Units 1 and 3 as a result of exposed, overheated
fuel reacting with water. Following gas venting from the primary containment to relieve

Issue Date: 03/23/11 1 2515/183



pressure, hydrogen explosions occurred in both units and damaged the secondary
containments. It appears that primary containments for Units 1 and 3 remained
functional, but the primary containment for Unit 2 may have been damaged. TEPCO cut
a hole in the side of the Unit 2 secondary containment to prevent hydrogen buildup
following a sustained period when there was no water injection into the core.

In addition, problems were encountered with monitoring and maintaining Units 3 and 4
spent fuel pool (SFP) water levels. Efforts continue to supply seawater to the SFPs for
Units 1 through 4 using various methods. At this time, the integrity of the SFPs for Units
3 and 4 is unknown.

Fukushima Daiichi Units 4 through 6 were shutdown for refueling outages at the time of
the earthquake. The fuel assemblies for Unit 4 had been offloaded from the reactor core
to the SFP. The SFPs for Units 5 and 6 appear to be intact.

The damage to Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station appears to have been caused
by initiating events that may have exceeded the design basis for the facilities.

2515/183-03 INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDANCE

NRC inspection staff should assess the licensee's activities and actions to assess its
readiness to respond to an event similar to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant fuel
damage event. These inspections should occur at the operating power reactor facilities.
Licensee emergency preparedness will not be assessed by this TI.

This TI may be completed all at once or in phases as the licensee verifies its capability
to respond to such an event. The inspector(s) should coordinate the inspection effort
with the licensee in accordance with the licensee's verification schedule.

The events at the Fukushima Daiichi plant appear to be caused by factors directly
impacting nuclear safety that may have exceeded the design basis for the facility. While
details on the full extent of damage to these units remain unknown, the damage poses a
significant challenge to the nuclear safety of these units. Immediate actions by the U.S.
industry are appropriate to assess and take corrective actions to address potential
vulnerabilities that would challenge response to events that are beyond site design
bases.

03.01 Assess the licensee's capability to mitigate conditions that result from beyond
design basis events, typically bounded by security threats, committed to as part of NRC
Security Order Section B.5.b issued February 25, 2002, and severe accident
management guidelines and as required by Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(10 CFR) 50.54(hh). Use Inspection Procedure (IP) 71111.05T, "Fire Protection
(Triennial)," Section 02.03 and 03.03 as a guideline. If IP 71111.05T was recently
performed at the facility the inspector should review the inspection results and findings
to identify any other potential areas of inspection. Particular emphasis should be placed
on strategies related to the spent fuel pool. The inspection should include, but not be
limited to, an assessment of any licensee actions to:
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a. Verify through test or inspection that equipment is available and functional.
Active equipment shall be tested and passive equipment shall be walked down
and inspected. It is not expected that permanently installed equipment that is
tested under an existing regulatory testing program be retested.

b. Verify through walkdowns or demonstration that procedures to implement the
strategies associated with B.5.b and 10 CFR 50.54(hh) are in place and are
executable. Licensees may choose not to connect or operate permanently
installed equipment during this verification.

c. Verify the training and qualifications of operators and the support staff needed to
implement the procedures and work instructions are current for activities related
to Security Order Section B.5.b and severe accident management guidelines as
required by 10 CFR 50.54 (hh).

d. Verify that any applicable agreements and contracts are in place and are
capable of meeting the conditions needed to mitigate the consequences of these
events.

e. Review any open corrective action documents to identify vulnerabilities that may
not have yet been addressed.

03.02 Assess the licensee's capability to mitigate station blackout (SBO) conditions, as
required by 10 CFR 50.63, "Loss of All Alternating Current Power," and station design,
is functional and valid. Refer to TI 2515/120, "Inspection of Implementation of Station
Blackout Rule Multi-Plant Action Item A-22" as a guideline. It is not intended that TI
2515/120 be completely reinspected. The inspection should include, but not be limited
to, an assessment of any licensee actions to:

a. Verify through walkdowns and inspection that all required materials are
adequate and properly staged, tested, and maintained.

b. Demonstrate through walkdowns that procedures for response to an SBO are
executable.

03.03 Assess the licensee's capability to mitigate internal and external flooding events
required by station design. Refer to IP 71111.01, "Adverse Weather Protection,"
Section 02.04, "Evaluate Readiness to Cope with External Flooding" as a guideline. The
inspection should include, but not be limited to, an assessment of any licensee actions
to verify through walkdowns and inspections that all required materials and equipment
are adequate and properly staged. These walkdowns and inspections shall include
verification that accessible doors, barriers, and penetration seals are functional.

03.04 Assess the thoroughness of the licensee's walkdowns and inspections of
important equipment needed to mitigate fire and flood events to identify the potential
that the equipment's function could be lost during seismic events possible for the site.
Assess the licensee's development of any new mitigating strategies for identified
vulnerabilities (e.g., entered it in to the corrective action program and any immediate
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actions taken). As a minimum, the licensee should have performed walkdowns and
inspections of important equipment (permanent and temporary) such as storage tanks,
plant water intake structures, and fire and flood response equipment; and developed
mitigating strategies to cope with the loss of that important function. Use IP 71111.21,
"Component Design Basis Inspection," Appendix 3, "Component Walkdown
Considerations," as a guideline to assess the thoroughness of the licensee's walkdowns
and inspections.

2515/183-04 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

The inspection results, including both observations and findings, of this TI should be in a
stand-alone report. NOTE: This TI will be updated with a template which will provide
specific guidance on reporting and documenting observations and findings.

The inspection report containing the results should be forwarded to NRR/DIRS/IRIB,
Attention: Tim Kobetz via e-mail at timothy.kobetz(Dnrc.qov. Mr. Kobetz can also be
reached at (301) 415-1932. The inspection results from this TI will be used to evaluate
industry's readiness for a similar event and to aid in determining whether additional
NRC regulatory actions are warranted.

2515/183-05 COMPLETION SCHEDULE

This TI is to be initiated upon issuance. Inspection activities are to be completed by
April 29, 2011 and the inspection report issued by May 13, 2011.

2515/183-06 EXPIRATION

The TI will expire on June 30, 2012.

2515/183-07 CONTACT

Any technical questions regarding this TI should be addressed to Tim Kobetz at 301-
415-1932 or timothy.kobetz(,nrc.qov.

2515/183-08 STATISTICAL DATA REPORTING

All direct inspection effort expended on this TI is to be charged to 2515/183 with an IPE
code of TI. All indirect inspection effort expended on this TI for preparation and
documentation should be attributed to activity codes TIP and TID respectively.

2515/183-9 RESOURCE ESTIMATE

The estimated average time to complete the TI inspection requirements is 40 hours per
site. Where applicable, inspectors should credit the baseline inspection program for
samples reviewed during this TI assessment.

2515/183-10 TRAINING
Issue Date: 03/23/11 4 2515/183



No additional training is required.

END
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ATTACHMENT 1

Revision History for TI 2515/183
TO FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NUCLEAR STATION FUEL DAMAGE EVENTFOLLOWUP

Commitment Issue Date Description of Change Training Training Comment Resolution
Tracking Needed Completion Date Accession Number
Number

N/A ML11077A007 Researched commitments for 4 No N/A N/A
03/23/11 years and found none.

This is a new document issued
for inspections related to the
industry response to the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Station Fuel Damage Event.

Issue Date: 03/23/11 Attl-1 2515/183



Lee, Richard

From: Michael Corradini [corradini@engr.wisc.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:01 PM
To: Basu, Sudhamay
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: Re:

Sud - This does not have the dimensions - but I will contact DOE about drawings

Michael Corradini, Chair
Engineering Physics
University of Wisconsin el

}'608)263-1648 [Fax: 3-7451] -'-

"torradinigenqr.wisc.edu
http://www.enqr.wisc.edu/ep i

Quoting "Basu, Sudhamay" <Sudhamay.Basuanrc.,ov>:

> Mike,

> Here is a report on Mark-I containment. See if it has information you
> are looking for. Also, call Dana to see if he can provide any
> dimensional information. In the meantime, I am looking for
> information at my end. As soon as I find some, I will send your way.
> Thanks.

> Sud



White, Bernard

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nuclear Street [cabernethy@nuclearstreet.com]
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:41 PM
Bajwa, Chris
Nuclear Street - Lights Finally on at a Fukushima, Efforts Progress at Damaged Japanese
Nuclear Plant, Shaw Group, Babcock & Wilcox Join Toshiba

To view this newsletter online, click here: http://nuclearstreet.com/newsletters/3 23 11 .html

NUCLEAR REET

dola
WEDNESDAY MARCH 23,2011: NEWSLETTER

Lights Finally on at a Fukushima Daiichi Control Room, Power Lines Extended to All Six Units (With
Concrete Truck Spraying Video)

For the first time in more than a week, outside power illuminated the control room Tuesday at unit 3 of
Japan's Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant, where operators have struggled with overheating in reactors and
spent fuel pools since an earthquake hit the country March 11.

Plant Owner Tokyo Electric Power Co. reported Tuesday that power lines have been connected to all six
reactor units at the plant, according to Kyodo News. Crews also have been checking systems and
replacing damaged equipment before reintroducing power to the reactors. While a photo released by
TEPCO showed technicians itn the now-lighted unit 3 control room, crews were still working to bring
instruments and equipment back online.

Read More»>

Workers Briefly Evacuated, but Efforts Progress at Damaged Japanese Nuclear Plant (With
Spraying Video)

Work at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant to restore electricity and refill spent fuel tanks wore on
Monday, with workers briefly evacuated while smoke or steam was observed above two reactors.

A team of water trucks continued to spray water on reactors 3 and 4. The amount sprayed in unit 3 in
recent days well exceeds the capacity of its spent-fuel tank.

Read More»>

Shaw Group, Babcock & Wilcox Join Toshiba to Assist Damaged Japanese Nuclear Plant

Two prominent members of America's nuclear industry will join Toshiba in efforts to stabilize and remediate
accidents at Japan's Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant.

Toshiba has been working closely with a number of Japanese companies to restore power and offer
expertise to the plant that has suffered multiple reactor crises following a magnitude 9 earthquake March
11. At the request of the Japanese government and plant owner Tokyo Electric Power Co., Toshiba has
provided more than 100 engineers to assist at Fukushima Daiichi and nearby Fukushima Daini, according
to a company release.

Read More»>

Check out more of today's news stories >>>>
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Do you belong to a nuclear industry group or organilation and want to communicate and codtaborate more
effectively? Nuclear Street is now offering their new enhanced Groups with collaboration tools such as
wikis, documents, forums, media storage, and blogs for FREE. These groups can be public or private and
are easy to manage. If you are interested, contact us for more details.

Nuclear Street Jobs Board - No. I in Nuclear Power Jobs!

Yes, Nuclear Street is the number one search result on Google, Bing, Yahoo, Ask and other search
engines for Nuclear Power Jobs. We don't nickel and dime you for each job post. Our subscription plans
are for UNLIMITED job postings for the duration of your contract.

We have an automated posting service to make it effortless to post your job openingsl! Sign-up Today!

Nuclear Street Resume Database

Our Resume Search Application is available for employment searches! Employers and recruiters can log
on right now and search for candidates by position, search term, or name. Recruiters can print resumes
and send candidates e-mails right from the application. Resumes are categorized and searching is easy!
Want to know who is in our database? Check out our Job Categories! Sign-up today!

U.S. Nuclear Power Plant Maps and Directions

Are you working at one or more of the 45 outages this spring? Do you have directions to the plant? Do you
need to find the closest hotels around the plant? Check out the Nuclear Plants Section on Nuclear Street.
We have dedicated plant pages that provide maps, directions, news, weather, and other useful inforation
for every plant in the U.S.! We also have special outage rates for select hotels at Turkey Point and Palo
Verde. This is great resource for the travelling contractor, visiting supplier, and/or prospective new
employee.

Nuclear Street Buyers Guide - Get to know your customers!

Does your old buyers guide company listing or advertisement provide direct/interactive sales support?
How about product or services support from that listing? Does it provide multimedia capabilities? Does your
old listing provide a contact form for immediate sales contact? Can it provide immediate
product announcements to your customers? Can you change your advertisement or listing and showcase
different products or services anytime? Does it provide a way to give you product or service feedback from
your customers? Can you actually get to know your customers through your old media listing? Of course
not..but we can! Check out the NEW Nuclear Street Buyers Guide.

Nuclear Street is the FIRST Nuclear Buyers Guide with social netwroking tools! For more information
on how your company can be Showcased on Nuclear Street to create more sales revenue and increase
customer support, contact us today.

Job Seekers - Upload Your Resume Now for Free

Looking for a new job or career? Let Nuclear Street help find you a job! Upload your resume by clicking the
Submit Your Resume Today banner on the Nuclear Street Jobs listing page. Recruiters and employers
will then contact you with new job offers.

The Latest Job Opportunities!

OJ Stay connected...
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RSS Now Available!

From: Nuclear Power Industry News

States Sue Over On-Site Waste Storage

Attorneys general from New York,
Connecticut and Vermont announced
Tuesday that they plan to sue the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission over a
recent ruling on waste storage at nuclear
plants.

Specifically, they object to an NRC rule
issued in late December that allows
plants to keep spent fuel on site for 60
years after they close, as opposed to 30
years under previous law.
Read More>>>>
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•From:- X.Zou@iaea.org
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:31 AM
To: saegusa@criepi.denken.or.jp
Cc: White, Bernard; Z.Lovasic@iaea.org; A.Bevilacqua@iaea.org; G.Dyck@iaea.org; kojima-

shuhei@meti.go.jp; koyamada-takumi@meti.go.jp; yucho-ml@criepi.denken.or.jp;
E.Awadissian@iaea.org

Subject: RE: Status of nuclear accident

Dear Dr. Saegusa,

Thanks a lot for your support.
Please keep in contact, thank you.

All the best,

Zou, Xuxin

-- --- Original Message -----
From: saequsa(acriepi.denken.or.ip [mailto:saequsa(acriepi.denken.or.ip1
Sent: Wednesday,23 March 2011 09:03
To: ZOU, Xuxin
Cc: Bernard.White(anrc.,ov; LOVASIC, Zvonko; BEVILACQUA, Arturo; DYCK, Gary R.; PROHASKA,
Valentina; IR44, -3,•.; /1, I-LlE M T5; 01 -A_ - rTRGr

Subject: RE: Status of nuclear accident

Dear Mr. Zou,

Current status of the accident is still in unstable condition.

I will tentatively agree to participate in the IAEA CS on spent fuel storage operation-lessons learned on 20-22
June 2011 in Vienna.

Please understand if I canceled the participation due to unlikely event.

Regards

> Dear Dr. Saegusa,
> Many thanks for your message.
> We are preparing an IAEA CS on spent fuel storage operation-lessons
learned on 20-22 June 2011 in Vienna and we have the pleasure of inviting you to this meeting.
> Spent fuel had been stored safely and effectively for several decades
but the current accident in the Japanese Fukushima Daiichi units has caught the world's attention.
> It is time for us to take quick actions to discuss the current
accident in Fukushima Daiichi units spent fuel pools, reconsider the evaluation for the reliable spent fuel
storage related to the components in the system and share lessons learned among the IAEA Member States,
highlighting practices to apply and which to avoid. We would like to continue with meetings on spent fuel
storage-lessons learned which would include some preliminary technical analysis of this accident to collect the
information and draft a technical report on this topic.
> Could you please confirm your participation of this meeting at your
earliest convenience? We look forward to hearing from you soon. Many thanks for your cooperation.

1



> Zou, Xuxin

> -Original Message -----.. ,
> From d104432(anifty.com [mailto:ld104432C@nifty.com" "
> Sent: Sunday,20 March 2011 16:13
> To: per.h.qrahnDskb.se; Charlie Pennington; Jiri.Dus@ensi.ch;
kcoleanacintl.com; paul.n.standrinqasellafieldsites.com; Dietmar Wolff; Holger Voelzke; Guy Demazy; RYU,
Ho Jin; ZOU, Xuxin; ian.vanaarle(axpo.ch ; Bruce Birk; Morton; Phil Winston; Sandra M. Birk; Sheryl L
Morton; Paul E MaCconell; Robert Niclell; Dana K Morton; Ken Sorenson; Yoshimura, Richard H; Jerry
Johnson; Robert E. Einziger; ikessler(aepri.com ; roland.hueqqenberq@qns.de; AMACHIEL()epri.com;
Fernandes Lopez, Francisco Javier; Pablo Vizcaino; Morton; Rebecca Winston" cc: 1)•*M; tM15; --• •fh; -ýr A; 4ý0HIFI

> Subject: Status of nuclear accident

> Dear Overseas Friends,

> I am grateful for your kind and supportive message.

> The Fukushima NPP of Tokyo Electric Power Company is still facing the
crises a nd in the unstable condition. They need water supply to cool down the spent fu el both in the reactor
vessels and storage pools in the reactor buildings. Th e restoring work is not easy due to radiation from
unshielded and damaged spen t nuclear fuel.

> Nevertheless, the electric power supply at the site is being restored
by despe rate attempt and will be hopefully used to supply water for cooling the spent fuel.

> Attached is information translated from an article in a Japanese
newspaper.

> Residents near the Fukushima NPP are evacuated from the site. Those
near Toky o area including my family are suffering from periodical interruption of the e lectricity service, etc.

> Regards

> Mobile PC
> Toshiari Saegusa
> Executive Research Scientist
> CRIEPI
> Please response to
> saecqusa(,criepi.denken.or.ip
> and-LDL04432(@nifty.com
> if necessary

> This email message is intended only for the use of the named
recipient. Information contained in this email message and its attachments may be privileged, confidential and
protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not read, copy, use or disclose this
communication to others. Also please notify the sender by replying to this message and then delete it from
your system.

Toshiari Saegusa
Executive Research Scientist
Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI)
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Ward, Steven A
From: WINS Information [info@wins.org]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 11:23 AM
Subject: WINS Special Publication on the Fukushima Daiichi accident

Dear Member,

WINS has produced a special publication on the lessons learnt from the Fukushima Daiichi accident.

The document is now available on our website!

Best regards,

Mr. iadallah Hammal
Project Manager
E-mail: iadallah.hammal@wins.org,
Tel.: +43 1 23060 6086

WINS (World Institute for Nuclear Security)

Graben ,19,
1010 Vienna,
Austria
www.wihs.org



Rudland, David

From: Rudland, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 6:37 AM
To: 'Kunio Hasegawa'
Subject: RE: Earthquake

Kunio

I'm glad you and your family are safe. If you need any help with PVP or anything I can do, please do not
hesitate to ask

I hope to see you in Vegas in May

Dave

From: Kunio Hasegawa [mailto:hasegawa-kunio@jnes.go.jp]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:21 AM
To: Rudland, David
Subject: RE: Earthquake

Dave,

My family and I are fine. It was a big earthquake I could not stand on the ground in my garden. Many shelves fell
down, and ceramics and glass were broken at my home. But my house is OK. We had dark nights for two days with
candles. Water supply started yesterday and we could take water and bath at home.
Railway from my home town station to Tokyo is still stopping. It is announced that the recovery date is unknown.
My house is located 100 km (55 miles) away from Fukushima NPS. Radio active is three to seven times higher than
usual value.

Today, I left my house at 5:00AM and took a bus at 5:35AM. It was almost full passengers in the bus. I arrived in
Tokyo JNES at 9:00AM. The speed of motor way is limited to 50km/h (30 miles/h). Now I am at my office since 11
days and I can read your message. I will stay in Tokyo for two nights and back to my house by bus at week end.

Thank you for your e-mail.

Best regards,

Kunio

Kunio Hasegawa
Nuclear Energy System Safety Division
Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization (JNES)
Tokyu Reit Toranomon Bldg., 3-17-1, Toranomon, Minato-ku,
Tokyo, 105-0001, Japan
Tel +81-(3)-4511-1751(New No. since 5th April 2010), Fax +81-(3)-4511-1897 , ....

E-mail: hasegawa-kunio@jnes.go.jp

From: Rudland, David [mailto:David.Rudland@nrc.gov]
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 12:59 AM
To: 'shino-k@tokyo-gas.co.jp'; 'nhagi@tokyo-gas.co.jp'; 'Kunio Hasegawa (hasegawa-kunio@jnes.go.jp)'
Subject: Earthquake
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Naoto, Shinobu, and Kunio

I've been following the devastating events happening today in Japan. I hope you and your families are safe. I
just wanted you to know that my thoughts are with you and your family through this very difficult time.

Please be safe

Best regards,
Dave
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Bonaccorso, Amy

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:42 PM
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: We're good

I got the e-mail proving that allegations passed on the Mike Mulligan e-mail, so we're OK in that department. I'll draft
him a response. Ron - don't engage with him. He'll drag you to places you don't want to go. If he directly writes back to
you, just forward to me. Sorry for the confusion.

Holly
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Yarsky; Peter

From: Elkins, Scott
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:27 AM
To: Yarsky, Peter
Subject: RE: Topics for Discussion

My day is much better today peter. Just stop by when it is convenient and you see me in the office.

From: Yarsky, Peter
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:47 PM
To: Elkins, Scott
Subject: Topics for Discussion

Scott,

I have a short laundry list of items I need to discuss, Thursday would be great for me if you are available (aside
from 12p-4p)

(1) FOIA request re: Japanese incident
(2) Form 145 for signature
(3) PSU senior design presentation next week (if I should plan on going)

Each should be quite short, let me know your availability

Thanks

Peter Yarsky, Ph.D.
Sr. Reactor Systems Engineer
RES/DSA/RSAB
location. CSB-03-A19
mail stop. CSB-03-AO7M
tel. 301-251-7518,,
fax. 301-251-741E
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Lee, Richard

From: Elkins, Scott
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Lee, Richard; Zigh, Ghani
Subject: BWR Zirc Fire Report

Richard/Ghani,

The final decision has been made to sed the report to NEI. Please have the report sent to Marcus Nichol at NEI,
mrn@nei.org, phone f02-739-8031.J,

Also NEI is requesting a point of contact at SNL for this area. Please let me know once the POC and report have been
sent to NEI and I'll inform Kathy and Brian.

Thanks, Scott

cAý



Betancourt, Luis

From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:48 PM
To: Betancourt, Luis
Subject: RE: Spanish translation

Thanks, Ivonne

From: Betancourt, Luis
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:44 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Spanish translation

Ok. I'll send you something by the end of the day.

LUIS BETANCOURT DIGITAL I&C ENGINEER (EIT)
RES/DE/D ICB 1 301-251-7409 1 MS C-2A07M I Luis.Betancourt@nrc.gov

US.I U. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

A Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:43 PM
To: Betancourt, Luis
Subject: RE: Spanish translation

Sooner is better than later. If so, mark time with Japan. Ivonne

From: Betancourt, Luis
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:43 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Medina, Veronika
Subject: RE: Spanish translation

Sure! By when do you need it?

LUIS BETANCOURT DIGITAL I&C ENGINEER (EIT)
RES/DE/D ICB[I 301-251-7409 1 MS C-2A07M I Luis.Betancourt@'nrc.gov[ ýI U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

A Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:42 PM
To: Betancourt, Luis
Cc: Medina, Veronika
Subject: FW: Spanish translation

Do you have time to do a quick read of this translation and make tweaks. Veronika has been generous to clean
up from the literal translation. We want to make this available to the public. Thanks, Ivonne

From: Medina, Veronika
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:08 PM
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To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Spanish translation

Ivonne,

Attached please find the last Spanish translation.

Veronika
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Basu, Sudhamay

From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:53 PM
To: corradin@cae.wisc.edu
Cc: Basu, Sudhamay
Subject: RE: RE:

Mike:

Late today, Sud told me that you have done some FCI analysis. I hope you can provide the base case as well
as some parametric calculations by noon tomorrow.

It is postulated that Fukushima Unit 1, the melt has relocated to the lower plenum and quenched. TC reading
at bottom head and at the nozzle indicate downcomer is dry. Nozzle weld may be vulnerable. US BWROG
recommends to flood drywell with water.

We would like to provide some info. to inform those managing the accident. I believe Mitch at ANL is
performing MCCI for unflooded drywell.

Thanks, Richard

From: Michael Corradini [corradini@engr.wisc.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:29 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Cc: Basu, Sudhamay
Subject: RE: RE:

Aye - Aye - Capn!

Michael Corradini, Chair
Engineering Physics
University of Wisconsin
(608)263-1648 [Fax: 3-7451]
corradini(aenqr.wisc.edu
http://www.enqr.wisc.edu/ep

Quoting "Lee, Richard" <lichard.Lee@nrc..qov>:

> Of course both.
> P.S. I am just kidding on done by 23:55

------ Original Message -----
> From: Michael Corradini [mailto:corradini(oenqr.wisc.edu]
> Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:24 PM
> To: Lee, Richard
> Cc: Basu, Sudhamay
> Subject: RE:

> Do you want a P(t) history from a mechanistic calculation?

> OR

> A bounding calculation?

1
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" Michael Corradini, Chair
Engineering Physics

" University of Wisconsin
" (608)263-1648 [Fax: 3-7451]
> corradinitýenqr.wisc.edu
> http://www.enqr.wisc.edu/ep

> Quoting "Lee, Richard" <Richard.Lee(cnrc.qov>:

>> Need answer by 23:55, March 23, 20011.

>> From: Basu, Sudhamay
>> Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:14 PM
>> To: 'Michael Corradini'
>> Cc: Lee, Richard
>> Subject:

>> Mike,

>> Here is a report on Mark-I containment. See if it has information
>> you are looking for. Also, call Dana to see if he can provide, any
>> dimensional information. In the meantime, I am looking for
>> information at my end. As soon as I find some, I will send your way.
>> Thanks.

>> Sud

2



Esmaili, Hossein

From: Esmaili, Hossein
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:20 AM
To: Lee, Richard
Subject: FW: EMUG 2011 and Fukushima

FYI

From: Strizhov V. F rmailto:vfsbibrae.ac.ru]
-Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:26 AM
To: marco.sanqiorqi@enea.it; dtortorella(htuev-nord.de; martin.turner(sercoassurance.com;
Lubica.Kubisovabujd.gov.sk; SSchefter(tuev-nord.de; weimin~kth.se; leticia.fernandez-moguelopsi.ch;
Peter.Juris~cvuje.sk; iancovic(vuje.sk; quillermo.urzuabareva.com; sonia.morandi0rse-web.it;
kaliopa.manchevasriskeng.bg; svetlin.ph lipovdriskenq.bq; dofletd.com.ua; claudia.lopezsciemat.es;
jphillssandia.gov; Ilhumph@h.sandia.cgov; dsp~ujv.cz; thomas.steinroetterOg rs.de; vokfuiv.cz; Jonathan.birchleyvpsi.ch
bernd.jaeckelWpsi.ch; Esmaili, Hossein; Mosunova N.A.; patrick.isaksson@, vattenfall.com; sandro.paciOing .unipi.it;
frank.kretzschmar@kit.edu; henrik.qlanneskogwvattenfall.com; tobias.szabo~kit.edu; HorvathLG~nubiki.hu;
felice.derosaienea.it; Flavio.Parozzibrse-web.it; salih.auentayDpsi.ch

ubject,: RE: EMUG 2011 and Fukushima

Dear colleagues,

We support the idea to spend some time for discussions of Fukushima-1 accident. We made simulations of
core behavior for units 1,2 and 3, as well as SFP for unit 4. In the analysis we used Russian severe accident
SOCRAT code, results of simulation can be presented in comparison with the timing of events during accident.

,est Regards, j

Valery Strizhov,

Deputy Director

Nuclear Safety Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

B.Tulskaya, 52

Moscow, Russia 115 191

Tel: +7 495 955-2218

From: Marco Sangiorgi [mailto:marco.sanaioraiienea.it]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:36 PM .
To: dtortorellaOtuev-nord.de; martin.turnergsercoassurance.com; Lubica.Kubisovagujd.qov.sk; SSchefteratuev-
nord.de; weimin@'kth.se; leticia.fernandez-moguel©psi.ch; Peter.Jurissvuje.sk; iancovic@hvuje.sk;
guillermo.urzua areva.com; sonia.morandi rse-web.it; kaliopa.mancheva(riskeng.ba; svetlin.Philipov@riskeng.bg;
doffetd.com.ua; claudia.lopezciemat.es; iphillOsandia.gov; llhumph@.sandia.gov; dsD20huiv.cz;
thomas.steinroetter(grs.de; vokauiv.cz; jonathan .birchley@.psi.ch; bernd.iaeckelcpsi.ch; Hossein. Esmailia nrc.gov;
Strizhov V. F; Mosunova N.A.; patrick.isaksson(Thvattenfall.com; sandro.pacising .unipi.it; frank.kretzschmar@kit.edu;
henrik.qlanneskogavattenfall.com; tobias.szaboakit.edu; HorvathLG@nubiki.hu; felice.derosaaenea.it,
marco.sangiorgiiUenea.it; Flavio.Parozzi@rse-web.it; salih.guentay@psi.ch
Subject: EMUG 2011 and Fukushima

Dear colleagues,



I guess that us all are more or less concerned and involved in the Japan disaster. While the accident is still in
act, I was wondering if we should dedicate some EMUG meeting time to it, rather then just talking about
Melcor itself. After all, most of what happened and is still in course is the reason why Melcor was developed.
Please, let me know what you think about it.

Best Regards,

Ing. Marco Sangiorgi
Reactors Safety and Fuel Life-cycle Assessment
ENEA UTFISSM-SICSIS
Via Martiri di Monte Sole, 4
40129 Bologna
tel.: +39 0516098901
fax: +39 0516098279
e-mail: marco.sangiorgi(enea.it
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White, Bernard

From: Doolittle, Elizabeth
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 11:26 AM
To: Kinneman, John; Ordaz, Vonna; Davis, Jack
Cc: Smith, James; White, Bernard; Ford, William; Pulliam, Timothy
Subject: RE: URGENT ACTION: NRR Issuance of a RIS Related to The Japan Earthquake By 3/25/11

NRR has just informed us that this RIS "has been turned off."

Beth

----- Original Message -----
From: Doolittle, Elizabeth
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:41 PM
To: Kinneman, John; Ordaz, Vonna; Davis, Jack
Cc: Smith, James; White, Bernard; Ford, William; Pulliam, Timothy
Subject: FW: URGENT ACTION: NRR Issuance of a RIS Related to The Japan Earthquake By 3/25/11

For your info .... we will be asked to review a draft RIS that asks licensees with on-going environmental
monitoring programs to voluntarily report to the NRC confirmed anomalous environmental radioactivity
measurements likely caused by radioactive material released by the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station
in Japan following the March 11, 2011, Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki earthquake.

I'll forward to you as soon as we received it. Concurrence will be requested by 2:30pm tomorrow afternoon.

Beth

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Mensah, Tanya
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:23 PM
To: McIntosh, Angela; Doolittle, Elizabeth; Sullivan, Frederick; Tabatabai, Omid
Cc: Hawes, Cathy; Rosenberg, Stacey; Hilton, Nick; Hill, Leslie; Donnell, Tremaine; QTE Resource; Burnell,
Scott; OGCMailCenter Resource; Banic, Merrilee; Russell, Andrea
Subject: URGENT ACTION: NRR Issuance of a RIS Related to The Japan Earthquake By 3/25/11

Good afternoon:

NRR/DPR was assigned to develop a RIS today (it is due tomorrow). The only information that I have at the
moment is the intent of the RIS (see below). Dave Beaulieu and Tom Alexion have the lead to develop the
RIS. Tom Alexion plans to send a draft RIS to you all (or to a POC that you designate) either late today, or
early tomorrow, with concurrence requested by 2:30 pm tomorrow (Friday) afternoon, if possible.

* NRR may need a POC from your Office to concur on the RIS. The NRR technical leads have not yet identified
the addressees that would be impacted and are still working on the RIS. Thus, if you believe your licensees
would be impacted by issuance of this RIS (based upon the intent provided below), please advise us so that
you can be added on concurrence. If you are not sure and need to see the draft prior to making a decision, that
is fine. Please be sure to confirm with Tom who the POC is for your Office.

As soon as Tom has a draft available, he will forward it to you or the POC that you designate. In the
meantime, please advise your senior management, as NRR will need expedited support (if the RIS is
applicable to your licensees) to facilitate parallel concurrence.

"/ •1



I am also copying the contacts that normally review and concur on a RIS from OGC, OE, PMDA, OIS, and
technical editor. OPA is copied for awareness only.

INTENT

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this regulatory issue summary (RIS) to request that
addressees with on-going environmental monitoring programs voluntary report to the NRC confirmed
anomalous environmental radioactivity measurements likely caused by radioactive material released by the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station in Japan following the March 11, 2011, Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki
earthquake. This magnitude 9.0 earthquake and the subsequent tsunami caused significant damage to at
least four of the six units of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station as the result of a sustained loss of
both the offsite and on-site power systems. The information collected will be used to enhance the Federal and
state monitoring programs.

( Thanks again for your time and support,

Tanya Mensah, Generic Communications Program Manager 301-415-3610
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INICIRIPI .
National Council on Radiation Protection & Measurements

Immediate Release
March 26, 2011

Fukushirna Nuclear Reactor Accident

The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) is actively advising U.S. fed-
eral and state agencies as they assist the Japanese government in their response to the Fukushima nu-
clear reactor accident. NCRP is also working closely with members of the media (i.e., television, radio
and print) to provide timely and accurate information related to the potential human and environmental
health impacts of releases of radionuclides from the damaged reactors and spent fuel pools.

Once the situation in Japan is stabilized, the focus will shift to late-phase recovery and site restoration. In
2010, NCRP formed a scientific committee to define the process and procedures to be used in optimizing
recovery and restoration following a radiological or nuclear incident. This effort is being funded by the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security with an emphasis on incidents involving radiological dispersal
devices and improvised nuclear devices.

The next meeting of the NCRP Committee on April 11-12, 2011 has been expanded to include a discus-
sion of the Fukushima nuclear reactor accident. Members of the Committee are actively monitoring the
situation and assembling relevant information to be discussed at the meeting. The lessons learned sec-
tion of the report will include this accident.

NCRP has published a number of important reports that provide guidance at each phase of a nuclear or
radiological accident.

Human Health
* Report No. 161, Management of Persons Contaminated with Radionuclides
• Report No. 159, Risk to the Thyroid from Ionizing Radiation
* Report No. 116, Limitation of Exposure to Ionizing Radiation

Environmental Health
* Report No. 154, Cesium-137 in the Environment- Radioecology and Approaches to

Assessment and Management
" Report No. 109, Effects of Ionizing Radiation on Aquatic Organisms
* Report No. 52, Cesium from the Environment to Man: Metabolism and Dose

Emergency Response
* Commentary No. 19, Key Elements of Preparing Emergency Responders for Nuclear and

Radiological Terrorism

Immediately following the Fukushima nuclear reactor accident, NCRP made Commentary No. 10,
Advising the Public About Radiation Emergencies, available for free download from its website
(http://NCRPonline.orq).

All NCRP reports and commentaries are available from the NCRP website, http://NCRPpublications.orq.
For additional information contact David A. Schauer, ScD, CHP at schauer(@NCRPonline.org,
301.657.2652 (x20) or 301.907.8768 (fax).

The National Council on 7910 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 400
Radiation Protection and Bethesda, Maryland 20814-3095
Measurements Telephone: (301) 657-2652

Fax: (301) 907-8768
http://NCRPonline. org
http://NCRPpublications.org ,-.,.



Ramsey, Kevin

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

ANS Broadcasts [broadcasts@ans.org]
Saturday, March 26, 2011 8:34 AM
Ramsey, Kevin
ANS Technical Brief: MOX Fuel & Fukushima
ANS-Technical-Brief-MOX-Fukushima.pdf

The ANS Special Committee on Nuclear Non-Proliferation has prepared the attached Technical Brief on The
Impact of Mixed Oxide Fuel Use on Accident Consequences at Fukushima Daiichi.

For additional Fukushima resources, visit the "Featured Content" box on the front page of the American
Nuclear Society's website:

http:l/lwww.ans.orq/
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AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY
555 North Kensington Avenue Tel: 708/ 352-6611
La Grange Park, Illinois E-Mail: NUCLEUSans.org
60526-5592 USA http://wwwais.org

Fax: 708/352-0499

Date: March 25, 2011

To: Joe Colvin
ANS President

From: Michaele (Mikey) Brady Raap AP /
Chair, ANS Professional Divisios Committee

Below please find the Technical Brief on The Impact of Mixed Oxide Fuel Use on Accident
Consequences at Fukushima Daiichi. This Technical Brief contains factual information prepared
by the ANS Special Committee on Nuclear Non-Proliferation.

The Impact of Mixed Oxide Fuel Use on Accident Consequences at
Fukushima Daiichi

American Nuclear Society Technical Brief- March 2011

Conclusion

Mixed Oxide (MOX) fuel has been used safely in nuclear power reactors for decades. The
presence of a limited number of MOX fuel assemblies at Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 has not had a
significant impact on the ability to cool the reactor or on any radioactive releases from the site
due to damage from the earthquake and tsunami.

Summary

At the time of the magnitude 9.0 earthquake, Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 was operating with 32
mixed oxide (MOX) fuel assemblies and 516 low enriched uranium (LEU) fuel assemblies in its
reactor core. In other words, less than 6% of the fuel in the Unit 3 core was MOX fuel. There
were no other MOX fuel assemblies (new, in operation or used) at the Fukushima Daiichi plant
at the time of the accident.
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MOX fuel assemblies were loaded into Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 for the first time in the fall of
2010. The MOX fuel had been used for less than five months at the time of the accident.
Differences in initial fuel composition between MOX and LEU fuel can lead to differences in
consequences (prompt fatalities and latent cancers) following a core damage event with releases
to the environment.

There are indications that Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 suffered damage to some of its core. The
core damage resulted from a loss of core cooling due to damage to plant systems from the
tsunami that followed the earthquake. The damage was not related to the presence of MOX fuel.

There have been no prompt fatalities as a result of radiation exposure from Fukushima Daiichi.
Prompt evacuation has minimized radiation exposure to the public, so long-term public health
consequences from radiation exposure are expected to be small. Given the small number of
MOX fuel assemblies at Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 at the time of the event, coupled with the
short time of irradiation of the MOX fuel, it can be concluded that MOX fuel has had and will
have no perceptible impact on any consequences from the event.

Background

It is important to note that while LEU fuel beginiitst•useful life with no plutonium, as it isused in
a light water reactor it builds up plutonium as a result of the nuclear reactions in the core. By the
end of its useful life an LEU fuel assembly contains about 1% plutonium actually generates more
power from plutonium than from uranium. All reactor cores contain plutonium; those cores
loaded with some MOX fuel contain more.

Mixed oxide (MOX) fuel is comprised of a blend of uranium oxide and plutonium oxide. MOX
fuel is predominantly uranium, with average concentrations of plutonium that range from 3-10%.
The presence of plutonium produces modest changes in some physical characteristics of the fuel

material such as thermal conductivity. However, MOX fuel and low-enriched uranium (LEU)
fuel are fundamentally similar. Moreover, the physical dimensions and structural material of a
MOX fuel assembly are essentially identical to that of a LEU fuel assembly. To the naked eye, a
MOX fuel assembly and a LEU fuel assembly are identical.

Nuclear power plants have been generating electricity for use by the public since the 1950s, and
over those years the industry has compiled an enviable safety record. Today over 400 reactors
worldwide generate substantial amounts of emissions-free electricity. Dozens of those reactors
currently generate power using a mixture of conventional LEU fuel assemblies and MOX fuel
assemblies in their reactor cores. The majority of the fuel loaded into these reactors is LEU (60-
70% or more), while the remainder (30-40% or less) is MOX. The use of MOX fuel allows the
re-use of plutonium that was recovered during nuclear fuel recycling operations. The fabrication
and use of MOX fuel has been carried out safely and efficiently on an industrial scale since the
1970s. Safety authorities in France, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland and Japan have all
approved the use of MOX fuel in light water reactors, using the same rigorous standards that are
applied for the licensing of LEU fuel.
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Safety is the cornerstone of nuclear power plant operations. Nuclear power plant operators
perform safety analyses to determine how the plants will respond during various "what if'
problem scenarios. Some of those scenarios involve extreme conditions coupled with multiple
equipment failures that lead to estimates of damage to the fuel in the reactor core. Scenarios with
significant damage to the reactor core are referred to as severe accidents, and such accidents can
result in the calculated release of radionuclides to the environment. Severe accident
consequences are the adverse public health effects - fatalities and latent cancers - that arise from
the offsite release of radionuclides from a damaged reactor core.

When uranium or plutonium atoms split (fission), they release a relatively large amount of energy
which is converted into heat and eventually electricity. The smaller atoms left behind after
fission are referred to as fission products. In addition, some of the uranium and plutonium atoms
in nuclear fuel assemblies absorb neutrons without fissioning, becoming even heavier atoms
called actinides. Both fission products and actinides are radioactive, posing a health hazard if
they are released to the environment. Using MOX fuel alters somewhat the "source term," or
mix of radionuclides in the core and available for release following a severe accident. The
different source term between MOX fuel and LEU fuel leads to different calculated consequences
following a postulated severe accident.

In November 1999 the Department of Energy published the Surplus Plutonium Disposition
Environmental Impact Statement which documented, among other things, the consequences of
four severe accident scenarios at three different reactors using some MOX fuel derived from
weapons grade plutonium. Each reactor accident sequence was analyzed with two different
reactor core assumptions: a reference case with all LEU fuel, and a second case with a mixed
core of approximately 40% MOX fuel and the remainder LEU fuel. For each case the severe
accident was assumed to progress in the same manner. Relative to the reference case with all
LEU fuel, the offsite consequences to the public with the mixed MOX-LEU core ranged from 4%
lower to 22% higher, depending on the reactor studied and the accident sequence. Most cases
resulted in consequence increases of 10% or less. The differences between the consequences
relate back to differences in the source term. The mixed MOX-LEU core consequences were
generally higher because of the presence of more radioactive actinides in the MOX fuel at the
time of the postulated accident. However, the differences were modest compared to the
uncertainty associated with the consequence calculations for these extremely low probability
events.

The type of plutonium used in MOX fuel can also impact severe accident consequences. The
aforementioned analysis assumed weapons grade plutonium. If the calculations had been done
for MOX fuel containing plutonium from recycled commercial nuclear fuel, as is the practice in
Europe and Asia today, the difference between the all uranium cases and the 40% MOX fuel
consequences would have been greater than cited above. This is again due primarily to the
presence of more radioactive actinides in used "reactor grade" MOX fuel (with plutonium from
recycled reactor fuel) than in used weapons grade MOX fuel (with plutonium from retired
nuclear weapons).
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Turning to the Fukushima Daiichi reactors in Japan, Unit 3 was using some reactor grade MOX
fuel at the time of the March 2011 earthquake. Had it been using a 40% MOX fuel core, one
could expect an increase in severe accident consequences on the order of 10% for weapons grade
MOX. With a 40% reactor grade MOX core, and applying a bounding factor of four increase
relative to weapons grade MOX, the overall increase in severe accident consequences would
have been on the order of 40% relative to the all LEU fuel case. However, Unit 3 was loaded
with only 32 MOX fuel assemblies during refueling operations in the fall of 2010. There are a
total of 548 fuel assemblies in the Unit 3 reactor core, so this represents less than 6% of the total
fuel in the core. The MOX fuel had been operating in Unit 3 for less than five months; fuel
assemblies are typically used. for a total of 3-4 years in reactor cores before being replaced by
new fuel and discharged to used fuel pools. Therefore, the MOX fuel would have built up
relatively few radioactive fission products and actinides at the time of the earthquake and
subsequent damage to the reactor core. With these facts in mind - the low percentage of MOX
fuel in the core and the short operation time for the MOX fuel - it is evident that the presence of
MOX fuel at Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 has had no significant impact on the offsite releases of
radioactivity following the earthquake and tsunami.

Other than the 32 MOX fuel assemblies in the Unit 3 reactor core, at the time of the earthquake
there were no other MOX fuel assemblies (new or used) at the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The
problems encountered at Fukushima Daiichi reactors stem from plant damage due to the tsunami
that followed the earthquake, not the use of MOX fuel in Unit 3.

It is also important to put the public health consequences from the event in perspective. There
have been no prompt fatalities as a result of radiation exposure. Moreover, prompt evacuation
has minimized the exposure of the population to radiation. At this point, the consequences of the
event are expected to be small. MOX fuel effects, if any, would be a small change to an already
small number.

In conclusion, MOX fuel has been used safely in nuclear power reactors for decades. The
presence of a limited number of MOX fuel assemblies at Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 has not had a
significant impact on the ability to cool the reactor or on any radioactive releases from the site
due to damage from the earthquake and tsunami.
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Ader, Charles

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Categories:

ANS Broadcasts [broadcasts@ans.org]
Saturday, March 26, 2011 12:40 AM
Ader, Charles
ANS Technical Brief: MOX Fuel & Fukushima
ANS-Technical-Brief-MOX-Fukushima.pdf

Yellow Category

The ANS Special Committee on Nuclear Non-Proliferation has prepared the attached Technical Brief on The
Impact of Mixed Oxide Fuel Use on Accident Consequences at Fukushima Daiichi.

For additional Fukushima resources, visit the "Featured Content" box on the front page of the American

Nuclear Society's website:

http://www.ans.orq!
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A• AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY
555 North Kensington Avenue Tel: 708/ 352-6611
La Grange Park, Illinois E-Mail: NUCLEUSýansorg

60526-5592 USA http: / / w,4 w.ansorg
Fax: 708/ 352-0499

Date: March 25, 2011

To: Joe Colvin
ANS President

From: Michaele (Mikey) Brady Raap /
Chair, ANS Professional Divisions Committee

Below please find the Technical Brief on The Impact of Mixed Oxide Fuel Use on Accident
Consequences at Fukushima Daiichi. This Technical Brief contains factual information prepared
by the ANS Special Committee oil Nuclear Non-Proliferation.

The Impact of Mixed Oxide Fuel Use on Accident Consequences at
Fukushima Daiichi

American Nuclear Society Technical Brief- March 2011

Conclusion

Mixed Oxide (MOX) fuel has been used safely in nuclear power reactors for decades. The
presence of a limited number of MOX fuel assemblies at Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 has not had a
significant impact on the ability to cool the reactor or on any radioactive releases from the site
due to damage from the earthquake and tsunami.

Summary

At the time of the magnitude 9.0 earthquake, Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 was operating with 32
mixed oxide (MOX) fuel assemblies and 516 low enriched uranium (LEU) fuel assemblies in its
reactor core. hi other words, less than 6% of the fuel in the Unit 3 core was MOX fuel. There
were no other MOX fuel assemblies (new, in operation or used) at the Fukushima Daiichi plant
at the time of the accident.
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MOX fuel assemblies were loaded into Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 for the first time in the fall of
2010. The MOX fuel had been used for less than five months at the time of the accident.
Differences in initial fuel composition between MOX and LEU fuel can lead to differences in
consequences (prompt fatalities and latent cancers) following a core damage event with releases
to the environment.

There are indications that Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 suffered damage to some of its core. The
core damage resulted from a loss of core cooling due to damage to plant systems from the
tsunami that followed the earthquake. The damage was not related to the presence of MOX fuel.

There have been no prompt fatalities as a result of radiation exposure from Fukushima Daiichi.
Prompt evacuation has minimized radiation exposure to the public, so long-term public health
consequences from radiation exposure are expected to be small. Given the small number of
MOX fuel assemblies at Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 at the time of the event, coupled with the
short time of irradiation of the MOX fuel, it can be concluded that MOX fuel has had and will
have no perceptible impact on any consequences from the event.

Back2round

It is important to note that while LEU fuel begins its useful life with no plutonium, as it is used in
a light water reactor it builds up plutonium as a result of the nuclear reactions in the core. By the
end of its useful life an LEU fuel assembly contains about 1% plutonium actually generates more
power from plutonium than from uranium. All reactor cores contain plutonium; those cores
loaded with some MOX fuel contain more.

Mixed oxide (MOX) fuel is comprised of a blend of uranium oxide and plutonium oxide. MOX
fuel is predominantly uranium, with average concentrations of plutonium that range from 3-10%.
The presence of plutonium produces modest changes in some physical characteristics of the fuel

material such as thermal conductivity. However, MOX fuel and low-enriched uranium (LEU)
fuel are fundamentally similar. Moreover, the physical dimensions and structural material of a
MOX fuel assembly are essentially identical to that of a LEU fuel assembly. To the naked eye, a
MOX fuel assembly and a LEU fuel assembly are identical.

Nuclear power plants have been generating electricity for use by the public since the I 950s, ahid
over those years the industiy has compiled an enviable safety record. Today over 400 reactors
worldwide generate substantial amounts of emissions-free electricity. Dozens of those reactors
currently generate power using a mixture of conventional LEU fuel assemblies and MOX fuel
assemblies in their reactor cores. The majority of the fuel loaded into these reactors is LEU (60-
70% or more), while the remainder (30-40% or less) is MOX. The use of MOX fuel allows the
re-use of plutonium that was recovered during nuclear fuel recycling operations. The fabrication
and use of MOX fuel has been carried out safely and efficiently on an industrial scale since the
1970s. Safety authorities in France, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland and Japan have all
approved the use of MOX fuel in light water reactors using the same rigorous standards that are
applied for the licensing of LEU fuel.
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Safety is the cornerstone of nuclear power plant operations. Nuclear power plant operators
perform safety analyses to determine how the plants will respond during various "what if'
problem scenarios. Some of those scenarios involve extreme conditions coupled with multiple
equipment failures that lead to estimates of damage to the fuel in the reactor core. Scenarios with
significant damage to the reactor core are referred to as severe accidents, and such accidents can
result in the calculated release of radionuclides to the environment. Severe accident
consequences, are the adverse public health effects - fatalities and latent cancers - that arise from
the offsite release of radionuclides from a damaged reactor core.

When uranium or plutonium atoms split (fission), they release a relatively large amount of energy
which is converted into heat and eventually electricity. The smaller atoms left behind after
fission are referred to as fission products. In addition, some of the uranium and plutonium atoms
in nuclear fuel assemblies absorb neutrons without fissioning, becoming even heavier atoms
called actinides. Both fission products and actinides are radioactive, posing a health hazard if
they are released to the environment. Using MOX fuel alters somewhat the "source tern," or
mix ot'radionuclides in the core and available for release following a severe accident. The
different source term between MOX fuel and LEU fuel leads to different calculated consequences
following a postulated severe accident.

In November 1999 the Department of Energy published the Surplus Plutonium Disposition
Environmental Impact Statement which documented, among other things, the consequences of
four severe accident scenarios at three different reactors using some MOX fuel derived from
weapons grade plutonium. Each reactor accident sequence was analyzed with two different
reactor core assumptions: a reference case with all LEU fuel, and a second case with a mixed
core of approximately 40% MOX fuel and the remainder LEU fuel. For each case the severe
accident was assumed to progress in the same manner. Relative to the reference case with all
LEU fuel, the offsite consequences to the public with the mixed MOX-LEU core ranged from 4%
lower to 22% higher, depending on the reactor studied and the accident sequence. Most cases
resulted in consequence increases of 10% or less. The differences between the consequences
relate back to differences in the source term. The mixed MOX-LEU core consequences were
generally higher because of the presence of more radioactive actinides in the MOX fuel at the
time of the postulated accident. However, the differences were modest compared to the
uncertainty associated with the consequence calculations for these extremely low probability
events.

The type of plutonium used in MOX fuel can also impact severe accident consequences. The
aforementioned analysis assumed weapons grade plutonium. If the calculations had been done
for MOX fuel containing plutonium from recycled commercial nuclear fuel, as is the practice in
Europe and Asia today, the difference between the all uranium cases and the 40% MOX fuel
consequences would have been greater than cited above. This is again due primarily to the
presence of more radioactive actinides in used "reactor grade" MOX fuel (with plutonium from
recycled reactor fuel) than in used weapons grade MOX fuel (with plutonium from retired
nuclear weapons).
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Turning to the Fukushima Daiichi reactors in Japan, Unit 3 was using some reactor grade MOX
fuel at the time of the March 2011 earthquake. Had it been using a 40% MOX fuel core, one
could expect an increase in severe accident consequences on the order of 10% for weapons grade
MOX. With a 40% reactor grade MOX core, and applying a bounding factor of four increase
relative to weapons grade MOX, the overall increase in severe accident consequences would
have been on the order of 40% relative to the all LEU fuel case. However, Unit 3 was loaded
with only 32 MOX fuel assemblies during refueling operations in the fall of 2010. There are a
total of 548 fuel assemblies in the Unit 3 reactor core, so this represents less than 6% of the total
fuel in the core. The MOX fuel had been operating in Unit 3 for less than five months; fuel
assemblies are typically used for a total of 3-4 years in reactor cores before being replaced by
new fuel and discharged to used fuel pools. Therefore, the MOX fuel would have built up
relatively few radioactive fission products and actinides at the time of the earthquake and
subsequent damage to the reactor core. With these facts in mind - the low percentage of MOX
fuel in the core and the short operation time for the MOX fuel - it is evident that the presence of
MOX fuel at Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 has had no significant impact on the offsite releases of
radioactivity following the earthquake and tsunami.

Other than the 32 MOX fuel assemblies in the Unit 3 reactor core, at the time of the earthquake
there were no other MOX fuel assemblies (new or used) at the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The
problems encountered at Fukushima Daiichi reactors stem from plant damage due to the tsunami
that followed the earthquake, not the use of MOX fuel in Unit 3.

It is also important to put the public health consequences from the event in perspective. There
have been no prompt fatalities as a result of radiation exposure. Moreover, prompt evacuation
has minimized the exposure of the population to radiation. At this point, the consequences of the
event are expected to be small. MOX fuel effects, if any, would be a small change to an already
small number.

In conclusion, MOX fuel has been used safely in nuclear power reactors for decades. The
presence of a limited number of MOX fuel assemblies at Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 has not had a
significant impact on the ability to cool the reactor or on any radioactive releases from the site
due to damage from the earthquake and tsunami.
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Jenkins, Ronaldo

From: Garmon, David
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 3:34 PM
Subject: New OpE COMM: International - Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake and Tsunami (Honshu,

Japan)

This email is being sent to notify recipients of a new posting on the @Operatinq Experience Community
Forum.

Recipients are expected to review the posting for applicability to their areas of regulatory responsibility and
consider appropriate actions. However, information contained in the posting is not tasking; therefore, no
specific action or written response is required.

Information Security Reminder: OpE COMMs contain preliminary information in the interest of timely
internal communication of operating experience. OpE COMMs may be pre-decisional and may contain
sensitive/proprietary information. They are not intended for distribution outside the agency

The posting may be reviewed at: Tohoku-Taiheivou-Oki Earthquake and Tsunami (Honshu, Japan)

This COMM is being posted to the following groups: All Communications, Chemistry/Chemical
Engineering, Containment (leakage, degradation, cooling system performance), Control Room
Habitability, Dose Assessment, ECCS, Electrical Power Systems, Emergency Diesel Generators,
Emergency Preparedness, Fire Protection, Flood Protection & Missiles, Fuels, Health Physics,
Human Performance, HVAC, Inspection Programs, Instrumentation and Controls, Main Steam &
Condensate/Feed Systems, Materials/Aging, Natural Phenomena, New Reactors, Piping, Pump
and Valve Performance, RCPB Leakage, Reactor Vessel/Pressurizer, Safety Culture, Shutdown
Risk, Spent Fuel Storage & Load Handling, Station Service Water Systems & Ultimate Heat Sink,
Steam Generators, Structural, Welding/Non-Destructive Examination, Worker Fatigue

To unsubscribe from this distribution list or to subscribe to a different list on the OpE Community, please visit:

http://nrrl 0. nrc.gov/rps/dyn/subscription 1 .cfm

For more information on the Reactor OpE Program, please visit our Reactor OpE Gateway.

Thank you for reviewing and using Operating Experience.

Regards,
David Garmon
NRR/DIRS/IOEB
(301) 415-3512
Office: O-7C20
Mail Stop OWFN-7C02A
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Smith, Jeremy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

The Washington Post [newsletters@email.washingtonpost.com]
Monday, March 28, 2011 4:33 PM
Smith, Jeremy
Your afternoon update: Politics & Prose has found a buyer

If you have difficulty viewing this newsletter, click here to view as a Web page.
Click here to view in plain text.
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The Washington Post is providing an afternoon e-newsletter to keep you up-to-date on the news that ha
since you received your morning paper. This is just one of the many benefits you get as a home delivery
subscriber, courtesy of PostPoints, the reader rewards program from The Washington Post.

To opt-out offuture editions of Afternoon Buzz, click here. To sign-up for additional e-newsletters from The Washii,
visit washingtonpost. corn/newsletters.

Today's News Update

Politics & Prose has found a buyer

Two former Washington Post reporters are
purchasing the bookstore in upper
Northwest Washington.
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Contaminated water found in
underground tunnels at Japan nuclear
plant

Small amounts of plutonium also were
found in the soil around the Fukushima
Daiichi power plant.

(--Two killed, one wounded in separate Pr. on your iPad, liiho
Geore's shootin2s

A pizza deliveryman was slain Sunday night

in the Seat Pleasant area and a second man
was killed at a Capitol Heights gas station early Monday.

,:' Consumer spendinji grew in February, but Americans paid more for 2as

L . Personal incomes also rose, the result of a Social Security tax cut which boost
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Sports

Capitals Insider: Jason Arnott could return to Capitals' lineup this week

Arnott has missed the last six games with what appears to be a lower-body injury.

The Insider: Fairley, Kerrigan, Dalton to visit Redskins, according to reports

Pre-draft visits will get underway in the next few weeks.

Nationals Journal: Spring training live blog, Nationals at Astros

Updates from today's game.

The Early Lead: Chad Ochocinco gets a shot with reserves in MLS game today

The tryout with Sporting Kansas City has been a labor of love for the locked-out Cincinnati
Bengals receiver.

Features

Going Out Guide: Free and Easy: Cherry blossoms, women in jazz

Also, a new exhibit by the Maryland Institute College of Art focuses on the concept of an
''open city."

Celebritology: Natalie Portman and the 'Black Swan' dance controversy

Portman's dance double claims that the Oscar-winning actress did not do as much dancing in
the film as the public has been led to believe.

Discussions

Ask now: Del Wilber on the near-assassination of Ronald Reagan

Join Del Wilber on Tuesday at 11 a.m. ET as he chats about his new book "Rawhide Down:
The Near Assassination of Ronald Reagan." (http://us.macmillan.com/rawhidedown) Ask your

.... question now.

Earlier today: Dr. Gridlock addressed Metro delays for sick passengers

"When Metro announces that there are delays due to a sick passenger on a train, what exactly
does this mean? I feel like this happens about every six weeks or so during the morning

!I, commute. What kind of illness is causing this?" Find out the answer now.

Thank you for reading The Washington Post.
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,Shuaibi, Mohammed |

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Flanders, Scott
Monday, March 28, 2011 11:21 AM
NRO SES Distribution
Tsunami slides
B-1 1[1].pdf

As we discussed this am.

Scott
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Tsunami Assessment for Nuclear
Power Plants in Japan.

Makoto TAKAO, PE

D TOKYO ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

TERCO All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc.



Agenda

1. Tsunami assessment for NPP on the
Pacific coast.

2. Operational status of NPP after the Feb.
28, 2010 tsunami from Chile.

11T W117"an
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Agenda

1. Tsunami assessment for NPP on the
Pacific coast.
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JSCE Method

"Tsunami Assessment Method for Nuclear Power
Plants in Japan (2002)"

ITA44010"
published by

Tsunami Evaluation Subcommittee,
Nuclear Civil Engineering Committee,
JSCE (Japan Society of Civil Engineers)

English version

EF101EM.

Rol"±$

http://www.jsce.or.jp/committee/ceofnpFrsunami/eng/tsunamieng. html
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Parametric Study of Tsunami Source

Parametric

Fault Models for Scenario,,
Earthquakes

P,

Standard Faulk
Scenario
Tsunamis

The Design
Tsunami

Fault Mo(
Desigr fo T ýhe ýSe aýi Tsuna

Target Site

CU

C,)

L
Plane Figure

The design tsunami is the highest among
scenario tsunamis at the target site.

W

direction of a coastlineTarget Site

WERW
All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 4



TEPCO's Nuclear Power Stations
Kashiwazaki Kariwa NPS 8,212MWe

Higashidori Nuclear Power Construction
Preparation Office

No.1 '85/9/18 BWR-5 1,100 a

No.2 '90/9/2 BWR-5 1,100

No.3 '93/8/11 BWR-5 1,100

No.4 '94/8/11 BWR-5 1,100

No.5 '90/4/10 BWR-5 1,100

No.6 '96/11/7 ABWR 1,356

No.7 '97/7/2 ABWR 1,356

Fukushima Daiichi NPS 4,696MWe

460

mum& I A_';ý

Fukushima Daini NPS 4,400MWe

No.1 '82/4/20 BWR-5 1,100

No.2 '84/2/3 BWR-5 1,100

No.3 '85/6/21 BWR-5 1,1100

No.4 '87/8/25 BWR-5 1,100

W MEIO

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 5



Numerical Model for the near field

'Non-linear long wave
theory (shallow water)

'•Staggered mesh

-/Leap frog method

A5
1'71

lowI

i! \

1'

fA C

B A

Ij E
=J

E,F,G C

Fukushima Daiichi NPS

Area Size of Grid
A 4320m
B 2160m
C 720m
D 240m
E 80m
F 40m
0 20m

LA uum ~11

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 6



General parametric study in the near field
44

42'

410"

38 ,

'16'

3-4

1 142' 144 "I

Fukushima Daiichi NPS

MISM'"
7 ~

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 7



Detailed parametric study in the near field

Detailed parametric study
- location
- strike
- depth
- dip angle
- slip angle

Fukushima Daiichi NPS

LA lftlftý'M
~77

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 8



Tsunami from far field

v$ Linear dispersive theory for far
field (spherical-coordinate system)

/v Non-linear long wave theory for
near field (Cartesian coordinate
system)

v/ Staggered mesh

v/ Leap frog method

4a,

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

-1.0

-2.0

-3.0

Observed at Enoshima in Miyagi pref. in 1960
Calculation

0 60 120 180 240 300

Time [min

360 420 480 540 600

I
W3 3RIM Mm

rJI

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 9



Parametric study in the far field

General parametric study
- location
- strike

Detailed parametric study
- depth
- dip angle
- slip angle Standard fault model

1960 Chilean earthquake
WWM; uný

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 1 0



Location of assessment points

Fukushima Daiichi NPS

200m

T)O 3W3" B

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 1 1



Time History of the design tsunamis

O.P[m]
4 11

Near Field
Tsunami

2
0

-2
-4

i i

1 2 3 hour

elapsed time since earthquake occurred

O.P.[m]
4

Far Field
Tsunami
- Chili -

2
0

-2
-4

20 22 24 26 28 hour

elapsed time since earthquake occurred

3~U73
All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 1 2



Consideration of tide and safety evaluation

The Design Tsunami

<: Tidal Conditions

Design High Water Level
Maximum water rise +

Design Low Water Level

Mean of high tides

Maximum water fall + Mean of low tides

Evaluation of the safety of NPP

(~ 3~un.
All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 1 3



Summary of Evaluation
Maximum water level = 4.4m + O.P. + 1.3m
Minimum water level = -3.6m - O.P. -+-O.Om

= O.P.+5.7m
= O.P.-3.6m

Maximum water level
O.P.+5.7m

Mean tide level
O.P.+0.8m

O.P.-3.6m
Minimum water level

Fukushima Daiichi NPS

We assessed and confirmed the safety of the
nuclear plants based on the JSCE method
which was published in 2002.

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 14



Agenda

Tsuamý asesment for~ NDP on the
Padflc coast.

2.Operational status of NPP after the Feb.
28, 2010 tsunami from Chile.

3~Un
All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc.



Operational status of NPP on Feb.28

Fukushima Daiichi NPS
unit 1 in operation
unit 2 in operation
unit 3 in operation
unit 4 in operation
unit 5 in operation
unit 6 in operation 1

459
786
789
789
823
,152

MWe
MWe
MWe
MWe
MWe
MWe

Fukushima Daini NPS
unit 1 in operation 1,113 MWe
unit 2 in operation 1,116 MWe
unit 3 regular maintenance
unit4 in operation 1,117 MWe

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc.



Feb. 28th NPS Correspondence (1/2)

A manual containing emergency and restoration protocol in the
event of a major disaster has been created.

In the event that the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) issues
a "Tsunami Warning" for the coastline near the NPS, the
following measures are to be executed:

1. The Central Control Room Operators are to maintain
vigilance in monitoring plant operations.

2. The Site Superintendent is to contact employees whc
standby in a separate office room or at home.

3. If necessary, an emergency headquarter is to be set

are on

up.

SwIn
'-.1 f
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Feb. 28th NPS Correspondence (2/2)

Both Fukushima Daiichi NPS and Fukushima Daini NPS
executed the below measures in response to a "Tsunami
warning" issued by JMA on Feb.28.

,/Discontinued the work and inspection of the area facing the
ocean.

,'Measured the sea level utilizing a tide gauge and via several
installed TV cameras monitored the ocean conditions.

"/Contacted employees to ready them for the execution of
emergency disaster measures.

IV ff
All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc.



Correspondence based on Sea Level Measurements

,/Utilizing the JSCE method, we
assessed the ability of the NPP to
withstand potential tsunamis.

/ Based on the assessment results,
the level of the seawater pumps
was improved.

,/"Accident Operating Procedure
(AOP) "for tsunamis was
established.

Acquiring tsunami information from JMA

Drawdown of the sea level in response to
the tsunami

Monitoring of relevant parameters

In case relevant parameter abnormalities
continue, one of the circulating water

pumps should be stopped.

In case relevant parameter abnormalities
continue, the other circulating water

pumps should be stopped and the plant
shut down.

Flowchart on the basis of AOP

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc.



Tide gauge at Fukushima Daiichi NPS

4"

V

3I~Ut3-

I

A float-type tide gauge is set up inside the
harbor of the NPP.

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 20



Wave gauge at Fukushima Daini NPS

An ultrasonic-type tide gauge is installed inside
the harbor of the NPPR
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Observational result of Chile tsunami on Feb.28

Fukushima Daiichi NPSSeawall
level E 400

300

E
o 200

> 100

4.ý 0

-100

-200

Deviation from the astronomical
tide was observed.

" The highest sea level did not reach
the seawall level.

/ The lowest sea level did not fall
below the intake water level of the
circulating pumps.

, Normal operations were not
impacted.
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Fukushima Daini NPS
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Tsunami component

rising drawdown
Fukushima + 0.6m - 0.8m
Daiichi
Fukushima + 1.0m - 0.8m
Daini

OOSIK
-200 ' 1
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1
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time All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 22



Summary

v We assessed and confirmed the safety of the
nuclear power plants based on the JSCE
method which was published in 2002.

v/ On Feb. 28, in response to the "Tsunami
warning" issued by the Japan Meteorological
Agency, appropriate measures in accordance
with "Accident Operating Procedures (AOP)
were executed.

v/ Daily operations were NOT impacted.

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. •7I



Thank you very much for your kind attention.

ANDOU Hiroshige

t0~ MMW-"
V

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc.



Dube, Donald

From: Garmon, David
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 3:34 PM
Subject: New OpE COMM: International - Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake and Tsunami (Honshu,

Japan)

This email is being sent to notify recipients of a new posting on the )Operating. Experience Community
Forum.

Recipients are expected to review the posting for applicability to their areas of regulatory responsibility and
consider appropriate actions. However, information contained in the posting is not tasking; therefore, no
specific action or written response is required.

Information Security Reminder: OpE COMMs contain preliminary information in the interest of timely
internal communication of operating experience. OpE COMMs may be pre-decisional and may contain
sensitive/proprietary information. They are not intended for distribution outside the agency

The posting may be reviewed at: Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake and Tsunami (Honshu, Japan)

This COMM is being posted to the following groups: All Communications, Chemistry/Chemical
Engineering, Containment (leakage, degradation, cooling system performance), Control Room
Habitability, Dose Assessment, ECCS, Electrical Power Systems, Emergency Diesel Generators,
Emergency Preparedness, Fire Protection, Flood Protection & Missiles, Fuels, Health Physics,
Human Performance, HVAC, Inspection Programs, Instrumentation and Controls, Main Steam &
Condensate/Feed Systems, Materials/Aging, Natural Phenomena, New Reactors, Piping, Pump
and Valve Performance, RCPB Leakage, Reactor Vessel/Pressurizer, Safety Culture, Shutdown
Risk, Spent Fuel Storage & Load Handling, Station Service Water Systems & Ultimate Heat Sink,
Steam Generators, Structural, Welding/Non-Destructive Examination, Worker Fatigue

To unsubscribe from this distribution list or to subscribe to a different list on the OpE Community, please visit:

http://nrrl 0.nrc.gov/rps/dyn/subscriptionl .cfm

For more information on the Reactor OpE Program, please visit our Reactor OpE Gateway.

Thank you for reviewing and using Operating Experience.

Regards,
David Garmon
NRR/DIRS/IOEB
(301) 415-3512
Office: O-7C20
Mail Stop OWFN-7C02A



SBo"zin, Sunny

From: Herr, Linda
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:31 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; OPA Resource; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: Nieh, Ho; Bozin, Sunny
Subject: RE: Staff in Japan with Dr. Jaczko

Thanks Eliot, this action is now considered closed in our office.

Best,
Linda

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:29 AM
To: OPA Resource; Herr, Linda; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: Nieh, Ho; Bozin, Sunny
Subject: RE: Staff in Japan with Dr. Jaczko (I ( .

I took care of this.

From: Janbergs, Holly On Behalf Of OPA Resource
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:09 AM
To: Herr, Linda; OPA Resource; Brenner, Eliot; Akstu
Cc: Nieh, Ho; Bozin, Sunny
Subject: RE: Staff in Japan with Dr. Jaczko

ilewicz, Brenda

$c'(.,<

Forwarded to Ivonne to handle.

1ý
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From: Herr, Linda
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 8:50 AM
To: OPA Resource; Brenner, Eliot; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: Nieh, Ho; Bozin, Sunny
Subject: FW: Staff in Japan with Dr. Jaczko
Importance: High

OPA:

Please handle this action as appropriate.

Thank you!

Linda
301-415-1759

From: CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 7:56 AM
To: Herr, Linda
Subject: FW: Staff in Japan with Dr. Jaczko

34
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Fraem: Nakashima, Ryan rmailto:RNakashimacsap.orq]
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:59 PM
To: CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Subject: Staff in Japan with Dr. Jaczko

Hi Mr. Ostendorf,

I am a reporter with The Associated Press in Tokyo and wanted to find out which staff members are in Japan with Dr.
Jaczko consulting with Japanese officials on its nuclear crisis.

This is simply for the purpose of identifying them so our reporter might be able to address them. If you have bios and
images that would also help tremendously.

Sincerely,

Ryan Nakashima
The Associated Press
Shiodome Media Tower 7F
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-7207
Tel: (03) 6215-8931
Fax: (03) 6215-8949
@rnakashi

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898
and delete this e-mail. Thank you.
lIPUSDISC]msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938
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White, Bernard

From: Staab, Christopher
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 4:18 PM
To: NMSSDSFST Distribution
Subject: FYI: 3_29_2011 NEI Drop-In Summary (below)
Attachments: 2011-0002comgbj-srm.pdf; ti2515-183.pdf

SFST: Vonna Ordaz, Doug Weaver, Mike Waters, Lymari Sepulveda, and Chris Staab
NEI: Rod McCullum and Marc Nichol

* Response on Contents Letter (RIRP for Top Nozzle) -The NRC is targeting issuing a response to NEI soon
regarding their white paper. We are in-process engaging OGC and will be in touch soon with respect to a firmer
date for responding.

* Marine Environment SCC (follow up) - We had an excellent public meeting regarding the Coastal Marine
Atmosphere pilot issue yesterday - note the change to coastal marine atmosphere since the issue does not
pertain to underwater casks. NEI will send a letter with a screening form and resolution plan to the NRC by mid
April, based on input received during the public meeting. NRC will respond to the letter. This response should
help clarify NRC's position on issues in the RIRP and may lead to a revision to the protocol, depending on
success. A letter response also ensures important NRC opinions of those not present at the meeting are
accounted for. Letter responses should reflect more of a consensus view of SFST regarding the issue screening
-form and resolution plan. Of course, the ultimate goal is a durable good to document issue resolution. The
problem statement developed during the meeting is: Sufficient data does not exist to determine when and
where stress corrosion cracking in steel storage casks exists. Developed success criteria is: Obtain sufficient
data to determine when stress corrosion cracking in steel storage casks exists and obtain sufficient data to
determine where stress corrosion cracking in steel storage casks exists. The first step in the resolution plan may
be for industry to develop screening criteria to determine when and where stress corrosion cracking in steel
casks exists and to perform cask inspections for those locations and times that screen in. NEI would submit the
white paper to the NRC for response. The response could range from non-endorsement, providing comments,
and endorsement.

* RIRP Process (broader discussion) -The NEI guidance document could be a way to achieve the consistency and
issue management as proposed by NEI. A fully developed problem statement is essential to achieve timely
resolution of issues. Recommended and NRC endorsed solutions will ensure issue closure and timely _
resolution. Industry commitment to implement Issue Resolution Protocol solutions is required to ensure
consistency and timely closure. The NRC may deviate from solution plans based on new information. NRC
"concurrence" on issue summary forms is not formal or official and indicates NRC is aware of and will in good
faith work on solution plans. These represent the 6. key messages provided to NEI and industry over the course
of piloting the protocol.

* Improving Regulatory Predictability - SFST shares the goal of improving predictability, clarity, and consistency
with industry. This was the theme of the March 28 public meeting and will be a major theme for the upcoming
NEI conference and the November 2 - 3 SFST Conference. We have dedicated breakout sessions to discuss
overarching plans for enhancing regulatory guidance documents for inspection, NUREG-1745, and industry's
72.48 guidance document. The NRC looks forward to the outcomes in the near future and we look forward to
industry's proposed enhancements to the 72.48 guidance document.

" Stack-up -The Perry stack-up TAR response (ML110200478) is publicly available.
* Used Fuel Management Conference - NEI is making significant progress on the agenda. Earl Easton, Chris Staab,

and NEI resolved several outstanding comments yesterday after the public meeting on increasing predictability
into regulatory foundation. Outcomes from yesterday's public meeting will provide a good introduction to
breakout sessions planned for the conference. SFST is waiting to hear from the Commissioner's office regarding
availability of a Commissioner during Day 2 to provide a keynote address. The Commissioners are very focused

1)



on the Japan situation; however SFST will continue to follow up. Does NEI know how many complimentary slots
will be provided to SFST this year? There were 25 last year and speakers were free.
Distributed publicly available information: COMGBJ-11-0002 - NRC Actions following the events in Japan
(attached), NRR's associated Temporary Instruction (attached), and Perry stack-up TAR response. Potential
public meeting or drop-in to discuss TAR response further. Next drop-in is April 2 6 th at 9am.
Clarified roles and responsibilities of NEI's Dry Storage Task Force (SFST) and NEI's Extended Storage TaskForce
(HLWRS).
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March 23, 2011

MEMORANDUM TO: R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director for Operations

FROM: Chairman Jaczko /RA/j \'V"'

SUBJECT: TASKING MEMORANDUM - COMGBJ-11-0002 - NRC
ACTIONS FOLLOWING THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

The staff should establish a senior level agency task force to conduct a methodical and
systematic review of our processes and regulations to determine whether the agency should
make additional improvements to our regulatory system and make recommendations to the
Commission for its policy direction. The review should address the following near term and then
longer term objectives.

Near Term Review

* This task force should evaluate currently available technical and operational information
from the events that have occurred at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear complex in Japan
to identify potential or preliminary near term/immediate operational or regulatory issues
affecting domestic operating reactors of all designs, including their spent fuel pools, in
areas such as protection against earthquake, tsunami, flooding, hurricanes; station
blackout and a degraded ability to restore power; severe accident mitigation; emergency
preparedness; and combustible gas control.

• The task force should develop recommendations, as appropriate, for potential changes
to inspection procedures and licensing review guidance, and recommend whether
generic communications, orders, or other regulatory requirements are needed.

* The task force efforts should be informed by some stakeholder input but should be
independent of industry efforts.

• The report would be released to the public per normal Commission processes (including
its transmission to the Commission as a Notation Vote Paper).

To ensure the Commission is both kept informed of these efforts and called upon to resolve any
policy recommendations that surface, the task force should, at a minimum, be prepared to brief
the Commission on a 30 day quick look report; on the status of the ongoing near term review at
approximately the 60 day point; and then on the 90 day culmination of the near term efforts.
Additional specific subject matter briefings and additional voting items that request Commission
policy direction may also be added during the Commission's agenda planning meetings.

(EDO) (SECY Suspense: 30, 60, & 90 days)



Longer Term Review

* The task force's longer term review should begin as soon as NRC has sufficient
technical information from the events in Japan with the goal of no later than the
completion of the 90 day near term report, and the task force should provide updates on
the beginning of the longer term review at the 30 and 60 day status updates.

* This effort would include specific information on the sequence of events and the status
of equipment during the duration of the event.

* The task force should evaluate all technical and policy issues related to the event to
identify potential research, generic issues, changes to the reactor oversight process,
rulemakings, and adjustments to the regulatory framework that should be conducted by
NRC.

* The task force should evaluate potential interagency issues such as emergency
preparedness.

* Applicability of the lessons learned to non-operating reactor and non-reactor facilities
should also be explored.

* During the review, the task force should receive input from and interact with all key
stakeholders.

" The task force should provide a report with recommendations, as appropriate, to the
Commission within six months from the start of the evaluation for Commission policy
direction.

* The report would be released to the public per normal Commission processes (including
its transmission to the Commission as a Notation Vote Paper).

" Before beginning work on the longer term review, staff should provide the Commission
with estimated resource impacts on other regulatory activities.

" The ACRS should review the report as issued in its final form and provide a letter report
to the Commission.

(EDO) (SECY Suspense: 9 months, if
needed)

cc: Commissioner Svinicki
Commissioner Apostolakis
Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff
OGC
CFO

OCA
OPA
Office Directors, Regions, ACRS, ASLBP (via E-Mail)
PDR



NRC INSPECTION MANUAL [RIB

TEMPORARY INSTRUCTION 2515/183

FOLLOWUP TO THE FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NUCLEAR STATION
FUEL DAMAGE EVENT

CORNERSTONE: INITIATING EVENTS AND MITIGATING SYSTEMS

APPLICABILITY: This Temporary Instruction (TI) applies to all holders of operating
licenses for nuclear power reactors, except plants which have
permanently ceased operations.

2515/183-01 OBJECTIVES

- The objective of this TI is to independently assess the adequacy of actions taken by
licensees in response to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear station fuel damage event. The
inspection results from this TI will be used to evaluate the industry's readiness for a
similar event and to aid in determining whether additional regulatory actions by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission are warranted. Therefore, the intent of this TI is to be
a high-level look at the industry's preparedness for events that may exceed the design
basis for a plant. If necessary, a more specific followup inspection will be performed at
a l/ter date.

2515/183-02 BACKGROUND

On March 11, 2011, the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake occurred near the east coast
of Honshu, Japan. This magnitude 9.0 earthquake and the subsequent tsunami caused
significant damage to at least four of the six units of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
power station as the result of a sustained loss of both the offsite and on-site power
systems. Efforts to restore power to emergency equipment have been hampered or
impeded by damage to the surrounding areas due to the tsunami and earthquake. The
following background information is current as of March 18, 2011.

Units 1 through 3, which had been operating at the time of the earthquake, scrammed
automatically, inserting their neutron absorbing control rods to ensure immediate
shutdown of the fission process. Following the loss of electric power to normal and
emergency core cooling systems and the subsequent failure of back-up decay heat
removal systems, water injection into the cores of all three reactors was compromised,
and reactor water levels could not be maintained. Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), the operator of the plant, resorted to injecting sea water and boric acid into
the reactor vessels of these three units, in an effort to cool the fuel and ensure the
reactors remained shutdown. However, the fuel in the reactor cores became partially
uncovered. Hydrogen gas built up in Units 1 and 3 as a result of exposed, overheated
fuel reacting with water. Following gas venting from the primary containment to relieve

Issue Date: 03/23/11 1 2515/183



pressure, hydrogen explosions occurred in both units and damaged the secondary
containments. It appears that primary containments for Units 1 and 3 remained
functional, but the primary containment for Unit 2 may have been damaged. TEPCO cut
a hole in the side of the Unit 2 secondary containment to prevent hydrogen buildup
following a sustained period when there was no water injection into the core.

In addition, problems were encountered with monitoring and maintaining Units 3 and 4
spent fuel pool (SFP) water levels. Efforts continue to supply seawater to the SFPs for
Units 1 through 4 using various methods. At this time, the integrity of the SFPs for Units
3 and 4 is unknown.

Fukushima Daiichi Units 4 through 6 were shutdown for refueling outages at the time of
the earthquake. The fuel assemblies for Unit 4 had been offloaded from the reactor core
to the SFP. The SFPs for Units 5 and 6 appear to be intact.

The damage to Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station appears to have been caused
by initiating events that may have exceeded the design basis for the facilities.

2515/183-03 INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS AND GU1DANCE

NRC inspection staff should assess the licensee's activities and actions to assess its
readiness to respond to an event similar to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant fuel
damage event. These inspections should occur at the operating power reactor facilities.
Licensee emergency preparedness will not be assessed by this TI.

This TI may be completed all at once or in phases as the licensee verifies its capability
to respond to such an event. The inspector(s) should coordinate the inspection effort
with the licensee in accordance with the licensee's verification schedule.

The events at the Fukushima Daiichi plant appear to be caused by factors directly
impacting nuclear safety that may have exceeded the design basis for the facility. While
details on the full extent of damage to these units remain unknown, the damage poses a
significant challenge to the nuclear safety of these units. Immediate actions by the U.S.
industry are appropriate to assess and take corrective actions to address potential

, f vulnerabilities that would challenge response to events that are beyond site design
, 2' bases.

03.01 Assess the licensee's capability to mitigate conditions that result from beyond
design basis events, typically bounded by security threats, committed to as part of NRC
Security Order Section B.5.b issued February 25, 2002, and severe accident
management guidelines and as required by Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(10 CFR) 50.54(hh). Use Inspection Procedure (IP) 71111.05T, "Fire Protection
(Triennial)," Section 02.03 and 03.03 as a guideline. If IP 71111.05T was recently
performed at the facility the inspector should review the inspection results and findings
to identify any other potential areas of inspection. Particular emphasis should be placed
on strategies related to the spent fuel pool. The inspection should include, but not be
limited to, an assessment of any licensee actions to:
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a. Verify through test or inspection that equipment is available and functional.
Active equipment shall be tested and passive equipment shall be walked down
and inspected. It is not expected that permanently installed equipment that is
tested under an existing regulatory testing program be retested.

b. Verify through walkdowns or demonstration that procedures to implement the
strategies associated with B.5.b and 10 CFR 50.54(hh) are in place and are
executable. Licensees may choose not to connect or operate permanently
installed equipment during this verification.

c. Verify the training and qualifications of operators and the support staff needed to
implement the procedures and work instructions are current for activities related
to Security Order Section B.5.b and severe accident management guidelines as
required by 10 CFR 50.54 (hh).

d. Verify that any applicable agreements and contracts are in place and are
capable of meeting the conditions needed to mitigate the consequences of these
events.

e. Review any open corrective action documents to identify vulnerabilities that may
not have yet been addressed.

03.02 Assess the licensee's capability to mitigate station blackout (SBO) conditions, as
required by 10 CFR 50.63, "Loss of All Alternating Current Power," and station design,
is functional and valid. Refer to TI 2515/120, "Inspection of Implementation of Station
Blackout Rule Multi-Plant Action Item A-22" as a guideline. It is not intended that TI
2515/120 be completely reinspected. The inspection should include, but not be limited
to, an assessment of any licensee actions to:

a. Verify through walkdowns and inspection that all required materials are
adequate and properly staged, tested, and maintained.

b. Demonstrate through walkdowns that procedures for response to an SBO are
executable.

03.03 Assess the licensee's capability to mitigate internal and external flooding events
required by station design. Refer to IP 71111.01, "Adverse Weather Protection,"
Section 02.04, "Evaluate Readiness to Cope with External Flooding" as a guideline. The
inspection should include, but not be limited to, an assessment of any licensee actions
to verify through walkdowns and inspections that all required materials and equipment
are adequate and properly staged. These walkdowns and inspections shall include
verification that accessible doors, barriers, and penetration seals are functional.

03.04 Assess the thoroughness of the licensee's walkdowns and inspections of
important equipment needed to mitigate fire and flood events to identify.the potential
that the equipment's function could be lost during seismic events possible for the site.
Assess the licensee's development of any new mitigating strategies for identified
vulnerabilities (e.g., entered it in to the corrective action program and any immediate
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actions taken). As a minimum, the licensee should have performed walkdowns and
inspections of important equipment (permanent and temporary) such as storage tanks,
plant water intake structures, and fire and flood response equipment; and developed
mitigating strategies to cope with the loss of that important function. Use IP 71111.21,
"Component Design Basis Inspection," Appendix 3, "Component Walkdown
Considerations," as a guideline to assess the thoroughness of the licensee's walkdowns
and inspections.

2515/183-04 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

The inspection results, including both observations and findings, of this TI should be in a
stand-alone report. NOTE: This TI will be updated with a template which will provide
specific guidance on reporting and documenting observations and findings.

The inspection report containing the results should be forwarded to NRR/DIRS/IRIB,
Attention: Tim Kobetz via e-mail at timothy.kobetz(anrc..ov. Mr. Kobetz can also be
reached at (301) 415-1932. The inspection results from this TI will be used to evaluate
industry's readiness for a similar event and to aid in determining whether additional
NRC regulatory actions are warranted.

2515/183-05 COMPLETION SCHEDULE

This TI is to be initiated upon issuance. Inspection activities are to be completed by
April 29, 2011 and the inspection report issued by May 13, 2011.

2515/183-06 EXPIRATION

The TI will expire on June 30, 2012.

2515/183-07 CONTACT

Any technical questions regarding this TI should be addressed to Tim Kobetz at 301-
415-1932 or timothy.kobetz(nrc..qov.

2515/183-08 STATISTICAL DATA REPORTING

All direct inspection effort expended on this TI is to be charged to 2515/183 with an IPE
code of TI. All' indirect inspection effort expended on this TI for preparation and
documentation should be attributed to activity codes TIP and TID respectively.

2515/183-9 RESOURCE ESTIMATE

The estimated average time to complete the TI inspection requirements is 40 hours per
site. Where applicable, inspectors should credit the baseline inspection program for
samples reviewed during this TI assessment.

2515/183-10 TRAINING
Issue Date: 03/23/11 4 2515/183



No additional training is required.

END
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ATTACHMENT 1

Revision History for TI 2515/183
FOLLOWUP TO FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NUCLEAR STATION FUEL DAMAGE EVENT

Commitment Issue Date Description of Change Training Training Comment Resolution
Tracking Needed Completion Date Accession Number
Number

N/A ML11077A007 Researched commitments for 4 No N/A N/A03/23/11 years and found none.

This is a new document issued
for inspections related to the
industry response to the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Station Fuel DamageEvent.

Issue Date: 03/23/11 Attl-1 2515/183



Budzynski, John \rc4;e
From: Eagle, Eugene
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 8:43 AM
To: Budzynski, John
Subject: FW: Earthquake and tsunami in Japan and its influence to NPPs

Interesting insight. Matches information we already I, but adds some interesting details.

----- Original Message -----
From: Beacom, Royce
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 7:21 AM
To: NRODEICEI Distribution; NRO DEICE2 Distribution; Santos, Daniel
Cc: Bergman, Thomas
Subject: FW: Earthquake and tsunami in Japan and its influence to NPPs

This is from Masafumi Utsumi, engineering manager in RPS Section, who is working on US-APWR and consistently attends
IEEE/NPEC meetings in WG 6.4. His description of the events on NPPs in Japan.

----- Original Message -----
From: masafumiutsumi@mhi.co.jp [mailto:masafumiutsumi@mhi.co.jp]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 3:16 AM
To: George Ballassi
Subject: Earthquake and tsunami in Japan and its influence to NPPs

George and all the member of NPEC

This is Masafumi Utsumi of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries in Japan I am writing this in my office in Tokyo.
At first, I and my family are all safe and going about our daily life with limited inconvenience.

Broad area hit by the tsunami is full of tragedy and difficulty as you may see on TV, newspapers and web sites.
But, many disaster victims are trying to survive with courage and calm.
All the Japanese people are trying to help them in many ways even though loss of infrastructure and social system in the
distressed area.

Concerning about the Fukushima NPPs, situation seems to being better but caution is required.

Myself has no detailed information about the NPPs other than publically reported.
Reason is that all the infrastructure and information systems in and around the site are completely lost by the tsunami.

-- But, I am going to try to show you brief summary about NPPs in Fukushima.



,(Fukushima-Daiichi site: Unit-1 to Unit-6)

Ground acceleration by the earthquake was within the design base though its massive magnitude (9.0) beyond imagination.
But the level of the tsunami (height) was few times grater than the design base.
Some sources said that the height of the tsunami hit NPPs was more than 14m (45ft).

There are six BWR plants in the Fukushima-Daiichi site.
Unit-1,2 and 3 are in operation, and the Unit-4,5 and 6 are in outage.
Many difficulties are occurred in Unit-i to 4, so I am going to focus on
Unit-1 to 4.

All the reactor protection system of Unit-1 to 3 tripped the reactors correctly, all Japanese NPPs have safety grade
building acceleration detectors to trip the reactor.
Safety systems including emergency diesel generators are started their operation after the earthquake.
But, the sea water pump systems of all the NPPs used for cooling of diesel generator and ultimate heat sink were completely
lost by the tsunami.
Tsunami hit the site a few ten minutes after the earthquake.
This means that the station black-out was occurred.
I am not sure when the offsite power was lost. (by the earthquake or by the
tsunami)
But, I think that some towers for transmission line was destroyed, and most of the transformers connected to offsite power
system were damaged.
At this moment, all the auxiliary systems in and around the site was lost, such as monitoring post, telephone system and so
on.
I heard that offsite center near the site also lost their monitoring and communication functions.
Site staff tried to connect movable batteries to some I&C circuit to monitor the plant conditions (pressure and temperature)

After consuming plant batteries, all the active components including turbine driven pumps lost their function.
In this situation all the cooling means for reactors and spent fuel pools were completely lost.
To avoid over pressurization of the Unit-1 containment vessel, valves to release the containment atmosphere to the plant
stack were opened using mobile compressed air cylinder.
Unfortunately a hydrogen explosion occurred in the reactor building of
Unit-1 after venting containment vessel.

Then, site staff tried to inject sea water into the reactor vessel to cool the core using diesel driven fire fighting pumps.
(at first to Unit-i, then
Unit-3 finally to Unit-2)
But this decision was a little bit delayed by unknown reason.
So it is believed that some part of fuels in Unit-i,2 and 3 are uncovered before starting sea water injection.

Unfortunately, after venting operation to prevent over pressurization,
unit-3 also experienced hydrogen explosion.
Hydrogen seems to be created at the partially uncovered fuel assemblies through the zirconium water reaction, and was
released inside the reactor building by depressurization operation of containment vessel.
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,-Also, small explosion at unknown part of the pressure suppression torus occurred in unit-2, but I do not know well about the
cause and consequence of this explosion.

Continuation of sea water injection seems effective to prevent expansion of severe events.
But it is not clear, or it is not likely that all the fuels are covered by enough water.
Especially the temperature indication of the Unit-i shows that distinct temperature rise inside the reactor vessel.
(At this moment, by keeping sea water injevtion to the reactor vessels, temperature and pressure inside the reactor vessel
of Unit-1 to3 are
stabilized)

Also, considering undesirable effect of sea water to components, source of injection water was switched
after restoring water tanks and preparation of mobile pumps.

On the other hand, loss of cooling of spent fuel pits became problematic.

to normal water.

Number of
Number of

Unit-i
Unit-2
Unit-3
Unit-4
Unit-5
Unit-6

fuels stored in each spent fuel pool is different.
fuels and their heat generation is as follows.

60,000 kcal/hr ( 292 fuel assemblies)
400,000 kcal/hr ( 587 )
200,0e0 kcal/hr ( 514 )

2,eee,eeekcal/hr (1,331)
see,eee kcal/hr ( 946 )
600,eee kcal/hr (876)

As sown above, cooling of the spent fuel pit of Unit-4 is the most urgent target.

But after some explosions, dose rate around NPPs became so high that human activities to handle these problems became quite
difficult.

In these situation, a fire occurred in the reactor building of Unit-4 and upper part of the outer wall of the reactor
building was heavily damaged.

Also, from the damaged reactor building of Unit-3, large amount of steam plume was observed.

So, many kind of water discharging equipment from fire fighter, army and police are introduced t to inject seawater into the
spent fuel storage pool on Ubit-3 and Unit-4

This operation was thought to have a certain level of success, and uncover of fuels in spent fuel pools might be avoided,
even though we do not have reliable indication of water level of spent fuel pools.

Considering fundamental restoration of cooling capability for both reactor cores and spent fuel pools, site staff are trying
to reconnect electrical power to certain systems in NPPs.
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.But, both transmission lines and diesel generator sea water cooling system are completely lost. So they tried to feed
electrical power by constructing new feed lines from the nearest substation.

In some part using remained transmission lines, in some part installing new cables and mobile transformers, offsite power
was connected to tentative distribution center near NPPs.
From this distribution center, power cables are installed to turbine building of each NPP.

At this moment, power was fed to lighting system for main control room of each plant.
They are trying to feed electrical power to I&C system and important plant components such as cooling pumps and HVAC
systems.

But, I think there are many things to be tested and checked to feed electrical power safely.
It seems that they can not connect power cables simply to distribution panel because many components and circuits are
damaged or short circuited by sea water from the tsunami.
So it will be needed to connect power cable directly to the lowest switchgear or the pump itself to start each pump.

Recently, in installing cables in turbine buildings, large amount of quite high dose water is observed in many place.
So, cable installation works are stooped and water transportation to condenser or other tanks are planed and doing now

I have been focused on Unit-1 to 4.
Other two units, Unit-5 and 6 are well cooled.
They are in outage work when the earthquake occurred.
So, important thing is to cool the spent fuel pit.
I am not sure details of operation in Unit-5 and 6.
But one diesel generator was available and this helps much to keep cooling.
Also, after reconnecting offsite power to the Unit-5 and 6, safety of these units are ensured.
Unit-5 and 6 are located about 500m away from Unot-1 to 4 and thus less radiation dose from damaged reactors.
I think plant layout within the Fukushima-Daiichi site helped to success.

(Fukushima-Daini site: Unit-1 to 4)

There are four BWRs in the Fukushima-Daini site.
This site locates about 10km south of Fukushima-Daiichi site.
Also, the tsunami hit this site.

In this site, all the NPPs were operating.
Also, all the NPPs tripped automatically by the earthquake.
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.Same as the Fukushima-Daiichi, sea water pumps are damaged by the tsunami, and this resulted in loss of emergency diesel
generators.
All the offsite power was lost by the earthquake, so Fukuhsima -Daini experienced the SBO condition.

Turbine driven pumps fed water to the core, but loss of UHS caused temperature and pressure increase in the suppression
pool.

Different from the Fukushima-Daiichi site, offsite power was recovered after five hours from the tsunami.

This helps site staff to monitor the plant and well operate the plant using available systems.

I am not sure details of the situation, but, the sea water cooling system of Unit-3 was in operation and Unit-3 was able to
cool down as usual.

Site staff tried to restore the sea water systems.
They decided to replace sea water pump motor to new one, and asked Japanese Air Force to transport spare pump motors (three
pump motors, it means one pump motor for one unit) to the Fikushima-Daini site.

They are preparing for depressurization of the suppression pool by venting to atmosphere.

But, before venting, they successfully replaced the three motors and restore sea water system to cool the reactor through
RHR system.

Situation of the Fukushima-Daini site was quite different from the Fukushima-Daiichi because of the offsite power recovery.

(Onagawa site of the Tohoku power company)

Their are three BWRs in the Onagawa site.
This site is closer than Fukushima sites to the center of the earthquake.

Also, the tsunami hit this site, but based on relatively high design condition for tsunami, this NPPs were located much
higher ground level compared with Fukushima.

So, they can avert from the tsunami directly hit NPPs.

Also, offsite power was not lost or quickly recovered (I have no sufficient information about this)

Even though some small troubles, such as unavailability of the reserve transformer caused by a small flooding in Unit-i, and
small flooding in safety systems in Unit-2, all the NPPs were well cooled to the cold shutdown state.
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Above is a brief summary what is happening in Japanese BWR plants in northern part of Japan.
Also, there are many influences to social system a nd daily life in Japan.

All of these facts are quite important to investigate and plot strategies towards post Fukushima.

I think people outside Japan might be frustrated about less quantity and less quality of related information.
But situation is almost the same inside Japan.
Situation is changing every day so quickly and drasticly and silent but evident social confusion may hide small but
important information.

I will try to do my best to understand these situation based on my knowledge and experiences in nuclear field.

Also I will try to give you necessary information you need or to give you correct interpretation of information

Thank you for your attention, and please help us in many phases to settle this confusion and to step forward for the future.

Best Regards

Masafumi Utsumi
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Ader, Charles

From: EUCI Events [events@eucievents.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 10:01 AM
To: Ader, Charles
Subject: The Lessons of Fukushima Daiichi, April 26, 2011

Categories: Yellow Category

,
The Lessons of Fukushima Daiichi:
An In-Depth Technical Analysis

April 26, 2011 :: 12:00 - 1:30 PM Eastern Time
f

As the events at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant continue to unfold, this
webinar will address:

" The design of the plant, including its safety systems
" Damage to the plant caused by the earthquake and tsunami
" What it means to safely shut down a nuclear reactor
" How hydrogen gas is generated and the resulting explosions
" A timeline of events that occurred at Fukushima
* How different countries and agencies have responded to these events,

including the U.S. NRC
* How the Fukushima event will impact the nuclear power industry in the U.S.

and worldwide

As this is an ongoing event, the latest information and detail available will be
incorporated into the webinar.

PDF Brochure I Pricing and Registration
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Metering Technologies
Demand Response, Enerqy
Efficiency
Environmental and Emissions
Markets and Trading
Risk Management
Rates. Finance and Accountina" The water-steam relation inside the BWR reactor

" What it means when the heat sink is lost by a combination of tripping the
turbine and the loss of both normal and emergency core cooling capability

" The steam-pressure build-up inside the reactor vessel, resulting in
uncovering the nuclear fuel

" The subsequent oxidation of the zircalloy fuel cladding
* The attempts to relieve the pressure, which also released explosive hydrogen

gas
* Release of volatile radioactive fission products
* The design of the spent fuel pool and why it became another challenge to

maintain it within its design basis

Full Agenda

" Billing/Customer
Service/Collections

" Communications/Marketing
* Utility Business and

Management
* Human Resources
" Regulatory, Policy and Legal

Issues
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Howard L. Sobel, PE, Nuclear Consultant

Sign up to get our "Energize Weekly"
newsletter and keep up with the latest
events in the energy industry. Energize
Weekly also contains a new conference
presentation each week on a relevant
industry topic.

Sign Up N
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MARIA CANTWELL COMMITTEES:

VWASHINGTON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND
TRANSPORTATION

ENERGY AND NATURAL
RESOURCES

' 4 .' ~ FINANCE"Ialite1 o~tati s ,15catc INDIAN AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-4705 SMALL BUSINESS

March 30, 2011

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Jaczko and Commissioners Svinicki, ApostOlakis, Magwood, and Ostendorff:

I am writing to request your assistance in assessing the level of risk that the tragedy at Japan's

Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear complex poses to my constituents in Washington State. Public

health officials in Washington state have stated that the levels of radiation detected are

currently far below those that would constitute a risk to human health, yet the presence of

radioactive materials from this accident in any quantity remains a matter of significant public

concern.

In this regard, I would ask that you address the following questions in as timely a manner as

possible:

" Does the accumulated amount of radioactive contamination from the Fukushima Dai-ichi

nuclear complex that has been detected within Washington state so far pose any level of

short or long term health risk?

* What is the likelihood that larger amounts of radioactive contamination will reach

Washington State and what risk might this radiation pose to human health in both the short

and long term?

" What would be the possible impacts of a total reactor core meltdown in one or more of the
damaged reactors have on human health, agriculture, fisheries, or ecosystems within

Washington state?

" How much monitoring for ionizing radiation is occurring within Washington state and what

entities are undertaking these activities? Do monitors only detect amounts of xenon-133,
cesium-137, and iodine -131, and if so are there potentially additional risks from other

unmonitored radioactive particles?

* Given current risks and uncertainties regarding a fluid situation, what precautionary and

preparatory measures do you recommend the public take?
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Many of the thousands of U.S. expatriates and military dependents currently being
evacuated from Japan will transit through the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. Is it
likely that these refugees will require treatment for exposure to radiation and radioactive
materials, and does their return presents any health risk to the broader U.S. public?

Thank you very much for your attention to these questions and for your staff's determined
efforts to assist the Japanese government and inform Congress and the general public. I
appreciate that this is an extremely busy time for the Commission, but would appreciate a
prompt response to these questions which I can forward on to my concerned constituents.

Sincerely,

Maria Cantwell
United States Senator



White, Bernard

From: Nuclear Street [cabernethy@nuclearstreet.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:54 AM
To: Bajwa, Chris
Subject: Nuclear Street - Fukushima Update, China's New Nuclear, Bruce Power Steam Generators,

and more

To view this newsletter online, click here: http://nuclearstreet.com/newsletters/3 30 1 l.html

NUCLEAR 1ý:n) I 11C)EET

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31, 2010: NEWSLETTER
All Fukushima Daiichi Reactors Now Cooled with Fresh Water as Operators Continue to Fight
Radiation Releases

Fresh water is now circulating through all three reactors that were operating at the Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear plant when a tsunami caused a station blackout two weeks ago.

Plant - Power Status
Nuclear Buyers Guide

Nuclear Groups
Nuclear Plant Pages

Pro-Nuclear Power Blogs
Outage Schedules

Job Postings!

NEWSETTE SPONOR'

Japan's Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency reported Tuesday that water injection at unit 3 had switched
from a fire truck to a motor-driven pump Monday, and that the reactor was being cooled by fresh water the
following day. Units at the plant that lost core cooling systems had been regulated in part by trucks
pumping seawater into them. Unit 1 also received fresh water on Tuesday, and unit 2 has been circulating
fresh water since Sunday, according to NISA. The U.S. Navy has provided two large barges carrying fresh
water to the site. Read More>>>

China to Slow Nuclear Development

Chinese state media reported Tuesday that the country, currently undergoing a massive push to generate
more electricity from nuclear technology, will scale back its ambitions.

People's Daily quoted a China Electricity Council official as saying the country should reduce its plans for
90 gigawatts of nuclear generation by 2020 by at least 10 gigawatts, adding it also would likely not achieve

,the 40 gigawatts planned to be built by 2015. Read More»>

/ Bruce Power Delays Steam Generator Shipment

After being granted a license to ship decommissioned steam generators to a Swedish company for

recycling, Canada's Bruce Power said Tuesday that it will postpone the shipment to address the concerns

of native groups and others opposed to it.

, While recycling this material is the right thing to do, and our regulator has given us a license to proceed,

we recognize there is a level of concern among some groups that we want to address before proceeding,"
Bruce Power CEO Duncan Hawthorne said in a statement. "The important thing is we do this right, not that
we do it quickly." Read More>>>

THE SPEAK GROUP

Supplying Nuclear Project
Man.agers, Project Controls,
Egineers., andlOperations
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for ove~r 29 year
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Check out more of today's news stories >>>>
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Groups - Bring your Nuclear Group to Nuclear Street for FREE!

Do you belong to a nuclear industry group or organization and want to communicate and collaborate more
effectively? Nuclear Street is now offering their new enhanced Groups with collaboration tools such as
wikis, documents, forums, media storage, and blogs for FREE. These groups can be public or private and
are easy to manage. If you are interested, contact us for more details.

Nuclear Street Jobs Board - No. 1 in Nuclear Power Jobs!

Yes, Nuclear Street is the number one search result on Google, Bing, Yahoo, Ask and other search
engines for Nuclear Power Jobs. We don't nickel and dime you for each job post. Our subscription plans
are for UNLIMITED job postings for the duration of your contract.

We have an automated posting service to make it effortless to post your job openings!! Sign-up Today!

Nuclear Street Resume Database

Our Resume Search Application is available for employment searches! Employers and recruiters can log
on right now and search for candidates by position, search term, or name. Recruiters can print resumes
and send candidates e-mails right from the application. Resumes are categorized and searching is easy!
Want to know who is in our database? Check out our Job Categories! Sign-up today!

U.S. Nuclear Power Plant Maps and Directions

Are you working at one or more of the 45 outages this spring? Do you have directions to the plant? Do you
need to find the closest hotels around the plant? Check out the Nuclear Plants Section on Nuclear Street.
We have dedicated plant pages that provide maps, directions, news, weather, and other useful inforation
for every plant in the U.S.! We also have special outage rates for select hotels at Turkey Point and Palo
Verde. This is great resource for the travelling contractor, visiting supplier, and/or prospective new
employee.

Nuclear Street Buyers Guide - Get to know your customers!

Does your old buyers guide company listing or advertisement provide direct/interactive sales support?
How about product or services support from that listing? Does it provide multimedia capabilities? Does your
old listing provide a contact form for immediate sales contact? Can it provide immediate
product announcements to your customers? Can you change your advertisement or listing and showcase
different products or services anytime? Does it provide a way to give you product or service feedback from
your customers? Can you actually get to know your customers through your old media listing? Of course
not...but we can! Check out the NEW Nuclear Street Buyers Guide.

Nuclear Street is the FIRST Nuclear Buyers Guide with social netwroking tools! For more information
on how your company can be Showcased on Nuclear Street to create more sales revenue and increase
customer support, contact us today.

Job Seekers - Upload Your Resume Now for Free

Looking for a new job or career? Let Nuclear Street help find you a job! Upload your resume by clicking the
Submit Your Resume Today banner on the Nuclear Street Jobs listing page. Recruiters and employers
will then contact you with new job offers.

'PROPSE * IPLAANT
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The Latest Job Opportunities!

Li t
>l Project Manager - DOE ExoerienceReouired

> Nuclear Turbine Mechanic

> I&C MaintenanceuJerisor

)P Electrical Enoineer. Design (B)

Nuclear Fuel Program Oversioht &

Inventory Control

Bartlett Services

Power Equipment Maintenance

Tennessee Valley Authority

Tennessee Valley Authority

Tennessee Valley Authority
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P RSS Now Available!

From: Nuclear Power Industry News

China Re-Confirms Plans to Export
Decades-Old Reactor Technology to
Pakistan

Asked at a press conference Thursday
whether China was concerned about
plans to export dated reactor technology
to Pakistan following the multiple-reactor
crisis in Japan, a foreign ministry
spokeswoman dismissed the issue as
unrelated.

China has long been an essential partner
in Pakistan's burgeoning nuclear power
industry, and their latest joint project
involves the construction of two
additional Chinese reactors at Pakistan's
Chashma nuclear plant. The proposed
340 megawatt pressurized water
reactors, though, are of the same vintage
as some of the severely damaged boiling
water reactors at Japan's tsunami-
hammered Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
plant.
Read More>>>>
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Esmaili, Hossein

From: Esmaili, Hossein
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 10:30 AM
To: Marksberry, Don
Subject: FW: IAEA Source Term data
Attachments: Source term for march 26 with basis .docx

- ---- Original Message -----
From: PMT01 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 9:47 AM
To: Esmaili, Hossein; Tinkler, Charles
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: FYI: IAEA Source Term data

Hossein and Charlie,

Forwarding you an IAEA source term estimate,,FYI.

Tony Huffert
Rich Clement
PMT- NRC Ops Center
301-816-5402

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Shaffer, Mark R fmailto:ShafferMrcstate.gov1
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:23 AM
To: Szymanski, John
Cc: LIA02 Hoc; LIA03 Hoc; Schwartzman, Jennifer
Subject: IAEA Source Term data

Mr. Szymanski:

I spoke with Mr. Jim Lyons, IAEA's Director for the Division of Nuclear Installation Safety, regarding your
question. He provide me with the response below, as well as the attached document which summarizes the
source term assumptions. Hope this helps.

-Mark

From: J.Lyons(@iaea.org [mailto:J.Lyons(,iaea.org1
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Shaffer, Mark R
Subject: Source term for march 26 with basis .docx

Mark,

The attached estimates of the magnitude and pattern of the release of 1-131, Cs-137 and Te-132 were
prepared Sunday by our Tom McKenna (IAEA).

1C



Estimates are based on the available information on ground deposition, gamma dose rates and other
environmental monitoring data. This source term was provided to RSMA Montreal and CTBTO to use in the
atmospheric dispersion models. Note that we are looking at what happened, not what is going to happen.

Jim

This email is UNCLASSIFIED
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Estimation of the Source Term
for Daiichi NPP Accident

3/27/2011

Two following source terms are estimated:

* Early- for the total release over the period of March 15-17; and

* Later- an ongoing release rate per day after March 17.

The release quantities for only 3 radionuclides are provided:

- 1-131 and Cs-1 37 because they are the major public health concerns;

- Te-132 because its presence indicated core melting.

Table I provides the total release assumed before 18 March. Estimation of this source term was
based on:

* A release from the fuel consistenent with core melting: plant conditions indicated the core was

uncovered and severely damaged and CTBTO data showed the presence of Te-132 in ratios
with Cs-1 37 consistent with some core melting;

* A release rate to environment was estimated by scaling the release rate until it was consistent

with dose rates reported off-site during this period.

Table 2 provides the estimated source term for a daily on going release at a constant rate (Bq/day).
This source term was based on:

* A release from fuel consistent with severe core damage as discussed above. A constant
release rate was assumed because the plant was relatively stable during this period and the
offsite deposition rates for 1-131 and Cs-1 37 were relatively constant, if the effects of rain are
considered;

* Consideration of the previous WMO modelling;

" The constant release rate to environment estimated by scaling the release rate until it was

consistent with off-site reported deposition concentrations;

* The radionuclide mixture corrected for decay.

Table 1. Total amount released to atmosphere during the period before 18 March, 2011

Radionuclide B
1-131 6E15
Cs-137 6E14
Te-132 5E15



Table 2: Constant release rate per day over the period 17 -26 March, 2011

March 17 18 19 20

1-131 [Bq] 1.E+14 8.E+13 7.E+13 5.E+13

Cs-137 [Bq] 1.E+13 1.E+13 1.E+13 1.E+13

Te-132 [Bq] 1.E+14 7.E+13 3.E+13 1.E+13

21 22 .23 24 -25 26

3.E+13 2.E+13 1.E+13 5.E+12 2.E+12 1.E+12

1.E+13 1.E+13 1.E+13 1.E+13 1.E+13 1.E+13

5.E+12 1.E+12 3.E+11 6.E+10 9.E+09 1.E+09
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Pstrak, David

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:.

Morell, Clyde
Thursday, March 31, 2011 3:59 PM
Pstrak, David
Cleanup Contaminated water Japan reactors
Proposal to control and clean up contaminated water used around the crippled Fukushima
nuclear plants.docx

Dave,

Here is my thoughts,

Clyde
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Proposal to control and clean up contaminated water being used around the.

crippled Fukushima nuclear plants - 3/29/2011

Clyde Morell

SFST/MNSS/NRC

Bio: Clyde D..Morell is Storage and Transportation Safety Inspector in the Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards. Mr. Morell has a B.S. Business Management
and an A.S. Industrial Engineering --

I have been thinking about how to control and cleanup the contaminated water near and

long term.

The press today(3/29/201 0) indicated that;" The company plans to put the radioactive

water into condenser tanks and that these tanks are probably already full, so crews

must find a way to drain them, company officials said at a briefing today."

"1 think it is high," Muto said of the radiation level in the pool of water at the No. 2 unit.

The cooling pool at the No. 2 reactor, used to store spent nuclear fuel, appears to be full

of water, the company said. The pool at the No. 4 reactor is likely full, the company said.

The pools need cooling water to keep the rods from melting and releasing radiation into

the air"

I would like to propose that the utility construct temporary berms to contain the

contaminated water. Once the berms are in place contained, the water reused for

cooling. After the reactor fuel is cooled to, a level that it can be retrieved the

contaminated water can be pumped to an Oil tanker type ship. These Oil tankers are

double hulled therefore; this type of hull system would provide shielding. Additional

shielding could be accomplished by the use of lead blankets on the decking and by

foaming the spacing between the inner and outer hull.

The contaminated water could be decontaminated by setting up an ionization system or

a resin filter system aboard the ship or a system similar to what was used at 3-mile

Island. The challenge would be if the ionization system would work on seawater. This

Page 1 of 2



may require install desalination processing station in front of the ionization system. In

any event the water cleanup system would self-contained and portable.

Some thought should be given to using another Oil tanker type ship to supply fresh

water for continued cooling in conjunction with the contamination clean up system..

Just something to think about

Page 2 of 2



Benner, Eric

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Weaver, Doug
Thursday, March 31, 2011 4:14 PM
Camper, Larry
Ordaz, Vonna; Boland, Anne; Benner, Eric; Kobetz, Timothy; Lipa, Christine; McConnell, Keith
Japan related Temporary Instruction
ML1 1077A007.pdf

Larry,

Attached is the TI that was recently issued by NRR to look at licensee actions in response to the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear station fuel damage event.

I understand that Vonna and you have discussed this and agreed that we would work with RIII and
NRR to evaluate the need for, and if appropriate the content of, a TI looking at spent fuel pools not
co-located with an operating power reactor. We understand the universe of sites to be LaCrosse,
Zion, and GE Morris. The first two belonging to FSME and GE Morris being a part 72 licensee.

Would you please let us know a point a contact in your division for further coordination? We
understand that Charlie Miller's group responding to the Chairman's tasking memo will look to include
the results of the reactor TI in their report. If we decide to take a look at these other facilities, we think
it would make sense to do it relatively quickly.

Thanks.

Doug

1~
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NRC INSPECTION MANUAL RIB

TEMPORARY INSTRUCTION 2515/183

FOLLOWUP TO THE FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NUCLEAR STATION
FUEL DAMAGE EVENT

CORNERSTONE: INITIATING EVENTS AND MITIGATING SYSTEMS

APPLICABILITY: This Temporary Instruction (TI) applies to all holders of operating
licenses for nuclear power reactors, except plants which have
permanently ceased operations.

2515/183-01 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this TI is to independently assess the adequacy of actions taken by
licensees in response to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear station fuel damage event. The
inspection results from this TI will be used to evaluate the industry's readiness for a
similar event and to aid in determining whether additional regulatory actions by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission are warranted. Therefore, the intent of this TI is to be
a high-level look at the industry's preparedness for events that may exceed the design
basis for a plant. If necessary, a more specific followup inspection will be performed at
a later date.

2515/183-02 BACKGROUND

On March 11, 2011, the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake occurred near the east coast
of Honshu, Japan. This magnitude 9.0 earthquake and the subsequent tsunami caused
significant damage to at least four of the six units of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
power station as the result of a sustained loss of both the offsite and on-site power
systems. Efforts to restore power to emergency equipment have been hampered or
impeded by damage to the surrounding areas due to the tsunami and earthquake. The
following background information is current as of March 18, 2011.

Units 1 through 3, which had been operating at the time of the earthquake, scrammed
automatically, inserting their neutron absorbing control rods to ensure immediate
shutdown of the fission process. Following the loss of electric power to normal and
emergency core cooling systems and the subsequent failure of back-up decay heat
removal systems, water injection into the cores of all three reactors was compromised,
and reactor water levels could not be maintained. Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), the operator of the plant, resorted to injecting sea water and boric acid into
the reactor vessels of these three units, in an effort to cool the fuel and ensure the
reactors remained shutdown. However, the fuel in the reactor cores became partially
uncovered. Hydrogen gas built up in Units 1 and 3 as a result of exposed, overheated
fuel reacting with water. Following gas venting from the primary containment to relieve

Issue Date: 03/23/11 1 2515/183



pressure, hydrogen explosions occurred in both units and damaged the secondary
containments. It appears that primary containments for Units 1 and 3 remained
functional, but the primary containment for Unit 2 may have been damaged. TEPCO cut
a hole in the side of the Unit 2 secondary containment to prevent hydrogen buildup
following a sustained period when there was no water injection into the core.

In addition, problems were encountered with monitoring and maintaining Units 3 and 4
spent fuel pool (SFP) water levels. Efforts continue to supply seawater to the SFPs for
Units 1 through 4 using various methods. At this time, the integrity of the SFPs for Units
3 and 4 is unknown.

Fukushima Daiichi Units 4 through 6 were shutdown for refueling outages at the time of
the earthquake. The fuel assemblies for Unit 4 had been offloaded from the reactor core
to the SFP. The SFPs for Units 5 and 6 appear to be intact.

The damage to Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station appears to have been caused
by initiating events that may have exceeded the design basis for the facilities.

K 2515/183-03 INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDANCE

NRC inspection staff should assess the licensee's activities and actions to assess its
readiness to respond to an event similar to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant fuel
damage event. These inspections should occur at the operating power reactor facilities.
Licensee emergency preparedness will not be assessed by this TI.

This TI may be completed all at once or in phases as the licensee verifies its capability
to respond to such an event. The inspector(s) should coordinate the inspection effort
with the licensee in accordance with the licensee's verification schedule.

The events at the Fukushima Daiichi plant appear to be caused by factors directly
impacting nuclear safety that may have exceeded the design basis for the facility. While
details on the full extent of damage to these units remain unknown, the damage poses a
significant challenge to the nuclear safety of these units. Immediate actions by the U.S.
industry are appropriate to assess and take corrective actions to address potential
vulnerabilities that would challenge response to events that are beyond site design
bases.

03.01 Assess the licensee's capability to mitigate conditions that result from beyond
design basis events, typically bounded by security threats, committed to as part of NRC
Security Order Section B.5.b issued February 25, 2002, and severe accident
management guidelines and as required by Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(10 CFR) 50.54(hh). Use Inspection Procedure (IP) 71111.05T, "Fire Protection
(Triennial)," Section 02.03 and 03.03 as a guideline. If IP 71111.05T was recently
performed at the facility the inspector should review the inspection results and findings
to identify any other potential areas of inspection. Particular emphasis should be placed
on strategies related to the spent fuel pool. The inspection should include, but not be
limited to, an assessment of any licensee actions to:
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a. Verify through test or inspection that equipment is available and functional.
Active equipment shall be tested and passive equipment shall be walked down
and inspected. It is not expected that permanently installed equipment that is
tested under an existing regulatory testing program be retested.

b. Verify through walkdowns or demonstration that procedures to implement the
strategies associated with B.5.b and 10 CFR 50.54(hh) are in place and are
executable. Licensees may choose not to connect or operate permanently
installed equipment during this verification.

c. Verify the training and qualifications of operators and the support staff needed to
implement the procedures and work instructions are current for activities related
to Security Order Section B.5.b and severe accident management guidelines as
required by 10 CFR 50.54 (hh).

d. Verify that any applicable agreements and contracts are in place and are
capable of meeting the conditions needed to mitigate the consequences of these
events.

e. Review any open corrective action documents to identify vulnerabilities that may
not have yet been addressed.

03.02 Assess the licensee's capability to mitigate station blackout (SBO) conditions, as
required by 10 CFR 50.63, "Loss of All Alternating Current Power," and station design,
is functional and valid. Refer to TI 2515/120, "Inspection of Implementation of Station
Blackout Rule Multi-Plant Action Item A-22" as a guideline. It is not intended that TI
2515/120 be completely reinspected. The inspection should include, but not be limited
to, an assessment of any licensee actions to:

a. Verify through walkdowns and inspection that all required materials are
adequate and properly staged, tested, and maintained.

b. Demonstrate through walkdowns that procedures for response to an SBO are
executable.

03.03 Assess the licensee's capability to mitigate internal and external flooding events
required by station design. Refer to IP 71111.01, "Adverse Weather Protection,"
Section 02.04, "Evaluate Readiness to Cope with External Flooding" as a guideline. The
inspection should include, but not be limited to, an assessment of any licensee actions
to verify through walkdowns and inspections that all required materials and equipment
are adequate and properly staged. These walkdowns and inspections shall include
verification that accessible doors, barriers, and penetration seals are functional.

03.04 Assess the thoroughness of the licensee's walkdowns and inspections of
important equipment needed to mitigate fire and flood events to identify the potential
that the equipment's function could be lost during seismic events possible for the site.
Assess the licensee's development of any new mitigating strategies for identified
vulnerabilities (e.g., entered it in to the corrective action program and any immediate
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actions taken). As a minimum, the licensee should have performed walkdowns and
inspections of important equipment (permanent and temporary) such as storage tanks,
plant water intake structures, and fire and flood response equipment; and developed
mitigating strategies to cope with the loss of that important function. Use IP 71111.21,
"Component Design Basis Inspection," Appendix 3, "Component Walkdown
Considerations," as a guideline to assess the thoroughness of the licensee's walkdowns
and inspections.

2515/183-04 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

The inspection results, including both observations and findings, of this TI should be in a
stand-alone report. NOTE: This TI will be updated with a template which will provide
specific guidance on reporting and documenting observations and findings.

The inspection report containing the results should be forwarded to NRR/DIRS/IRIB,
Attention: Tim Kobetz via e-mail at timothy.kobetzanrc.qov. Mr. Kobetz can also be
reached at (301) 415-1932. The inspection results from this TI will be used to evaluate
industry's readiness for a similar event and to aid in determining whether additional
NRC regulatory actions are warranted.

2515/183-05 COMPLETION SCHEDULE

This TI is to be initiated upon issuance. Inspection activities are to be completed by
April 29, 2011 and the inspection report issued by May 13, 2011.

2515/183-06 EXPIRATION

The TI will expire on June 30, 2012.

2515/183-07 CONTACT

Any technical questions regarding this TI should be addressed to Tim Kobetz at 301-
415-1932 or timothy.kobetzanrc..ov.

2515/183-08 STATISTICAL DATA REPORTING

All direct inspection effort expended on this TI is to be charged to 2515/183 with an IPE
code of TI. All indirect inspection effort expended on this TI for preparation and
documentation should be attributed to activity codes TIP and TID respectively.

2515/183-9 RESOURCE ESTIMATE

The estimated average time to complete the TI inspection requirements is 40 hours per
site. Where applicable, inspectors should credit the baseline inspection program for
samples reviewed during this TI assessment.

2515/183-10 TRAINING
Issue Date: 03/23/11 4 2515/183



No additional training is required. All

END
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ATTACHMENT 1

Revision History for TI 2515/183
FOLLOWUP TO FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NUCLEAR STATION FUEL DAMAGE EVENT

Commitment Issue Date Description of Change Training Training Comment Resolution
Tracking Needed Completion Date Accession Number
Number

N/A ML11077A007 Researched commitments for 4 No N/A N/A
03/23/11 years and found none.

This is a new document issued
for inspections related to the
industry response to the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Station Fuel Damage Event.
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Kock, A'drea

From: Frazier, Alan
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 2:24 PM
To: Kock; Andrea
Cc: Brock, Kathryn; Wittick, Brian; Bowman, Gregory; Andersen, James; Muessle, Mary
Subject: RE: Question on the use of MOX fuel
Attachments: Background Information MOX revi .docx

Andrea,

Below are answers to your specific questions. Please see the attached document for additional information.
Note that I will be providing this to the other Commission offices as well.

1. Specifically, has the NRC staff verified the claim that Reactor 3 at Fukushima contains MOX fuel, and if so,
has the fact that some of the fuel is MOX posed any safety challenges during the event?

* NRC staff currently in Japan confirmed that 32 MOX assemblies were loaded in Unit 3. We do not

expect significant safely related issues with respect to the fuel being MOX.

* Please see the attached document for additional information.

2. Has the staff evaluated the concerns that MOX fuel poses greater safety concerns?

* NRC did its own evaluations of MOX fuel and presented its findings during a hearing in front of the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.

* NRC concluded that the design basis accidents consequences were still within the acceptance
criteria and the differences between MOX and uranium fuel were within the dose consequences
calculation uncertainties.

* Based on staff evaluations, NRC allowed Catawba nuclear plant in South Carolina to load 4 MOX
assemblies in one of its reactors for testing purposes a few years ago.

* Please see the attached document for additional information.

3. Has the staff evaluated the concerns that MOX fuel poses greater security concerns?

* When the MOX fuel is loaded in an operating reactor, there is no difference in the security concerns
as compared to non-MOX LEU fuel in an operating reactor.

" Fresh MOX fuel is a greater concern in the fuel fabrication facility, in transport, and at the power
plant awaiting loading in the reactor than spent fuel. Current rulemaking activities are. underway to
address the security of MOX at fuel fabrication facilities and in transport. Fresh MOX fuel at reactor
sites was addressed in the recent reactor security rule at 10 CFR 73.55 (I).

* There is no difference in security concerns for spent LEU fuel and spent MOX fuel. The p!utonium
being detected outside of the reactors in Japan are trace amounts and pose no security concerns.
The plutonium in the spent MOX fuel and within the regular, non-MOX spent fuel is self-protecting
due to the high-levels of radiation.

4. I understand that the staff completed a safety assessment of the use of MOX fuel for Catawba and the
Browns Ferry. Can you provide (a) a summary of the dose/health consequence analysis and (b) a
synopsis of the staff's evaluation of any public health risk from the use of MOX?

1



High Level answer:

" The review we performed for Catawba was limited to four MOX LTAs supplied by Framatome, now
Areva, that were to be inserted in a core made up of Framatome and Westinghouse fuel. Batch
loading to 40% of the core being MOX was a future activity.

" There is very little difference in thermal-hydraulic behavior between LEU and MOX fuel. The decay
heat curve for Plutonium is very slightly higher at the start but in a matter of seconds drops to the
same curve as Uranium. That said, analyses performed using the ANS-5.1 curve from the early
90s onward take into account Pu so this is a non-issue.

* As was said in the staff ASLB testimony on Catawba, physical behavior of MOX is no different than
U0 2 with regard to pellet fragmentation/relocation/dispersal. We got into a lengthy discussion about
rim effects and differences between U and Pu oxide locations, fission product migration from those
sites, but the overall behavior of MOX vs LEU fuel is miniscule. The pellets are not going to
fragment and relocate differently.

* There is little difference between a standard core and a "MOX core" since within two weeks of
startup, parasitic capture of neutrons by U238 means the fuel is building, and will build its entire life,
Pu. EVERY reactor in reality runs on MOX. The only difference is the Pu isotope that is in the
fresh MOX fuel. The Catawba LTAs were being loaded with weapons grade Pu rather than reactor
grade, but that only causes an extremely small change in decay heat produced by the fuel.

* All irradiated fuel contains Pu and LOCA analyses using modern decay heat curves already

account for the Pu in the fuel.

More Detailed Answer:

(a) The NRC issued an SE dated March 3, 2005 which analyzed the dose/health consequences from the
use of 4 MOX LTAs as Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2. As cited in this SE, and in a,
previously-issued NRC staff SE dated April 5, 2004, the licensee considered the impact of the four
MOX LTAs on each design basis accident (DBA) previously analyzed in the Catawba UFSAR. Duke's
approach to evaluating the potential impact of the MOX LTAs was to compare the relative differences in
radionuclide inventory and determine adjustment factors that account for these differences. These
adjustment factors were applied to the UFSAR analysis results for these events. These factors cohsider
the increase in the fission product inventory of radioiodine in MOX fuel, the increased transfer of fission
products to the fuel gap region, and the fraction of the number of damaged fuel assemblies that are
MOX LTAs. The magnitude of the adjustment factor corresponds to the relative impact of the four MOX
LTAs on the previous DBA analysis results. The NRC staff reviewed the adjustment factors developed
by Duke, performed independent calculations, and concluded that the factors were proper and
acceptable. The NRC staff reviewed the application of the factors to the previous DBA analysis results
and confirmed Duke's conclusion that the radiological consequences of the DBAs would continue to
meet regulatory requirements with the four MOX LTAs. That NRC staff review of the development and
application of these adjustment factors is reported in Section 3 of the NRC SE dated April 5, 2004.

(b) A synopsis of the NRC staff's evaluation of public health risks from the use of 4 MOX LTAs at the
Catawba Nuclear Stations, Units 1 and 2, can be found in the environmental considerations section of
the NRC staff SE issued March 3, 2005. In this SE, the NRC staff stated that:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.21, 51.32, and 51.35, an Environmental Assessment and Finding of No
Significant Impact (EA) was published in the Federal Register on August 17, 2004 (69 FR
51112) (Reference 5). That EA also addressed exemptions from certain NRC regulations,
issued by the NRC staff, that were dated March 3, 2005 (Reference 6). A Supplement to the
Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact was published in the Federal
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Register on February 23, 2005 (70 FR 8849) to address the concerns identified in Section 2.1
above. Accordingly, based on the EA and its supplement, the Commission has determined that
the issuance of these amendments will not have a significant effect on the quality of the human
environment. The NRC staff has determined that the amendments involve no significant
increase in the amounts, and no significant change in the types, of any effluents that may be
released offsite, and that there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational
radiation exposure. The Commission has previously issued a proposed finding that the
amendments involve no significant hazards consideration, (69 FR 41852, dated July 12, 2004).
The comments provided in response to this Notice and the NRC staff's responses, are
discussed in Section 6.0 above.

In the conclusion section of the NRC staff SE issued March 3, 2005, the NRC staff stated that
based on the considerations discussed above, that: (1) there is reasonable assurance that the health
and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, (2) such activities
will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations, and (3) the issuance of the
amendments will not be inimical to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of the
public."

SECTION 2.1.2.1 of the SE "Radiological Dose Consequences" states:

As discussed in the NRC staff's original SE (Reference 2), Duke considered the impact of the
four MOX LTAs on each design basis accident (DBA) previously analyzed in the Catawba
UFSAR. Duke's approach to evaluating the potential impact of the MOX LTAs was to compare
the relative differences in radionuclide inventory and determine adjustment factors that account
for these differences. These adjustment factors were applied to the UFSAR analysis results for
these events. These factors consider the increase in the fission product inventory of
radioiodine in MOX fuel, the increased transfer of fission products to the fuel gap region, and
the fraction of the number of damaged fuel assemblies that are MOX LTAs. The magnitude of
the adjustment factor corresponds to the relative impact of the four MOX LTAs on the previous
DBA analysis results. The NRC staff reviewed the adjustment factors developed by Duke,
performed independent calculations, and concluded that the factors were proper and
acceptable. The NRC staff reviewed the application of the factors to the previous DBA analysis
results and confirmed Duke's conclusion that the radiological consequences of the DBAs would
continue to meet regulatory requirements with the four MOX LTAs. That NRC staff review of
the development and application of these adjustment factors is reported in Section 3 of the
original SE (Reference 2).

SECTION 8.0 of the SE "ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION" states:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.21, 51.32, and 51.35, an Environmental Assessment and Finding of No
Significant Impact (EA) was published in the Federal Register on August 17, 2004
(69 FR 51112) (Reference 5). That EA also addressed exemptions from certain NRC
regulations, issued by the NRC staff, that were dated March 3, 2005 (Reference 6). A
Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact was
published in the Federal Register on February 23, 2005 (70 FR 8849) to address the concerns
identified in Section 2.1 above. Accordingly, based on the EA and its supplement; the
Commission has determined that the issuance of these amendments will not have a significant
effect on the quality of the human environment. The NRC staff has determined that the
amendments involve no significant increase in the amounts, and no significant change in the
types, of any effluents that may be released offsite, and that there is no significant increase in
individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. The Commission has previously
issued a proposed finding that the amendments involve no significant hazards consideration,
(69 FR 41852, dated July 12, 2004). The comments provided in response to this Notice and
the NRC staff's responses, are discussed in Section 6.0 above.

SECTION 9.0 of the SE "CONCLUSION" states:
3



The Commission has concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: (1) there
is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by
operation in the proposed manner, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the
Commission's regulations, and (3) the issuance of the amendments will not be inimical to the
common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

Please let us know if you have any other questions.

Alan

From: Kock, Andrea
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:39 PM
To: Frazier, Alan; Wittick, Brian
Cc: Brock, Kathryn
Subject: Question on the use of MOX fuel

Hi Alan and Brian! I am sending this to both of you since I think this is both an NMSS and NRR issue and I am
copying Kathy in case Alan is tied up in the Ops Center. Commissioner Ostendorff would like additional
information regarding the article below that was in the "NRC in the News" yesterday. Specifically, has the NRC
staff verified the claim that Reactor 3 at Fukushima contains MOX fuel, and if so, has the fact that some of the
fuel is MOX posed any safety challenges during the event? Also, more generally, has the staff evaluated the
concerns that MOX fuel poses greater safety or security concerns? I understand that the staff completed a
safety assessment of the use of MOX fuel for Catawba and the Browns Ferry. Can you provide a summary of
the dose/health consequence analysis and a synopsis of the staff's evaluation of any public health risk from
the use of MOX? Thanks.

Mixed Oxide Nuclear Fuel Raises Safety Questions. The Scientific American (3/25, Matson) reported
that reactor No. 3 at the troubled Fukushima Daiichi power station in Japan "has one characteristic that
differentiates it from its neighboring reactors and from any operating reactor in the US" Among the "hundreds
of standard nuclear fuel assemblies in its core... are some that contain a mix of uranium and plutonium," or
MOX. The use of MOX is controversial, and some "critics say that MOX is riskier than standard fuel and that
there are better ways to dispose of excess plutonium." Notably, "the federally owned Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA), which operates the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant and two other nuclear facilities, has expressed
some interest in trying MOX and may step up to take fuel from" the Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility
(MFFF) in South Carolina.

Andrea Kock
Technical Assistant for Materials
Office of Commissioner Ostendorff
301-415-2896
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MOX Impact on Operation and on Severe Accident Consequences

Background

* All commercial nuclear reactors produce plutonium from uranium activation chain in the
core. By the end of a reactor cycle (about 18 months), plutonium accounts for as much
as 35% of the generated reactor power.

" Mixed oxide (MOX) fuel refers to nuclear fuel consisting of a mixture of uranium oxide
and plutonium oxide. Uranium composes most of the fuel, with an average of -95% of
the total loading. MOX fuel has been used for decades in commercial nuclear reactors.

MOX has been one way of using surplus weapons-grade plutonium from the US and the
former Soviet Union, with a clear non-proliferation benefit. The only MOX used in a US
commercial reactors were the four lead test assemblies at Catawba. Currently, there is
no MOX in the US fleet. Per ANS recent transmittal to its members, dozens of reactors
outside the US use MOX. The MOX loading in these reactors ranges from 30 to 40% of
the total core loading.

As uranium fuel is irradiated in the reactor, the uranium-235 is depleted in the fission
reaction whereas the plutonium content steadily increases. Below is an illustrative
example for a GE 1OX10 BWR assembly undergoing isotopic changes as it resides in
the reactor core over time in a non-MOX loaded core. The plutonium content is shown
to increase to become an important contribution to the assembly power by the end of the
assembly reactor residence.

Isotopic Changes in a BWR Assembly vs. Exposure
Grains of Transuranic concentration per MTU
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MOX Safety Impact

* In November 1999, the U.S. Department of Energy, in accordance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), issued the Surplus Plutonium Disposition Final
Environmental Impact Statement.

o The consequences of four severe accident scenarios at three different reactors
using MOX fuel were analyzed.

o Each was analyzed with a reference non-MOX core and a mixed core with -40%
MOX.

o The accident consequences ranged from -5% lower to -20% higher for the MOX
core, depending on the accident scenario. Most cases resulted in a -10% or less
increase.

o The differences were not significant compared to the uncertainties generally
associated with the consequence calculations.

NRC did evaluations of MOX fuel and presented its findings during an Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board hearing. NRC concluded that the design basis accidents
consequences were within the acceptance criteria and the differences between MOX
and uranium fuel were within the dose consequences calculation uncertainties.

Use of MOX at Fukushima Daiichi

* Only one reactor out of the six had MOX fuel in its core. Unit 3 loaded 32 MOX
assemblies out of a total of 548 assemblies in the reactor; this amounts to less 6% of the
core fuel. This was confirmed by NRC staff in Japan.

* The MOX fuel along with the rest of the current core was loaded in November 2010 and
resided about four months before the March 11 earthquake and tsunami.

* There is no other known MOX fuel in the Fukushima Daiichi plant beside the 32
assemblies that were loaded in Unit 3.

* Considering that the MOX fuel is typically -95% uranium and -5% plutonium, the impact
of the additional plutonium on total core power at the beginning of the reactor cycle is not
significant due to the overall low MOX loading in the core. By the end of the cycle, prior
to refueling, plutonium impact will be important (just as in the case of non-MOX
reactors).

" Based on the above information, it is concluded that the presence of a small number of
MOX fuel assemblies in Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 constitutes an insignificant change
from non-MOX fuel in core operating conditions and accident consequences.
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Thomas, George

From: ISIS [isis@isis-online.org]
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 1:14 PM
To: Thomas, George
Subject: Fukushima Crisis: A Chronology--Preliminary Assessment of Accident Sequence

jInstitute for Science and International Security
ISIS R EPOR,'T:

Fukushima Crisis: A Chronology
Preliminary Assessment of Accident Sequences and Potential Atmospheric Radiation Releases
by David Albright, Paul Brannan, and Christina Walrond
March 31, 2011
ISIS has collected data to better understand atmospheric radiation releases, ground level wind patterns, and
instances of unmonitored radiation releases to the atmosphere from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear reactors. The
radiation readings and ground level wind directions are from the TEPCO web site. ISIS could not validate
TEPCO's information, but the data appear adequate to conduct some scoping analysis of the releases. Using this
information, ISIS has sought to understand the fate of the releases and determine whether radiation monitoring
stations intersected the plume of released radioactive material. We welcome any input.
Since March 11, reactor units 1-4 at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant have experienced hydrogen
explosions, fires, partial melting of irradiated or "spent" fuel in the reactors, the uncovering and possible
burning of irradiated fuel in spent fuel ponds at reactor 4 and perhaps other reactors. Table 1 lists several known
accidents that occurred through March 18. These accidents, and perhaps ones that were not noticed or reported,
released significant amounts of radiation into the atmosphere that the winds spread widely. They all require
greater scrutiny.
From an analysis of the limited data on atmospheric releases, ISIS has developed several key findings. The first
is that the limited radiation detection capabilities at the Fukushima Daiichi plant following the earthquake and
tsunami eliminated the ability to detect, characterize, or track a release of radiation. Many releases went
partially or completely undetected by on-site monitoring. None of the releases from accidents were monitored
as to their radioactive contents. Although the amount and type of radionuclides in these releases cannot be
estimated from the existing on-site monitoring data, the existing data support that the potential for significant
radiation doses to off-site population exists, particularly in sectors northwest and southwest of the reactors.
Second, ground level winds often blew inland in the days immediately after the earthquake, contrary to many
reports that stated that the radiation was carried out to sea by prevailing winds. While prevailing winds would
also have an effect on the longer-range dispersal of radiation, the area outside the plant received elevated levels
of radiation as a result of these local wind patterns. In the first 24-48 hours after the shutdown of the reactors,
these releases would have contained significantly more radioactivity due to relatively short-lived volatile and
gaseous radionuclides. As a result, these releases could have resulted in higher doses to the local population
than has been assumed. The most affected would be those closer to the reactors caught in the plume of radiation
coming from the accidents, such as people who had not yet evacuated beyond 20 kilometers of the site.
However, others outside this 20-kilometer radius could have also received significant doses from the radioactive
plumes emanating from the reactors.
Third, the existing monitoring data support that the largest off-site atmospheric releases occurred prior to March
18 or 19. From then through March 25, the end date of this study, atmospheric releases appear to have
diminished substantially. However, the potential for large atmospheric releases remains without significant
intervention to cool the reactors and spent fuel ponds of units 1-4. Moreover, releases into the sea and ground
water have increased as a result of all the water spraying of the reactor buildings.
Fourth, the releases need to be better assessed as to their amounts, radioactive content, and off-site transport in
order to better identify exposed populations and determine their radiation doses and health risks. The Japanese
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government should start assembling an expert group that can credibly assess the releases and risks to the
population and communicate its findings to the Japanese public. To enhance its credibility, this group should
include experts that are independent of the nuclear power industry.
Fifth, in order to reduce the occurrences of partially monitored and unmonitored releases, a priority should be
repairing or deploying on-site monitoring stations and more frequently characterizing atmospheric emissions
from the site and their fate. Although authorities are monitoring more consistently now, they need to reestablish
systematic routine monitoring as soon as possible so as to better warn of any releases from the damaged reactors
and spent fuel ponds and alleviate public anxiety about additional radiation releases.

Read the full report with imagery and data tables at: Fukushima Crisis: A Chronology -- Preliminary
Assessment of Accident Sequences and Potential Atmospheric Radiation Releases

Institute for Science and International Security (ISIS)
236 Massachusetts Ave. NE
Suite 305
Phone: 202 547 3633
Email: ISIS@ISIS-Online.org
Washington, DC 20002

To remove your emailfrom this mailing list, Unsubscribe
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

The Washington Post [newsletters@email.washingtonpost.com]
Friday, April 01, 2011 4:58 AM
White, Bernard
Today's Headlines & Columnists

Today's H
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•TODAY'S HIGHLIGHTS t' ," -
iDefense secretary testifies about Libya POST
)mission n OodLs
'Gates told lawmakers that continuing coalition -- OBILE
jattacks on Gaddafi forces - even when they ALERTS
were not directly threatening civilians - would
encourage more defections.
(By Greg Jaffe and Karen DeYoung)

Federal workers anxious over possible shutdown
The government could shut down in a week if Congress can't reach a budget deal, and the Obamr
administration has been in shutdown mode for weeks over plans for its own closing. Rank-and-file
ifederal workers have a thousand and one questions
(By Lisa Rein and Ed O'Keefe)

Yemen's fate rests on rivalry
Yemen's Ali Abdullah Saleh and Maj. Gen. Ali Mohsen al-Ahmar shared a history and a vision, but
are political rivals in the strife-torn country.
(By Sudarsan Raghavan)

Costs mount for Madoff cleanup
A federal watchdog said neither the courts nor SEC officials effectively oversee the fees paid to thi
outside contractors.
(By David S. Hilzenrath)

A page from another Bush playbook
Through two foundations he leads in Florida and his political connections, Jeb Bush is advancing
education agenda this year in states where Republican governors and lawmakers have sought hisadvice on how to improve schools.
(By Nick Anderson)

POLITICS
Gates says US ending its air combat role in Libya, leaving the heavy lifting to allies
WASHINGTON - The Pentagon is about to pull its attack planes out of the international air camp;
in Libya, hoping NATO partners can take up the slack.
( Associated Press Associated Press, AP)

Prosecutors decidinq whether to indict Edwards re-interview man who claimed to be baby's
WASHINGTON - Prosecutors deciding whether to indict John Edwards over payments made to k
his pregnant mistress in hiding are spending more time with their chief witness, Andrew Young, wl
posed as the father of Edwards' out-of-wedlock baby during the 2008 presidential campaign.
( Associated Press Associated Press, AP)

US traffic deaths decline to lowest level in more than 60 years
iWASHINGTON - Highway deaths have plummeted to their lowest levels in more than 60 years,
helped by more people wearing seat belts, better safety equipment in cars and efforts to curb drun
driving.
(Associated Press Associated Press , AP)
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ýFederal workers anxious over possible shutdown
The government could shut down in a week if Congress can't reach a budget deal, and the Obama
!administration has been in shutdown mode for weeks over plans for its own closing. Rank-and-file
•federal workers have a thousand and one questions
i( by Lisa Rein Ed O'Keefe, The Washington Post)

Abortion amendment added
The governor of Virginia has added to a bill an amendment that restricts insurance coverage for:abortion.
( by Rosalind S. Helderman, The Washington Post)
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STYLE -
IFirst Person Singular: Correctional officer Chastity Jones
JA correctional officer talks about the ever-present dangers of working in a prison.
('The Washington Post)

Home & Design: An urban roost in Kalorama
They were determined to be downtown but wanted enough room for their art collection and kids.'
'The Washington Post)

Best Bets: Where to eat before the show
The best pre-theater dining options for Studio Theatre
(,The Washington Post)

Home & Design: Rooftops with more than a view
Bocce, firepits and other rooftop amenities add to city living.
(,The Washington Post)

Date Lab: Everyone is interesting
On this blind date, she likes that he pays attention, and he's sorry about all those health-care
messages.
(The Washington Post)

tSPORTSSri Lanka captain Kumar Sangakkara desperate for Muttiah Muralitharan to play in WCup final
IMUMBAI, India - Sri Lanka captain Kumar Sangakkara doesn't know for sure that Muttiah
Muralitharan will be fit enough to play in Saturday's World Cup final, but he's banking on fate to step in.
(Associated Press Associated Press, AP)

. FIFA, UEFA ban Bosnia from world soccer because of federation's 3-way ethnic presidency
ZURICH - FIFA and UEFA have suspended Bosnia-Herzegovina from world soccer because its
federation refuses to replace a three-member presidency with a single leader.
(Associated Press Associated Press, AP)

:Kobe Bryant scores 28 points to lead surging Lakers to 109-82 rout of Mavericks
LOS ANGELES - In case there was any doubt, the Los Angeles Lakers showed they aren't going to
be knocked around during their quest for a third straight NBA championship.
(Associated Press Associated Press, AP)

tThursday's NBA Capsules
ILOS ANGELES - Kobe Bryant scored 28 points, Andrew Bynum had 18 points and 13 rebounds, and
the Los Angeles Lakers defeated the Dallas Mavericks 110-82 in a testy affair in which five players
were ejected Thursday night.
(Associated Press Associated Press, AP)

Niemi makes 29 saves, Marleau scores twice as Sharks clinch playoffs with 6-0 win over Stars
SAN JOSE, Calif. - Making the playoffs has become expected in San Jose, with the clinching usually
generating little attention for a franchise that has topped 100 points the past four years.
(Associated Press Associated Press, AP)

IWORLD
tThailand seizes 2 tons of African elephant tusks in country's largest ivory seizure
BANGKOK - Thailand has confiscated two tons of African elephant tusks worth millions of dollars
being smuggled through a Bangkok port, in what authorities said Friday was the country's largest ivory
seizure.
(Associated Press Associated Press , AP)
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Kazakhstan's leader of the nation set to coast to victory in vote criticized by observers
ALMATY, Kazakhstan - Kazakhstan's president is so certain of victory in Sunday's snap election that
he hasn't bothered hitting the campaign trail and only published his manifesto days before the vote.

Associated Press Associated Press, AP)

Japan's nuclear safety agency orders review of recent radiation figures in air, water samples
TOKYO - Japan's nuclear safety agency ordered a review Friday of the latest radiation measurements
taken in air, seawater and groundwater samples around a leaking, tsunami-disabled nuclear plant,
saying they seemed suspiciously high.
(Associated Press Associated Press, AP)

lReports say envoy of Gadhafi government recently in London for talks with British officials
LONDON - British media say an envoy of Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi visited London in the past
few days to meet with U.K. authorities.
(Associated Press Associated Press, AP)

Prince Williams admit to pre-wedding litters, sleepless nights ahead of his wedding
LONDON - Even a future King of England gets pre-wedding jitters.
Associated Press Associated Press, AP)

/

LIVE DISCUSSIONS
iThe TV Column Live with Lisa de Moraes
TV columnist Lisa de Moraes takes questions about drama, comedy, and heartbreak in the world of
television.
(,vForum)

Ask Tom
Washington Post food critic Tom Sietsema answers your questions, listens to your suggestions and
even entertains your complaints about Washington dining.
(,vForum)

'Top Chef All-Stars' analysis (video)
Food Editors Joe Yonan and Bonnie Benwick dissect Bravo's 'Top Chef All-Stars.'
(,vForum)

Celebritology Live
Join Celebritology blogger Jen Chaney to gab about the latest celebrity gossip and pop culture news
making waves across the Web.
(,vForum)

Celebritology Live
Join Celebritology blogger Jen Chaney to gab about the latest celebrity gossip and pop culture news
making waves across the Web.

vForum)

BUSINESS
Oil rises above $107 in Asia as Gadhafi forces retake Libyan towns, push back rebels
SINGAPORE - Oil prices rose above $107 a barrel Friday in Asia as investors worried a prolonged
civil conflict in Libya will keep the OPEC nation's crude exports off the market longer than expected.
(Associated Press Associated Press, AP)

Websites spread retired researcher's warning about GM crops, but scientists question claims
DES MOINES, Iowa - The widespread Internet posting of a letter by a retired Purdue University
researcher who says he has linked genetically modified corn and soybeans to crop diseases and
abortions and infertility in livestock has raised concern among scientists that the public will believe his
unsupported claim is true.
(Associated Press Associated Press, AP)
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SIrish bank share prices volatile after stress test results; Bank of Ireland surges
.LONDON - Ireland's remaining publiclylisted banks are trading in an extremely volatile fashion after
Ibank stress tests results showed that the sector needs an additional E24 billion ($34 billion) in cash as
S well as a radical overhaul.
I( Associated Press Associated Press, AP)
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House poised to pass aviation bill; funding, labor provisions draw veto threat
WASHINGTON - The House is moving toward passage of a sweeping aviation bill packed with
controversial safety and labor provisions.
(Associated Press Associated Press, AP)

Obama promotes his energy agenda by showcasing energy-efficient vehicles ;

WASHINGTON - President Barack Obama is showcasing energy-efficient vehicles as part of his push
for reducing U.S. dependency on foreign oil.
(Associated Press Associated Press , AP)

Ad'ertisement

SHOCKING: Apple iPad for $24.87
TODAY ONLY: Auction site to give away 1,000 iPads for $24.87!
N1ewsToday9.com

Trade 10-oz. E-micro Gold
Learn the Benefits of Trading CME Group 1 0-oz. E-micro Gold Futures.'www.cmegroup .cornlgoldfutures

Mortgage Rates from 2.87%
Compare up to 4 Lenders on 1 Form. Free Quotes. No SSN Needed. 2. 87%APR
refinance.hsh.com
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Pstrak, David

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Attachments:

Morell, Clyde
Friday, April 01, 2011 9:23 AM
Ordaz, Vonna
Weaver, Doug; Benner, Eric; Easton, Earl; Waters, Michael; Pstrak, David
Proposal to control and clean up contaminated water used around the crippled Fukushima
nuclear plants
Proposal to control and clean up contaminated water used around the crippled Fukushima
nuclear plants (2).docx

Ms Ordaz,

I have been thinking about how to control and cleanup the contaminated water around the crippled Fukushima

nuclear plants near and long term and I wrote down some thoughts I would like to share.

Respectively,

Clyde Morell

I



Proposal to control and clean up contaminated water being used around the crippled

Fukushima nuclear plants - 3/29/2011

Clyde Morell

SFST/NMSS/NRC

Bio: Clyde D. Morell is a Storage and Transportation Safety Inspector in the Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards. Mr. Morell has a B.S. in Business Management and an A.S. in • ,•
Industrial Engineering with thirty years of consulting experience in the nuclear industry. -

The press today (3/29/2011) indicated that; "The company plans to put the radioactive water

into condenser tanks and that these tanks are probably already full, so crews must find a way to

drain them, company officials said at a briefing today."

"I think it is high," Muto said of the radiation level in the pool of water at the No. 2 unit.

"The cooling pool at the No. 2 reactor, used to store spent nuclear fuel, appears to be full of

water, and the pool at the No. 4 reactor is likely full," the company said. The pools need cooling

water to keep the rods from melting and releasing radiation into the air.

I would like to propose that the utility construct temporary berms to contain the contaminated

water. Once the berms are in place, contain the water reused for cooling. After the reactor fuel

is cooled to a level that it can be retrieved, the contaminated water could be pumped to an oil

tanker type ship. These oil tankers are double hulled, therefore; this type of hull system would

provide shielding. Additional shielding could be accomplished by the use of lead blankets on

the decking and by foaming the spacing between the inner and outer hull.

The contaminated water could be decontaminated by setting up an ionization system or a resin

filter system aboard the ship or a system similar to what was used at Three Mile Island. The

challenge would be to determine if the ionization system would work on seawater. This may

require installing a desalination processing station forward of the ionization system. In any

event, the water cleanup system would be self-contained and portable.

Some thought also should be given to using another oil tanker type ship to supply fresh water

for continued cooling in conjunction with the contamination clean up system.

Page 1 of 2



These are just some thoughts I had about a way to help out with this situation.

Page 2 of 2



Jenkins, Ronaldo

From: Sigmon, Rebecca
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 11:59 AM
To: Sigmon, Rebecca
Subject: New OpE COMM: International - Tsunami Causes Complete Loss of Ultimate Heat Sink and

Near Miss Incidents at Three Units at Fukushima DAINI Site

This email is being sent to notify recipients of a new posting on the (Operatinq Experience Community
Forum.

Recipients are expected to review the posting for applicability to their areas of regulatory responsibility and
consider appropriate actions. However, information contained in the posting is not tasking; therefore, no
specific action or written response is required.

Summary

Following the magnitude 9.0 Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake and ensuing tsunami on March 11, 2011 off
the eastern coast of Japan, three of four units at the Fukushima Daini (or Fukushima II) reactor site
experienced a complete loss of ultimate heat sink due to a loss of all seawater pumps. After suppression pool
temperatures reached the saturation point at each of the three units, containment pressure started to increase.
Unlike at the Fukushima Dai'ichi site though, offsite power was never lost. Operators were able to restore
sufficient seawater cooling to RHR heat exchangers before core damage occurred. The Japanese regulator
(NISA) assigned an International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) rating of level 3 to the events at
each of these three plants.

Information Security Reminder: OpE COMMs contain preliminary information in the interest of timely
internal communication of operating experience. OpE COMMs may be pre-decisional and may contain
sensitive/proprietary information. They are not intended for distribution outside the agency

The posting may be reviewed at: International - Tsunami Causes Complete Loss of Ultimate Heat Sink
and Near Miss Incidents at Three Units at Fukushima DAINI Site

or at

http://nrrl •.nrc.lov/forum/forumtopic.cfm?selectedForum=03&forumld=AIIComm&topicid=3299

This COMM is being posted to the following groups: All Communications, Containment (leakage,
degradation, cooling system performance), ECCS, Electrical Power Systems, Emergency Diesel
Generators, Emergency Preparedness, Flood Protection & Missiles, Fuels, Natural Phenomena, New
Reactors, Pump and Valve Performance, Station Service Water Systems & Ultimate Heat Sink

To unsubscribe from this distribution list or to subscribe to a different list on the OpE Community, please visit:
http://nrrl 0. nrc.qov/rps/dyn/subscription 1 .cfm

For more information on the Reactor OpE Program, please visit our Reactor OpE Gateway.

Thank you for reviewing and using Operating Experience.

Rebecca Sigmon
Reactor Systems Engineer
NRR/DIRS/IOEB
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Operating Experience Branch
(301) 415-4018
Rebecca. SiqmonDnrc..ov
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Rodriguez, Ricardo

From: Sigmon, Rebecca
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 11:59 AM
To: Sigmon, Rebecca
Subject: New OpE COMM: International - Tsunami Causes Complete Loss of Ultimate Heat Sink and

Near Miss Incidents at Three Units at Fukushima DAINI Site

Categories: Blue Category

This email is being sent to notify recipients of a new posting on the (,Operating Experience Community
Forum.

Recipients are expected to review the posting for applicability to their areas of regulatory responsibility and
consider appropriate actions. However, information contained in the posting is not tasking; therefore, no
specific action or written response is required.

Summary

Following the magnitude 9.0 Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake and ensuing tsunami on March 11, 2011 off
the eastern coast of Japan, three of four units at the Fukushima Daini (or Fukushima II) reactor site
experienced a complete loss of ultimate heat sink due to a loss of all seawater pumps. After suppression pool
temperatures reached the saturation point at each of the three units, containment pressure started to increase.
Unlike at the Fukushima Dai'ichi site though, offsite power was never lost. Operators were able to restore
sufficient seawater cooling to RHR heat exchangers before core damage occurred. The Japanese regulator
(NISA) assigned an International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) rating of level 3 to the events at
each of these three plants.

Information Security Reminder: OpE COMMs contain preliminary information in the interest of timely
internal communication of operating experience. OpE COMMs may be pre-decisional and may contain
sensitive/proprietary information. They are not intended for distribution outside the agency

The posting may be reviewed at: International - Tsunami Causes Complete Loss of Ultimate Heat Sink
and Near Miss Incidents at Three Units at Fukushima DAINI Site

or at

http://nrr10.nrc.gov/forum/forumtopic.cfm?selectedForum=03&forumld=AllComm&topicld=3299

This COMM is being posted to the following groups: All Communications, Containment (leakage,
degradation, cooling system performance), ECCS, Electrical Power Systems, Emergency Diesel
Generators, Emergency Preparedness, Flood Protection & Missiles, Fuels, Natural Phenomena, New
Reactors, Pump and Valve Performance, Station Service Water Systems & Ultimate Heat Sink

To unsubscribe from this distribution list or to subscribe to a different list on the OpE Community, please visit:
http://nrrl 0. nrc..qov/rps/dyn/subscription 1. cfm

For more information on the Reactor OpE Program, please visit our Reactor OpE Gateway.

Thank you for reviewing and using Operating Experience.

Rebecca Sigmon /A
1



Reactor Systems Engineer
NRR/DIRS/IOEB
Operating Experience Branch
(301) 415-4018
Rebecca. Siqmoncnrc.qov
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Thomas, George

From: ISIS [isis@isis-online.org]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 10:45 AM
To: Thomas, George
Subject: Characterizing the Crisis at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station

rInstitute for Science and International Security
ISIS RE•PnRT

Characterizin2 the Crisis at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station
by David Albright and Christina Walrond
April 1, 2011
During the crisis at the Fukushima nuclear power reactors following the earthquake and tsunami on March 11,
2011, the Japanese Safety Authority issued ratings for the accident on the International Nuclear Events Scale
(INES). Initially, it stated that the incident was a level 4, but it subsequently raised the levels assigned to each
reactor, with the majority receiving a level 5. Table 1 indicates the latest ratings issued March 18 by the
Japanese authority, where it has parsed the ratings based on accidents at individual reactors. Although the
radioactivity is emitted from different reactor buildings, it represents a collective hazard to public health. As
such, the accident should be judged comprehensively, not only in component parts. Simply because some
aspects of the crisis were not as catastrophic as others does not lessen the overall severity of the accident. ISIS
continues to assess that the accident is a level 6.
The INES system exists to communicate with the public about the severity and extent of a nuclear event. It is
meant to provide a guide, such as the Richter scale for earthquakes, to qualify a nuclear accident. As such, it is
important to accurately rate a radiological event in order to afford the public the time and information needed to
take necessary precautions.
The INES scale rates radiological events on seven levels. Levels 1-3 are termed "incidents," and levels 4-7 are
called "accidents." Each level in the scale is supposed to represent a tenfold increase in severity. Table 2
indicates the INES scale's qualifications for each level of incident or accident. For example, in 2005 at Atucha,
Argentina, a level 2 incident occurred when a worker exceeded his annual level of exposure. Three Mile Island
experienced a level 5 accident when the reactor core lost coolant and partially melted down. The Chernobyl
disaster is rated a level 7 accident, as the explosion in the reactor had widespread environmental and heath
implications. In a level 6 accident, according to the INES scale, "it is very likely that protective action such as
sheltering and evacuation will be judged necessary to prevent or limit health effects on members of the public."
Throughout the disaster, Japan has continued to expand its zone of evacuations.
The Japanese authority's rating of level 5 indicates that in their opinion, the release of radiation is limited, and
only some planned countermeasures need to be implemented. However, unlike the accident at Three Mile
Island, the Fukushima Daiichi situation involves three reactors as well as on-site spent fuel ponds with exposed
fuel rods, instead of only one reactor core. The amount of radioactivity released, particularly in the first week
after the accident, was significant. It was perhaps even worse than initially assumed because much of the
radiation released in the days immediately following the tsunami may not have been detected because of
inoperative or limited radiation monitoring equipment at the site. Additionally, much radiation has been
released into water on-site and into the sea. This contamination will likely have significant environmental
implications and require the implementation of additional countermeasures.
It is imperative that the accident at Fukushima is characterized appropriately, as the INES scale exists to inform
and alert the public about the risks it faces as a result of a radiological disaster. Based on the venting of
radioactively contaminated steam from the reactors, the hydrogen explosions and fires at the reactors, the
possible burning of spent fuel in unit 4's pond, the amount of radiation released, the extent of the radiological
contamination on land and in the sea, and the level of countermeasures implemented, the situation at Fukushima
Daiichi should be characterized a level 6 accident.

1
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See the full report with tables and ratings at: Characterizing the Crisis at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Station

Institute for Science and International Security (ISIS)
236 Massachusetts Ave. NE
Suite 305
Phone: 202 547 3633
Email: ISIS@ISIS-Online.org
Washington, DC 20002

To remove your emailfrom this mailing list, Unsubscribe
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Dube, Donald

From: Sigmon, Rebecca
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 11:59 AM
To: Sigmon, Rebecca
Subject: New OpE COMM: International - Tsunami Causes Complete Loss of Ultimate Heat Sink and

Near Miss Incidents at Three Units at Fukushima DAINI Site

This email is being sent to notify recipients of a new posting on the (@Operating Experience Community
Forum.

Recipients are expected to review the posting for applicability to their areas of regulatory responsibility and
consider appropriate actions. However, information contained in the posting is not tasking; therefore, no
specific action or written response is required.

Summary

Following the magnitude 9.0 Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake and ensuing tsunami on March 11, 2011 off
the eastern coast of Japan, three of four units at the Fukushima Daini (or Fukushima II) reactor site
experienced a complete loss of ultimate heat sink due to a loss of all seawater pumps. After suppression pool
temperatures reached the saturation point at each of the three units, containment pressure started to increase.
Unlike at the Fukushima Dai'ichi site though, offsite power was never lost. Operators were able to restore
sufficient seawater cooling to RHR heat exchangers before core damage occurred. The Japanese regulator
(NISA) assigned an International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) rating of level 3 to the events at
each of these three plants.

Information Security Reminder: OpE COMMs contain preliminary information in the interest of timely
internal communication of operating experience. OpE COMMs may be pre-decisional and may contain
sensitive/proprietary information. They are not intended for distribution outside the agency

The posting may be reviewed at: International - Tsunami Causes Complete Loss of Ultimate Heat Sink
and Near Miss Incidents at Three Units at Fukushima DAINI Site

or at

http://nrr10.nrc.qov/forum/forumtopic.cfm?selectedForum=03&forumid=AllComm&topicld=3299

This COMM is being posted to the following groups: All Communications, Containment (leakage,
degradation, cooling system performance), ECCS, Electrical Power Systems, Emergency Diesel
Generators, Emergency Preparedness, Flood Protection & Missiles, Fuels, Natural Phenomena, New
Reactors, Pump and Valve Performance, Station Service Water Systems & Ultimate Heat Sink

To unsubscribe from this distribution list or to subscribe to a different list on the OpE Community, please visit:
http://nrrl 0. nrc.gov/rps/dyn/subscription1 .cfm

For more information on the Reactor OpE Program, please visit our Reactor OpE Gateway.

Thank you for reviewing and using Operating Experience.

Rebecca Sigmon
Reactor Systems Engineer
NRR/DIRS/IOEB



Operating Experience Branch
(301) 415-4018
Rebecca. Sigmoncýnrc.qov
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From: Dean Bill
To: - Miller, Charles

Cc: Virgilio. Martin; Weber. Michael; Borchardt. Bill; Grobe. Jack; Holahan, Gary; Williamson. Edward; Spencer.
Mary; Cubbaoe. Amy; Sanfilippo, Nathan; Dorman, Dan; Lew, David; Leeds. Eric; Johnson. Michael; Sheron.
Brian; Wiggins, Jim; Zimmerman. Roy; Haney. Catherine; Doane, Margaret; Collins, Elmo; Satorius, Mark;
McCree. Victor; Moore, Scott; Howell Art; Pederson, Cynthia; Wert, Leonard

Subject: RE: Task force support and outline

Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:55:59 PM

Charlie
From a regional perspective, we have talked about how to best integrate our independent
assessments of licensees' actions relative to the INPO IER, thru TI-183 as something that
would be of benefit relative to near term recommendations. This task is supposed to be
complete by end of april with reports out by mid-may. We ought to have some
integration/summarization of this effort, which I don't think we have totally thought through
yet, which would be highly beneficial to your team. We have one of our DRS BCs who is
our primary POC for this initiative. Additionally, our SRAs have a good grasp of B.5.b
actions that have been taken, as well as insights re: IPEEE, SBO, etc.

From: Miller, Charles
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:32 PM
To: Leeds, Eric; Johnson, Michael; Wiggins, Jim; Sheron, Brian; Moore, Scott; Zimmerman, Roy; Dean,
Bill; McCree, Victor; Satorius, Mark; Collins, Elmo; Haney, Catherine; Doane, Margaret
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Borchardt, Bill; Grobe, Jack; Holahan, Gary; Williamson, Edward;
Spencer, Mary; Cubbage, Amy; Sanfilippo, Nathan; Dorman, Dan
Subject: Task force support and outline
Importance: High

Over the course of the past week, the task force has been chartered (attached) and begun
its work. We have developed a working outline (also attached) that the task force will
follow in pursuing this task. During this effort, we will need support from various agency
technical experts from many of your offices or regions. We expect this input to largely be
in the form of technical advice, informal briefings, and pulled from existing documents
which will aid us in formulating our recommendations to the Commission. Please let me
know the best way to coordinate support with your office. One method would be to identify
a primary point of contact to coordinate support for the task force; however, I'm open to
other suggestions to suit your needs. We will try to minimize the impact on your offices
and regions resources so that you can continue to go about your normal agency
responsibilities and duties.

To date, the task force has had the benefit of interviewing some members of the team
dispatched to Japan to gain their insights and seek their feedback on the scope of our
efforts (included in the attached outline). In addition, Dan Dorman will be joining the task
force upon return from Japan which will further inform our efforts.

I appreciate your continued cooperation to ensure the success of this agency effort. For
example, we have already been able to schedule meetings next week with agency seismic
and flooding experts. We will keep you informed as the review progresses, particularly on
matters that could affect your programs.



From: RidsEdoDraftSrrnVote Resource

To: Ash, Darren; Borchardt. Bill; Boyd. Lena; Buckley, Patricia; Clarke. Deanna; Cohen, Miriam;
EDO Staff Assistants; Flory. Shirley; Fry. Jeannie; Garland. Steohanie; Johnson, Michael; Mamish. Nader;
Matakas. Gina; Miles. Patricia; Miller, Charles; Owen, Lucy; Riddick, Nicole; RidsAdmMailCenter Resource;
RidsCsoMailCenter Resource; RidsFsmeOd Resource; RidsHrMailCenter Resource; RidsNmssOd Resource;
RidsNroMailCenter Resource; RidsNrrOd Resource; RidsNsirMailCenter Resource; RidsOeMailCenter Resource;
RidsOiMailCenter Resource; RidsOIS Resource; RidsResOd Resource; RidsRqnlMailCenter Resource,
RidsRon2MailCenter Resource; RidsRon3MailCenter Resource; RidsRan4MailCenter Resource; RidsSbcrMailCenter
Resource; Thomas. Loretta; Virailio. Martin; Walker, Dwight; Weber, Michael

Subject: FW: SRM - M110321 - Briefing on NRC Response to Recent Nuclear Events in Japan

bate: Friday, April 01, 2011 11:21:44 AM

Attachments: SRM-M110321.docx

From: Lewis, Antoinette
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 11:19 AM
To: Vietti-Cook, Annette; Baggett, Steven; Bates, Andrew; Batkin, Joshua; Blake, Kathleen; Bollwerk,
Paul; Bozin, Sunny; Bradford, Anna; Brown, Theron; Bubar, Patrice; Bupp, Margaret; Burns, Stephen;
Chairman Temp; Clark, Lisa; Coggins, Angela; Cordes, John; Crawford, Carrie; Cutchin, James; Davis,
Roger; Fopma, Melody; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Hackett, Edwin; Hart, Ken; Harves, Carolyn;
Hawkens, Roy; Hayden, Elizabeth; Henderson, Karen; Herr, Linda; Hipschman, Thomas; Hudson,
Sharon; KLS Temp; Kock, Andrea; Lepre, Janet; Loyd, Susan; Mamish, Nader; Marshall, Michael;
Mitchell, Reggie; Monninger, John; Moore, Scott; OCA Distribution; OPA Resource; Orders, William;
Pace, Patti; Poole, Brooke; Rabideau, Peter; Reddick, Darani; Laufer, Richard; RidsEdoDraftSrmVote
Resource; RidsOcaaMailCenter Resource; RidsOcfoMailCenter Resource; RidsOgcMailCenter Resource;
RidsOigMailCenter Resource; RidsOipMailCenter Resource; Bavol, Rochelle; Rothschild, Trip; Joosten,
Sandy; Savoy, Carmel; Sharkey, Jeffry; Shea, Pamela; Snodderly, Michael; Sosa, Belkys; Speiser, Herald;
Svinicki, Kristine; Temp, WCO; Temp, WDM; Thoma, John; Warren, Roberta; Zorn, Jason; Temp, GEA;
Apostolakis, George; Tadesse, Rebecca; Butler, Gail; Perry, Jamila; Doane, Margaret; Castleman,
Patrick; Montes, David; Dhir, Neha; Adler, James; Jimenez, Patricia; Muessle, Mary; Nieh, Ho;
Ostendorff, William; Warnick, Greg; Lui, Christiana; Lisann, Elizabeth; Golder, Jennifer
Cc: Wright, Darlene; Lewis, Antoinette
Subject: SRM - M110321 - Briefing on NRC Response to Recent Nuclear Events in Japan

(MLI 10910310)

In an effort to keep the NRC staff informed of Commission decisions in a timely manner,
attached for your information are the Staff Requirements Memoranda (SRMs) signed by
the Secretary on April 1, 2011. Please make additional distribution to interested staff
members in your office.

If you have any questions, please give me a call on 415-1969.



April 1, 2011

IN RESPONSE, PLEASE
REFER TO: M110321

MEMORANDUM TO: R. W. Borchardt

Executive Director for Operations

FROM: Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary /RA/

SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS - BRIEFING ON NRC RESPONSE TO
RECENT NUCLEAR EVENTS IN JAPAN, 9:00 A.M., MONDAY,
MARCH 21, 2011, COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONE WHITE FLINT NORTH, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND (OPEN
TO PUBLIC ATTENDANCE)

The Commission was briefed by the NRC staff on the NRC response to recent nuclear events in
Japan.

Direction to the staff was provided in a tasking memorandum, COMGBJ-1 1-0002 - NRC Actions
Following the Events in Japan, dated March 23, 2011.

cc: Chairman Jaczko
Commissioner Svinicki
Commissioner Apostolakis
Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff
OGC
CFO
OCA
OIG
OPA
Office Directors, Regions, ACRS, ASLBP (via E-Mail)
PDR



Jenkins, Ronaldo

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Patel, Jigar
Friday, April 01, 2011 9:56 AM
RMT Distribution
03/30/11 - RMT Meeting Summary
RMT summary 03-30-11 .doc
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SUMMARY OF RISK MANAGEMENT TEAM MEETING
March 30, 2010

2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
VTC: 03B4 & CS2C19

Agenda

1 Introductions and Discussion of Agenda (Marty Stutzke)

2 Technical Consistency among NRC Offices (All)

3 Use of Risk Insights to Enhance the Safety Focus of Small Modular
Reactor Reviews (Lynn Mrowca)

4 Calendar and Status of Important Issues from Each Branch (All)
* Meetings
* Foreign Travel

5 Summary and Plan for Next Meetings (Marty Stutzke)

Attendees

Name Organization Name Organization
Jigar Patel NRR

Jeff Circle NRR

Tom Kevern NRO

Hanh Phan NRO

Ray Gallucci NRR

Lynn Mrowca NRO

Justin Oldenburg NRO

Sandra Lai RES

Marty Stutzke RES

Steven Laur NRR
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Meeting Notes

Introduction
Lynn introduced Tom Kevern (NRO/ARP). He is responsible for small modular reactor reviews.

Technical Consistency among NRC Offices

Steve discussed the Commission's decision on containment accident pressure SECY and the
impending changes to regulatory guidance documents to ensure and promote consistency on
the definition of defense in depth.

Lynn discussed the first planned public meeting in response to an SRM on risk metrics. This
meeting will help schedule a series of workshops to discuss different risk initiatives for new
reactors. She also mentioned a second meeting with Luminant on risk managed technical
specifications which will highlight gaps in NEI 4b and 5b methodology with regard to new reactor
design.

The RMT discussed at length the implications of the Japan earthquake event for the risk
assessment community. Topics included GI-199 resolution in the form of IPEEE update, risk
characterization of spent fuel cooling, as well as the role of PRA in addressing external hazards.

Presentations

"Use of Risk Insights to Enhance the Safety Focus of Small Modular Reactor Reviews" (Lynn
Mrowca)

For information on this topic, handouts can be found on G:\ADRA\DRA\Risk Management Team

folder and Knowledge Website.

Handouts: RMT RI-SRP March 2011 (LAM).ppt

Upcoming Seminars, Conferences, and International Meetings

" WGRisk Annual Meeting - Paris, France; March 28 - April 1, 2011
* Seminar on PRA View of Consequential SGTR - NRC; April 19, 2011
* SMR Licensing Workshop (PRA expectations) - Legacy Conf Center; April 20, 2011
• HPG Meeting - Budapest, Hungary; May 12-13, 2011
* Workshop on New and Advanced Reactor PSA - Paris, France; June 20-24, 2011
* ANS Annual Meeting - Hollywood, FL; June 26-30, 2011
* Summer Safety and Reliability Seminar - Gdansk, Poland; July 3-9, 2011
* ESREL2011 -Troyes, France; Sep 18-22, 2011
* WGFCS Workshop on FCFs - Toronto, Canada; September 27-29, 2011
• Enlarged Halden Program Group Meeting - Sandefjord, Norway; October 2-7, 2011
* PSAM 1 1/ESREL 2012 - Helsinki, Finland; June 25-29, 2012
* PSA' 13 - Columbia, SC; Sept, 2013
* Risk Management Embedded Topical -Washington DC; Nov 10-14, 2014
* PSAM 12 - Hawaii; 2014
• Seminar on How Things Fail: Digital Systems - NRC; TBD
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Upcominq Public and ACRS Meetings

Date Time Location Topic
03/31/2011 1:00 - 3:00 04B6 NFPA 805 License Amendment for VC Summer
04/07/2011 1:30 - 4:00 07B4 NFPA 805 License Amendment for San Onofre
04/11/2011 9:00 - 11:00 07B4 NFPA 805 License Amendment for Diablo

Canyon
04/12/2011 1:00 - 4:00 03B4 NFPA 805 License Amendment for Progress

Energy
04/13/2011 1:00 - 4:00 04B6 NFPA 805 License Amendment for ANO
04/20/2011 8:30 - 5:30 T-2B1 ACRS subcommittee meeting on HRA models

and fire HRA guidelines in NUREG-1921
04/22/2011 8:30 - 5:00 T-2B1 ACRS meeting on Fire HRA in NUREG 1921
05/09/2011 1:00 - 5:00 T-2B11 ACRS subcommittee meeting on developing level

.3 PRA
05/26/2011 1:00 - 5:00 T-2B1 ACRS subcommittee meeting on SOARCA

uncertainty analyses
06/07/2011 8:30 - 5:00 T-2B1 ACRS meeting on BNL digital I&C PRA

06/2011 ACRS full Committee meeting on developing
Level 3 PRA

Next RMT Meetinq

0

S

S

Wednesday, April 27, 2011
Wednesday, May 11, 2011
Wednesday, May 25, 2011

03B4 & CS-4C19
03B4 & CS-4C19
03B4 & CS-4C19

2 - 3:30 p.m.
2 - 3:30 p.m.
2 - 3:30 p.m.

Proposed Topics

* Fire PRA Standard (JS Hyslop)
* SDP Example (Jeff Circle)
* Defense-In-Depth White Paper (NRR/DRA)
" Fukushima Dai-ichi Event
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Jenins, Ronalldo

From: Pederson, Perry
Sent: Saturday, April 02, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David; Wilson, George; Kemper, William; Bergman, Thomas; Dudes,

Laura; Miller, Kenn; Grobe, Jack; Koshy, Thomas; Graham, Thorne; McCarthy, James;
Jenkins, Ronaldo

Cc: Erlanger, Craig; Correia, Richard; Morris, Scott; Dean, Bill; Wiggins, Jim; Layton, Michael;
Evans, Michele; Peduzzi, Francis

Subject: FW: SGIP News: SGIP Spring Meeting Highlights

I am forwarding this to keep you abreast of events relative to the Smart Grid.

Regards,
Perry

news
SGIP Spring Meeting Highlights - How Our Members Participate, Learn, and Lead

What a productive week for the more than 250 SGIP members who attended the Nashville SGIP Spring

Meeting! The solid turnout shows the continuing and consistent support of the industry to accelerate
interoperability and the standards that make it possible. A diverse set of topics were addressed, including for

the first time a focus on consumer-driven use cases, documenting what consumers want to get out of a

Smarter Grid.

The Governing Board meeting kicked off the week with actions related to the SGIP's process for identifying

and publicizing interoperable standards, as well as the creation of a new Priority Action Plan related to home
area networks. In addition, the Governing Board continued to coordinate and strengthen relationships with

other standards-related organizations in both the United States and around the world. For the full Governing

Board press release from the week, click here.

Throughout the week we were reminded of just how crucial international cooperation and coordination is for

Smart Grid interoperability. Over lunch on Wednesday, attendees were able to hear from a representative of
the State Grid Corporation of China, Dongxia Zhang, who gave an overview of the Smart Grid activities in

China.

NHK representatives from Japan's National Broadcasting Corporation were present throughout the meeting to
interview domain experts and stakeholders on the state of the Smart Grid. The video footage and interviews

will be used in a television program to be broadcast in Japan in May. In addition, they solicited suggestions

and ideas for how the Smart Grid can be used to help Japan recover from the recent earthquake disaste. as
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they look to rebuild energy infrastructure to meet their demand.

There were multiple guest speakers featured during lunch this week. Attendees had the pleasure of hearing
from Chris Irwin, the Smart Grid Standards and Interoperability Coordinator at the U.S. Department of Energy.
Jerry Fitzpatrick, NIST, outlined plans for updating the NIST Framework document, and he urged SGIP
members to visit the Twiki to review and comment on the discussion drafts for Framework 2.0.

Members were introduced to the new SGIP Plenary Secretary, Dave Mollerstuen from Tendril. He will work
closely with the SGIP Administrator team in providing services to the SGIP membership. Congrats, Dave!
Thanks again to Paul Molitor for his service as Secretary over this past year; his dedication and hard work have
produced results that will benefit our members for years to come.

A special thanks to Schneider Electric for hosting a reception and tour at the Schneider Electric facilities.
Guests toured the company's electric vehicle charging solutions, smart home applications, and substation
implementation of 61850. They even got to kick the tires on a Nissan Leaf.

Take a look at the highlights from each of the PAP working group meetings this past week listed below.
Note that all presentations from the meeting this past week will be posted on the Twiki.

We look forward to our next SGIP face-to-face gathering in Montreal, July 12-14.
Hope to see you all there!

* PAP2
o Reviewed initial input on topologies, terrain and foliage models for next version of wireless

guidelines
o Began to consolidate inputs from different wireless subgroups
o Continued to define the scope for the next version of the wireless guidelines

" PAP3
o Worked through EMIX UML models of Product and Resource and applicability
o Discussed detailed examples of Block and Tier and Block Power Price and Product Definition
o Public Review Mid-April

" PAP4
o OASIS WS-Calendar is in a 15-day Public Review (publication pending)
o Worked through detailed examples using price and product definition

" PAP6
o New use case in draft form delivered to WG, will be further refined by WG
o PAPWG agreed to manage issue identified by SGAC during review of PAP05 output-->SDO

identified to deliver the work, ANSI SC17WG2/IEEE SCC31.1377
o Have made a 'call for help' twice to get more technical input and more utility stakeholder input,

interested parties welcome to join us!
* PAP8

o PAP 8 was reviewed and next steps discussed - possible DER and ET CIM model work.
o Jerry Fitzpatrick went over the Framework 2.0 Draft Release Standards Tables

(http://collaborate.nist.gov/twiki-

sggrid/bin/view/SmartGrid/Release2dotOChapter4StandardsTables) and received comments
that were included in the notes.

o MultiSpeak® and CIM were compared and harmonization work was discussed.
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o In general, touchpoints with other standards were identified and follow-up actions recorded in
the notes.

* PAP9
o Discussed Energy Interoperation goals, architecture, and OpenADR + Price Distribution profiles
o OASIS Energy Interoperation is planning a public review vote in the TC on April 20.
o Engaged additional participants who plan to comment regarding their possibly un-met needs

" PAP 10
o Reviewed use of NAESB PAP10 seed standard in follow on standardization efforts and

applications, including in NAESB ESPI, ASHRAE 201P, CIM, SEP 2.0
* PAP11

o Regulatory Subgroup delivering expected report in May to joint V2G & BnP DEWG meeting
o Roaming Subgroup is expediting activity because PEVs are on the market now!
o Agreed that SEP2.0 release 0.7 is a protocol for implementation
o PAP11 SAE 2847/1 will be published on May 5.

* PAP15
o G.hnem status report
o P1901.2 status report
o Review of PLC specifications on draft Standards Roadmap 2.0
o Discussion extended to next teleconference

* PAP16
o A thorough review of the changes we will request from the IEC
o Developed a consensus agreement on that set of changes
o Developed a plan to meet at the WindPower 2011 meeting in May with the key stakeholders

around adoption
" PAP17

o ASHRAE SPC201P has a combined model, being refined

o Expecting completed ASHRAE model mid April
o Expecting public review draft ASHRAE standard end of April
o PAPWG will analyze the draft standard against the requirements when available.

Contact SGIJP Leadership. and Administrator at sgipgb.administratorgenernex.com

EnerNex serves as the SGIP Administrator under a NIST-awarded contract enabled by the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act. For more inJbrmation., click here.
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From:
To:

Evans. Michele
Weber, Michael; Carpenter, Cynthia; Wiggins, Jim; Dyer, Jim; Sheron. Brian; Zimmerman. Roy; Boger. Bruce Uhle. Jennifer;
Johnson. Michael; Virgilio. Martin; Haney. Catherine Moore. Scott
Taylor. Renee; Flory, Shirley; Schwarz. Sherry; Salus. Amy
FW: Watch bill - ET Director
Sunday, April 03, 2011 10:53:29 AM

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Please see the ET Director watch bill below.

I've been told that the level of staffing in the Ops Center will be evaluated mid-week. In the
meantime, 4 staff members were deployed to Japan today, April 3. Their two week return date is
April 17. Therefore, I view it prudent to develop a watch bill into the middle of April at this time.

Please provide information regarding the additional shifts that you can work to me by COB Monday
April 4, Thanks.

Michele

From: OST02 HOC
Sent: Sunday, April 03, 2011 10:03 AM
To: Evans, Michele
Subject: Watchbill - ET Director

April 3 - 9

Position Date Time Staff
Executive Team~:

ET Director
Sat-Sun 4/2-4/3 11pm - 7am Cynthia Carpenter

Sun 3-Apr 7am - 3pm Michele Evans
Sun 3-Apr 3pm-llpm Brian Sheron

Sun-Mon 4/3-4/4 11pm - 7am Mike Johnson
Mon 4-Apr 7am - 3pm Jim Wiggins

Mon 4-Apr 3pm-11pm Cynthia Carpenter
Mon-Tue 4/4-4/5 11pm - 7am Mike Johnson

Tue 5-Apr 7am - 3pm Bruce Boger
Tue 5-Apr 3pm-llpm Cynthia Carpenter

Tue-Wed 4/5-4/6 11pm - 7am Mike Johnson
Wed 6-Apr 7am - 3pm Jim Wiggins
Wed 6-Apr 3pm-llpm Roy Zimmerman

Wed-Thur 4/6-4/7 11pm - 7am Mike Johnson
Thur 7-Apr 7am - 3pm Bruce Boger

Thur 7-Apr 3pm-llpm Roy Zimmerman
Thur-Fri 4/7-4/8 11pm - 7am Jennifer Uhle

Fri 8-Apr 7am - 3pm
Fri 8-Apr 3pm-llpm Roy Zimmerman

Fri-Sat 4/8-4/9 11pm-7am Jennifer Uhle



Sat 9-Apr 7am - 3pmr

Sat 9-Apr 3pm-llpm

Sat-Sun 4/9-4/10 11prm - 7am Jennifer Uhle

April 10-16

Position Date Time Staff

Executive Team.. .

ET Director

Sat-Sun 4/9-4/10 11pm - 7am Jennifer Uhle

Sun 10-Apr 7am - 3pm.

Sun 10-Apr 3pm-11pm Cynthia Carpenter

Sun-Mon 4/10-4/11 11pm - 7am Jennifer Uhle

Mon 11-Apr 7am - 3pm Jim Dyer

Mon 11-Apr 3pm-llpm Cynthia Carpenter

Mon-Tue 4/11-12/5 11pm 7am . ...

Tue 12-Apr 7am - 3pm Jim Dyer

Tue 12-Apr 3pm-llpm Cynthia Carpenter

Tue-Wed 4/12-13/6 11pm - 7am

Wed 13-Apr 7am - 3pm Jim Dyer

Wed 13-Apr 3pm-llpm Bruce Bolger

Wed-Thur 4/13-4/14 11pm - 7am

Thur 14-Apr 7am - 3pm .

Thur 14-Apr 3pm-11pm Bruce Bolger

Thur-Fri 4/14-4/15 11pm - 7am .

Fri 15-Apr 7am - 3pm.

Fri 15-Apr 3pm-11pm Bruce Bolger

Fri-Sat 4/15-4/16 llpm-7amr



White, Bernard

From: UxC News [news@uxc.com]
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 2:30 PM
To: White, Bernard
Subject: UxC News Headlines - April 4, 2011

lXNews Headlines
r NEWS HEADLINES Ux PRICES IUx WEEKLY I UXC CLIENT IUxC PUBLIC

Title: Deaths confirmed at Fukushima Daiichi
Desc: Three deaths confirmed at Fukushima Daiichi plant.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: World Nuclear News
Link: http://www.world-nuclear-news.orq/RS Deaths confirmed at Fukushima Daiic

Title: Three major issues dominate new UN climate conference
Desc: Article highlights climate change conference in Thailand.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: Global Post
Link: http: //www.qlobalpost.com/dispatch/news/reaions/asia-pacific/thailand/11

Title: Nuclear cuts 'bad news' for climate change
Desc: IEA chief economist discusses need to study issues closely before deciding fate of nuclear plants.
Date: April 3, 2011
Source: Agence France Presse
Link: http://www.qooqle.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALecqM5iiLO4ciUfPKwsLq5AmGiU

Title: Analysis: German nuclear U-turn means jump in emissions
Desc: Article discusses loss of 7,000 megawatts in nuclear capacity in Germany.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: Reuters
Link: http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/04/04/us-qermany-energy-coal-idUSTRE

I Title: Nuclear power is safest way to make electricity, according to study
Desc: Article highlights study discussing safety of nuclear energy.
Date: April 2, 2011
Source: Washington Post
Link: http)://www.washinqtonpost.com/national/nuclear-power-is-safest-way-to-make-electricity-according-to-2007-
study/2011/03/221AFOUbyQC story.html

Title: International nuclear safety pledges and promises
Desc: WANO to enhance focus on safety.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: World Nuclear News
Link: http://www.world-nuclear-news.orc/RS-International nuclear safety pledge

Title: Utilities: Germany now imports energy after taking nuclear power plants off the grid
Desc: Germany importing nuclear energy from France and Czech Republic.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: Associated Press
Link: http://www.washinctonpDst.com/business/utilities-qermany-now-imp~rts-enerqy-after-takinq-nuclear-power-plants-off-the-\qrid/2011/04/04/AFNaM NaC story.html

Title: Yucca Mountain Order Shortsighted
Desc: Editorial discusses spent fuel issues in U.S. and Yucca Mountain.

-A
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SDate: April 4, 2011
Source: The Intelligencer/ Wheeling News-Register
Link: http://www.news-reqister. net/paqe/content.detail/id/553763/Yucca-Mountai

Title: While nuclear waste piles up in U.S., billions in fund to handle it sit unused
Desc: Article discusses Nuclear Waste Policy Act and legal battles over spent fuel.
Date: April 3, 2011
Source: Knoxville News Sentinel
Link: http://www.knoxnews.com/news/2011/apr/03/while-nuclear-waste-piles-us-billions-fund-handle/ k

Title: House panel to probe Obama on Yucca nuclear waste dump
Desc: House Energy and Commerce Committee to investigate Obama Administration's decision over Yucca Mountain. Q
Date: April 1, 2011
Source: Miami Herald
Link: http://www.miamiherald.com/2011/04/01/2146216/house-panel-to-probe-obama

Title: Federal nuclear waste repository in southern NM seeking transportation bids
Desc: DOE seeking bids for trucks hauling nuclear waste to Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: Associated Press
Link: http://www.cireenfieldreporter.com/view/story/88bf973b7d8446caaada726ce49

Title: The Future of Nuclear Energy in the U.S.
Desc: Editorial highlights potential in small modular reactors.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: Huftfngton Post
Link: http://wwwhuffinctonpost.com/rizwan-ladha/the-future-of-nuclear-ene b 843781.html

Title: Radioactive water from Japanese nuclear plant dumped into sea
Desc: Article includes video clip discussing crack in reactor leaking to sea.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: Los Angeles Times
Link: http: //www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/world/la-fQ-japan-nuclear-201104

rTitle: Radiation safety: What you should know
Desc: Article highlights discussion over radiation.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: CNN
Link: http: //thechart.bloqs.cnn.com/2011/O 04/04radiation-safety-what-you-should-know/

Title: Majority of Americans Say Nuclear Power Plants in U.S. Are Safe
Desc: Gallup poll shows 58% view nuclear power in U.S. as safe.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: Gallup F

Link: http://www.qallup.com/ioll/146939/Maiorit/-Americans-Say-Nuclear-Power-Plants-Safe.aspx
C,,

Title: Uranium Prices - And Producers - Are Poised to Rebound
Desc: Article discusses uranium prices and production.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: Money Morning
Link: http://moneymorninq.com/2011/04/04/uranium-prices-and-producers-are-poised-to-rebound/

Title: Kazakhstan to Hold Uranium Output Level in 2013 After Slowdown
Desc: Kazakhstan expects to maintain uranium output at 20,000 metric tons in 2013.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: Bloomberg
Link: http://www.bloomberq.com/news/2011-04-04/kazakhstan-to-hold-uranium-output-level-in-2013-after-slowdown.html

Title: Additiona Assays from A238 Uranium Prospect, Mauritania
Desc: Forte Energy issues press release over additional assay results from A238 prospect in Mauritania.
Date: April 4, 2011
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Source: Forte Energy NL (•J1 U\ 5.'"
Link: http://www.marketwire.com/press-release-canada/Additiona-Assays-from-A238-Uranium-Prospect-Mauritania-LSE-FTE-
1421644.htm

Title: Thundelarra Exploration agrees to JV Spinifex Uranium Project exploration
Desc: Thundelarra and Resource Star to create joint venture Spinifex Uranium Project.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: Proactive Investors
Link: http: //www.proactiveinvestors.com.au/companies/news/-15191/thundelarra-exploration-agrees-to-iv-spinifex-uranium-proiect-
exploration-15191. html

Title: Shiva Uranium ramps up production
Desc: Article highlights Uranium One subsidiary Shiva Uranium.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: New Age
Link: http://www.thenewaqe.co.za/14299-1024-53-Shiva Uranium ramps up production

Title: Paladin committed to Michelin Project
Desc: Article highlights Paladin Energy.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: The Telegram
Link: http://www.theteleqram.com/Business/2011-04-04/article-2397960/Paladin-committed-to-Michelin-Proiectl1

Title: First Uranium to resume work at Ezulwini
Desc: First Uranium CEO discusses work at Ezulwini uranium mine.
Date: April 4, 2011
Source: Business Day
Link: http://www.businessday.co.za/articles/Content.aspx?id=139102

End of news.
A copyrighted service of The Ux Consulting Company, LLC.
All news, views, and links are those of the sources cited.
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Chakrabarti. Samir I

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ASCE SmartBrief [asce@smartbrief.com]
Monday, April 04, 2011 10:42 AM
Chakrabarti, Samir
Tepco to release radioactive water, continue working on crack

Reading this on a mobile device? Try our optimized mobile version here: htt6://r.smrartbrief.com/resp/cRaFDqtZiwdvoxqkfCzbdlfCUv1U

APRIL 4, 2011
I SIGN UP I FORWARD I ARCHIVE I ADVERTISE

OFAMERICAN SOCIETYA SC OF CIVIL ENGINEERS

News for and about the civil engineering community Search past news 0

ý Top Story -1 Sponsored by: NJI
Pipelines are focus of new initiative, planned legislation
Repair and replacement of aging pipelines is the focus of a new initiative by federal
transportation authorities to avoid future explosions such as recent ones in California and
Pennsylvania. Transporation Secretary Ray LaHood hopes to get legislation passed that would
increase oversight of pipeline safety and raise civil penalties for violations. Yahoo!/The
Associated Press (4/4) Share: 1ll0 [M

NJJ Design your future in engineering with New Jersey Institute of
Technology's Online Master's in Civil Engineering. NIT offers three
online programs that will equip you with the expertise to oversee
complex civil engineering projects. Click here to learn more.

I Infrastructure Watch -1

Preliminary work begins on Hudson Yards development project
Developer Related Cos. has started early work on a massive project planned for the West Side
rail yards in New York City. The company began clearing the site and has started working on a
subway stop. Phase 1 of Hudson Yards includes 4 million square feet of office space and
750,000 feet of retail space. The Wall Street Journal (4/4) Share: ll 1C

Government shutdown nears in struggle for compromise
Republican and Democratic leaders publicly appear unwilling to compromise as a deadline for a
shutdown of the government draws near. A new rule in the House requires a bill to be made
public 72 hours before a vote. For the House to vote in time to prevent a shutdown, legislation
would have to be posted by Tuesday. The Washington Post (4/3), The Politico (Washington,

1
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D.C.1 (4/4) Sibare: L

Tepco to release radioactive water, continue working on crack
The Tokyo Electric Power Co. has identified a crack in the maintenance pit of the damaged
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear reactor in Japan as the source of the leak releasing contaminated
water. Attempts to seal the crack with concrete, sawdust, special polymers and even shredded
newspaper did not work. The company, which now says it needs to release radioactive water
into the ocean to keep things stable, says it will try to construct a silt barrier to stop the leak.
The Wall Street Journal (4/4), The Japan Time 4/3), Google/The Associated Press (4/2),
Bloomberg (4/4), Reuters (4/4) Share: jWin ECI j Lr I

Cleanup of Japan's nuclear plant to take years: The Fukushima nuclear plant crisis will
leave Japan with a cleanup effort that will last for years, experts say. "De-watering of spaces
will be quite complicated," said Jeff Merrifield, a former member of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. "The volume of water is likely to be significantly greater than at [Three Mile Island
in Pennsylvania], and it looks like the radiological content of some of it is quite high." The Wall
Street Journal (4/2) Share: It1 E : AI

Other News

$1B expansion of Johns Hopkins HosDital to be done next year
The Sun (Baltimore) (4/3) Shareý LAVIfE-r,11AIC

Shanghai Disneyland breaks ground on April 8
Google/The Associated Press (4/2) Share: Ugj : jf-rvik

Major overhaul of Wisconsin's Hoan Bridge slated to begin in 2013
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (4/2) Share:'. ~:MA •

Trnd & Techolog Sponsored by: Bsns

Recession undermines construction industry recovery, group says
Evaluating data from a report released Friday regarding construction spending and federal
employment, the Associated General Contractors of America's chief economist, Ken Simonson,
viewed the numbers in the report as "doubly distressing." The 20% unemployment rate in
construction remains the highest across all industries and more than twice the overall rate.
Modern Distribution Management (4/1) Share: R;Ij A L

U.S. construction spending drops to 1999 level in February
Construction spending in February unexpectedly fell to its lowest level in more than 11 years,
largely because of sharp declines in both residential and commercial real estate, according to
the Commerce Department. Outlays for construction work totaled $760.6 billion, a 1.4%
decline. Federal construction spending, however, increased 0.7%. Bloomberg (4/1),
MarketWatch (4/1) Share: j•liI-rMALi

Other News

Bridae-in-a-backpack technoloqy wins ASCE award
New England Cable News (Boston)/The Associated Press (4/3) Stre: ab lre

• Har•ard Managing Difficult Interactions: Pocket Mentor Series
Business In business, confrontations are inevitable - whether they're with your
Review employees, peers, bosses, or even suppliers and customers. This
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Harvard Business Press guide offers practical advice and helps you
master the art of effectively managing difficult interactions. Order in
print or PDF.

I Sustainable Development I

Building that would grow its own skin planned for Dubai
Faulders Studio, a California-based architectural firm, proposed a new concept for Dubai tower
that will use salt water to grow its own skin. The GEOtube building will absorb seawater through
a 2.9-mile underground pipeline and spray it over a mesh facade. "The result is a crystalline salt
surface," and the "building skin continually accumulates over time," said the company founder,
Thom Faulders. Mother Nature Network (3/28) Share: mt1-1l

Obama: Shift toward clean energy would create jobs, curb oil demand
Moving the country away from foreign oil and toward cleaner forms of energy would help
generate jobs, clean the environment and make the U.S. "less vulnerable to wild swings in oil
prices," said President Barack Obama during his weekend radio and Internet address. "We're
going to use cleaner sources of energy that don't imperil our climate. And we're going to spark
new products and businesses all over the country by tapping America's greatest renewable
resource: our ingenuity," Obama said. Yahoo!/The Associated Press (4/2) Share! [WIG MAJL

Other News

Mass. lawmakers to discuss funding for failing seawalls
The Boston Globe (free registration) (4/4) Share: L•Ie • !•

I Hot TopIcs -1

Top five news stories selected by ASCE SmartBrief readers in the past week.

MIT researchers say artificial leaf can power a home for a day (TG Daily)

Nevada's $6B DesertXpress is nearing the "goal line" (Las Vegas Sun)

Drilling at sewage-treatment Droject probably caused 15-feet-deep sinkhole (The
Seattle Times)

Crews assess next seqment of the Caldecott Tunnel's fourth bore (Contra Costa Times
(Walnut Creek, Calif.))

London's Olvmpic stadium is complete (Evening Standard (London))

Results based on number of times each story was clicked by readers.

I~ ~ ~ Adacn h rfsin-

Schools nationwide increase focus on STEM subjects
More schools are beginning to focus on science, technology, engineering and math instruction
as a push to focus more on the subjects gains steam -- and private funding -- nationwide. Some
are calling for science knowledge to be measured as part of the requirements of No Child Left
Behind, and the National Science Teachers Association is developing new national standards
that the group hopes is included as part of the common core curriculum. Efforts also are under
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way to offer teachers more training and professional development in STEM instruction. District
Administration magazine (4/2011) Share. U lf • AI

What your wins can teach you that your losses can't
Most bosses carefully scrutinize their failures to get their organizations back on track, but the
best leaders apply the same careful diagnostic approach to their successes. Studying success
helps companies understand why they're doing well and to repeat their successes, rather than
relying on momentum to keep them at the top, write Francesca Gino and Gary Pisano. Harvard
Business Review (4/2011) Shank. 00 FlMl
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Did Small Business Trade Credit Improve In 2010? Scott Shane

27 Money-Saving Tips From Successful Small Businesses Annie Mueller

Secrets To Closing Generation Gaps At Work Katie Morell

How To Reward Your Customers Unfairly-And Get Away With It Rohit Bhargava -A

Are You A Fallible Human Being? John Mariotti

Most Popular Headlines from Last Week

9 Bad Behaviors That Are Sending Your Customers To Your Competitors Ivana Taylor

Your Inner Life: A Portrait Of Who You Are Bruna Martinuzzi

Top 5 Facebook Marketina Mistakes Small Businesses Make Leyl Master Black

Results based on number of times each story was clicked by readers.

I News from SC-

It's time you understood the Fundamentals of Sustainable Engineering
ASCE's groundbreaking new Fundamentals of Sustainable Engineering course will give you a
framework for strategic design and implementation of sustainability. It covers critical issues
associated with the "triple bottom line" approach to sustainable infrastructure development --
economic, environmental, and social. Problems and issues as well as misperceptions are
covered. Successful completion of the course will earn you a certificate documenting your
mastery of the transformational concepts of sustainable engineering. This is an online course;
all materials will be accessed online. Start gaining an understanding of what it takes to make
your projects sustainable -- register today! Share:. U i[ý1LT

Spring forward and renew today
It's not too late to set your "renewal clocks" ahead and continue receiving your benefits and
services. Your ASCE membership offers a wealth of benefits and resources to help guide and
support your career throughout the year. For instance, check out the newly enhanced features
to the ASCE Research Library, now powered by a next-generation platform that allows you to
work interactively with the content, greatly reducing the time you spend locating relevant civil
engineering information. Renew online today at asce.orc/renewal (requires sign-in) or contact
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Customer Service at 800-548-ASCE (2723) or 703-295-6300 (international) between 9 a.m. - 6
p.m. ET, Monday-Friday. Then be sure to check out all of the member resources and benefits
available to you at asce.org. Share: MEIl C1'
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Geotechnical Engineer. P.E. Featured ENCON International, Inc.
El Paso, TX
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Senior Proiect Manager / Enaineer,
Civil Engineering. Oil and Gas AMEC Earth & Environmental
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Pittsburgh, PA

Tpipmennf-. Rtrurtures Groun LpadPr

Featured Job 1 1ii ubeirvaLury CuIrpUrdaLUI radsdUena, O.N

Proiect Engineer SMECO US - MD - Hughesville

Howard A. Blitman. Jr. Career . .. ....
Development Chair Rensselaer Polytecnnic Institute US - I roy, NY

Faculty Position in Civil Engineering -

Geotechnical/Construction Wayne State University US - Detroit, Michigan
Management Emphasis

Hiring? Put your job listing in front of top industry professionals.
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Smith, Jeremy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

The Washington Post [newsletters@email.washingtonpost.com]
Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:14 PM
Smith, Jeremy
Your afternoon update: Tim Kaine to run for Va. Senate seat

If you have difficulty viewing this newsletter, click here to view as a Web page.
Click here to view in plain text.

El

~~PNB [NBUZZ

Tuesday, April 5, 2011

F.11He
The Washington Post is providing an afternoon e-newsletter to keep you up-to-date on the news that has occurred
since you received your morning paper. This is just one of the many benefits you get as a home delivery
subscriber, courtesy ofPostfoints, the reader rewards program from The Washington Post.

To opt-out offuture editions of Afternoon Buzz, click here. To sign-up for additional e-newsletters from The Washington Post,
visit washingtonpost. com/newsletters.
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Today's News Update

Tim Kaine to run for Va. Senate seat

Kaine is the only Democrat to announce so
far in a race that will feature former senator
George Allen on the Republican side.

McDonnell opposes allowing Va. same-
sex couples to adopt

Former governor Tim Kaine had proposed
regulations that for the first time would have
given access to faith-based groups that
arrange adoptions.

In Leesburg: The stripper, the guns and
the podiatrist

Things got a little wacky early Sunday in
the Lansdowne neighborhood of Leesburg.

iit' ýý. X 11

-let Mie WLadIiigton Post
on yotur W~adi iillhon or

L aodFt.

House Republicans unveil $3.5 trillion budget blueprint for 2012

The ambitious plan would resize the federal government and stem the $14 trillion national debt
by cutting spending and overhauling government health programs for the elderly and poor.



Japan sets radiation safety levels for fish

Fishermen who lost their homes and boats in the tsunami now fear that radioactive water
gushing into the ocean from a crippled power plant could cost them their livelihoods.

hports

Capitals Insider: Injury-riddled Caps have to 'hope everything 2els' in playoffs

',Coach Bruce Boudreau had hoped to have his playoff lineup healthy and playing a few games

together before the start of the postseason.

Soccer Insider: Andy Nalar commits to Honduras

The D.C. United midfielder said the decision to play for his native country "came strictly from
my heart."

D.C. Sports Bog: Post Sports Live: NCAA Championship game, NFL lockout

The panel also discusses the Nats' first weekend, the Caps' bid for a No. 1 playoff seed and
whether Tiger will ever catch Jack.

Features

Winner of the 2011 Reliable Source Tournament revealed!

Upsets abounded in this year's tournament, in which hometown favorites struggled for footing.

Kurt Cobain: 17 years after his death

His legacy as a grunge icon lives on.

Multimedia

Photos: Federal shutdowns in the 1990s

Shutdowns in 1995 and 1996 closed government offices, parks and museums.

Discussions

D.C. Squirrel Week: John Kelly on humans vs. squirrels

"I think if you told a squirrel he had no predators he'd laugh in your face -- then bite it." Keep
reading.

Earlier today: In a government shutdown, can federal employees apply for
unemployment benefits?

"Federal employees and contractors that are locked out should be able to apply for
2



unemployment. Are there any federal rules prohibiting unemployment compensation?" Find
out what NYU's Paul Light had to say.

Thank you for reading The Washington Post.

Get The Washington Post, your way.
Want to stay on top of the latest news, features, commentary and more? Here's how:
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See, Kenneth

From: See, Kenneth
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:58 PM
To: Raione, Richard
Subject: FW: Proposed Generic Issue on Dam Safety

Read below

From: Ott, William
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:48 PM
To: Beasley, Benjamin; See, Kenneth; Jones, Henry
Cc: Davidson, Cynthia; Cubbage, Amy; Correia, Richard
Subject: Proposed Generic Issue on Dam Safety

In light of the Task Force meeting tomorrow dealing with flooding, staff efforts with regard to a proposed Generic Issue

on dam safety have been brought to my attention. This proposed Generic Issue is still under review but the initial staff
analysis has been completed. In assessing this proposal RES staff examined the FSARs for operating plants with

upstream dams. Their observations with regard to the lack of consistency (in the FSARs) concerning flood prediction and

with design features to protect plants from the effects of floods due to dam failures, cascading dam failures, and the

debris fields associated with such floods are germaine to the briefing on flooding. This briefing may be focused on other

issues but it would seem prudent to make sure that at some point the Task Force is made aware of these activities and
analyses.

4
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Vera, John

From: Gordon, Matthew
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 8:58 AM
To: Day, Neil; DePaula, Sara; Einziger, Robert; Hornseth, Geoffrey; Piotter, Jason; Pstrak, David;

Tang, David; Tarantino, David; Tripathi, Bhasker; Vera, John
Subject: "News" report from Japan

Apparently, a confidential report was leaked from the NRC to the press.

A news reporter states:

"In an effort to avoid the continued spread of radiation and worse, a hydrogqen explosion due to the hydrogqen
and oxygen present in seawater, plant operator TEPCO announced that it will begin injecting nitrogen into
reactor one and likely reactors two and three. Nitrogen is normally present inside the containment that
surrounds the reactor core and can prevent highly combustible hydrogen from exploding as it did three times in
the early days after the March 11 disaster."

So... the hydrogen and oxygen in seawater is going to cause an explosion. Flammable water. Amazing.

1



From:
To: _;E____2

Cc: Johnson, Michael; Casto. Chuck; Viroilio. Martin
Subject: RESPONSE - GLOBAL PLAN
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 7:57:58 AM

Good evening/morning, Elmo and Chuck. Your outline looks like a great start towards developing
the current global assessment that we discussed this past weekend. A few comments for you to

consider:

" Add an "Executive Summary" that provides a bottom-line assessment of current and
projected conditions over the next 2 weeks to a month. This would be the "global

assessment" and feature the NRC's assessments of the condition of the plants (getting

better, worse, stable); reasonable forecast of conditions at the plants (cores/pools);

whether the potential for an energetic and large-scale release continues and, if so, for how
long; plans for mitigating this potential; restoration of more normal regulatory oversight
within Japan; and NRC's plan for the longer term (strategy, milestones, role and

responsibilities)
* The attachments/supporting analyses also should include an assessment of radiological

conditions in country, including the AMS overflight data and ground level monitoring,
showing improving conditions (declining rad levels and contamination) inside and outside

the exclusion zones
* The attachments/supporting analyses should also include the assessment showing that

harmful levels of radiation are not expected in the United States, including territories,

along with the corroborating measurements of trace contamination detected in air and

water samples

* The attachments/supporting analyses should include an isotopic assessment to

"fingerprint" the releases - is the predominant source from the venting of the reactors,
burning of the spent fuel in the pools, or a mixture of sources, and what are the

implications of this forensic analysis with respect to remaining potential releases.

From: Collins, Elmo
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 2:49 AM
To: Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael
Cc: Johnson, Michael; Casto, Chuck
Subject: Fw: Document1

Marty and Mike

Attached is a document portraying the material we propose to use to support the "Global Assessment".
This compilation of our work to date should give a picture of what we believe about the site at that
moment in time and a view looking ahead.

Most of the documents are already done.

We would appreciate comments/input/ wise guidance. Thank you.

We'll discuss



Elmo

From: Hay, Michael
To: Collins, Elmo
Sent: Wed Apr 06 02:40:21 2011
Subject: Documentl



From: McCree. Victor
To: Tallarico, Alison; Ash. Darren; Borchardt. Bill; Boyce, Thomas (OIS:; Buchholz. Jeri; Burns. Stephen; Carpenter.

Cynthia; Casto, Chuck; Cohen, Miriam; Collins, Elmo; Dapas. Marc; Dean Bill; Doane. Margaret; Dorman, Dan;
Dyer. Jim; Gallagher. Johanna; Greene. Kathryn; Haney, Catherine; Holahan, Gary; Howell. Art; Johns, Nancy;
Johnson. Michael; Kelley, Corenthis; Leeds Eric; Lew. David; Mamish. Nader; Miller. Charles; Moore, Scott;
Muessle. Mary; Pederson. Cynthia; Satorius, Mark; Schaeffer, James; Sheron. Brian; Tracy, Glenn; Uhle.
Jennifer; Virgilio, Martin; Weber. Michael; Wert, Leonard; Wiggins, Jim

Subject: Acting Senior Leadership Assignments in Region II
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 5:30:59 PM

All,

As you know, Chuck Casto was dispatched to Tokyo, Japan shortly after the Fukushima
nuclear event to lead the efforts of the NRC in-country team. Chuck continues to serve in
this role and may remain there for some time. As a result, and after consulting with Marty,
I wanted to make you aware of the following acting senior leadership assignments in
Region I1: Chuck Ogle will serve as the Acting Deputy Regional Administrator
for Construction and Jimi Yerokun will serve as the Acting Director, Division
of Construction Inspection (DCI). These acting assignments will begin
immediately; however, I will engage the ERB to discuss alternative assignments once we
have a better idea about the duration of Chuck's assignment.

Also, the vacant Deputy Director, Division of Construction Projects position,
and the vacancy in the Deputy Director, DCI caused by the above assignments
represent acting SES opportunities. So, during the ERB meeting on Friday, 4/8, I plan to
request your concurrence to solicit SES CDP graduates to fill these two positions on an
acting basis.

Vic



Clark, Theresa

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Harrington, Holly
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:18 AM
Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Screnci,
Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Uselding, Lara; Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden,
Elizabeth; McIntyre, David
Anderson, Brian; Clark, Theresa; Bonaccorso, Amy; Stuckle, Elizabeth
One talking point about Japan and license renewal
OysterCreekN RC Response.4-4-201 1.pdf

For the question "How will the events in Japan affect license renewal for U.S. plants?" - the answer is

The NRC's recently initiated review of U.S. plants will examine current practice at operating reactors to ensure
proper actions will be taken if a severe event occurs -this covers plants regardless of where they are in their
license lifetime. The events in Japan, based on what's known at this time, appear to be unrelated to issues
examined in license renewal. The NRC's long-term review of its regulations will determine whether any
revisions to license renewal reviews are called for..

Also attached is the brief OGC developed in response to an Oyster Creek license renewal lawsuit. If you get questions

specific to Oyster Creek, please sent to Region 1

Holly

/JA1



Case: 09-2567 Document: 003110489332 Page: 1 Date Filed: 04/04/20*1-1 ...................

IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE THIRD CIRCUIT

)
NEW JERSEY ENVIRONMENTAL FEDERATION,)

el al, )
)

Petitioners, )
)

V. ) No. 09-2567
)

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, el al., )
)

Respondents, )
)

and )
)

EXELON CORPORATION, )
)

Intervenor. )

FEDERAL RESPONDENTS' MEMORANDUM ON THE EVENTS
AT THE FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NUCLEAR POWER STATION

By letter dated March 21, 201 l, this Court directed counsel "to advise

the Court what impact, if any, the damages from the earthquake and tsunami

at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station have on the propriety of

granting the license renewal application for the Oyster Creek Generating

Station." The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is carefully

monitoring those events, and assisting the Japanese government in



Case: 09-2567 Document: 003110489332 Page: 2 Date Filed!'04/04/2011

understanding, controlling and limiting plant damage. NRC is also

evaluating the information from these events for planning both short-term

and longer-term responses to ensure the safety of United States reactors. In

support of these tasks, NRC is gathering and absorbing data from the

Fukushima Daiichi site that will enable NRC, with appropriate public

participation, to put in place any new safety measures necessary to protect

public health and safety in the United States.

NRC issued a renewed license for Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating

Station almost two years ago, on April 8, 2009 (see Fed. Resp. Br. 48 &

n 23). The renewed license is before this Court on a series of process-driven

challenges brought by petitioners. As our brief shows, none of petitioners'

claims finds support in the extensive administrative record underlying

NRC's license-renewal decision. Oyster Creek now is operating under its

20-year renewed NRC license, but its owner, Exelon Generating Company,

has announced publicly that it will cease operations in 2019.'

In response to the disaster at Fukushima Daiichi, NRC has authority to

order Exelon, like other licensees of operating nuclear plants, to adopt

whatever measures NRC determines are needed in the short term for

continued assurance of the public health and safety while NRC considers

See http://www,nvtimes.comi2010/12/09/nyreg-iori/O9nuke.htmi,

2
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longer-term measures, including changes in its safety regulations. Such

measures may be subject to site-specific considerations. At this point,

however, NRC has stated that licensed nuclear power reactors in the United

States are currently safe, and may continue to operate under NRC's

comprehensive scheme of safety regulations and inspections, pending

development of any new safety measures that emerge as NRC's "lessons-

learned" project moves forward.

I. NRC will carefully gather and analyze data from the
damage to the Fukushima Daiichi plant to ensure safety at
U.S. reactors as necessary to protect public health and
safety in the United States.

A. NRC's immediate response to Japan events.

On March 21, 2011, the NRC Commissioners and the head of the

NRC Staff- the Executive Director of Operations (EDO) -- conducted a

public briefing on NRC's response to the events at the Fukushima Daiichi

facility. 2 Each Commissioner extended personal condolences to the

Japanese people for their hardships and losses in this great tragedy.

Chairman Jaczko stated that the purpose of the meeting was "to discuss the

tragic events in Japan and to begin to consider possible actions we may take

to verify the safety of the nuclear facilities" in the United States. (Tr. 3),

2 The transcript of this public hearing may be found at the NRC website in

the "ADAMS" database as Accession No. ML 110810254.

3
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The Chairman noted that, since the earthquake and tsunami had struck, the

NRC's headquarters operations center has, in addition to ordinary 24-hour

operations, been continuously staffed just to "monitor and analyze events at

nuclear power plants in Japan." (Tr. 4). The Chairman also pointed out that,

at the request of the Japanese government, NRC had sent a team of agency

technical experts in Japan to provide on-the-ground support. (Id).

Chairman Jaczko outlined how these tragic events would shape NRC

policy and regulatory changes:

Here in the United States we have an obligation to the
American people to undertake a systematic and methodical
review of the safety of our own domestic nuclear facilities in
light of the natural disaster and resulting nuclear situation in
Japan. Beginning to examine all available information is an
essential part of our effort to analyze the event and understand
its impacts on Japan and implications for the United States. Our
focus will always be on keeping plants and radioactive
materials in this country safe and secure.

As the immediate crisis in Japan comes to an end we will
look at any information we can to gain experience from the
event and see if there are any changes we need to make to
further protect public health and safety. Together with my
colleagues on the Commission, we will review the current
status and identify the steps we will take to conduct that review.
In the meantime we will continue to oversee and monitor plants
to ensure that U.S. reactors remain safe.* (Tr. 5)

3 Each Commissioner supported the Chairman's approach, noting the need
for NRC to confirm, by thoughtful and rational examination, that its
approach to the regulation of nuclear power is comprehensive and correct,
while applying any lessons learned from these events. (Tr.7-8).

4
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EDO William Borchardt tljen commented on how NRC had utilized

this "lessons learned" process following significant events in the United

States. Concluding that the "current fleet of reactors and materials licensees

continue to protect the public health and safety," the EDO pointed to the

principle of redundant defenses against unanticipated events called "Defense

in Depth:"

The fact that every reactor in this country is designed for
natural events based upon the specific site that that reactor is
located, that there are multiple fission product barriers, and that
there are a wide range of diverse and redundant safety features
in order to provide that public health and safety assurance. We
have a long regulatory history of conservative decision-making.
We've been intelligently using risk insights to help inform our
regulatory process, and we have never stopped [making]
improvements to the plant design as we learn from operating
experience over the more than 35 years of civilian nuclear
power in this country. Some have been derived from lessons
learned from previous significant events, such as Three Mile
Island. We have severe accident management guidelines,
revisions to the emergency operating procedures, procedures
and processes for dealing with large fires and explosions,
regardless of the cause.' (Tr. 9-10).

As the EDO stated, NRC's "philosophy of Defense-in-Depth...

recognizes that the nuclear industry requires the highest standards of design,

construction, oversight, and operation," but even so, NRC regulation does

4 In support of this "lessons learned" philosophy, the EDO observed that
NTRC continues "to gather information [from Japan] and assess that
information for implications on the U.S. facilities." (Tr. 10)

5
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"not rely on any one level of protection" to protect public health and safety.

(Tr, 13-14) Further, the EDO said, "the designs for every single reactor in

this country take into account the specific site that that reactor is located and

does a detailed evaluation for any natural event such as earthquakes,

tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tsunami, and many others,"' (Tr, 14)

(emphasis added).

Later, Chairman Jaczko reiterated in testimony before Congress that

NRC has "taken advantage of the lessons learned from previous operating

experience," 6 including most significantly, the Three Mile Island accident in

1979, "to implement a program of continuous improvement for the U.S.

'The EDO stressed that NRC planning for severe accidents includes the
assumption of system failures:

Also as a result of operating experience and ongoing research
programs, we have developed requirements for severe accident
management guidelines. These are programs that perform the
"what if" scenario, What if all of this careful design work, all of
these important procedures and practices and instrumentation,
what if that all failed? What procedures and policies and
equipment should be in place to deal with the extremely
unlikely scenario of a severe accident? Those have been in
effect for many years and are frequently evaluated by the NRC
inspection program. (Tr. 1 5)

6 Written Statement by Gregory B. Jaczko, Chairman, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission to the Subcomm. on Energy and Water of the
Senate Appropriations Comm. at 6 (March 30, 2011) ("Jaczko Statement").
(ADAMS Accession No. ML 110890505)

6
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reactor fleet"' 7 The Chairman added that operating experience and research

programs have produced severe accident management guidelines for U.S,

reactors to ensure that, in the event all precautions failed and a severe

accident occurred, "the plant would still protect public health and safety."8

In short, the public statements of'NRC's leaders show that the agency

remains confident that US. reactors, as designed, constructed, and operated,

are safe, but acknowledge the need to monitor and learn from the events at

the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station to ensure safety at U.S.

reactors, as NRC assists the Japanese government in that disaster.'

7 1d.

I1d. at 6-7.

President Barack Obama, in addressing the American people on March 17,
2011, echoed the statements by NRC leaders:

Our nuclear power plants have undergone exhaustive study, and
have been declared safe for any number of extreme
contingencies. But when we see a crisis like the one in Japan,
we have a responsibility to learn from this event, and to draw
from those lessons to ensure the safety and security of our
people. That's why I've asked the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to do a comprehensive review of the safety of our
domestic nuclear plants in light of the natural disaster that
unfolded in Japan.

See hLtp://www. whitehouse. gov/blogi201] 1/03/] 7ilresident-obarna-we-
will-s rand-peogle-japan.

7
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B. NRC's "lessons-learned" approach.

As the EDO mentioned, past significant events in the United States

have prompted NRC toward insights leading to enhanced reactor design and

operational safety. Two events stand out as models of NRC actions to

respond to significant occurrences with "lessons learned" applied to licensed

reactors, The first was the accident at the Three Mile Island, Unit 2 reactor

on March 28, 1 979. The other was the terrorist attacks on the United States

on September 11, 2001.

In April 1979, just after the Three Mile island-2 (TMi-2) accident,

NRC created a Bulletin and Orders Task Force as the focal point for TMI 2-

related Staff activities necessary to assure the immediate safety of all other

operating power reactors, In May 1979, the NRC established the TMI-2

Lessons Learned Task Force to identify and evaluate safety concerns

requiring prompt licensing actions for operating reactors, beyond the

immediate actions announced by the Bulletins and Orders Task Force

effort.°0

10 Licensing Requirements for Pending Operating License Applications:

Proposed Rule, 46 Fed. Reg. 26491 (May 13, 1981). A set of short-term
recommendations offered by this task force was published as NUREG-0578
in July 1979. Id.

8
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A steering group then assessed the many recommendations, from

within and beyond NRC, "which would provide a comprehensive and

integrated plan for all actions necessary to correct or improve the regulation

and operation of nuclear facilities."'" After issuance of TMI-2 Action Plan

requirements in guidance, NTRC determined that the new reactor

requirements should be codified by regulation,' 2 For a variety of reasons,

this specific TMI rule was not adopted, but NRC did adopt a number of rules

to update licensing requirements on the basis of TMI "lessons leamred."

Thus, a decade after the TMI-2 accident NRC Staff ultimately was able to

advise the Commission that "all regulatory changes needed to implement

[the TMI-2 Action Plan] have been completed and that compliance with

existing regulations and orders is a sufficient response to all applicable TMI-

2 accident 'lessons learned.""'3

Id. This "TMI-2 Action Plan" was published as NLTR.EG-0660 in May

1980. These action items led NRC to issue a list of "Requirements fbr New
Operating Licenses," published in NUREG-0694, which was later clarified
and superseded by NUREG-0737. Id.

2 Id. at 26492.

'3 See Statement of Policy on Litigation of TMI-Related Issues in Power
Reactor Operating License Proceedings; Revocation of Superseded Policy
Statement Concerning TMI-Related Procedures, 54 Fed, Reg. 7897 (Feb. 23,
1989), As noted above, the Chairman cited the lessons learned from the
TMI-2 accident as major source of improvement in NRC safety, Jaczko
Statement at 6.

9
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"The second example of NRC's lessons-learned approach is the agency

effort to improve reactor site security following the terrorist attacks on

September 11, 2001. NRC quickly issued interim advisories and directives

upgrading security at all nuclear power plants. 14 By 2003, NRC had issued

formal orders to its reactor licensees to improve security against terrorist

attacks, including changes in physical barriers, security guard posts and

patrols, more restrictive site access and a host of other security

enhancements.15 These included measures, such as additional makeup water

and equipment to mitigate fires, that would have beneficial effects regardless

of the triggering event. 6

Eventually, NIRC enacted many of its post-9/1 I security

improvements as formal regulations. In 2007, NRC upgraded the terrorist

'4 See Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. CLI-02-25, 56 NXRC 340, 343-44, 356

(2002).

15 These post-9/1 I actions are described in the NRC's later "Design Basis

Threat" rulemaking. See Design Basis Threat; Proposed Rule, 70 Fed. Reg.
67380 (Nov. 7, 2005); Design Basis Threat; Final Rule, 72 Fed. Reg, 12705
(Mar. 19, 2007).

16 See New York v, NRC, 589 F.3d 55 1, 555 (2"' Cir, 2009), In his

Congressional testimony, Chairman Jaczko reiterated that, as a result of the
September 11 attacks, NRC has ordered reactor licensees to upgrade
equipment available to deal with "a significant fire or explosion," regardless
of its cause. Jaczko Statement at 7.

10
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threat that licensees must defend against by issuing an enhanced "Design

Basis Threat" rule.17 And, in 2009, after "a thorough review of the existing

physical protection program requirements," NRC enacted a new "Power

Reactor Security Requirements" rule that "codif[ied] generically-applicable

security requirements."'•8 On judicial review, the courts have declined to

second-guess the various measures NRC took in response to the September

11 attacks,'
9

These upgrades - and the methodology by which NRC developed and

implemented them - illustrate how NRC undertakes "lessons learned"

improvements to reactor safety from events that may bear on the safety and

security of U.S. reactor operations.20 As the Chairman and EDO explained

at the agency's March 2 1s" public meeting on still-unfolding events in Japan,

'7 See 10 C.F.R. § 73.1; 72 Fed. Reg. 12705 (Mar. 19, 2007).

18 Power Reactor Security Requirements; Final Rule, 74 Fed. Reg. 13926,

13927 (Mar. 27, 2009)

19 See, e.g., Public Citizen v, NRC, 573 F,3d 916 (9L Cir. 2009);

Riverkeeper, Inc. v. Collins, 359 F.3d 156 (2"'l Cir. 2004).

20 We note that "lessons learned" from the Chernobyl accident also "added

to our understanding of some of the phenomena that may be involved in a
severe nuclear accident" and "provided some additional insights that are
useful in guiding our severe-accident programs." See Potential Implications
of Chernobyl Accident for all NRC-Licensed Facilities, 26 NRC 520, 523
(1987).

11
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NRC will use the same "lessons learned" approach in applying information

from the Fukushima Daiichi experience to ensure safety here.

Toward that end, the Chairman, with the agreement of the

Commission, has already instructed NRC Staff to create a Task Force to

perform both short-term and longer-term tasks relating to Fukushima Daiichi

to assure and enhance safety. In the short term, the NRC Task Force has

been directed to:

I.. evaluate currently available technical and operational
information from the events [that have occurred at the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear complex) in Japan to identify
potential or preliminary near term/immediate operational or
regulatory issues affecting domestic operating reactors of all
designs[, including their spent fuel pools,] in areas such as
protection against earthquake, tsunami, flooding, hurricanes;
station blackout and a degraded ability to restore power; severe
accident mitigation; emergency preparedness; and combustible
gas control."

The Task Force will begin a longer-term review "as soon as NRC has

sufficient technical information from the events in Japan," and will develop

"lessons learned" as it has in the past - that is, NRC will "evaluate all

technical and policy issues related to the event to identify potential research,

2, SRM-COMGBJ1 1-0002 (March 21, 201 l)(available via NRC web site for

ADAMS (Accession No. ML) 10800456). Further, this Task Force will
"develop recommendations, as appropriate, for potential changes to
inspection procedures and licensing review guidance, and recommend
whether generic communications, orders, or other regulatory requirements
are needed."

12
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generic issues, changes to the reactor oversight process, rulemakings, and

adjustments to the regulatory framework that should be conducted by

NRC.Y'22

The Commission, however, has not suspended reactor operations or

licensing activity. As with the post-TMI and post-9/W I regulatory

enhancements, any "lessons learned" from the Fukushima Daiichi event will

be applied generically to all reactors, including Oyster Creek, as appropriate

to their location, design, construction, and operation. No safety, technical,

or policy justification exists to single out particular reactors for different

treatment just because of their place in the licensing queue or status on

judicial review.

For instance, NRC issued a renewed license for the Vermont Yankee

Nuclear Power Plant quite recently - on March 2 1, 2011 - despite the events

at Fukushima Daiichi,23 This decision reflects NRC's confidence in the

robust and redundant safety design and construction of currently operating

U.S. nuclear reactors, as restated by the Commissioners and the EDO in their

22 Id.

23 See Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.; Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power

Station; Notice of Issuance of Renewed Facility Operating License No.
DPR-28 for an Additional 20-Year Period, 76 Fed. Reg. 1 7162 (March 28,
2011).

13
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public briefing on March 21, 2011, and by the Chairman in his

Congressional testimony.

11. NRC's statutory and regulatory scheme for operating
reactors involves ongoing oversight to enhance safety and
ample opportunities for public participation.

The petition for review pending before this Court in this case arises

out of an NRC adjudicatory proceeding, initiated by petitioner, on alleged

defects in the Oyster Creek application for license renewal. License

renewal, of course, is an important matter and receives NRC's full attention.

But, as we explain in detail below, NTRC's license-renewal process was

designed as a particularized and limited inquiry into aging management

during the renewal period. It is NRC's continuous and ongoing oversight of

licensed reactors, which includes a comprehensive scheme of safety

regulation and the presence of resident inspectors at every reactor in the

country, that assures public health and safety every day.

Indeed, Chairman Jaczko recently reassured Congress that review of

information from Japan thus far, "combined with our ongoing inspection and

licensing oversight, gives us confidence that the U.S. plants continue to

operate safely."'24 As the basis for this confidence, the Chairman pointed to

the "diverse and redundant safety systems that are required to be maintained

24 Jaczko Statement at 3.

14
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in operable condition and frequently tested to ensure that the plant is in a

high condition of readiness to respond to any situation.'

NRC's ongoing oversight assures that a licensed facility remains in

compliance with what is known as the plant's "current licensing basis" or

CLB,26 The CLB "represents the evolving set of requirements and

commitments for a specific plant that are modified as necessary over the life

of a plant to ensure continuation of an adequate level of safety.,, 27 NRC has

emphasized that its ongoing oversight "continuously analyzes conditions,

acts, and practices that could affect safe operation of plants"2' through the

ongoing regulatory process, which "includes research, inspections, audits,

investigations, evaluations of operating experience, and regulatory actions to

resolve identified issues."' 29

25 Id. at 6.

26 Oyster Creek's CLB with respect to earthquake and flood analysis is not

part of the record on review, Oyster Creek's CLB, however, does
implement plant design and construction criteria applicable to earthquakes
and floods. This analysis is captured in Chapters 2.4 and 3.7 of the
licensee's Final Safety Analysis Report ("FSAR") for that facility.

27 Nuclear Power Plant License Renewal; Revisions, 60 Fed. Reg. 22461,

22473 (May 8, 1995).

21 Id, at 22485.

29 Nuclear Power Plant License Renewal: Final Rule, 56 Fed. Reg. 64943,

64947 (Dec. 13, 1991); see also 60 Fed. Reg. at 22485 (NRC's "program

15
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NRC utilizes information gathered through routine oversight - or

from external events - to improve safety through various regulatory

mechanisms, any one or all of which NRC might use to implement "lessons

learned" from the Fukushima Daiichi disaster, For example, NRC often

promulgates new regulations, issues orders modif-ying or suspending

licenses, requires amendments to existing licenses, or takes other licensing

actions to improve safety. Such agency actions are accompanied by an

opportunity for public comment or a hearing under Section 1 89a of the

Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2239(a).

Concerned citizens also have two important avenues of redress to seek

further action by NRC. The first is a petition for rulemaking under 10

C.F.R. §2.802, by which anyone may be request NRC to initiate a

rulemaking to issue, amend, or rescind a regulation. Second, concerned

citizens may submit enforcement petitions under 10 C.F.R. § 2.206 to

request the NRC to institute a proceeding to modify, suspend or revoke a

license, or for other appropriate action, where a citizen believes that NRC or

for the review of operating events at nuctear power plants . . offers a high
degree of assurance that events that are potentially risk significant or
precursors to significant events are being reviewed and resolved
expeditiously").

16
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one of its licensees has not adequately addressed a safety or environmental

30issue.

In sum, the license renewal proceeding before this Court is narrowly

focused on aging management. NRC has in place many broader regulatory

tools that are appropriate vehicles to implement "lessons learned" from the

events at Fukushima Daiichi, including mechanisms for members of the

public to bring to NRC's attention safety concerns that they believe the

agency might have overlooked or underappreciated.

HI1. The petition for review before this Court concerns discrete
issues arisine out of a now-closed adiudicatory record.

As discussed above, NRC's comprehensive and ongoing oversight of

licensed facilities will assure that useful data and "lessons learned" from

Fukushima Daiichi disaster will be absorbed by changes in NRC rules,

orders, and license amendments as needed, accompanied by the public

participation required by statute and regulation. This process is distinct,

however, from the disposition of specific contentions admitted for hearing

30 See, e.g., Florida Power & Light Co. v. Lorion, 470 U.S. 729 (1985);
Riverkeeper, Inc. v. Collins, 359 F,3d 156, 158 (2 d Cir. 2004); Union of
Concerned Scientists v. NRC, 920 F,2d 50, 56 n.4 (D.C. Cir. 1990);
Massachusetts v. NRC, 878 F.2d 1516, 1520 (1 "' Cir. 1989). See also
Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1;
H.B, Robinson Plant, Unit 2), DD-06-1, 63 NRC 133, 140 (2006) (granting a
§ 2.206 petition on fire protection).

17
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(or proposed for admission) in a license renewal adjudication such as the

current case before this Court.

As explained in our brief, the license renewal hearing process that is

the focus of petitioners' lawsuit in this Court focused strictly on contentions

relating to the "potential detrimental effects of aging that are not routinely

addressed by ongoing regulatory programs" (Fed. Resp, Br. 3); the license

renewal process was "not intended to duplicate the Commission's ongoing

review of operating reactors." Id.

Years ago, when NRC considered what should be reviewed when the

agency is considering a license-renewal application, the agency developed a

process by which "adequate safety will be assured during the extended

period of operation," but which avoided duplicative, inefficient assessments

covered by routine regulatory oversight." Accordingly, NRC decided that it

would not be necessary or desirable to open up the full range of criteria in a

plant's current licensing basis to re-analysis during the one-time-only license

renewal review. Instead, NRC concluded that "issues concerning operation

3' 60 Fed. Reg. at 22464.

18
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during the currently authorized term of operation should be addressed as part

of the current license rather than deferred until a renewal review." 32

The NRC therefore determined that, for license renewal, the agency's

everyday regulatory process should be supplemented only by a very

particularized inquiry, appropriate at the license-renewal stage, into "the

detrimental effects of aging on the functionality of certain systems,

structures, and components in the period of extended operation."3" In

contrast to aging-management issues, NRC's ongoing "regulatory process

provides reasonable assurance that there is compliance with the (current

licensing basis],',34

Accordingly, the NRC hearing below - now before this Court on

judicial review - was limited exclusively to aging-management issues. The

32 Id. at 2248L. NRC concluded that its ongoing regulatory process is
"sufficiently broad and rigorous" (56 Fed. Reg. at 64950) to "provide
reasonable assurance that, as new issues and concerns arise, measures
needed to ensure that operation is not inimical to the public health and safety
and common defense and security are 'backfitted' onto the plants." 56 Fed.
Reg. at 64945.

3' 60 Fed. Reg. at 22464.

34 Id. at 22473. Indeed, "NRC conducts its inspection and enforcement
activities under the presumption that non-compliances will occur." Id, at
22473-74.
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hearing, like all NRC contested hearings on license renewal, was limited to

contentions material to license renewal and admitted for hearing. The only

admitted contention in the present Oyster Creek case required NRC's

adjudicatory tribunal, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, to determine

whether Exelon's program for ultrasonic testing "is adequate to manage the

aging effects of corrosion in the sand bed region of Oyster Creek's drywell

shell so the intended functions of the shell (i.e., structural integrity and

pressure containment) will be maintained during the renewal period

consistent with the current licensing basis." (Fed. Resp. Br. 4). That

question was answered in the affirmative by the Licensing Board and (on

administrative appeal) by the Commission, As our brief explains (id. at 43-

49), the NRC Staff made all other necessary findings and issued the renewed

license on April 8, 2009.

The record before this Court has been closed since the proceeding

before the Licensing Board concluded two years ago (Appendix 831-32).

As in all Hobbs Act lawsuits seeking direct review in the courts of appeals,

this case must be decided "on the basis of the agency record compiled" in

20
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the course of the proceedings below, not on a new record made for the first

time in the court of appeals? 5

In any event, as discussed above, petitioners have other avenues open

to them to raise Fukushima Daiiehi-related issues on their own or in public-

participation opportunities likely to arise after NRC, the industry, and the

public have absorbed the technical, scientific and engineering knowledge

that might evolve from the "lessons learned" process.

NRC has shown in implementing upgraded site security requirements

after 9/11 to thwart terrorist attacks at nuclear facilities, and in adding safety

enhancements after considering the lessons learned from the TMI-2

accident, that the agency is not dependent upon contested hearings to

upgrade plant safety. NRC has already announced its plan to draw upon

"lessons learned" from the Japan events, as the agency has done previously

after natural or man-made disasters. As in the past, NRC will conduct

35 Florida Power & Light Co, v, Lorion, 470 U.S. 729, 744 (1985). This
Court has Hobbs Act jurisdiction only to review the "final agency action"
from which petitioners have sought review, If petitioners were to seek relief
before NRC regarding the events at Fukushima Daiichi, which they have
not, any resulting final NRC action would not be reviewable under the rubric
of the current petition. Rather, as in reopening cases in which a fresh agency
order is entered, "the challenging party must file a new ... petition fbr
review from the now-final agency order," TeleSTAR, Inc. v. FCC, 888 F.2d
132, 134 (D.C. Cir. 1989). Accord, Council Tree Communications, Inc. v.
FCC, 503 F.3d 284, 287 (3 rd Cir. 2007).
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rulemaking, or issue orders and other directives, to make upgrades required

to implement whatever short-term or longer-term safety improvements

emerge from the Task Force directed by the Commission to analyze the

Fukushima Dajichi disaster.

Conclusion

For the reasons given in our brief and at oral argument, the petition for

review should be denied, based on the record before this Court, The disaster

at the Fukushima Daiichi reactors in Japan is, of course, tragic and serious,

and has triggered a full lessons-learned inquiry at NRC that may well lead to

new safety measures at American operating reactors. But the disaster is not

a basis for judicial relief in this case.

Respectfully submitted,

JOI E. ARBAB
ney

U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 23795
Resources Division
Washington, D.C. 20026-3795

April 4, 2011

•. CORDES, JR.

olicitor

ROBERT M, RADER
Senior Attorney
Office of the General Counsel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Mailstop 15D21
Rockville, MD 20852
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From: Johnson, Michael
To: Burnell, Scott Hayden, Elizabeth; Weber. Michael; Batkin. Joshua
Cc: Loyd. Susan; McIntyre. David; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington. Holly; Couret. Ivonne; Janberos. Holly; Virgilio,

Martin; Casto. Chuck; Collins, Elmo
Subject: RE: RESPONSE - Quick statement on RST 3/26 assessment report
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:05:00 AM

Suggest it be more explicit. Your call.

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:04 AM
To: Johnson, Michael; Hayden, Elizabeth; Weber, Michael; Batkin, Joshua
Cc: Loyd, Susan; McIntyre, David; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne; Janbergs, Holly;
Virgilio, Martin; Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo
Subject: RE: RESPONSE - Quick statement on RST 3/26 assessment report

I believe that's reflected in Mike W.'s edit.

From: Johnson, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:03 AM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Weber, Michael; Batkin, Joshua
Cc: Loyd, Susan; McIntyre, David; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne; Janbergs, Holly;
Burnell, Scott; Virgilio, Martin; Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo
Subject: RE: RESPONSE - Quick statement on RST 3/26 assessment report

Is it worth noting that we shared our insights with the Japanese regulator and utility.

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 9:59 AM
To: Weber, Michael; Batkin, Joshua
Cc: Loyd, Susan; McIntyre, David; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne; Janbergs, Holly;
Burnell, Scott; Virgilio, Martin; Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo; Johnson, Michael
Subject: RE: RESPONSE - Quick statement on RST 3/26 assessment report

Thanks. See suggested blue text in your clean version.

Beth Ha),den

Senior Advisor

Office of Public Affairs

U.S. Nuclear Regulatoiy Commission

--- Protecting People and the Environment

301-415-8202

elizabeth.hayden @nrc.gov

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 9:54 AM
To: Batkin, Joshua; Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Loyd, Susan; McIntyre, David; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne; Janbergs, Holly;
Burnell, Scott; Virgilio, Martin; Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo; Johnson, Michael
Subject: RESPONSE - Quick statement on RST 3/26 assessment report

I would suggest we use something like the following, which I modified from OPA's draft below:

l



The March 26 document represented an interim snapshot of what NRC staff and other
experts conýdered pfmpesed as possible conditions inside the damaged units at
Fukushima-Daiich. B Ised o t hese condi I ti , This snapshot changed over the next few
days as additinal infrat and analysis be"e.ae available. The the-NRC staff's
recommendations are considered prudent measures; they are not offered as the only
possible solutions. W•eunderstan•.thatthe Jap6ane` se operator andtregulatoir of th#eefits:
is pursuing an alternative set of strategies to control the plantsand ensure the safetyhof
the peoplue -w dorn t re plants andu ing nearby. We are working withour Bcounterpts
to consider thesNR strategiasand replore additional steps that could enhanceasafety.
Cnoditioens at the site have possimred evens undersitnd the assessmeJ was completed, sen
itsinappropriate tO teast the Mapr h 26 doeument as the o urrent understanding of

Clean text reads:

The March 26 document represented an interim snapshot of what NRC staff and other
experts considered as possible conditions inside the damaged units at Fukushima-Daiichi.
The document does not reflect our understanding of the current situation. Based on these
conditions, the NRC staffs recommendations are considered prudent measures; they are
not offered as the only possible solutions. We understand that the Japanese operator and
regulator of the plants is pursuing an alternative set of strategies to control the plants and
ensure the safety of the people working at the plants and living nearby. We are working
with our counterparts to consider these strategies and explore additional steps that could
enhance safety.

From: Batkin, Joshua
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 9:29 AM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael
Cc: Loyd, Susan; McIntyre, David; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne; Janbergs, Holly;
Burnell, Scott
Subject: Re: Quick statement on RST 3/26 assessment report

Mike/Marty, is that overly optimistic sounding or is it OK?

Joshua C. Batkin
Chief of Staff
Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko
(301) 415-1820

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
To: Batkin, Joshua; Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael
Cc: Loyd, Susan; McIntyre, David; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne; Janbergs, Holly;
Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wed Apr 06 09:23:21 2011
Subject: FW: Quick statement on RST 3/26 assessment report

This is what we plan to say with regard to the NYT story this morning. It is OK with the ET
in the Ops Center. We have a slew of reporters asking for the report and as far as I know,
it is releasable under a FOIA request.



Beth Hayden

From: Burnell, Scott

The March 26 document represented an interim snapshot of what NRC staff and other
experts proposed as possible conditions inside the damaged units at Fukushima. This
snapshot changed over the next few days as additional information and analysis became
available. The staff's recommendations are considered prudent measures; they are not
offered as the only possible solutions. Conditions at the site have improved even further
since the assessment was completed, so it is inappropriate to treat the March 26 document
as the current understanding of the situation.



Donoghue, Joseph

From: Lawrence.BURKHART@oecd.org
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:36 AM
To: petteri.tiippana@stuk.fi; gclapiss@nnr.co.za; k2l1kig@kins.re.kr;

Dave.Watson@hse.gsi.gov.uk; slee@kins.re.kr; Douglass. Miller@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca; abe-
kiyoharu@jnes.go.jp; Lawrence. Burkhart@oecd.org; thomas.houdre@asn.fr; Rosales-
Cooper, Cindy; yuichi.onoda@cao.go.jp; Holahan, Gary; Philippe.Gress@oecd.org;
javier.reig@oecd.org; ohmura-tetsuo@meti.go.jp; jiangwei@mep.gov.cn; j.lyons@iaea.org;
David. Newland@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca; i.sokolova@gosnadzor.ru; len.creswell@hse.gsi.gov.uk;
M.Lipar@iaea.org; M.EI-Shanawany@iaea.org; alejandro.huerta@oecd.org; Williams, Donna;
bvs@gan.ru; sebastien.crombez@asn.fr

Cc: adeline.clos@asn.fr; petteri.tiippana@stuk.fi; Jensen, Walton; Robert. Lojk@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca;
Geoffrey.Vaughan@hse gsi.gov.uk; EuropaM@nnr.co.za; Karine.HERVIOU@irsn.fr;
diane.jackson@oecd.org; yindejian@tsinghua.org.cn; byung-soon.kim@oecd.org; oshima-
toshiyuki@meti.go.jp; andy.nsd.curran@hse.gsi.gov.uk; Ian. Streatfield@environment-
agency.gov.uk; Dave.Watson@hse.gsi.gov.uk; marie.segaud@asn.fr; ari.julin@stuk.fi;
Doane, Margaret; PBester@nnr.co.za; Douglass. Miller@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca;
Steve.ND.Graham@hse.gsi.gov.uk; gerard.cenerino@irsn.fr; jigen@sina.com.cn; Donoghue,
Joseph; fujiensc@163.com; Khalid.Chaudhry@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca; grant.cherkas@cnsc-
ccsn.gc.ca; bogdan@secNRS.RU; Lawrence. Burkhart@oecd.org;
Andrew. Coatsworth@hse.gsi.gov. uk; thomas.houdre@asn.fr; Rosales-Cooper, Cindy;
k076kbs@kins.re.kr; Colaccino, Joseph; stephanie.peiro@asn.fr; geoff.grint@hse.gsi.gov.uk;
nscyd@sohu.com; roger.nevell@hse.gsi.gov.uk; Ma, John; Philippe.Gress@oecd.org;
emmanuelle.arial@irsn.fr; A lex.Viktorov@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca; yujun@sepa.gov.cn;
mika.johansson@stuk.fi; robert.exley@hse.gsi.gov.uk; robert.moscrop@hse.gsi.gov.uk;
Tesfaye, Getachew; chaiguohan@126.com; huliguang@tom.com; jiangwei@mep.gov.cn;
ana.gomez-cobo@hse.gsi.gov.uk; Stephanie.HUGON@asn.fr; bannai-toshihiro@meti.go.jp;
jacques.devos@asn.fr; David Newland@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca; Bob.Yates@hse.gsi.gov.uk;
Jackson, Terry; luan.haiyan@sepa.gov.cn; Hayes(NRO), Michelle; Jackson, Christopher;
tapani.virolainen@stuk.fi; v.kolobov@gan.ru; olivier.gupta@asn.fr; xb.fang@163.com;
McKenna, Eileen; Marcel.deVos@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca; akane.kawasue@cao.go.jp;
akihide.hidaka@cao.go.jp; Williams, Donna; keijo.valtonen@stuk.fi; SRokita@nnr.co.za;
sebastien.crombez@asn.fr; Curran, Gordon

Subject: FW: UK ONR Safety reviews post Fukushima

Dear MDEP members,

Please find below links regarding statements from HSE on impacts on the GDA reviews and the events in Fukushima.

Best Regards.

Larry

From: Dave.Watson hse. asi.ciov.uk [mailto: Dave.Watson(hse.gsi.gov.uk1
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 18:53
To: BURKHART Lawrence, NEA/SURN; GRESS Philippe, NEA/SURN
Subject: UK ONR Safety reviews post Fukushima

Larry

I provide here an advice note for you to circulate to MDEP colleagues about our plans for safety reviews in light of
Fukushima, and the resultant impact on our GDA work on new reactors.

The Chief Inspector is leading a safety review to look at the lessons learned from Fukushima and implications for existing
UK sites and for the new build programme. As a result, we will not now be concluding our GDA Step 4 in June 2011 as
previously planned.

1(



Our-public statements are as follows:

Chief Inspectors safety review:

http://www. hse.ciov. uk/nuclear/fukushima/statement-2903 11 htm

Impact on GDA:-

http://www.hse.qov.uk/newreactors/qda-iapan.htm

Thanks

D e Watson Office for Nuclear Regulation
M Superintending Inspector Rglto

Office for Nuclear Regulation An agency of HSE
Generic Design Assessment
4.N.G Redgrave Court, c
Merton Road, Bootle 120

T: + 13592
Email: dave.watson(&hse.asi.aov.uk

To find out more about Generic Design Assessment (GDA) - log onto: www.hse.qov.uklnewreactors/index.htm

Receive the latest news and information on GDA - subscribe to our free e:mail bulletin -
http://www.hse.gov.uk/newreactors/ebulletin.htm

Please note : Incoming and outgoing email messages are routinely monitored for compliance with our policy on the use of electronic communications
and may be automatically logged, monitored and / or recorded for lawful purposes by the GSI service provider.

Interested in Occupational Health and Safety information?

Please visit the HSE website at the following address to keep yourself up to date

www.hse.qov.uk

Or contact the HSE Infoline on 0845 345 0055 or email hse.infoline•.connauqht.plc.uk

The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
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See, Kenneth

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

See, Kenneth
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 6:21 PM
Cubbage, Amy
Chokshi, Nilesh; Raione, Richard
Task force Presentation on Flood Hazards
KSee Flood Hazard Presentation to Japan Task Force.pptx

Amy,

Here is my presentation for tomorrow. I have already printed out 10 color handouts.

Ken

Kenneth R. See, P.E.
Senior Hydrologist
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Division of Site and Environmental Reviews
Hydrologic Engineering Branch
(301)415-1508
kenneth.see@nrc.gov
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Flood Hazards

Ken See, Jill Caverly
Hydrologic Engineering Branch

OFFICAL USE ONLY-SENSITIVE INTERNAL
INFORMATION

Intro Summary

* Regulations / Guidance Documents

* Definitions
* Review Topics in Hydrology

* Research on Dam Breach
* Lessons Learned from Ongoing Reviews
" Potential Issues
* Q&A
" Written Final Exam
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NRC Regulations and Guides

* 10 CFR 20.1406 - Minimization of Contamination

10CFR50-AppendixA
GDC 2 - Design bases for protection against natural phenomena
GDC 4 - Environmental and dynamic effects design bases
GDC 5 - Sharing of structures, systems, and components
GDC 44 - Cooling water

* 10 CFR 50 - Appendix B (Quality Assurance Criteria)

* 10 CFR 100 Reactor Site Criteria

NUREG 800
Site Characteristics and Site Parameters - Hydrology Sections

2.4.1 - Hydrologic Description
2.4.2 - Floods
2.4.3 - Probable Maximum Flood
2.4.4 - Potential Dam Failures
2.4.5 - Probable Maximum surge and Seiche
2.4.5 - Probable Maximum Tsunami Hazard

Definition of Hydrology

The science dealing with the properties, distribution, and circulation of water.

Hydrologic Cycle

Sorce: . Uniersity of Saskatchewan. Centi, tor Hydrology, accessed 3/17/08
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Definition of Engineering Hydrology

An applied Earth science using hydrologic principles to solve
engineering problems arising from human use of water resources.

Gravity Dam

Penstocks

Pumping Station

Mississippi River Basin (1,245,000 sq mi)

Ohio River Basin (189,422 sq mi)

Harris NPP Watershed (-73 sq mi)

Catchments

Catchment - a portion of the earths surface that collects
precipitation and runoff and concentrates it at its furthest
downstream point (outlet).

Watershed - typically used to describe a small catchment.

Basin - typically used to describe a large catchment.

3
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, I i.`.Il Extreme Precipitation

The world record for most precipitation in a
72-hour period was when the French island
of La Reunion recorded 12.9 feet of rain. La
Reunion is a small island in the South Indian
Ocean east of Madagascar. La Reunion
already held the world record for a 3-day
precipitation event, the 10.6 feet that fell
during January 1980 in Tropical Cyclone
Hyacinthe

Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP)

10 CFR 100.20(c)(3) /10 CFR 50 App A GDC 2/
10 CFR 52.17 (ESP) and 52.79 (COL)
SRP Section 2.4.2 and 2.4.3

The PMP is defined as "theoretically, the greatest depth
of precipitation for a given duration that isiphysically
possible over a given area at a particular geographic
location at a certain time of year." HMR 55A

Extreme Floods

Probable Maximum Flood (PMF)

10 CFR 100.20(c)(3) / 10 CFR 50AppA GDC 2/
10 CFR 52.17 (ESP) and 52.79 (COL)
SRP Section 2.4.2 and 2.4.3

The PMF is "the flood that may be expected from the
most severe combination of critical meteorological and
hydrologic conditions that are reasonably possible in
the region." EM 1110-2-1417.

Typical return period of 10:000 to 10,000,000 yrs

hffn IIrJ m,•fln• iA [mJnw/fl•,• hfm

hftp./WN.whI floa gvftf arWFAM -awain pflpýwf-byz

hftp I/mo -W-trugsgooRepOfl/ 993-Floodi
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Section 2.4.2 Floods

General Review Areas:

>Flood history at the site

SIdentification of potential mechanisms
for flooding at the site

)Computation of local-intense (<1 mi 2

PMP) precipitation using HMRs.

2.4.2 Floods (contd.)

* Local Flooding & Drainage Design

* Stream Flooding

• Surges

" Seiches

* Tsunami

* Seismically Induced Dam Failures

5
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2.4.2 Floods (contd.)

* Flooding Caused by Landslides

" Effects of Ice Formation
- Anchor or frazil ice on intakes, ice dams

• Combined Events Criteria

" Other Site-Related Evaluation
Criteria

2.4.3 Probable Maximum Flood

1 Design Bases for Flooding in Streams & Rivers
" Computation of the PMP over the watershed
* Computation of the PMF maximum water

level at the site in combination with other
effects (wind wave, surge, etc - See
ANS/ANSI 2.8)

" Dynamic effects of the flood on SSCs
important to Safety.
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2.4.3 Probable Maximum Flood (contd.)

2. Design Bases for Site Drainage

" Produced by 2.4.2 local-intense precipitation
" Potential effects of erosion and sedimentation
* Rainfall-runoff processes are modeled to

estimate flooding conditions at the site.

2.4.4 Potential Dam Failures

•Severe Breaching of an Upstream Dam
;,Domino Type or Cascading Dam

Failures
>,Dynamic Effects on Structures
•Loss of Water Supply due to Failure of

Downstream Dam.
)Effects of Erosion and Sedimentation
)Failure of On-Site Water Control or

Storage Structure
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Teton Dam Failure

Potential Dam Failures

10 CFR 100.23(d) / 10 CFR 50
App A GDC 2 and GDC 44 /
10 CFR 52.17 (ESP) and 52.79
(COL)
SRP Section 2.4.4

Teton Dam Failure 1 - View northwest toward right abutment probably
between 10:30 and 11 AM. The leak is the dark brown streak on the dam
face near the gray bedrock in the left half of the photo. The speck above
the leak near the top of the dam is a D-9 bulldozer that is heading down
to the leak, Photo by Mrs. Eunice Olson, 5 June 1976.

Teton Dam Failure

Teton Dam Failure 15 - View northwest toward the breach. The canyon floor is flooded from bank to
bank, and all works there are completely inundated. Photo by Mrs. Eunice Olson, 5 June 1976.
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Uncertainty in Dam Failures

Von Tmo Gjktt. (I MO) Froenfichc (1335) Rectaimauon I 13M)
'3. 00/"3
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SViOngoing Research
731 Video of Dam Piping Test
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Ongoing Research
" ?Video of Overtopping Test

Review Process Lessons Learned

" Confirmatory analyses and sensitivity analyses need to
be performed by NRC/contractor.

" Keep accurate documentation of the review process
and interactions with the Applicant.

• Pay attention to interfaces and scenarios.
" Pay attention to datums, references, units.
" When available cross-reference operating plants

FSARs and SERs.
" Cross reference with DCD Tier 1 and Tier 2 information.
" Question validity of methods, assumptions,

extrapolations, constants and coefficients.
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Potential Issues

(1~2

A recent e-mail.

I think perhaps we are getting
carried away with our focus on
PMP. PMP is only one part of the
flooding analysis and probably the
not weakest link. Recall that the
design basis floods for many of the
existing plants were determined
from area-discharge envelope
curves, not from an analysis that
routed the PMP through the basin
and down to the site. I'm more
comfortable with the level of
conservatism in PMP than I am
with the level of conservatism in
the envelope curve approach.

...... .. ...
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)

Temporary flood protection
measures are now being put
to use at TVA and Oconee.
Licensees may propose
using them permanently.

RAIs have been issued for
Watts Bar 2.

Questions?
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Chakrabarti, Samir

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ASCE SmartBrief [asce@smartbrief.com]
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:24 AM
Chakrabarti, Samir
$2.1 B BART extension moving to final design phase

Reading- this -on a mobile device? Try our optimized mobile version here: http://r.smar

APRIL 6, 2011 SIGN UP I FORWARD I ARCHIVE I ADVERTISE

A SOF CIVIL ENGINEERS

News for and about the civil engineering community Search past news 0

Top Story
A6 sueiimediun

Sponsored by: *5CCFS%_r0kS "I"nT -
$2.1B BART extension moving to final design phase
Federal authorities have approved California's $2.1B Bay Area Rapid Transit extension from
Fremont, through San Jose and into Santa Clara County. This allows the project to progress to
the final design stage. The approval means that groundbreaking may start early in 2012. The
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority, which handles the administration of the project,
said about 2,500 construction jobs and 7,000 permanent jobs will be created as a result of the
project. American City Business Journals/San Jose, Calif. (4/5) Share: ]l l .lL

Master social media by learning from the best
The fully online Social Media Success summit will help you master
social media marketing with extensive case studies and how-to
sessions from actual social media experts and book authors. Register
today for 500/o off discount!

I Infrastructure Watch -I

Upgrades to Amtrak's NE Corridor, Gateway Project could cost $1.3B
Amtrak is looking for $1.3 billion in federal aid to improve its two key projects. The plan
includes $450 million for the Northeast Corridor to improve the Philadelphia-to-New-York route
and increase the speed of trains on those tracks. It also includes funds for the "Gateway
Project" that would enhance reliabilIIty into New York City and raise capacity on the line. The
Philadelphia Inquirer (4/5) Share: [l1 V I

Obama and Republicans remain far apart as shutdown deadline looms

1



A White House meeting between President Barack Obama and Republican congressional leaders
ended without agreement on breaking a budget deadlock that threatens to shut down the
government. The sides remained billions of dollars apart. The government will suspend
noncritical functions at midnight Friday if Congress does not extend spending authority. The
Washington Post (4/5), The Hill (4/5), Politico (Washington, D.C.) (4/6) shf-are:l-flýi•

Wall of sewage treatment plant in Tenn. collapses; kills 2
A containment tank at a sewage treatment plant in Gatlinburg, Tenn., gave way on Tuesday,
killing two workers and sending sewage flowing into a small river. The cause of the plant
breakdown is still under investigation. The Knoxville News-Sentinel (Tenn.) (free registration)
(4/5) Share: il I[WE ý

Other News

Nevada DOT awards M72M design-build contract for 1-80 upgrades
Reno Gazette-Journal (Nev.)/The Associated Press (4/6) Share: kIj[1T IVL

Japan's first supplementary reconstruction budget set at $35.2B
JapanToday.com (4/6)St~WiI: [ iLl

I Trns Telholge

Reactor leaks sealed, contaminated water to be dumped in the sea
TEPCO says it has finally plugged the leaks in its damaged nuclear reactors after injecting the
cracks with liquid glass mixed with a hardening medium. Despite the cracks being closed,
TEPCO will still need to pump some contaminated water into the sea. Company officials are
waiting for the arrival of a tanker ship to hold the contaminated seawater while TEPCO builds
tanks that will contain radioactive water in the future. Reuters (4/6), The Gazette
(Montreal)/Reuters (4/6) Share: • l IL

Other News

Christchurch's quake-damaged high-rise buildings may take 5 years to fix
Stuff (New Zealand) (4/6) l

Damaged sewers pose maior problem for Christchurch
3 News (New Zealand) (4/6) share: W i: .!A

I Sustainable Development -I

Adding hydropower to fed dams in the West could power 85,000 homes
As many as 70 government-owned dams in the western U.S. have the potential to generate
electricity to power 85,000 households if hydropower generators are added, according to a
report by the Bureau of Reclamation. The report studied 530 sites in the agency's jurisdiction.
"Adding hydropower capability at existing Reclamation facilities is a cost-effective and
environmentally sustainable way to build our clean energy economy," said Anne Castle
assistant interior secretary for water and science. Sustainable Industries (4/5) Sharafe. 1Wi 0

NRC says Japan's nuclear plant poses new threats
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission released an assessment of Japan's nuclear issues that
says there are more risks and concerns than had been thought. Information for the report came
from U.S. engineers sent to the country to provide help with the crisis. "This paints a very

2



different picture, and suggests that things are a lot worse," said David Lochbaum, a nuclear
engineer involved in the assessment. "They could still have more damage in a big way if some
of these things don't work out for them." The New York Times (tiered subscription model) (4/5)

Share: Um Q~{fl1

Large law firms signs "green lease" for 7 World Trade Center office
Green leasing language plays a pivotal role in the lease contract between the WilmerHale law
firm and Silverstein Properties for 210,000 square feet of the 7 World Trade Center. This
agreement sets a precedent for building owners and tenants who would like to invest in
sustainable initiatives in their office spaces. Phrases in the lease empower the building's
management to pursue energy efficient improvements, the costs and benefits of which shall be
shared by owners and tenants. Grain's New York Business (4/5) SKtare: UM fe. i

-Adacn th Prfsso 0-1

How informal science instruction is improving students' knowledge
Involving students in science learning outside of school is increasingly seen as an important
strategy for improving overall science achievement. Experts say opportunities abound in after-
school settings, museum programs, robotics and astronomy clubs and science competitions as
well as computer games and television programs. Some schools are partnering with outside
groups to enhance the study of science, technology, engineering and math, and educators have
begun working to develop ways to assess the impact of such programs on student learning.
Education Week (premium article access compliments of EdWeek.org) (4/6) Share: [U[] :Mf

3 tips for leading your peers more effectively
You can't lead peers in the same way you lead the people who report to you, writes John
Baldoni. You'll need to listen to their needs and be Willing to step aside at the appropriate time.
"With peers, you do not boss -- you lead -- and most often you do it by setting the right
example," he writes. SmartBrief/SmartBlog on Leadership (3/31) Share: [WE t I :l rAiC

Fetue Cotnt- I'For-UM2

7 Ways The iPad 2 Can Transform Your Business Alana Horowitz

Essential Tips: Take The Fear Out Of Networking Katie Morell

10 Tricks To Keeping Personal And Business Finances Separate Thursday Bram I

Why Always Being Available Is Killing Your Business Mike Michalowicz I

How To Launch Your First Social Media Campaign Anne Field I -

I New fromASCE0

Consider ASCE temporary health care benefits
If you are a member who is between jobs, recently retired, or has a college graduate who is
either still searching for work or doesn't qualify for employer health insurance for a few months,
then you should definitely consider low-cost Short-Term Medical Insurance from Assurant
Health. Get coverage as early as the next day, prescription drug coverage and card for instant
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savings (on average more than 30% off), up to 365 days of coverage (varies by state), and a
$2,000,000 lifetime maximum benefit. No one can afford to be without medical protection, and
for some, a Short-Term Medical plan may provide the solution. Contact an ASCE customer
service representative at 1-800-650-ASCE (2723) for complete information, or visit
asceinsurance.com. Stldfe: IBM C 4Jý

Nonm nations sought for the ofessionaD Practice Mks a Leadership
Awa rd
Help honor an engineer-leader for a specific accomplishment or for lifetime achievements that
demonstrate superior ethics and leadership while the individual participated in professional
practice or service to the public. ASCE and the American Society of Forensic Engineering urge
your nominations for the 2011 Professional Practice Ethics and Leadership Award. Put forward a
peer, mentor or supervisor who is a licensed professional engineer. The recipient will be
presented a certificate and honorarium. For more information and downloadable forms, visit the
official award page. Submit nominations to awardsbasce.orq by June 1. sham: E0Ft i

Learn more ASCE Home I Join ASCE I Jobs
about ASCE Training I Publications I Awards I Public Policy

Whos Hiring Today's Featured Listings OLb

Industry Job Listings

Job Title Company Nama Job Location

Geotechnical Enaineer, P.E. Featured ENCON International, Inc. El Paso, TX

Senior Proliect Manaoer / Engineer.
Civil Engineering. Oil and Gas AMEC Earth & Environmental Pittsburgh, PA

Telescope Structures GrouJ Leader TMT Observatory Corporation Pasadena, CA

Proiect Engineer SMECO US - MD - Hughesville

Howard A. Blitman. Jr. Career Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute US - Troy, NY
Develooment Chair

Faculty Position in Civil Engineering -
Geotechnical/Construction Wayne State University US - Detroit, Michigan
Manaaement Emphasis

Hiring? Put your job listing in front of top industry professionals.

• Click here to view ALL industry job listino
_J

• It is by means of my vices that I understand yours."
-- Ralph Waldo Emerson,

American writer
ED E-Mail this quote

This SmartBrief was created for sxc4@nrc.gov
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Kock, Andrea

From: Kock, Andrea
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Bozin, Sunny; Zorn, Jason
Subject: RE: DID U SEE THIS? Magnitude 7.4 earthquake hits off Japan coast

Yes... It looked like the expected tsunami and tremors were much smaller than the one that took out the plant,
though, so I was hoping the impact on Japan will be small.

Andrea Kock
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
TechnicalAssistant for Materials
Office of Commissioner Ostendorff
301-415-2896

From: Bozin, Sunny
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Kock, Andrea; Zorn, Jason
Subject: DID U SEE THIS? Magnitude 7.4 earthquake hits off Japan coast
Importance: High

From: Breskovic, Clarence
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 11:03 AM
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Magnitude 7.4 earthquake hits off Japan coast

Seattle Post Intelligencer

Updated 07:51 a.m., Thursday, April 7, 2011

TOKYO (AP) - Japan's northeastern coast has been rattled by a strong aftershock. The Japan meteorological
agency has issued a tsunami warning for a wave of up to one meter. The warning was issued for a coastal area
already ravaged by last month's tsunami.

Officials say the quake was a 7.4-magnitude and hit 25 miles (40 kilometers) under the water and off the coast
of Miyagi prefecture. The quake that preceded last month's tsunami was a 9.0-magnitude.

Buildings as far away as Tokyo shook for about a minute.

USGS Data: http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsww/Quakes/uscOOO2ksa.php#maps
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Freeman, Eric

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace [info@ceip.org]
Thursday, April 07, 2011 5:27 PM
Freeman, Eric
Bahrain, Iran, and Japan's Nuclear Crisis

Bahrain: Between the United
States and Saudi Arabia
Marina Ottaway I commentary

More on the Region

Democracy in the Arab
World (Mathews I PBS
NewsHour)

The protests in Bahrain are not only a
domestic struggle for political rights and liberal
reform, but also part of the country's sectarian
divide, writes Marina Ottaway. The protests are
reflective of the growing conflict between Saudi
Arabia and the United States-with Iran ready
to take advantage of the tension. I Read More

The Arab
Reawakening (Freeman
commentary)

What Does Auschwitz
Have to Do With
Benahazl? (Nalm I op-ed,
Huffington Post)

Follow Carnegie
D

FOCUS ON IRAN
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Will Fukushima Force Iran to
Reconsider Nuclear Program?
Sadjadpour, Vaez, and Ghadar I op-ed, Atlantic

In light of Japan's nuclear crisis, a growing
number of Iranian opinion makers are arguing that
Tehran's nuclear program is in fact endangering-
not enhancing-the security and economic well-
being of its citizenry, write Karim Sadjadpour, Ali
Vaez, and Fariborz Ghadar. I More

CARNEGIE COMMENTARY AND ANALYSIS

Nuclear Crisis in
Japan: Preliminary
Policy Implications for
China

-commentary I Kevin Tu explains that
the ongoing nuclear crisis in Japan is expected to
have a profound psychological impact on decision
makers and ordinary citizens in China, where the
world's most ambitious nuclear construction is
scheduled to unfold in the coming decade.

Most Popular
1. Bahrain: Between the
United States and Saudi
.Arabia

Ottaway I commentary

2. 2011 Carnegie
International Nuclear
Policy Conference
event, March 28-29

3. Can Non-Violent
Resistance Work in Iran?
event, March 25

4. Nuclear Crisis In Japan:
SPreliminary Policy

Implications for China
Tu I commentary

5. Iraq: Protest.
Democracy, and
Autocracy
Ottaway and Kaysi I
commentary

Too Big to Fail
op-ed, World Affairs Joumal IMichele
Dunne and Jeffrey Gedmin argue
that it is in the West's interest to
support Egypt for the long haul,
not only for the sake of Egypt's
establish a successful Arabcitizens but also to

democracy.

Belarus: Crushinq
Human Riqhts at Home?

i testimony I In the wake of December's presidential election in
Belarus and subsequent wave of political repression, Matthew
Roiansky outlines steps the West should take to respond to the
crackdown and lay the groundwork for positive, democratic

change in Belarus.

Carnegie Resources
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About the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
The Carnegle Endowment for Intemational Peace is a private, nonprofit organization dedicated to
advancing cooperation between nations and promoting active international engagement by the United
States. Founded In 1910, Its work Is nonpartisan and dedicated to achieving practical results.

As It celebrates Its Centennial, the Carnegie Endowment is pioneering the first global think tank, with
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the centers of world governance and the places whose political evolution and International policies
will most determine-the near-term possibilities for international peace and economic advance,

If you would no longer like to receive announcements from the Carnegie Endowment, Including event
Invitations and new publications, please elick here to unsubarIbe,

eric.freemanQnrc.gov is subscribed to receive announcements and Invitations from the
Carnegie Endowment.
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Clark, Theresa

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Hayden, Elizabeth
Thursday, April 07, 2011 9:20 AM
Clark, Theresa
Harrington, Holly
Request for Q&A review

Follow up
Completed

Theresa,

I would like you to take a look at the 100 questions and answers on NRR's SharePoint site for Japan and
identify:

1) Which ones are not already posted on the web (on Japan page under FAQs)

2) Which of the #1s are appropriate for the public website.

3) How the questions should be grouped that will go on the public website (e.g., Spent Fuel, NRC Assistance,
U.S. Plant Safety, etc)

OEDO is hot to trot to just slap up all the Q&A from the SharePoint site without checking to see if some are
already there and who they can best be organized for the public to find what they are looking for.

Thanks

Beth



Chakravorty, ManasI

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

EUCI Events [events@eucievents.com]
Thursday, April 07, 2011 10:45 AM
Chakravorty, Manas
The Lessons of Fukushima Daiichi: An In-Depth Technical Analysis Webinar

The Lessons of Fukushima Daiichi:

An In-Depth Technical Analysis

April 26, 2011 "" 12:00 - 1:30 PM Eastern Time

As the events at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant continue to unfold, this
webinar will address:

" The design of the plant, including its safety systems
* Damage to the plant caused by the earthquake and tsunami
" What it means to safely shut down a nuclear reactor
" How hydrogen gas is generated and the resulting explosions
* A timeline of events that occurred at Fukushima
" How different countries and agencies have responded to these events,

including the U.S. NRC
" How the Fukushima event will impact the nuclear power industry in the U.S.

and worldwide

As this is an ongoing event, the latest information and detail available will be
incorporated into the webinar.

PDF Brochure I Pricing and Registration

I Brws Al Evnt ByCtgr

Generation
Natural Gas
Nuclear
Coal
Future/Alternative Generation
Solar
Biomass
Hydro
Energy Storage
Transmission
Distribution
Security/Safety
Metering Technologqies
Demand Response, Energy
Efficiency
Environmental and Emissions

0~opc inld Markets and Trading
Risk Management
Rates. Finance and Accountina* The water-steam relation inside the BWR reactor

* What it means when the heat sink is lost by a combination of tripping the
turbine and the loss of both normal and emergency core cooling capability

" The steam-pressure build-up inside the reactor vessel, resulting in
uncovering the nuclear fuel

* The subsequent oxidation of the zircalloy fuel cladding
* The attempts to relieve the pressure, which also released explosive hydrogen

gas
" Release of volatile radioactive fission products
* The design of the spent fuel pool and why it became another challenge to

maintain it within its design basis

Full Agenda

....... I . ......... .... ... i i

* Billing/Customer
Service/Collections

* Communications/Marketingq
* Utility Business and

Management
* Human Resources
* Regulatory, Policy and Legal

Issues

I EnrieW el

IS intute -y

Sign up to get our "Energize Weekly"
newsletter and keep up with the latest
events in the energy industry. Energize
Weekly also contains a new conference
presentation each week on a relevant
industry topic.Howard L. Sobel, PE, Nuclear Consultant

Instructor Bio Sign Up Now
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Cook, Christopher

From: Cook, Christopher
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 11:46 AM
To: 'didier.champion@irsn.fr'
Cc: Hoc, PMT12
Subject: RE: Request concerning oceanic modelling

Dear Mr. Champion,
I just wanted to reciprocate on the contact information regarding ocean modeling. My email is below and our
Headquarters Operation Center email is listed on cc.
Best regards,
Chris

Christopher B. Cook
US NRC, Office of New Reactors
(301) 415-6397
Christopher.Cook@nrc.gov

From: CRISE Asn [mailto:Asn.CRISEsasn.fr]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Hoc, PMT12
Cc: CTCairsn.fr
Subject: Request concerning oceanic modelling

Following the phone call of this morning (Washington time), please find below the name of the point of contact
concerning modelling of radioactive elements dispersion in oceans.

Didier Champion head of Environment division at IRSN.
didier.champion@irsn.fr

Do not hesitate to contact us if you need additional information.

Regards

1



Cook, Christopher

From: Cook, Christopher
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 11:00 AM
To: Hoc, PMT12
Subject: RE: Request concerning oceanic modelling

I can contact Mr Champion at IRSN, but I have not received any information from NOAA or other federal
parties. Therefore, I have very little to report.

The latest email I received regarding the federal working group was from yesterday... USDA (Stephen Wixom)
said that they would be in touch in the next day or two. So far, no other contact. Nothing new from OSTP or
NOAA since PMT got me initially involved.

Please advise if you are aware of any calls or meetings that may be taking place today/tomorrow that I should
attend.

Chris

From: Hoc, PMT12
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 10:52 AM
To: Cook, Christopher
Subject: FW: Request concerning oceanic modelling

Hello. We were on a call with France, Canada, and the UK today. They sent this email with the name of someone you
may want to contact (depending on your direction) in France. They seem to have ocean modeling capability. Let us
know what you find out. Thanks.

From: CRISE Asn [mailto:Asn.CRISEOasn.fr]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Hoc, PMT12
Cc: CTCbirsn.fr
Subject: Request concerning oceanic modelling

Following the phone call of this morning (Washington time), please find below the name of the point of contact
concerning modelling of radioactive elements dispersion in oceans.

Didier Champion head of Environment division at IRSN.
didier.championC&irsn.fr

Do not hesitate to contact us if you need additional information.

Regards

I



Shuaibi, Mohammed

From: Johnson, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 4:35 PM
To: NRO SES Distribution
Subject: FW: Thursday, April 7, 2011 E-Reader
Attachments: Tab A 04-06-11 Inhofe 11-0195.pdf; Tab B 04-06-11 Laaksonen.pdf; Tab 0 03-31-11 Boxer

11-0198.pdf; dailymemos.doc

FYIA

From: McKelvin, Sheila
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 11:07 AM
To: Commission E-Reader Distribution; E-Reader Distribution
Subject: Thursday, April 7, 2011 E-Reader

Some of the information contained in the
Reader is not Publicly available.

If there are any questions, please contact SECY.

READING FILE

INDEX

April 7, 2011

INCOMING CORRESPONDENCE

Tab "A" 04/06/11 -

Tab "B" 04/06/11 -

Letter from Senator James Inhofe, expresses concerns stemming from the
confirmation in response to inquiries that NRC has been operating in a
state of emergency since the Tohoku Earthquake on March 11, 2011.

Letter from Jukka Laaksonen, provides a Statement, "NEVER AGAIN: An
Essential Goal for Nuclear Safety," to express concern about the future of
nuclear power...

Tab "C" 03/31/11 - Letter from Senator Barbara Boxer, writing to request records concerning
the NRC's recent decisions on the Yucca Mountain repository.

OUTGOING CORRESPONDENCE

None

1
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April 6, 2011

The Honorable Gregory B. Jaczko
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Jaczko,

I appreciate your hard work on the nuclear accident at the Fukushima power plant, and
your efforts to help the public understand its implications for the American nuclear power fleet.
I do want to raise concerns about some aspects of your response, with the hope that you can
resolve them fully and quickly.

My concerns stem from the confirmation in response to my staff's inquiries that the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission has been operating in a state of emergency since the Tohoku
Earthquake on March 11, 2011. In particular, I question whether:

1) You may not have followed law as it pertains to the delineation of emergency
authority as provided in Reorganization Plan #1 of 1980 (PL 98-614); and

2) This action may have reduced the contributions of your experienced colleagues
in monitoring the event and in decision-making.

Section 3 of the Reorganization Plan # 1 states that the functions transferred to the
Chairman are those pertaining to an emergency concerning a particular facility or materials
licensed or regulated by the NRC. Your Congressional Affairs staff indicated that you invoked
these powers when the NRC Operations Center entered "monitoring mode" at 9:46 AM on
March 1 1 th in reaction to the Tohoku Earthquake and resulting potential tsunami threat to U.S.
plants. At this time, the crisis is unfolding in Japan and I am not aware that you issued any
warnings to any U.S. licensee or regulated facility since March 1 Ih. On the contrary, you have
repeatedly stated publicly that U.S. nuclear plants are safe and indicated, as has the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, that any radiation resulting from the Fukushima nuclear
accident that reaches the U.S. will not be significant enough to impact public health. Given what
has transpired, it would be helpful if you could provide the basis for your invocation of
emergency authority.

Secondly, if your basis for invoking emergency authoritywas the potential threat of a
tsunami affecting nuclear plants in California, that threat ceased on March 1 1 h. Please provide
your rationale for continuing to exercise emergency authority after March 1 1ih and your

PNINTED ON VCyCLE0D PAPER



Chairman Gregory Jaczko
April 6, 2011
Page 2

expectations for when and under what conditions you anticipate returning the agency to non-
emergency status,

,Section 3 of Reorganization Plan #1 also states that the functions transferred to the
Chairman in an emergency include declaring, responding, issuing orders, etc., relative to the
emergency incident. Since March 2 81h was the first indication my staff received regarding your
exercise of emergency authority-and apparently no public declaration was made--I am
concerned that any effort by you to declare an emergency has been less than ideal, especially
given your commitment to openness and transparency.

Lastly, Section 3 of Reorganization Plan #1 states that the Chairman shall, to the
maximum extent possible, inform the Commission of actions taken relative to the emergency.
On March 30, my staff queried all four of your fellow commissioners regarding their knowledge
of any such declaration. All four offices indicated that none of the commissioners received any
communication from you declaring your intent to exercise emergency powers. It would be
helpful if you could provide an explanation as to why the commissioners were apparently not
informed of your action.

By April 8th, please provide the information requested above and any legal analysis
prepared prior to March 30, 2011 that supports the transfer of functions from the Commission to
you including the basis for continuing to exercise those powers.

I look forward to working with you as the NRC addresses the Japan nuclear accident, and
to ensure the safety of the nation's nuclear fleet.

Sincerely,

James M. Inhofe
Ranking Member
Committee on Environment and Public Works

Cc: Commissioner Svinicki
Commissioner Apostolakis
Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff



April 6. 2011

Director General
International Atomic Energy Agency
Vicnna International Centre
A-1400 Vienna, Austria

Dear Mr. Arnano:

I am writing to you on behalf of an ad hoc group of nuclear safety experts from various countries
that for many years have been engagcd in research and development. design. construction.
operation. management and salety regulation of" nuclear power plants. We have prepared a
Statement. "NE\V'R AGAIN: An Essential Goal Ibr Nuclear Safety" to express our deep
concern about the future of nucle"r power in vicw of the consequences of the earthquake and
tsunami at the Fukushirna-Daiichi NIT in Japan. A copy of'the Statement is atiached.

Although comprehensive analysis of this tragic event is not feasible at the moment dUe 1o lack of
complete data on the events that occurred, we vwish to voice our opinion about severe accidents at
civilian nuclear power planls and suggest additional measures to avoid them iln light o(" the
experience so far gained at Fukushima. In our Statement. we review the many advances in
nuclear safety that were realized after the accidents at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl. We
hoped these advances would relegate severe nuclear accidents to history. Nevcrtheless, another
one has happened. Why'?

A detailed analysis based on more data is needed to give a full answer to this question. but some
preliminary observations deserve to hc made now. Accordingly. our Statement describes
measures that should be considered. Ibr both operating and new nuclear power plants. by the
organizations that own and operate these plants and those that oversee their safety.

We hope that Our recommendations will be accepted for consideration by national authorities, the
nuclear industry, the conferees at the Chernobyl-25 Conference in Kiev this month, and the
conferees at the IAEA Ministerial Conferenc e in Vienna in Rune.

We are always ready to share our experience and expertise to assist in developing and
implementing these and other recommendations to reach our common goal - to "Never Again"
experience severe accidents and. as defense in depth. to effTectively respond to them should they
nevertheless occur.

Sincerely. on behalf of the ad hoc group.

J ukka Laaksonen



STATEMENT

NEVER AGAIN: An Essential Goal for Nuclear Safety

The people listed below are nuclear safety experts from various countries that for many

years have been engaged in research and development, design, construction, operation,
management and safety regulation of nuclear power plants (NPPs). We express here our deep
concern about the future of nuclear power in view of the consequences of the earthquake and
tsunami at the Fukushima-Daiichi NPP in Japan. We are confident that only nuclear power
that avoids being a threat to the health and safety of the population and to the environment is
acceptable to society. Although comprehensive analysis of this tragic event is not feasible at
the moment due to lack of complete data on the events that occurred, we wish to voice our
opinion about severe accidents at civilian nuclear power plants and suggest additional
measures to avoid them in light of the experience so far gained at Fukushima. First, we
review the improvements made in safety due to earlier severe accidents.

The accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) Unit 2 (USA, 1979) did not cause injuries of
the plant personnel or the population. There was no significant radioactive contamination
outside the plant. Even so, the accident caused a reduction of investments in new NPPs due to
a decreased interest from private investors. Studies of the accident confirmed the robustness
of safety principles employed in the design of that type of NPP. At the same time, the
accident revealed significant weaknesses in the implementation of those principles, including

design of instrumentation and controls, operating procedures and the realism of the analyses
supporting them, personnel training, and feedback of operating experience. Lessons learned
from the accident allowed improvements with regard to human factors (how people and NPPs
relate), design-specific probabilistic safety assessments, emergency preparedness, and safety
systems. This accident also led the nuclear industry to design new NPPs that include passive
safety features not dependent on the availability of electrical or mechanical equipment.

The accident at Chernobyl Unit 4 (USSR, 1986) was the largest in history. The spread
of the accident to the other reactors at the plant was prevented but cost the lives of thirty-one
members of plant personnel and firemen. There was widespread radioactive contamination

over large parts of Europe. Many thousand people had to be relocated from their homes near
the plant. Regionally, the accident produced excess thyroid cancers and other negative effects
on human health and had a large psychological impact on the public. The accident also had
significant political resonance. The design of the reactor at Chernobyl was very different
from the light-water reactors at TMI and Fukushima. Studies of the Chernobyl accident

highlighted significant design deficiencies (core instability, inadequate design of control rods,
unsatisfactory characteristics of confinement) as well as deficiencies in safety culture in the
former Soviet Union. In harmony with international guidance and in compliance with
upgraded national safety standards, significant modernization was achieved in NPPs in the
former Soviet Union. Moreover, the IAEA International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group
(INSAG) issued reports on the accident and developed Guidance on General Safety
Principles and Safety Culture for improving NPP safety worldwide. The nuclear industry
created the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) for a continuous review and
feedback of nuclear power plant operating experience.
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On learning the lessons from these accidents, the approaches to safety regulation and
NPP design were upgraded, and an international nuclear safety regime based on the Nuclear
Safety Convention and other international accords was established. The fundamental
principle of safety culture has become a daily routine.

International cooperation was strengthened to improve the fundamental requirements
and criteria to ensure safety of nuclear power and to incorporate them into the design basis of
NPPs of the next generations. The Nuclear Safety Convention also called for reviewing the
safety of existing NPPs to identify and implement reasonably practical improvements.

The importance of nuclear education and training was acknowledged, which led to the
establishment of the World Nuclear University (WNU) and the creation of regional nuclear
education networks in different parts of the world.

Severe nuclear accidents seemed to have gone to history. Nevertheless, another one has
happened. Why?

A detailed analysis based on more data is needed to give a full answer, but some
preliminary observations deserve to be made now. On one hand, the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki
Earthquake on March 11, 2011 shows that nuclear power plants are capable of withstanding
some catastrophic natural events better than many other manmade objects. On the other hand,
it appears that, in the siting and design of the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear plants, an unlikely
combination of low-probability events (historic earthquake plus historic tsunami leading to
loss of all electrical power) was not taken sufficiently into account.

In fact, complex combinations of initiating events unforeseen in plant designs resulted
in all the severe accidents described above. In addition, these accidents took emergency
responders outside the range of circumstances for which they were trained and equipped.
Moreover, hindsight shows that relatively inexpensive improvements, detectable by more
extensive analysis beforehand, may have avoided these accidents altogether.

These observations lead us to conclude that more can be done to prevent severe
accidents and to limit their consequences should they nevertheless occur. We know that due
to a natural tendency of human beings for complacency, the nuclear safety regime can erode;
i.e., if we do not continuously pursue safety, we can loose safety. There are occasional signs
that national and international safety assessments and peer review missions are becoming
more focused on demonstrating that safety is satisfactory and in compliance with national and
international standards than on finding and correcting deficiencies, be they in design,
operation, or the standards themselves. Therefore, we need to reinforce our dedication, not
only in words but also in actions towards a questioning attitude, thereby assuring continuous
improvement in the safety of NPPs.

Thus, there is a need to continue to audit and improve the safety culture at all levels of
nuclear power management and regulation, achieve due attention to detail, implement
effective programs to identify, analyze and correct safety deficiencies, and effectively
manage nuclear knowledge.

Special attention should be paid to the quality of personnel training for nuclear power.
To achieve this goal, NPP vendor countries should establish centers to train specialists for
nuclear technology in recipient countries. Top professionals involved in nuclear power
generation should not only "know what" and "know how" but also "know why" in order to
deliver difficult and critical decisions in time to deal with unforeseen circumstances. In
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addition, regulatory organizations should improve the effectiveness of expert missions and
inspections, and guarantee openness and honesty in reporting the findings of such inspections
to the public. Routine inspections are important; however, even more important is the
capability to recognize early indications of low probability incidents or circumstances.

In addition to further measures to prevent severe accidents, more must be done to limit
the consequences of such accidents if they occur. It is important to finalize the in-depth safety
assessments of severe accident vulnerabilities for each NPP plant design and to develop
severe accident management provisions for all operating nuclear reactors. Measures for
accident management should be supported with robust technical capabilities, backup
equipment, and procedures for restoration of core heat removal before the onset of fuel
melting._Plant staff should be well trained in flexible severe accident management.

Renewed attention should be given to general safety requirements for plants built to
earlier safety standards in view of the considerable remaining operating time envisaged for
many such plants. A more internationally harmonized approach in this area should be sought.
In light of the common mode failure of redundant safety systems (electric power) caused by
the tsunami at Fukushima, authorities should ask to what extent this failure and other
common mode failure vulnerabilities in operating plants might be revealed by current
technology.

The safety requirements for future NPPs should be refined to assure that their backup
cooling systems are able to operate for a long enough time following a complete loss of
on-site and off-site power. These future NPPs should be able to promptly restore or
compensate for lost power. Passive systems and advanced technologies for system
engineering, materials, information management and communications should be applied to
new NPPs. New plants should be sited away from areas of extreme natural and manmade
hazards. Risk assessments and risk governance should be used for optimization of plant
design and operation but not substitute for deterministic safety justifications. The next-
generation NPPs should ensure safety even if operating personnel are not able to provide
immediate response in an emergency.

The responsibility and qualifications of government and corporate officials involved in
nuclear safety-related decision-making should be reviewed and enhanced by national
authorities where needed. National nuclear institutions in all countries, including nuclear
safety regulators, should be accountable for their actions and transparent in nuclear safety
communications so that they receive and deserve the trUst" of the public. It is necessary to
ensure that national nuclear safety regulators in all countries are fully independent in their
decision-making on nuclear safety and to assure their competence, resources and enforcement
authorities. Insurance premiums for all NPP owners should be tied to plant safety
performance.

The safety of nuclear power goes beyond national boundaries. Appropriate measures to
further strengthen the international nuclear safety regime should be identified and
implemented after proper discussions, whether it will be within the framework of the Nuclear
Safety Convention, the IAEA, regional bodies like the EU or industry organizations like
WANO. A critical question should be what measures would be most effective in further
promoting a high level of nuclear safety worldwide. Would it be to create new international
frameworks, for example in the shape of an international regulatory agency entrusted with
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issuing binding international safety standards and performing compulsory inspections, or
would it be to further develop and strengthen existing frameworks, emphasizing national
responsibilities in combination with rigorous international peer reviews? It is to be expected
that the international conference to be convened at the IAEA in Vienna in June of this year
will provide a starting point for discussions of such measures.

Requirements for new countries wishing to start using nuclear power should be
developed and incorporated into the international nuclear safety regime. Such countries must.
demonstrate their ability to uphold high international standards with regard to safety, security
and non-proliferation over the lifetime of their nuclear power programs.

We hope that our recommendations will be accepted for consideration by national
authorities and international organizations and that concerted measures will be developed.
We are always ready to share our experience and expertise to assist in developing and
implementing these and other recommendations to reach our common goal - to "Never
Again" experience severe accidents in the future and, as defense in depth, to effectively
respond to them should they nevertheless occur.

The following people assisted in the formulation of this Statement and concur in its
issuance.

Adolf Germany Professor Emeritus, Technical University of Munich; former
Birkhofer member and chair, INSAG; former chair, German Reactor

Safety Commission; former chair, Committee on Safety of
Nuclear Installations of OECD

Agustin Spain Former member, INSAG; former member, director and
Alonso commissioner of Spanish Regulatory Institution; vice chair,

Committee on Safety of Nuclear Installations of OECD
KunMo Republic Former member, INSAG; former minister, Science &
Chung of Korea Technology, Republic of Korea; former president, Korean

Academy of Science & Technology; former president, General
Conference, IAEA; former vice chair, World Energy Council

Harold USA Former director, office of nuclear reactor regulation, US
Denton Nuclear Regulatory Commission and President Carter's

representative at TMI during the accident
Lars Sweden Former member, INSAG; former director general, Swedish
H6gberg Nuclear Power Inspectorate; former chair, steering committee,

OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
Anil India Former member, INSAG, former chairman, Atomic Energy
Kakodkar Commission of India
Georgy Ukraine Former head, nuclear power and industry department, USSR
Kopchinsky Council of Ministers; former vice chair, Ukrainian nuclear

regulatory authority
Jukka Finland Vice-chair, INSAG; director general, Finnish Radiation &
Laaksonen Nuclear Safety Authority; chair, Western European Nuclear

Regulatory Association (WENRA); former chair, NEA
Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA)

Salomon USA Former member, INSAG; former design and manufacturing
Levy manager, General Electric Atomic Power Equipment Division;

'honorary member, ASME
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Roger USA Former director of reactor systems safety division and leader,
Mattson TMI Lessons Learned Task Force, US Nuclear Regulatory

Commission; working group co-chair, INSAG-3
Victor Russia Professor, National Nuclear Research University (MEPHI);
Murogov director, Russian Association Nuclear Science and Education;

former director, Institute of Physics and Power Engineering
(IPPE); former deputy director general for nuclear power,
IAEA

Nikolai Russia Member, Russian Academy of Science; former deputy
Ponomarev- director, Kurchatov Institute
Stepnoy
Victor Russia Correspondent member of Russian Academy of Science;
Sidorenko former member, INSAG; former deputy director, Kurchatov

Institute; former deputy Chairman of the USSR nuclear
regulatory authority; former deputy minister of nuclear power
of the USSR and Russia

Nikolai Ukraine Former member, IAEA Standing Advisory Group on Nuclear
Steinberg Energy; former chief engineer, Chernobyl NPP; former deputy

chairman of USSR nuclear regulatory authority; former
chairman of Ukrainian nuclear regulatory authority; former
deputy minister of fuel & power of Ukraine

Pierre France Former member, INSAG; former inspector general of nuclear
Tanguy safety, Electricitd de France

Jurgis Lithuania Member of Lithuanian Academy of Science; former director,
Vilemas Lithuanian Energy Institute
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March 31. 2011

The Honorable Gregory Jaczko
Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Honorable Chairman Jaczko:

As Chairman of the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, which has jurisdiction
over safety issues with nuclear energy, I am writing to request records concerning the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's (NRC) recent decisions on the Yucca Mountain repository.

For many years I have expressed grave concerns regarding the Yucca Mountain project. Storing
nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain presents many serious problems, included transporting
thousands of shipments of high-level radioactive waste through heavily-populated communities
and predictions that Yucca Mountain will leak radiation into groundwater that will migrate into
California. Groundwater in California is a precious resource that is used for drinking water and
that can be a source of surface waters used by both people and wildlife.

The recent catastrophe in Japan triggered by the earthquake highlights another serious danger of
the Yucca Mountain project. The United States Geological Survey (USGS) ranks Nevada as one
of the top states at risk of earthquakes -- Nevada is ranked fourth out of the fifty states, having
experienced almost 800 carthquakes'from 1974 and 2003. The USGS has also found that Yucca
Mountain is in an area with earthquake faults, including a fault that runs under the project.

After years of mounting safety concerns, the NRC's FY 2011 Congressional Budget Justification
finally described the government's plans for the orderly closure of the Yucca Mountain licensing
activities. This is welcome news in light of the years of controversy surrounding this project and
recent tragic events.

In an effort to benefit from the work that went into the final decision, I request all documents,
discussions and communications (hereafter "information") related to the NRC's decision to
undertake this orderly closure. The NRC's response to this request should include but not be
limited to all information related to the NRC's decisions on the license application, information
concerning interactions between NRC and the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, votes by NRC
commissioners related to this issue, information related to Yucca Mountain's Safety Evaluation
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Reports (including Volume III and any subsequent document), information on the use of Nuclear
Waste Fund resources and all other such information related to this issue. Please contact Kathy
Dedrick or Grant Cope (202/224-8832) with any questions.

Sincerely,

Barbara Boxer
Chairman



LIMITED DISTRIBUTION COMMISSIONERS - OFFICES ONLY
SECY DAILY REPORT - April 7, 2011

1. OCA to Comrs dtd 04106111 - Final Written Testimony for the Hearing
Before the House Committee on Energy and Commerce, Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations Regarding NRC Response to Recent Nuclear
Events in Japan.

2. OCA to Comrs. dtd 04/04111 - Final Written Statement for Briefing Before
the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources Regarding NRC
Response to Recent Nuclear Events in Japan and the Continuing Safety of
the U.S. Commercial Nuclear Reactor Fleet.

3. OCA to Comrs dtd 04104111 - Final Written Testimony for the Hearing
Before the House Appropriations Committee, Subcommittee on Energy and
Water Regarding Fiscal Year 2012 Budget Request.

4. OCA to Comrs. dtd 04/04/11 - Final Written Testimony for the Hearing
Before the House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure,
Subcommittee on Economic Development, Public Buildings, and
Emergency Management Regarding Nuclear Safety in Light of the Impact of
Natural Disasters on Japanese Nuclear Facilities.

5. OCA to Comrs dtd 03/30/11 - Final Written Testimony for the Hearing
Before the Senate Appropriations Committee, Subcommittee on Energy
and Water Development, Regarding Recent Events in Japan.

6. EDO to Comrs. dtd 03/29111 -- Recommendation on Whether Additional
Action is Needed to Ensure Agreement State License Data is Available and
Updated for License Verification Purposes.



White, Bernard

From: UxC News [news@uxc.com]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 1:57 PM
To: White, Bernard
Subject: UxC News Headlines - April 8, 2011

UNews Headlines,
I NEWS HEADLINES Ux PRICES IUX WEEKLY IUXC CLIENT IUxC PUBLIC

.. .... . .. . .. i ........ ......... . . .. . ., . . . . .. ... .. ....... . . .. .. ... .. ...6:.. .. .. . ....... . . .. .~w ed i e

Title: Japan Weighs Wider Evacuation Zone
Desc: Japan recalculating risks of radioactivity, may extend evacuation zone around Fukushima Daiichi plant.
Date: April 8, 2011
Source: Wall Street Journal
Link: http://online.wsi.com/article/SB10001424052748704013604576248204196506240.html

Title: Water leaked at Japan's Onagawa nuclear plant
Desc: Tohoku Electric Power reports water leak from three spent fuel pools at Onagawa plant.
Date: April 8, 2011
Source: Reuters
Link: httD :l/www.reuters.com/article/2011/04/08/iagan-leak-idUSL3E7F8OBF20110408

Title: New quake knocked out power lines to Onagawa nuclear plant in Japan
Desc: Article discusses new earthquake in north-east Japan.
Date: April 8, 2011
Source: International Business Times
Link: http://www.ibtimes.com/articles/131997/20110408/onaqawa-nuclear-plant-ia pan-new-guake-power-epicenter-meltdown-
radioactive-leak.htm

Title: Japan crisis casts pall over nuclear fuel meeting
Desc: Nuclear crisis in Japan darkens mood at Chicago nuclear conference.
Date: April 6, 2011
Source: Reuters
Link: http://af.reuters.com/article/metalsNews/idAFN0627449020110406

Title: Nuclear commission to inspect Exelon plant in Byron
Desc: NRC reviewing backup systems at Byron and Braidwood nuclear plants.
Date: April 7, 2011
Source: Rockford Register Star
Link: http://www. rrstar.com/carousel/x481358420/Nuclear-commission-to-inspect-Exelon-plant-in-Byron

Title: Relicensing San Onofre
!' Desc: Edison studying feasibility of re-licensing San Onofre plant, seeking decision by 2017.

Date: April 7, 2011
Source: San Diego Union-Tribune
Link: http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/2011/`apr/07/relicensina-san-onofre/

Title: Is San Onofre Nuke Plant Safe? Find Out at These Meetings
Desc: NRC and city of San Clemente schedule meetings to discuss safety and potential risks at San Onofre nuclear plant.
Date: April 7, 2011
Source: San Clemente Patch
Link: http://sanclemente.patch.com/articles/is-san-onofre-nuke-plant-safe-find-out-at-these-meetinos

Title: TVA Board To Discuss Nuclear Safety At Meeting In Chattanooga On Thursday
Desc: TVA to host meeting discussing nuclear safety review, discuss future of Bellefonte plant.
Date: April 7, 2011
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Source: Chattanoogan
Link: http://www.chattanoocan.com/articles/article 198479asp

Title: TVA studying use of mixed-oxide nuclear fuel
Desc: Article highlights discussion over MOX fuel use.
Date: April 7, 2011
Source: Reuters
Link: http://af.reuters.com/article/energyOilNews/idAFN0723948820110407

Title: Japan Nuclear Crisis to Push Vladivostok LNG Plan, Gazprom Says
Desc: Gazprom says Japan expected to increase support for project for liquified natural gas in Russia.
Date: April 7, 2011
Source: Bloomberg
Link: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-04-7/`iapan-nuclear-crisis-to-push-vladivostok-lnq-plan-qazprom-says.html

Title: Debate Over Nuclear Plant In Pueblo County
Desc: Article highlights debate over possible nuclear plant in Pueblo County.
Date: April 7, 2011
Source: KKTV
Link: http://www.kktv.com/home/headlines/Debate Over Nuclear Plant In Pueblo County 119452034.html

Title: Major Modifications and Upgrades to U.S. Boiling Water Reactors
Desc: NEI blog highlights new fact sheet detailing enhanced safety measures and upgrades for BWRs in U.S.
Date: April 7, 2011
Source: NEI Nuclear Notes
Link: httg://neinuclearnotes.blocsrot.com/2011/04/major-modifications-and-upqrades-to-us.html

Title: Tsunami countermeasures for Kashiwazaki Kariwa
Desc: Tokyo Electric Power releases details on Kashiwazaki-Kariwa nuclear plant's protection from tsunamis.
Date: April 8, 2011
Source: World Nuclear News
Link: http://www.world-nuclear-news.orq/RS-Tsunami countermeasures for Kashiwazaki Kariwa-0804118.html

Title: Nuclear Power Corporation of India - Financial Performance 2010-11 (Provisional Figures)
Desc: NPCIL releases provisional financial and electricity generation results for 2010-11 fiscal year.
Date: April 8, 2011
Source: Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd.
Link: http://www.npcil.nic.in/pdf/Financial Perform Prov.pdf

Title: UraniumSA Passes 40 Million Pound Milestone for Mullaquana Project Near Whyalla in SA
Desc: Contained uranium resource at Mullaquana project in South Australia boosted by 50 percent.
Date: April 8, 2011
Source: UraniumSA
Link: http://www.uraniumsa.com.au/pdf/110408 MullInfResource2%20.pdf

Title: Miner touts Eyre Peninsula uranium trial
Desc: UraniumSA has confirmed it will proceed with a full-scale trial to mine uranium on Eyre Peninsula.
Date: April 8, 2011
Source: Australian Broadcasting Corporation
Link: http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/`-2011/04/08/3185788.htm

Title: U308 Corp. Reports Initial Uranium-Vanadium Resource Estimate on the Laguna Salada Project, Argentina
Desc: U308 Corp. reports indicated resource of 6.3 million pounds U308 (47 million tonnes at a grade of 60ppm U308) and inferred
resource of 3.8 million pounds U308 (21 million tonnes at a grade of 85ppm U308).
Date: April 7, 2011
Source: U308 Corp.
Link: http://www.marketwire.com/press-release/U308-Corp-Reports-Initial-Uranium-Vanadium-Resource-Estimate-on-Laquna-Salada-
Proiect-TSX-VENTURE-UWE-1424627.htm

Title: Nuinsco Drilling Continues to Intersect Uranium at Diabase Peninsula Project
Desc: Uranium Values, Other Indicators Point to Potential for high-grade Mineralization.
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Date: April 7, 2011 3"
Source: Nuinsco Resources
Link: http://www.marketwire.com/press-release/Nuinsco-Drilling-Continues-to-Intersect-Uranium-at-Diabase-Peninsula-Project-TSX-
NWI-1424495.htm

Title: Nunavut uranium reviews give investors the jitters
Desc: Forum Uranium vice president says uranium policy reviews underway in Canadian territory of Nunavut make it difficult for his
company to raise the money needed to pay for exploration.
Date: April 7, 2011
Source: Nunatsiaq Online
Link: http://www.nunatsiagonline.ca/stories/article/84759 nunavut uranium reviews give investors the jitters/

Title: Energia Minerals - Launches new uranium drilling campaign
Desc: Energia Minerals to begin aircore drilling progam at its Carley Bore uranium project in Western Australia in early May.
Date: April 8, 2011
Source: Energia Minerals
Link: http://www.mineweb.com/mineweb/view/mineweb/en/page674?oid=124658&sn=Detail&pid=102055

End of news.
A copyrighted service of The Ux Consulting Company, LLC.
All news, views, and links are those of the sources cited.
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Chakrabarti, Samir

From: ASCE SmartBrief [asce@smartbrief.com]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:26 AM
To: Chakrabarti, Samir
Subject: Research will focus on 3D printing of buildings

Reading this on a mobile device? Try our optimized mobile version here: http://r.smaribrief.com/resp/cRncDqtZiwd•bkzsfCzbdlfCcRwO
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_ • . . ..... ,-Search past-news i
I News for and about the civil engineering community

ý Top Story I

Illinois to spend $11.5B on 6-year road plan
Illinois Gov. Pat Quinn says the state will move ahead with its fiscal 2012-17 highway
construction program -- an $11.5 billion strategy that would generate about 39,000 jobs on
bridge and road improvements. Chicago Tribune (4/7), Quad-City Times (Davenport, Iowa)
(4/7) Share: IlM t

I Infrastructure Watch -I

Will a government shutdown affect you?
Spending cuts are no longer the primary obstacles in Washington's inability to agree on a
budget to keep the federal government running. Rather, it's now about regulation of
greenhouse gas emissions and Planned Parenthood. If the government shuts down, military pay
will be delayed, E-Verify services would be halted and transportation projects could be delayed.
CNN (4/8), The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (4/7), CNN (4/7) Share: UK] lrE :l

$1.2B medical facility to break ground -- even without full funding
The proposed $1.2 billion Louisiana State University Medical Center will soon break ground --
even as concerns grow over whether there will be enough funding to finish the project. Officials
hope a federal loan guarantee will help; otherwise, private funds will be needed. WDSU-TV
(New Orleans) (4/7), WWL-TV (New Orleans) (4/7) Share:l

Experts team up to draft plans for scrapping Japan's nuclear reactor
Experts from Toshiba, Westinghouse, Shaw Power Group and Babcock & Wilcox -- which worked
to repair the damaged reactor at the Three Mile Island nuclear plant in Pennsylvania in 1979 --
will work together to determine how best to dismantle the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant in
Japan. "Each of these problems is solvable and have been solved before," said Hiroshi
Sakamoto, a senior vice president at Toshiba America Nuclear Energy. "The situation is really
the complexity and combination of factors." The New York Times (tiered subscription model)
(4/7) Share: 4•

Hazama veterans clearing a path to Fukushima: Hazama Corp., a Japanese construction
firm, is working on damage control at the crippled Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant. It sent in
seven civil engineers to help clear a path to the damaged reactor. The group's objective -- clear

1



away debris and facilitate road repair so the government can have better access to the site. The
Wall Street Journal/Japan Real Time bloq (4/6) Share: UM iý:

Trnd & Tecnoog Sponsored byml

Research will focus on 3D printing of buildings
Neri Oxman is an architect and professor who is studying the possibility of constructing
buildings using three-dimensional printing technology. If feasible, this could revolutionize the
manufacture of prefabricated construction materials of the future. As 3-D printers evolve, it's
possible to create layered structures from plastic and metal. Forbes/Tech Blog (4/7) Share: l•]ll!1

West Coast cities look at ways to provide safety from tsunamis
Residents of Ocean Shores, Wash., are considering building vertical evacuation structures as a
way to provide safe havens from tsunamis. Meanwhile, citizens in Seaside, Ore., hope to put the
new city hall on strong concrete stilts to withstand major tsunamis. Oregon Public Broadcasting
(4/7) Share:.I llA '

What is the future of social media?
Find out how social media is spreading into many digital touchpoints
and changing lifestyles, businesses and how we interact with each
other from the Altimeter Group's Jeremiah Owyang. Register today
for the 2011 Social Media Success Summit to learn more about social
media and how to make it work for your business. Early bird 500/o
off rate: register now!

I~ .sutial Devlopen -1

House advances bill that would block EPA's climate regulations
The House of Representatives voted Thursday to prevent the Environmental Protection Agency
from enforcing greenhouse-gas regulations. The GOP-sponsored House bill, supported by some
Democrats, would have also invalidated a 2007 Supreme Court decision that granted EPA the
authority to curb carbon emissions. It could have difficulty passing in the Senate. The Wall
Street Journal (4/7), The New York Times (tiered subscription model) (4/7), The Hill/E2 Wire
blog (4/7), Politico (Washington, D.C.) (4/7), Chemical & Engineering News (4/8) Stare:E] '•

Dell will build $1B worth of data centers worldwide
Dell says it will spend $1 billion over two years to build 10 data centers. The company will also
set up one dozen "solution centers" -- customer training centers -- this year, and more at a
later date. The Wall Street Journal (4/8) Share: UlK]1 i L

GE aims to add solar presence with biggest panel plant in U.S.
General Electric plans to build the nation's largest photovoltaic-panel factory in an
undetermined location. The factory, which will have 400 workers and create 600 associated
jobs, will help GE realize its goal of becoming a major provider in this market. "For the past five
years, we've been investing extremely heavily in solar," said Victor Abate, vice president for
renewable energy. "Going to scale is the next move." The New York Times (tiered subscription
model) (4/7) Share- UM I
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* Are you falling for these common management myths?
Do you believe that mean people make bad bosses? If so, writes Steve Tobak, you've been
suckered by one of the many mistaken management theories that still permeate the business
world. "Since theories -- true or not -- have a tendency to stick around, well, that means there
are lots of myths," Tobak warns. "And one thing successful managers have in common is that
they don't drink the Kool-Aid." BNET/The Corner Office blog (4/7) Share: K] ý:

I . I, Fetre o t-l Fo-6,nv

Small Business Week In Review Jason Del Rey I

It's All About The First Downs DIANE HELBIG '

10 Tips For Landing The Right Freelancer Tom Harnish II

6 Social CRM Tools To Improve Customer And Prospect Relationships TJ McCue

Attention Small Businesses: You're ALL In The Marketing Business Ivana Taylor

I~ Nesfo SE-

April 14 eLearning webinar: Partnering With Teachers/Inspiring
Learners

Who will inspire the next generation of civil engineers? Research shows that
students exposed to engineering principles and ideas through experience-

= based education are likely to have a better understanding of the role
engineering plays in the world around us. Take part in ASCE's free upcoming
eLearning Webinar, Partnering With Teachers/Inspiring Learners, and become
a civil engineer uniquely prepared to be a classroom mentor, helping students

d gain an appreciation of the science, math, art, language, social science andCSialwori Cuterlj technology all around us in our built environment. Webinar participants will be

qualified to form partnerships with Salvadori-trained teachers and participate
in inquiry-based learning, thereby enhancing students' awareness of civil

engineering as a valued profession. The webinar will take place Thursday, April 14, at 3 p.m.
ET. Register today. S U9am IEiL

Know the new standards for the security of water and
wastewater/stormwater utilities
If you're involved with the physical security of water and/or wastewater/stormwater utilities,
you need a copy of the new ASCE/EWRI 56-10 & 57-10 standards. Guidelines for the Physical
Security of Water Utilities (56-10) and Guidelines for the Physical Security of
Wastewater/Stormwater Utilities (57-10) were prepared by ASCE and the American Water
Works Association, with technical input from the Water Environment Federation.
Recommendations include the use of physical and electronic security measures to protect
against various design-basis threats that could otherwise defeat the mission of the utility. Other
considerations for utilities applying specific security technologies and methods are included. Get
your copy of these essential standards today! Share: [-UM ir A
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Job Title Comp~any Name Job Location
Job Title Company Name Job Location
~n*~rhnir~I Fnnin~r P~ ~s~tur~d ENCON International, Inc. El Paso, TX
Senio r ENCON International, Inc.

Senior Project Manager /Engineer, ._ ...
El Paso, TX

Civil"Enginoeering. Oil and Gas

Telescope Structures Grouo2 Leader

AMIC Eartn & EnvironmentalP Pittsburgh, PA

n A

Featured Job , I'I U IvatL,, y o.rU IJu OaL ~tJ, ronaUc l 0, L./M,

Project Engineer SMECO US - MD - Hughesville

Howard A. Blitman. Jr. Career Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute US - Troy, NY
Develooment Chair

Faculty Position in Civil Engineering -

Geotechnical/Construction Wayne State University US - Detroit, Michigan
Management Emphasis

Hiring? Put your job listing in front of top industry professionals.;
I Click here tobegin A
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White, Bernard

From: UxC News [news@uxc.com]
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 1:57 PM
To: White, Bernard
Subject: UxC News Headlines -April 11, 2011

.News Headlines
NEWSHEADUNES I UxPRICES I UXWEEKLY I UCCLIENT I UxC PUBLIC

Api 11, 201 Th Ux Coslin .pay

Title: Japan Orders Nuclear Plant Operators to Obtain More Emergency Generators
Desc: Japanese nuclear regulator wants nuclear plants to obtain additional emergency generators.
Date: April 11, 2011
Source: New York Time
Link: http://www.nvtimes.com/2011/04/10/world/asia/l0iapan.html

Title: Siemens Sells Stake in Nuclear Joint Venture to France's Areva
Desc: Article discusses Siemens departure from joint venture with AREVA SA.
Date: April 10, 2011
Source: Bloomberg
Link: http://www.bloomberq.com/news/2011-04-10/siemens-sells-stake-in-nuclear-ioint-venture-to-france-s-areva.html

Title: Areva buys Siemens stake in nuclear JV - paper
Desc: Article discusses Siemens divestment from AREVA NP and desire for work with Rosatom.
Date: April 10, 2011
Source: Reuters
Link: http://in.reuters.com/article/2011/04/10/`idINIndia-56245020110410

Title: New nuclear plant in Missouri nears debate in state Senate
Desc: Utilities in Missouri considering early site permit, seeking change in law allowing to charge costs to customers.
Date: April 10, 2011
Source: Associated Press
Link: httg://www.kansascity.com/2011/04/10/2791667/new-nuclear-plant-in-missouri.html

Title: Fishing Halted in Japan's Ibaraki After Radioactive Water Contaminates Sea
Desc: Fishing in ibaraki prefecture halted due to high cesium levels.
Date: April 6, 2011
Source: B/oomberg
Link: htto://www.bloomberq.com/news/2011-04-06/fishing-hafted-in-iapan-s-ibaraki-after-radioactive-water-contaminates-sea.html

(Title: Five U.S. nuclear reactors in earthquake zones
t Desc: Article highlights online map of potential danger zones, discusses safety features of nuclear plants.

Date: April 11, 2011
Source: USA Today
Link: http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/2011-04-11-lAnukesl1 ST N.htm

Title: Japan One Month Later: Elusive Royals Out of Seclusion to Help Victims
Desc: Article highlights Japan's royal family and recovery work following earthquake and tsunami.
Date: April 11, 2011
Source: Time
Link: http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2064455,00.html

Title: 75% of Americans don't believe U.S. could cope with nuclear disaster
Desc: Article discusses poll results to Americans showing less favorable support for nuclear power.
Date: April 11, 2011
Source: Daily Mail
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Link: http://www.dailymaii.co.uk/news/worldnews/article-1374944/75-cent-Americans-don-t-believe-U-S-cope-nuclear-disaster.html

Title: Turkey allows delay in nuclear plant talks with Japan
Desc: Turkey and Japan to postpone negotiations for Japanese constructed nuclear plant, expect talks to resume in June.
Date: April 11, 2011
Source: Mainichi Daily
Link: http://mdn.mainichi.ip/mdnnews/business/news/20110411p)2q00mObuO82000c.html

Title: German govt tells nuclear firms to pay into fund-media
Desc: German utilities stop payment into renewable energy fund.
Date: April 11, 2011
Source: Reuters
Link: http://af.reuters.com/article/enerqyOilNews/idAFLDE73AOOT20110411

Title: B&W Receives $5 Million Grant for Small Modular Reactor Testing Facility
Desc: Virginia Tobacco Indemnification and Community Revitalization issues grant for Small Modular reactor facility.
Date: April 11, 2011
Source: Babcock & Wilcox Company
Link: http ://www.businesswire.com/news/home/201104110••5/25len/BW-Receives-5-Million-Grant-Small-Modular

Title: Nuclear Power Seen as Only Answer for Our Power Needs
Desc: Editorial discusses nuclear energy option for Indonesia.
Date: April 11, 2011
Source: Jakarta Globe
Link: http://www.theiakartaqlobe.com/technolocy/nuclear-power-seen-as-only-answer-for-our-power-needs/434336

Title: Tepco President To Visit Fukushima Monday
Desc: Tokyo Electric Power President to visit Fukushima Daiichi plant area.
Date: April 10, 2011
Source: Dow Jones
Link: http://online.wsi.com/article/BT-CO-20110410-703259.html

Title: German super pump deployed to battle Japan nuclear disaster
Desc: Article discusses concrete pump being shipped to Japan.
Date: April 11, 2011
Source: Xinhua
Link: http://news.xinhuanet.com/enqlish20lO/world/2011-04/10/c 13821168.htm

Title: Nuclear cooperation pact to be signed during PM's visit to Kazakhstan
Desc: Prime Minister Singh to visit Kazakhstan to sign nuclear framework agreement.
Date: April 10, 2011
Source: Press Trust of India
Link: http://www.dnaindia.com/india/report nuclear-cooperation-pact-to-be-signed-durinq-pm-s-visit-to-kazakhstan 1530383

Title: New Doubts About Turning Plutonium Into a Fuel
Desc: Article discusses Savannah River Site and MOX fuel.
Date: April 10, 2011
Source: New York Times
Link: http://www.nvtimes.com/2011/O4 /11/us/l1mox.html

Title: Traditional Land Owners Want Mining Stopped at Ranger Uranium Mine
Desc: Article says that traditional landowners at Jabiluka uranium deposit do not want property mined.
Date: April 10, 2011
Source: AZ Mining
Link: http://www.azomininq.com/Details.asp?newsID=3890

Title: Kazakhstan could mine 20000 tonnes of uranium in 2012
Desc: Article highlights Kazakhstan uranium.
Date: April 10, 2011
Source: New Europe
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Link: http://www.neurope.eu/articles/Kazakhstan-could-mine-20000-tonnes-of-uranium-in-2012`105895.php

Title: Hathor Continues to Grow Roughrider as Far East Discovery is Expanded Upon Completion of 2011 Winter Drill
Program
Desc: 2011 winter drill program at Roughrider completed.
Date: April 11, 2011
Source: Hathor Exploration Limited
Link: http://www.marketwire.com/press-release/Hathor-Continues-Grow-Rouchrider-as-Far-East-Discovery-is-Expanded-Upon-
Completion-2011-TSX-HAT-1425472.htm

Title: Thundelarra Exploration kicks off major drilling campaign targeting uranium and base metals
Desc: Thundelarra begins uranium exploration and drilling program in Northern Territory.
Date: April 11, 2011
Source: Thundelarra Exploration Ltd.
Link: http://www.proactiveinvestors.com.au/companies/news/15373/thundelarra-exploration-kicks-off-maior-drillinq-campaign-
targetinq-uranium-and-base-metals-15373.html

Title: Crosshair sets 3uniper Ridge uranium exploration
Desc: Crosshair to explore for uranium at Juniper Ridge property.
Date: April 6, 2011
Source: Casper Star-Tribune
Link: http://billinqsqazette.com/news/state-and-reqional/wyominq/article e15850ad-f655-547a-8188-ce42e971c5c9.html

Title: NRC will not license French-owned plant
Desc: NRC says Unistar must find U.S. partner before license can be issued for new reactor.
Date: April 11, 2011
Source: World Nuclear News
Link: http://www.world-nuclear-news.orc/C-NRC will not licence French owned plant- 1104117.html

End of news.
A copyrighted service of The Ux Consulting Company, LLC.
All news, views, and links are those of the sources cited.
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Shuaibi, Mohammed

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Tabatabai, Omid
Monday, April 11, 2011 8:53 AM
Frye, Timothy; Hawkins, Kimberly; Dudes, Laura; Holahan, Gary; Thorp, John; Brown,
Frederick; Karas, Rebecca; Munson, Clifford; Shuaibi, Mohammed; Cook, Christopher;
Beardsley, James; Kowal, Mark; Roach, Edward; Rosenberg, Stacey; Chokshi, Nilesh;
Sanfilippo, Nathan; Cubbage, Amy; Grobe, Jack; King, Mark; Casto, Chuck; Tappert, John;
Copeland, Douglas; Craffey, Ryan; Harmon, David; Issa, Alfred; Patel, Jay
INFO: Slides from the Japanese Delegation on Fukushima Event
Fukushima - safety measures at other NPPs.pdf; Fukushima event - seismic damage to
NPPs.pdf

Just got back from the 5 th Convention on Nuclear Safety (CNS) meeting at the IAEA. Attached are two sets of
slides that the Japanese delegation presented on the first day of the Convention. The Japanese delegation
also held a special session on this event on Wednesday of last week but they did not provide any handouts.
Many slides that they used on the Wednesday's session were the same ones that they had used on the first
day.

The attached file entitled, "Fukushima - safety measures...", summarizes what the Japanese regulator have
planned to implement, short- and long-term, at other NPPs as a result of the events at Fukushima. The oth r
attached file entitled, "Fukushima - seismic damage...", summarizes the event and the accident progressio

I also brought back another set of slides that provided detailed environmental monitoring and
radiation/radioactive release data after the event. That set of slides was too big to .pdf and distribute via
email. I provided this copy to NRO/DSER (Cliff Munson) if anyone needs to make a copy.

The Convention will conclude at the end of this week and a summary of the meeting will be published. I ill
distribute additional information once I receive them from the IAEA.

I

&* uI~
I,

Thanks,
Omid

1.
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On the Implementation of Emergency Safety
Measures at Other Power Plants drawn from the 2011

Accident at Fukushima Dai-ichi and Dai-ni Nuclear
Power Stations

(Minister's Instructions, Released on March 3 0th)

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency
April 4 th, 2011



Summary

• While continuing to do our utmost to take every possible measure to deal
with the accident, NISA will launch an effort to understand every aspect of
the accident, including the onset mechanism of the tsunami that struck
the area, and to analyze and assess the situation so as to take drastic and
fundamental corrective measures.

• NPPs other than Fukushima Dai-ichi and Fukushima Dai-ni will implement
emergency safety measures to enable the recovery of cooling functions
while preventing, to the extent possible, the release of radioactive
materials. This activity will be based on the currently available scientific
knowledge.

" Electric utility companies are to appropriately undertake these emergency
safety measures which would then be verified through NISA inspections,
thereby preventing the possible damage to reactor core due to tsunami-
induced loss of all AC power supply and preventing the subsequent
nuclear disaster.
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Measures drawn from Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Accident

Phase Emergency Safety Measures Drastic measures
Short term Medium-to-Long term

Expected Approx. 1 month Decide as per debate at Accident
completion (around mid-April) Investigation Commission, etc.

Depending on tsunami, prevent core damage and occurrence of spent- Prevent occurrence of disasters
Target fuel damage even when 1) all alternate-current power sources, 2) taking into account "anticipated

(Required seawater cooling function, and 3) spent-fuel pool cooling function are tsunami height" to be set by
standard) lost. referencing tsunami that caused

recent disaster.

Securing equipment: Securing equipment
-Deploy power-supply vehicles (to cool reactors and spent-fuel pools). - Build seawalls.
* Deploy fire engines (to supply coolant water). -Deploy watertight doors.
* Deploy fire hoses (to secure water-feeding path from fresh-water tank, - Devise other necessary

sea-water pit, etc.). equipment-related measures.
Examples of Developing manual: *To be followed by implementation of

specific • Develop implementation procedures for emergency measures utilizing equipment-related improvements as
measures above-mentioned equipment. ecessar e cure spre aiTraining: necessary (e.g.: secure spare air-Traiing:cooled diesel generators, sea water

-Implementation of training on emergency measures based on cool sea
implementation procedures manual. pump motors).

Conduct training

-Approval of amendment of ministerial ordinance to ensure
effectiveness of emergency safety measures as well as operational

Confirmation safety program that incorporates those measures.
by N ISA, etc. -Rigorous vetting of implementation status of emergency safety

measures by means of inspection, etc.

-Efforts under way to procure equipment. (Locations to set them up
also being secured).

Operators' . Manual compiled anew drawing on recent accident. Training being
response implemented.

-Strive to improve emergency safety measures continuously, even after
their confirmation, to ensure their reliability.

2



Series of Events and Countermeasures in case of TSUNAMI, for BWR

Fuel Pool rF1I
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1. Outline of earthquake and nuclear reactors

2

.1, 2 01 1-off .Tohyku acific -E-arthqu'ake ' .

*Occurred 14:46 March 11, 2011
*Magnitude:9.0 Mw
*Epicenter location: 385 6"N and

1420 51"E, and 24km in depth
*It is said that the height of tsunami

attacked Fukushima NPP was more
than 14m

3



1-2. Tsuna'mi after the earthquake

*East coast of northern area in the main island of Japan is seriously damaged

*As of April 4,12,175 people are dead and 15,489 people are missing

4

1-3. Nuclear reactOrs near epicenter of the.earthquake

Location of the Nuclear Installations

Onagawý

/

Fukushima

CUniti:
I Unit2:

LUnit3:

Uniti:
Unit2:

I Unit3:
Unit4:
UnitS:
Unit6:

524 MW, 2984-
825 MW, 1995-

825 MW, 2002-

460 MW, 1971-
784 MW, 1974-
784 MW, 1976-

784 MW, 1978-
784 MW, 1978-

1,100 MW, 1979-

Fukushima 
ILI

Unitl: 1,100 MW, 1982-

Unit2: 1,100 MW, 1984-
Unit3: 1,100 MW, 1985-

Unit4: 1,100 MW, 1987- I
.- Tokai UI (1,100 MW, 1978-)

5



611 reactors were automatically shut-down
- Onagawa Unit 1,2,3
- Fukushima Dai-ichi (I) Unit 1,2,3
- Fukushima-Dai-ni (11) Unit 1,2,3,4
- Tokai Dai-ni (11)

03 reactors were under periodic inspection
- Fukushima Dai-ichi (I) Unit 4,5,6

-After the automatic shut-down, the Unit 1-3 at Onagawa Nuclear
Power Station, the Unit 3 at Fukushima 11 Nuclear Power Station,
and the Unit at Tokai II Nuclear Power Station have been cold
shut down safely.

-As for-the unit 1,2,4 at Fukushima I! Nuclear Power Station, the
operator of the station reported NISA nuclear emergency
situation because the temperature of the suppression pools
became more than 100 °C, but afterward the-three units have
been cold shut down.

2. Outline of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS
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2-I. Summary of Fuku~shirna Dai-ichi NPS

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 Unit 6

BWR-3 BWR-4 BWR-4 BWR-4 BWR-4 BWR-5

PCV Model Mark-1 Mark-I Mark-1 Mark-1 Mark-1 Mark-2

Electric Output (MWe) 460 784 784 784 784 1100

Max. pressure of RPV 8.24MPa 8.24MPa I 8.24MPa 8.24MPa 8.62MPa 8.62MPa

Max. Temp of the RPV 300aC 300°C 300°(C 300°C 302°C 302 0C

Max. Pressure of the CV 0.43MPa 0.38MPa 0.38MPa 0.38MPa 0.38MPa 0.28MPa

Max. Temp of the CV 140'C 14000 1400C 14000 138°C 171°c(DJW)
105°C(S/C)

Commercial Operation 1971,3 1974,7 1976,3 1978,10 1978,4 1979,10

Emergency DG 2 2 2 2 2 3*
Electric Grid 275kV x 4 500kV x 2
Plant Status on Mar. 11 In In In Refueling Refueling Refueling

Operation Operation IOperation Outage Outage Outage

One Emergency DG is Air-Cooled

2-2' Overview; of Maark-I Type BWR (Unit 1,2,3 3nd 4)

Reactor -"
Building

* Spent Fuel Poolj

J Reactor Pressure
Vessel

Containment Vessel

D Wellv-

Suppression ChaImber-Chme

9



3. Report concerning incidents at Unit I through 6
in the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

10

3-1. Satellite vie',,of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPP

Many structures
facing the bay
are destroyed

11Scure: Goople Earth



-,372. Majorroot cause of the damage -1. 1 .
Grid Line

Note:
-All operating units when earthquake
occurred were automatically shut
down. Loss of offsite power
-Emergency D/Gs.have worked due to the earthquake
properly until the Tsunami attack.

Tsunami (estimated more than lore) Reactor--

Turbine Building

•"• Building

ggy"; PIU DItG Inoperaletl due to Ts unami flood

....~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~6 .............. DG+(Z*t , -------'••. ... Station Black Out

All Motor Operated pumps (including ECCS
. .. Sewaw'te P m r pumps) became Inoperable 12

,-f l s::c .-tn •rta •, , -,, • .,• .: , • . -, :•, kr ,.. k ,• -, -• , -I,••.~,, .• ••- , '. • l: *•'=,: i * .Th. -+a'+,-,V.-÷,• • .v*•-" -7 . -,, -

..... .. 3-3.. Accident Progression. at, Unit.React6or
_at - -'- -



3-4. Chronolgy. of Unit 1 after-the earthquake I
*Unit I
11h *Under operation, Automatic shutdown by the earthquake

0 Loss of A/C power
OLoss of water injection function

12th *Unusual increase of PCV pressure

OStarted to vent
OSound of explosion
OStarted of injection of seawater and borated water to the core

2 2nd ORise of reactor temperature (3830C) 4 Drop (26th 05:00 144.30C)

23rd OWater supply line in addition to the Fire Extinguish line. Switched to water
supply line only.(Flow rate: 7m3/h)

2 4 th OLighting in the Central Control Room was recovered.

25 th OStarted fresh water injection

2 9 th *Switched to the water injection to the core using a temporary

motor operated pump.

311 OWhite smoke was confirmed to generate continuously
*Freshwater is being injected into the RPV 14

Trend'd 1 of Unit i until, Mar&ýii "

_______ IFi _ ____ -10

Radiaion *Start SIC Venting

aoo *-' A operation .10

pnressue.g lo
.700-500

Iuncto

400 31 44

Reactor Shut Down

100 :-k h,' -2000;

00 Station Black out v

lyin

0o 11 44 -25o0

0 -2500
3/11 0.00 3/120.00 3/13 M0 3/14 0:00 3/15 0:00 3/160:00

-'M-D/W Pressure[kParJ -- Reactor Pressure --- S/C Pressure[kPag) -- Reactor Water Level (A)
[kpag] Imm]
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.7,-3-6... r, end .a.t.a.o.f,..U.n it... 1....nti•l M at r6,h 30 ' ' ,,"

SrkP0

.00 ag H yd rogen .i
Sao Ai-m explosion

600

MF1
2000

1500

-1000

i••, 500

500

400

30n

I~ Z7, 0

I . -1000

311&00 3/1 O0 3/15 0:00 3/1 1O /9 0:11 3/21 "0O 3/23 0:00 3/26 000 3/7 MOD 329O 0:00

- D/W PressurckP-d -- Reactor Prersure
[kpag]

-*-Reactor Water Level
(mm)

- -Reactor Water Level
E(m"I
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-...- ,,-3-7. M j~r event progression at Unit I(1/4).

Effort to sustain reactor water level ARK
I X-

DCt4?Z

/ 
a

Storage Tank 17



3-7. Major eve~nt prgesoAt nt124
Decrease in reactor water level due to loss of cooling capability
of emergency condenser, followed by uncovering the core

Function has not .. j

been correct ,
condn.. it :., ,.,..G!fl•.• O.

•p•:!•..• Main Steam Line

[' • •'•.•'' ••'' '•'=" " m TurineGenerator

Decrease in reactorwater level tn N",'k

LL •Condenser

Uncovering the Core ,J ! Pump

• •
-Hydrogen Generation .:•; " !
due to the Zirconium- j S
Water reaction t f X : Inoperable

-Possible Fuel Rod !:•- ..*

damage .... ,. Condensate
.-- . Storage Tank

3!-7.. Maior. eve nt progr~ess~ion. at' Unit •1 ,(3A4

Hydrogen explosion in the operation floor

.~g.

-----------

19
Reactor building Reactor building



-3-7. Major event, progression at Unit 1 (4/4).

- Sea
- S/C

Stack

water injection using fire water pump
Venting to depressurize the PCV

20

B-. . Accidernt .Prog repssion at÷ U.n.it 2' throug ••4 reactors,.,.','-

23



3-9. Chronology of Unit 2 after the earthquake (1/2)'

* Unit 2
1 1th *Under operation, Automatic shutdown by the earthquake

* Loss of A/C power
* Loss of water injection function

1 4 th • Loss of water cooling function
* Unusual increase in PCV pressure

1 5 1h * Sound of explosion

* Possible damage of the suppression chamber
2 0 th * Injection of about 40 tons of seawater into SFP through fire extinguishing

system.
• Injection of seawater to the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP)

2 1st * White smoke generated

2 2nd * Injection of seawater to the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP)

2 5 th • Injection of seawater to SFP

22

...3-. Choology.of Unit 2'atrteertiuk 22

* Unit 2(Continued)
2 6 th SLighting in the Central Control Room was recovered

271h *Switched to the water injection to the core using a temporary motor-driven
pump.

29th *The Seawater injection to the Spent Fuel Pool using the Fire Pump
Truck was switched to the fresh water injection using the temporary
motor-driven pump

*In order to prepare for transferring the stagnant water on the basement
floor of turbine building to the Condenser, the water in the Condensate
Storage Tank is being transferred to the Surge Tank of Suppression
Pool Water.

30 th *The injection pump was switched to the Fire Pump Truck. However, because

cracks were confirmed in the hose (12:47 and 13:10 March 30th), the
injection was suspended. The injection of fresh water resumed at 19:05
March 30th.

311 *White smoke was confirmed to generate continuously.
* Fresh water is being injected to the spent fuel pool and the RPV

23



~. 310.Trend data of Unit',2 unti Mach1>

24

3-1 re•nd data of Unif nuntiliM:•irch30
1 F2goo. : X•• lcsiý!n Spund : nearSP,,-

800

Goo• :

400 D 
_

300 --

100

0
'lit

3/11 0:00 3/13 0:00 3/15 0:0 3/17 00 3/19 0.00 3/21 000 3/23 0.00 3/25 "00 3/27 0:00

-i- Reactor Pressure -- l- D/W Pressum[KPaa] -x- S/C Pressure[KP,,l --1- Rei

[KPag] 
[m actor Water Level'¶l
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-3-12. Chronoloý-y UnitV3 after the earthquake (112)

S Unit 3
1 1 th *Under operation, Automatic shutdown by the earthquake

* Loss of A/C power

1 3 th S Loss of water injection function
* Started to vent

1 4 th SUnusual increase in PCV pressure
*Sound of explosion

1 6 th *White smoke generated

1 7th SWater discharge by the helicopters of Self-Defense Force(4 times)
*Water spray from the ground by High pressure water-cannon trucks

(Police: once, Self-Defense Force: 5 times)

18th *Water spray from the ground by same trucks (Self-Defense Force: 6 times)
Water spray from the ground by US water-cannon trucks

(US armed force:1 time)

1 9 th OWater spray from the ground by High pressure water-cannon trucks by
Hyper Rescue Unit of Tokyo Fire Department.

26

--- 2. Ch'ronhology of Ujni~t -3 ,aft"e~r th'e 'ea'*rthqouake' (2/2)

0 Unit 3(Continued)
2 0 th *Sprayed by Hyper Rescue Unit of Tokyo Fire Department

2 2 nd OLighting in the Central Control Room was recovered.

2 3 rd *Injection of seawater to the SFP

2 4 th SInjection of seawater to the SFP

25th *Water spray (Emergency fire support team
*Started fresh water injection

2 7 th OWater spray by Concrete Pump Truck

28th *Switched to the water injection to the core using a temporary
motor-driven pump

Sin order to prepare for transfer the stagnant water on the basement floor
of turbine building to the Condenser, the water in the Condensate Storage
Tank is being transferred to the Surge Tank of Suppression Pool Water

2 9 th *Started to spray freshwater by Concrete Pump Truck.

31sr *White smoke was confirmed to generate continuously
*Fresh water is being injected to the spent fuel pool and the RPV

27



3-13. Trend data of Unit 3 until March 17

Ck~a) 1 F3 [mm)

000 HPC1 was lost ",.:' Sea water

800 1 CC npbeinjection

300 .0

sic e , n !

00Reactor Shut' Down
g 3/11 1:41 -

Station.BacI out SIC Venting

-30 -4.00

3/11 0"00 3/12 0,00 3/13 0:00 3/14 0:"00 3/1500:0 3/1 0.,00 3/1 0:00
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3-15. Hydrogen explosion at U -nit1

Unit I Unit 3

30

*Unit4
14th

1 5 th

I 6th

2 0th

21st

2 2 nd- 2 4 th

2 5 1h

2 9 th

3oth

3-16. Chronolo1Qy of Unit 4 aft-r the earthquake;_,,_.,

*Water temperature in the Spent Fuel Pool, 84 0C

*Damage of wall in the 4 t1h floor confirmed
*Fire occurred in the 3 rd floor (12:25 extinguished)

*Fire occurred. TEPCO couldn't confirm any fire on the ground.

*Water spray over the spent fuel pool by Self Defense Force

*Water spray over the spent fuel pool by Self Defense Force

*Water spray (Concrete Pump Track (3 times)

*Injection of seawater to SFP via the Fuel Pool Cooling Line (FPC)
*Water spray (Concrete Pump Truck)

*Water spray (Concrete Pump Truck)

OLig1hting in the Central Control Room was recovered.

*White smoke was confirmed to generate continuously.
*Spray of fresh water (Around 140t) over the Spent Fuel Pool using

Concrete Pump Truck (50t/h) was carried out.
*Fresh water is being injected to the spent fuel pool

31



3-17. Chronology of Unit'5 &'6.. after rthe earthquake

S Unit 5&6
20th *Unit 5 under cold shutdown (Water temperature of reactor water is less

than 100°C)
*Unit 6 under cold shutdown (Water temperature of reactor water is less

than 1009(C)

2 1s

22nd

24th

3Bth

*Water spray over the Common Spent Fuel Pool started

*Recovering power supply of unit S and 6 is completed.

*The power was started to be supplied. Cooling also started

eBach up power of Unit 6 is in working condition and external power was

supplied to Unit 5 as of March 3 0 th

32

4. Report concerning incidents at spent fuel pools
in the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

Photo: Water spray into the SFP in Unit 4 using concrete pump truck



..... 4i. P6osible 'o6h'cerns bout Sp5tF uel Pool

34

42Satso the Fuel as-of Marc..1 2011j

Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6

Number of Fuel Assembly in the 400 548 548 - 548 764
Core

Number of Spent FuelAssembly 292 587 514 1,331 946 876
in the Spent Fuel Pool I I I

Number of New Fuel Assembly 100 28 52 204 48 64
in the Spent Fuel Pool

Water Volume (ml) 1,020 1,425 1,425 1,425 1,425 1,497

Condition of the fuel in the Spent Fuel Pool

Unit 1 L Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4
-Most recent - Most recent - Most recent shut -Most recent shut down was on
shut down was shut down was down was an Nov.29,2010
on Sep.27,2010 on Nov.18,2010 Sep.23,2010 -All fuel assembly was

removed from the core and
located in the pool due to the
core shroud replacement
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4-3. Measures taken to cool the Spent Fuel Pool (1/4)

Unit I Unit 2
Fresh water injection [1 st-Stage- Sea water injection

Water spray -o uoolng Li
using concrete
-ump truck

Dam Pool Fire Engine Sea water

Filtrate

--- Pump Tank [2nd Stage] Fresh water injection

Reservoir 
Temporary Dam

Spent tank
Fuel
Pool Spent Reseoir

Fire extinguishing Fuel
basin F u e l I • - - -•ta n k

basinPool
Fire extinguishing

basin 36

43Mea e tae to colte, Spent.Fue P ool (2/4)ý_.'_

Unit 3

E 1st Stage] Sea water injection [2nd Stage] Fresh water injection

Dam Filtrate

Water Spray ' ! Tank

Spent Fuel -
Pool Fire Engine Pump Sea w7

* Sea water discharge by helicopters

of the Self Defense Force



.4-3. Measures taken to cool the Spent Fuel Pool (3/4)

Unit 4
[2nd Stage] Fresh water injection[ 1st Stage] Sea water injection

Sea water

Filtrate Tank

Spent Fuel
Pool

Fire extinguishing
basin

38

4 -3 M e a 6 f" take n. t o ..cool6 t he' Spen ht F u eL, P~oI (4/4

Temperature Trend of Spent Fuel Pools
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A4-4. INES Rat'

ONISA issued temporary INES ratings 3 times. Those provisional ratings are
provided based on "What is known" at the time.

OThe first temporary rating was issued at 0:30 on March 12 (About 10 hours later
from the earthquake attack)
At that moment, Following units were rated as Level 3 since all heat removal
function became inoperable based on "Defense in Depth" criteria.

- Fukushima dai-ichi unit 1, 2 and 3
- Fukushima dai-ni Unit 1, 2 and 4

Otn the evening on March 12, the rating of Fukushima dai-ichi Unit 1 was re-
evaluated to Level 4 base on the "Radiological Barriers and Control" criteria,
since the radiation level in the site increased.

0On March 18, re-evaluation was carried out. The rating of Fukushima dai-ichi
Unit 1, 2 and 3 were re-rated to Level 5 based on "Radiological Barriers and
Control" criteria because the fuel damage was highly possible. Fukushima dai-
ichi Unit 4 was evaluated to Level 3 based on the "Defense in Depth" criteria.

40

5. Action taken by the government
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S5. Action Taken rib-y-the Government(l/5)

March 1 1 th 2011

14:46 eSet up of the NISA Emergency Preparedness Headquarters (Tokyo) immediately
after the earthquake

19:03 *Government declared the state of nuclear emergency. (Establishment of
Government Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters and Local
Emergency Response Headquarters)

21:23 *Directives from Prime Minister to the Governor of Fukushima Prefecture and heads
of towns were issued regarding the eventoccurred at Fukushima Daiichi NPS,
TEPCO, in accordance with the Acton Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness as follows:

- Direction for the residents within 3km radius from Unit 1 to evacuate
- Direction for the residents within 10kmn radius from Unit 1 to stay in-house

24:00 *Vice Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry, Ikeda arrived at the Local Emergency
Response Headquarters

42

5. Action Taken by t Gove rnment(215)...
March 12nd, 2011

05:44 *Residents within 10km radius from Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS shall
evacuate by the Prime Minister Direction

07:45 ODirectives from Prime Minister to the Governor of Fukushima Prefecture and

heads of towns were issued regarding the event occurred at Fukushima Dai-ni
NPS, TEPCO, pursuant to Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness as follows:

- Direction for the residents within 3km radius from Fukushima Dal-ni NPS to
evacuate

- Direction for the residents within 10km radius from Fukushima Dai-ni NPS to
stay in-house

17:39 OPrime Minister directed evacuation of the residents within the 10 km radius
from Fukushima-Dai-ni NPS

18:25 0 Prime Minister directed evacuation of the residents within the 20km radius
from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

20:05 *Considering the Directives from Prime Minister and pursuant to the Nuclear
Regulation Act, the order was issued to inject seawater to Unit 1 of Fukushima

Dai-ichi NPS and so on.
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5. Action Ta ken by the. Government(3/5)
March 13 th, 2011
09:30 6 Directive was issued for the Governor of Fukushima Prefecture and heads of towns

in accordance with the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency
Preparedness on the contents of radioactivity decontamination screening.

March 1 5 th, 2011
05:30 *Prime Minister, Kan expressed to establish The Joint Headquarters to

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS accident

10:30 *According to the Nuclear Regulation Act, Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry
issued the directions as follows.

-For Unit 4: To extinguish fire and to prevent the occurrence of re-criticality
-For Unit 2: To inject water to reactor vessel promptly and to vent Drywell

11:00 *Prime Minister directed the in-house stay area. -In-house stay was additionally
directed to the residents In the area from 20 km to 30 km radius from Fukushima
Dai-ichi NPS considering reactor situation

22:00 eAccording to the Nuclear Regulation Act, Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry
issued the following direction.
- For Unit 4: To implement the injection of water to the Spent Fuel Pool.

March 2 0 th, 2011
23:30 *Directive from Local Emergency Response Headquarters to the Prefectural

Governor and the heads of cities, towns and villages was issued regarding the
change of the reference value for the screening level for decontamination of
radioactivity 44

K 5. Action Taken by the G Vern m rnt(4/5)
March 21st, 2011

07:45 *Directive titled as "Administration of the stable Iodine" was issued from Local
Emergency Response Headquarters to the Prefectural Governor and the heads of
cities, towns and villages.

16:45 *Directive titled as "Ventilation for using heating equipments within the in-house
evacuation zone" was issued from the Head of Local Emergency Response
Headquarters to the Prefectural Governor and the heads of cities, towns and
villages.

17:50 *Directive from the Head of Government Nuclear Emergency Response
Headquarters to the Prefectural Governors of Fukushima, Ibaraki, Tochigi and
Gunma was issued, which directs the above-mentioned governors to issue a
request to relevant businesses and people to suspend shipment of spinach, Kakina

(a green vegetable) and raw milk for the time being.

March 2 5 th, 2011

ONISA directed orally to the TEPCO regarding the exposure of workers at the turbine

building of Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station occurred on March
24th, to review immediately and to improve its radiation control measures from
the viewpoint of preventing a recurrence.
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__ 5. Action Ta k 'en by the Government(5/5
March 25th, 2011

*Since there was a mistake in the evaluation regarding the concentration

measurement of radioactive materials, NISA directed TEPCO orally to prevent the

recurrence of such a mistake

13:50 *Receiving the suggestion by the special meeting of Nuclear Safety Commission,

NISA directed TEPCO orally to add the sea water monitoring points and carry out

the groundwater monitoring.
0 Regarding the delay in the reporting of the water confirmed outside of the turbine

buildings, NISA directed TEPCO to accomplish the communication in the company

on significant information in a timely manner and to report it in a timely and

appropriate manner.

March 29th, 2011

Oin order to strengthen the system to assist the nuclear accident sufferers, the

"Team to Assist the Lives of the Nuclear Accident Sufferer" headed by the Minister

of Economy, Trade and Industry was established

March 30th, 2011
* Directions as to implement the emergency safety measures for the other power

stations considering the accident of Fukushima Dai-ichi and Dai-ni NPSs in 2011 was

issued and handed to each electric power company and the relevant organization.
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6. Current situation on resident evacuation and
radiation exposure, etc



6-1.-Current StdiononRe~s'ident Evdg jn(/2

* At 5:44 on March 12, residents within 10km radius from Uniti of Fukushima
Dai-ichi NPS shall evacuate by the Prime Minister Directive.

*At18:25 on March 12, Prime Minister directed evacuation of the residents
within the 20 km radius from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

SOn March 15th, the Local Emergency Response Headquarter issued "the
direction to administer the stable Iodine during evacuation from the evacuation
area (20 km radius)" to the Prefecture Governors and the heads of cities, towns
and villages.

*Regarding the evacuation as far as 20 km from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS and 10
km from Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, necessary measures have already been taken.
-The sheltering stay in the area from 20kmn to 30kmn from Fukushima Dai-ichi

NPS is made fully known to the residents concerned.
-Cooperating with Fukushima Prefecture, livelihood support to the residents in

the sheltering area are implemented.

*On March 2Sth, Chief Cabinet Secretary, Edano promoted voluntary evacuations
for the residents within the area from 20 km to 30 km from Fukushima Dai-ichi
NPS in a press conference.
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6-1, Current Situation on Resident Evacuation(212).

Fukushima Dai-ichi (i) locates 6pproximately
- 230 km from Tokyo
- 580 km from Osaka
- 600 km from Sapporo



6-2. Major Possibility on radiation exposure to residents (As of 15630 April 1st).

@ 95 patients of Futaba Welfare Hospital transferred by JSDF helicopters and
commercial buses. If explosion occurred while 60 patients to be transferred by
JSDF helicopters were standing by on Futaba High School playground. No
exposure suspected. (19:00, March 16)

*Screening started at Off-site Center on Sat. March 12. 162 screened as of March
15. Against initially-set decontamination threshold of 6,000cpm, 110 patients
registered below the threshold, 41 above it. Of 162 screened patients, 5 were
given decontamination measures and transferred to hospital.

OFukushima Prefecture conducted screening at 4 locations in the prefecture.
Some 30 people registered above 13,000cpm. After measuring for the second
time following decontamination they showed low values, therefore they were
returned to shelters without examination.

03 women who lived around 10km radius of Fukushima Dai-ichi until March 14
were examined at Iwate Medial University Hospital. Simple decontamination
procedure was given without surveying. They were hospitalized for follow-up.
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Major.. ex orkers.(As, of : l 5:30 April .1 st),...

*To date a total of 21 people have registered exposure dose above 100mSv.
Following measures were taken.

-17 people had facial contamination on March 12 (9 TEPCO employees, 8 support
company employees). Exposure identified upon their measurement after
returning from Controlled Area. However, the level of exposure would not
affect their health.

-At the time of ventilation operation at Unit 1 on March 12, one TEPCO employee
registered above 100mSv (106.3OmSv/h). As the level was below acute exposure
he conducted work after self-air setting. As he afterwards complained of
headache and other symptoms, he was transferred to hospital and placed at
rest. He now has returned home.

-On March 24, dosage above approx. 170mSv was confirmed on 3 workers who
were laying cables on 1st floor and basement of Unit 3 Turbine Bldg.
Attachment of radioactive substances on the skin of both legs was confirmed on
two of them. Examination showed that none of the 3 had any major systemic
risk. Exposure dose on the legs of the 2 was estimated to be 2,-3Sv. While the
level of leg and internal exposure did not require treatment, they were
hospitalized. They were discharged on March 28.

*On April 1st, a worker fell into the sea when he got into a barge of US. He
was rescued by workers, and was not injured etc. However, he was confirmed
surface contamination and decontaminated by the shower. He was confirmed
the non-contamination by nasal smears. 15



6-4. Major Situation n.,of the injured (As of 15:00 April 3rd)

<Death due to earthquake(Found on March 30)>
- Two employees found in the turbine building of Unit 4)

< Injury due to earthquake(Marchll)>
" Two employees (slightly)
" Two subcontract employees (one fracture in both legs)

<Injury due to the explosion of Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS(March12)>
* Four employees were injured at the explosion and smoke of Unit 1 around

turbine building (non-controlled area of radiation) and were examined by
Kawauchi Clinic.

<Injury due to the explosion of Unit 3 of Fukushima Dal-ichi NPS(March14)>
" Four TEPCO's employees
" Three subcontractor employees
• Four members of Self-Defence Force (The member was discharged from the

institute on March 17th.)

<Other injuries>
* Two subcontractor's employees were injured during working at temporary

control panel of power source in'the Common Spent Fuel Pool(March22,23)
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6-56 Directive, readng -foo"ds anddinsi

(1) Agricultural Goods
* Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare (MHLW) set provisional regulatory standards for

foods detected with radioactive substances and notified prefectures, etc. as "Handling of
food contaminated by radioactivity".

*MHLW notified prefectures, etc. regarding points to be mindful of in examining
foods detected with radioactive substances.

*Prime Minister instructed local governments concerned to restrict distribution
and/or consumption of foods concerned in accordance with Special Law of Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness.

- Fukushima Pref. (Distribution restricted--spinach, kakina, raw milk, etc.)
- Ibaraki, Tochigi, Gunma Prefs. (Distribution restricted- spinach, kakina)

(2) Drinking Water
*MHLW notified water suppliers in prefectures concerned the followings regarding

response to radioactive substances in tap water caused by the nuclear accident.
- Refrain from drinking tap water exceeding index values (300Bq/kg for radioactive

Iodine, 200Bq/kg for radioactive Cesium).
- In case radioactive Iodine exceeds 10OBq/kg, refrain from giving tap water to

infants, including preparing infant formula.
- There is no problem in using tap water for other domestic uses.
- Lack of substitute drinking water.
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7. Implementation Status of Radiation Monitoring
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1. ..ImpIementation. Status of .. Radiation- "Monitorin(....".........

(1) On-site monitoring (1F) (conducted by TEPCO)
•D Measurement of air dose rates

On site, air dose rates were measured at 1 point using monitoring car and
at 3 points using portable dosimeter.

(9 Analysis of soil samples
Soils were sampled at 5 on-site points and analyzed.

(D Measurement of water in Turbine Bldg basement and Trench
Measured concentration of radioactive substances in Turbine Bldg
basement and Trench.

(®) Sampling of seawater
- Measured concentration of radioactivity around South Flood Gate.

D

s5



.7-1... Implementat n .Status . fRadiation Monitring(2/2) 7
(2) Off-site Monitoring (conducted by MEXT and local nuclear
emergency response HQ)

T Measurement of air dose rate
Measurement by monitoring car
- MEXT measured air dose rate beyond 20km from IF using monitoring cars in

cooperation with Fukushima Pref., National Police Agency, Defense Ministry,
Electric Utility and others concerned.

- local nuclear emergency response HQs measured air dose rate beyond 30km from iF.
(®) Measurement of cumulative dose

- MEXT measured cumulative dose rates by installing simplified dosimeters at 10 points.
- local nuclear emergency response HQs measured it by setting equipment 20~50km

from IF.
(®) Measurement of radioactive substance concentration in soil, etc.

- MEXT collected dust and soils beyond 20km from iF and analyzed radioactive
substance concentrations in the air and soils.

- local nuclear emergency response HQs measured concentrations in tap water, leaf
vegetables, soil and dust in Fukushima Pref.

(4) Off-shore monitoring
- MEXT sampled seawater from surface water (im from the sea surface) and sub-surface

(lrn above the sea bottom) around 30km off-shore Fukushima Pref. and measured
radioactive substance concentrations and also measured air dose rates.

(5) Aerial monitoring
- MEXT measured radioactive substance concentrations and dose rates in the air using

aircrafts. s6

7-2.MoNlitoringon-site(1F)(conducted by TEPCO)(1/7)....
(© Measurement of air dose rate

ORegistered 119304Sv/h around Front Gate on March 15.

1 F Monitoring Trend
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-ý7-2..Monitoring °n-site(1-F) (by ducted,.b TEPCO)(2/7)-.

20etection of radioactive material in the soi onte i f Fukushirna Dai-ikhi NPS

~0 D1oom SSWcam~iI~ n-j a&# of 1U stack

7-7.. On-ste(,F) 0 (conducted .by TEPCO)37).

(0etection of radioactive materials in the soils on the site of Fukushima Dal-ichi

* Density of detected Pu-238, Pu-239 and Pu-240 are within the same level of the fallout
observed in Japan after the atmospheric nuclear test in the past.

* Activity ratio of Pu-238 detected at the site field and solid waste storage against Pu-239
and Pu-240 are 2.0 and 0.94 respectively. Those Pus are considered to come from the
recent incident.

(Unit: Bq/km-dry soil)

Sampling Spot Time of sampling Pu-238 7 Pu0239, Pu-240

TSite field 13:30, March21 (5.4±0.62) x 10-1 (2.7±t 0.42) x 10-1

(2lkm away from Unit 7:00, March 22 N.D (2.6±_0.58) x 10-1
Y exhaust stack

03 0.75km away from 7:10, March 22 N.D 1.2±0.12

Unit Y exhaust stack I
(4)0.5 km away from 7:18 March 22 N.D 1.2.0.11
unit Y2 exhaust stack

(5Solid waste storage 7:45 March 11 (1.8±L0.33) X 10-1 (1.9L 0.34) x 10-1

Ordinary domestic soil N.D,1.5 X 10-1 N.D-24.
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7-2. Monitoring On-site(1 F)(conducted, by TEPCO)(4/7)

(SWater in Turbine Bldg Basement (Results of nuclide analysis in the stagnant
water in turbine building basement of each Unit)

*There is pool of water with high radioactive substance concentration in turbine bldg basement of
Units 1-4. Above 1,OOOmSv/h dose has been measured at water surface in Unit 2.

*Water with approx. 100,000 times normal radioactivity concentration in reactor water was
confirmed in turbine bldg basement of Unit 2.

Concentration of .sdioactivity (Bqicm3)

Unitl (2nd dme) Unit2 Unit3 (2d time) Unit4
Sampled on March 26 Sampled on March 26 Sampled on March 26 Sampled on March 24

Water level Water level Water level Water level

195mm 1.000mm 1,500mm 940mmi.

Dose rate on the surface of Dose rate on the surface of Dose rate on the surface of Dote rate on the surface of

Nuclide (half- ~ife t~in.0 the water 60 mSv/h the water >1,000mSv/h the water 750 mSv/h the water 0.50 mSv/h
Co-56 (about 77 days) N.D N.D N.D N.D
Co-SB (aboutt71 days) N.D N.D N.D 2.7 x 10-
Co-60 (about 5 years) N.Q N.D 2.7 x 102 N.D
Mo-99 (about 66 hours) N.D N.D NW1 1 .0X 100
Tc-99m (about 6hours) ND 8.7X 101 2.2 x 103 6.5,x 10-1
Ru-106 (about 370 days) I N.D N.D I ND 3.3 x 100
AE-10m (about 418 veartI ND N.D I N.D ND
Te-129 (about 70 minuteS" I N.D N.D N.D 2.6x 10l
"le-129m (about 34 days) N.D N.D ND 1.3 x 101
Te-132 (about 3 days) ND ND N.D .. 1.4 x I0
1-131 (about 8 days) 1.55X I05 1.3 x 107 3.2 x 105 3.6 x 10
1-132 (about 2 hours)_ ND N.D j N.D 1.3 x 101
1-134 (about 53 minutes) N.D NQD ND ND
C.-134 (about 2 ye• . 1,2X 105 2,3 x 10e 5.5X 10 , 3,1._x_10I
Cs-136 (about 13 days) 1.1 X I0F 2.5 X 10, 6.9 X 10, 3.7 x 100
Cs-137 (about 30 years) 1.3 x 10' 2.3 x 106 5.65 10' 3.2 X 10'
Ba-140 (about 13 days) j N.D 4,9" 10' 1.9" x0d N.D

[La-140 (about 2 das) N.D 1.9X10S ,3.Ix0• 7,4x '01 60

7-2.Mo"n~itring ,On-*sit'e'(IF), (conducted by TEPCO)(5/7.)

(3)Stagnant Water in Trench
*High level of radiation dose was measured at the surface of water In the vertical pit of the tunnel

called "trench" which extends from turbine bldg towards the sea.
I1n particular, at Unit 2 ambient dosage around the vertical pit is 100~300mSv/h and dosage in
surface water 1,000mSv/h, which are far greater than in Units 1 and 3.

__ Unit I Unit 2 Unit 3

Location of trench OApprox. 56m to sea OApprox. S5m to sea OApprox. 69m to sea
0162m from turbine 076m from turbine 074m from turbine
bldg (length of trench) bldg (length of trench) bldg (length of trench)

Trench volume (incl. 3,100m3 6,000m3 4,200m3
vertical pit)

Depth of vertical pit 16.9m 16.3m 21.7m

Depth of water in 16.8m 15.3m 20.2m
vertial pit

Dosage at water 0.4--1.9mSv/h Above 10OOmSv/h Impossible to measure
surface due to debris

Ambient dosage in 0.4- 1.OmSv/h 100-300mSv/h 0.8mSv/h
vertical pit I I 61



7-'2 onitorn.g dt ( dcted by TEPCo)(/7
(®) Radioactivity Concentration of Seawater Samples Neari F South Outlet

GConcentration of radioactive iodine131 recorded on March 31th was approx. 4385 times
the limit set for water outside the environmental monitoring area,

Concentration in Seawater near (1F South Outlet)

t'\

,:j7~*I~~-

UI,:
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Radioactivity Concentration of Seawater Samples Near Unit 5 and 6 of 1F in
North Outlet

OConcentration of radioactive iodine131 recorded on March 311h was approx. 1425 times
the limit set for water outside the environmental monitoring area.

1F 5-6 Northern Water Discharge Canal (Around 30 m north of
The 5-6u canal) Radioactive concentration-
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7-3. Monitoring.. by MEXT and local.uclear emergency res•pqoD HQ(2/6)

G)Air Dose Rate Measured Using Monitoring Vehiles
Uuverdll uue ra•;e IreFnlin oown t1n w ivaIrcIn LI/,
OE.g. The highest value recorded at Monitoring Point #32 has peaked out at approx.

1704Sv/h and has been declining since, rendering no immediate health hazard.

Readings at Monitoring Post out of 20 Km Zone of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPP
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7-3. Monitoring by MEXT and' ocal nucleair emergency response HQ(3/6)

(2)Cumulative Doses Measured
OAir dose rate cumulatively measured since April 3 topped 10,340giSv at #32, approximately 30km

North West from 1F.
Readings of Integrated Dose at Monitoring Post out of Fukushimna Dak-chi NPP

E, Monitoring Time
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7-3. Monitoring byMEXT -and local nuclear emergency respgnse HQ(4/6). .. ...

(5"COncentration of Radioactive Materials
OSoil Samples

sarmlngln Point AdMf Sareole Son at Ssmr.&t rThee

UitVUae lqk LW r C611r Geot X!WP 1,12C.40 3C0OO= imm1
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7-3. Monitoring by MEXT and local nuclear emergeqcy response HQ(4/6)
*"; joI dl/ ,1 '1-

(Concentration of Radioactive Materials
0 Dust Samples

Sarmfing Painot SafteIing Tmana and Dat a: fd1fC m3 do 9

------ - I 3,c;
3/ 21i 13OD-1~22 12.60 137 4.1
3/2.2 12!26 -12A6 5.87 ND 42
3/23 12 :501-13:10, 299 ND HfIS
3/24 13,.30-~13650 iSO 1511-0
3/25 12:45ý13,iO5 5.87 ND 12.3

E21(Aot03/26 12-2~'246 5.39 -1.337.
km~-1J(.~eout4 3/27 M-08-6-I226 2-22 14D 11-2

3/2a 12-05-1:2.25 10.6 ND 1
3/29 I2'07-1227 2-42 6.79 9.2
3/30 1122-13:42 3A47 LTD 8.6___

3/31 1 tý5 0- 12-10 1:74 LTD 8____0_

4/ MOO- l2O12,20: .7 1.89 7.7
____ ____ 41/2 1 1-46- 1208 024 ND _____6_
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1173. Monitoring by MEXT and local nuclear emergency response HQ(5/6)

TSea Water Monitoring Around Fukushima
Dai-ichi NPS

@Concentration of radioactive materials at location #3 peaked
at 76.SBq/L, exceeding the limit for the environmental
monitoring area.
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73•,'. i,.,ing.by MEXTand local nuc'lear-r mergency response HQ(616) ,7'

(S)Aerial Monitoring

eFlight Details : April rt, from 11:02 to 13:45, cloudless skies with S winds
Average altitude 1070 meters above sea, average speed 220km/h
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8. Provision of Relevant Information Overseas
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8,Provision- of relevant inform-aftion ov'erseas(I/2)

1. Communication to IAEA and its Member States

(1) ENAC Website
NISA has constantly been providing facility-related and other relevant information on
the Emergency Notification and Assistance Convention Website, designed for
member states to exchange information on nuclear accidents.

(2) IEC (IAEA)
NISA has constantly been providing the Incident and Emergency Centre of IAEA with
press releases and other relevant information, as well as responses to questions on
such communication.

(3) Others
-March 21s' Technical Briefing

Following the special meeting of the IAEA Board of Governors, NISA officials briefed
the member state representatives on the overview of the earthquake itself as well as
the status of and ongoing measures to address the Fukushima NPS accident.

-IAEA Expert Missions
The Government of Japan has been receiving IAEA expert missions to Japan.
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9.8 Provision of relevant information overseas(2/2)

2. To International Media in Japan

(1) Foreign Media Briefing
- NISA joins relevant government agencies in daily foreign media briefings at the PM's

official residence on March 14, 17 and every day afterwards.
- NISA officials give account to damages suffered at Fukushima NPSs and respond to

questions.
- English documents distributed include updates on earthquake-related damange, status

of F1 NPSs and monitoring results in the vicinity.

(2) Briefings for Diplomatic Representatives in Tokyo
- NISA joined the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in briefing sessions for Diplomatic

representatives in Tokyo.
- Distributed press releases (English), provided explanations and answered questions.

(3) English information on the Web
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency: http://www.nisa.meti.c.ip/english/-index.html

- Office of Prime Minister: http://www.kantei.go.ir)/foreign/index-e.html
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9. Remarks
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* Continue to make every possible efforts to bring the
situation under control

* Will identify the cause of the accident completely and
review safety assurance measures

* Offer the information as much as possible and share
the experience and knowledge of the accident with
the international community
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The proposed $1.4 billion National Football League Stadium in downtown Los Angeles may need
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combination of bacteria and other materials mixed in the concrete would be activated by
moisture seeping through cracks and would convert some nutrients into limestone, sealing the
crack. "There's a lot of work still to be done on biological concrete, and it has a lot of potential,"
said Dr. Nele De Belie, one of the researchers. The Engineer (U.K.) (4/11) Shre~: IflraI

Japan to reconstruct rather than restore
Japanese officials say they plan to reconstruct -- rather than restore -- towns and cities in the
Miyagi Prefecture, the area worst hit by the March earthquake and tsunami, by 2020. The 10-
year, three-stage plan places heavy emphasis on disaster preparation. JapanToday.com (4/11)

Share:

Chesapeake chief urges engineering solutions to gas-drilling challenges
Instead of trying to ban natural-gas drilling in the U.S., policymakers should focus on finding
solutions to problems associated with hydraulic fracturing, said Chesapeake Energy Chairman
and CEO Aubrey McClendon. The geological makeup in some of the wells can cause drinking-
water contamination, but the problem can be addressed by reconfiguring the well's engineering.
"I believe every one of these issues or inconveniences we've had has an engineering solution or
a human solution," McClendon said. The Dallas Morning News (free content) (4/8) Sihare: [Wi

Other News

Iowa town may need months to rebuild after devastating tornado
ABC News/The Associated Press (4/11) Share: UK] Q[EI I
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Use social media to enchant your customers
Learn how to create a smart, savvy, and enchanting social media
strategy from industry expert and bestselling author Guy Kawasaki.
Register today for the 2011 Social Media Success Summit where
industry experts reveal all the latest techniques and proven business-
building tactics you need to know to immediately benefit from social
media. Early bird 50% off rate: register now!

I~ ~ I sutial Deveomn -1

Permeable paving systems slowly gain ground
Permeable paving systems still represent only a small fraction of routine paving jobs such as
patios and driveways, but demand is slowly increasing as their environmental benefits become
more widely known. Building material suppliers are pushing to make permeable systems more
useful for larger entities such as commercial parking lots. The Columbus Dispatch (Ohio) (4/10)

Share: 1W in __

Other News

Bridge reconstruction not affected by possible endangered mussel habitat
Dayton Daily News (Ohio) (4/9) Share: []t]1:lAI

Erosion threatens Rhode Island beaches
The Providence Journal (R.I.) (free registration) (4/11) ShaiM'e U1 i[a

I Hot Topics I

Top five news stories selected by ASCE SmartBrief readers in the past week.

Steel orthotropic deck could give Verrazano Narrows Bridge new life (Popular
Mechanics)

Wall of sewage treatment plant in Tenn. collapses; kills 2 (The Knoxville News-Sentinel
(Tenn.))

Earthguake-prone regions trade bricks for earthbaqs (MediaGlobal)

$2.1B BART extension moving to final design phase (American City Business Journals)

Tepco to release radioactive water, continue working on crack (The Wall Street Journal)

Results based on number of times each story was clicked by readers.

Wdv/a. in [ [I -•e r l -s[io

Engineering majors start at higher salaries, survey shows
Engineering jobs offer some of the highest starting salaries to new graduates, according to a
survey by the National Association of Colleges and Employers. The data indicates the continued
high demand for these graduates, said Marilyn Mackes, NACE executive director.
CNNMoney.com (4/8) Share: U r;I E-MA

How to bring your business strategy back to life
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Business leaders need to understand and eliminate the barriers that are keeping their teams
from excelling, Dave Gardner and Daniel Markovitz write. Common barriers include needless
meetings, a lack of accountability and ineffective decision making from executives. He offers a
simple method for comparing execution to strategy to find opportunities for change.
FastCompany.com/FC Expert Blog (4/8) Share:I IE 1

Other News

Environmental programs help engage students in science learning
Education Week (premium article access compliments of EdWeek.org) (4/6) Share: II1 EML

I .Fetue cotn - br'

5 Steps To A Landing Page That Converts Like Crazy Heather Allard Ir

The Hazards Of Mismanaged Complexity John Mariotti

Why You Should Start With A Smile Yvonne DiVita

Why Offline Marketing Still Matters Annie Mueller FEl-MAI

Eliminate The Fear That Stops You MORTY LEFKOE IL

Most Popular Headlines from Last Week

7 Easy Ways To Motivate Anyone Julie Rains

7 Ways The iPad 2 Can Transform Your Business Alana Horowitz

Top 6 Rules Of Employee Engagement Katie Morell

Results based on number of times each story was clicked by readers.

I News from ASCE I

ASCE honors 14 eminent engineers as Distinguished Members

Congratulations to the 2011 class of ASCE's Distinguished Members, 14 of
the profession's most deserving civil engineers, elected by the Society's
Board of Direction at its April meeting. Distinguished Membership is the
second-highest recognition ASCE confers, short of being elected President. It
is reserved for members of the Society who have attained the grade of
Member or Fellow and have demonstrated acknowledged eminence in some
branch of engineering or in its related arts and sciences. See the 14 who
have been honored. The new 2011 class will be inducted formally at the
Celebration of Leaders Luncheon during ASCE's 141st Annual Conference,

Oct. 20 in Memphis. Help ASCE recognize the eminent engineers who will make up the 2012
class of Distinguished Members. Visit the official award page to learn how. Deadline is Oct. 1.

Share: [@EJ 14ý r:m~t.
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Nominations sought for the Professional Practice Ethics and Leadership
Award
Help honor an engineer-leader for a specific accomplishment or for lifetime achievements that
demonstrate superior ethics and leadership while the individual participated in professional
practice or service to the public. ASCE and the American Society of Forensic Engineering urge
your nominations for the 2011 Professional Practice Ethics and Leadership Award. Put forward a
peer, mentor or supervisor who is a licensed professional engineer. The recipient will be
presented a certificate and honorarium. For more information and downloadable forms, visit the
official award page. Submit nominations to awardsaasce.org by June 1. St: ,re j L
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Job
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Telescope Structures Group Leader
Featured Job
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Baca, Bernadette

From: Dixon, John
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 2:56 PM
To: Tharakan, Binesh
Subject: FW: EOC Public Meeting Fukushima Discussion Slides and Presenter Material
Attachments: Presentation on Fukushima - Presenter Package.pptx; EOC Public

Presentation - Fukishima Slides.pptx

FYI

From: Walker, Wayne
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 2:22 PM
To: Dixon, John; Kramer, John; Cohen, Ronald
Subject: FW: EOC Public Meeting Fukushima Discussion Slides and Presenter Material

Gentlemen,

Here are slides for presenting at EOC meetings on Japanese event if we get a lot of questions during our
presentations. We will have to incorporate a specific slide on design features for each specific site as I
discussed with John Kramer and John Dixon. Ron I will discuss with you next week.

Wayne

From: Azua, Ray
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 7:38 AM
To: Clark, Jeff; Gaddy, Vincent; Lantz, Ryan; Walker, Wayne; Miller, Geoffrey
Cc: Hagar, Bob; Allen, Don; Proulx, David; Deese, Rick; Pruett, Troy
Subject: EOC Public Meeting Fukushima Discussion Slides and Presenter Material

Gentlemen,

Please find attached prepared slides regarding the Fukushima facility. These slides are for your use during
the EOC public meetings. They are being made available in case questions arise and you wish to present
it. Also attached are talking points to go along with the slides. The talking points are for your use only... do
not hand them out. You will note that the talking points has some additional material that are not in the
slides. If you have any questions, please feel free to give me a call.

Sincerely,

Ray



Allen, Linda

From:
Sent:
To:.
Subject:
Attachments:

Hiltz, Thomas
Wednesday, April 13, 2011 11:39 AM
Allen, Linda
FW: "Official Use Only": 0700 EDT (March 17, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep
NRC Status Update 3-17.11-07.00am.pdf

From: Tschiltz, Michael
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:17 AM
To: Smith, Brian; Campbell, Larry; Hiltz, Thomas; Habighorst, Peter; Silva, Patricia; Bailey, Marissa; Johnson, Robert
Cc: Kinneman, John
Subject: "Official Use Only" : 0700 EDT (March 17, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep

Please keep your people informed. Thanks. Mike

Attached, please find a 0700 EDT situation report from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Emergency Operations
-Center regarding the impacts of the earthquake/tsunami on March 17, 2011. This Update corrects information
about the US State Department's actions for employees in Japan.
Please note that this information is "Official Use Only" and is only being shared within the federal family.
Please call the Headquarters Operations Officer at 301-816-5100 with questions.

-Jim

Jim Anderson
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
iames.andersoncnrc.pov
LIA07.HOCanrc.oov (Operations Center)
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Allen, Linda

From: Hiltz, Thomas
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 11:39 AM
To: Allen, Linda
Subject: FW: "Official Use Only": 0630 EDT (March 16, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep
Attachments: NRC Status Update 3-16.11-0630am.pdf

Importance: High

From: Tschiltz, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:39 AM
To: Smith, Brian; Habighorst, Peter; Hiltz, Thomas; Campbell, Larry; Silva, Patricia; Johnson, Robert
Cc: Kinneman, John; Bailey, Marissa
Subject: "Official Use Only" : 0630 EDT (March 16, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep
Importance: High

Branch Chiefs, please share this with your staff with the appropriate caution that this information is
"Official Use Only" and is only being shared within the federal family.

Attached, please find a 0630 EDT situation report from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Emergency Operations Center regarding the impacts of the earthquake/tsunami on March 16, 2011. This
Update includes information on dose rates near Fukushima Daiichi, Fukushima Daiichi plant parameters,
and NRC PMT hypothetical Worst Case Analyses.

In the event that a member of the staff receives a call from a member of the public concerning the event
please refer them to the Office of Public Affairs. This actually happened yesterday with a call that Lorena
received.

Thanks,
Mike
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Alien, Linda

From: Hiltz, Thomas
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 11:39 AM
To: Allen, Linda
Subject: FW: Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

From: Tschiltz, Michael
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:56 AM
To: Haney, Catherine
Cc: Dorman, Dan; Smith, Brian; Bailey, Marissa; Habighorst, Peter; Campbell, Larry; Silva, Patricia; Hiltz, Thomas
Subject: FW: Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

This is the most detailed write up I have seen.. It was sent after I left the Op Center yesterday. Mike

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 4:47 PM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Fwd: Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

Dear -friends,

Please find information about the incidents at Fukushima Nuclear Power Station. If you have questions, please feel free to
contact me.

Kazuhiko Hiruta

Begin forwarded message:

X=W)k: Tai Inada <Inadabdeniiren.com>

E19 : March 13, 2011 16:36:27 EDT

59: Tai Inada <Inadaadenjiren.com>

-•: Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

Dear Friends,

Please find an information sheet below and attached that summarizes the events of the past few days in
Japan and the continuing efforts to mitigate the incident at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.

Please direct any questions regarding this document to me, Tai Inada or Samuel Lederer, Researcher

with FEPC at lederer@denjiren.com or 202-466-6781.

1



Tai Inada

The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC)

1901 L Street NW, Suite 600

Washington, DC 20036

Tel: 202-466-6781

Fax: 202-466-6758

Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) Washington DC Office

As of 4:30PM (EST), March 13, 2011

At 2:46PM (JST) on March 11, 2011, a 9.0-magnitude earthquake occurred near the

Tohoku region of Northeast Japan. The epicenter of the earthquake lies 17 miles below

the earth's surface in the Pacific Ocean, 81 miles off the coast from Sendai

City. Intense shaking could be felt from Tokyo to Kamaishi, an arc of roughly 360 miles.

The earthquake generated a tsunami with waves of more than 30 feet that caused

widespread damage to a swath of the northeast Japan coastline. In addition to the

significant destruction of buildings, infrastructure, and human property, two of Japan's

17 nuclear power stations (sites)-Fukushima Daiichi and Fukushima Daini-suffered

damage due to the tsunami. All three of the six operating reactors at Fukushima Daiichi

Nuclear Power Station and all four reactors at Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station,

both operated by Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO), shut down automatically in

response to the earthquake. TEPCO is one of ten member companies of The

Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC).
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A state of emergency was declared at Fukushima Daiichi at 7:03PM March 11. Unit 1

and 3 reactors at Fukushima Daiichi lost primary reactor cooling because of a loss of all

electrical power. Emergency cooling systems were engaged to lower the core reactor

temperature. In order to alleviate the buildup of pressure, slightly radioactive vapor, that

posed no health threat, was passed through a filtration system and emitted outside via a

ventilation stack from Unit 1 reactor vessel at 9:07AM on March 12 and Unit 3 reactor

vessel at 9:20PM on March 13. At 3:36PM on March 12, an explosion occurred at

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 reactor damaging the roof of the secondary containment

building. The explosion-caused by the interaction of hydrogen and oxygen vapor

between the primary containment vessel and secondary containment building-did not

damage the primary containment vessel or the reactor core. Four workers who were

injured by the explosion were transported to a nearby hospital.

In order to control the pressure of the reactor core, TEPCO began to inject seawater

and boric acid into the primary containment vessels of Unit 1 (8:20PM, March 12) and

Unit 3 (1:12PM, March 13). There is likely some damage to the fuel rods contained the

reactor core of Unit 1 and 3 reactors. The water level in the reactor vessel of Unit 2

reactor is steady. Personnel from TEPCO are closely monitoring the status of Unit 1, 2,

and 3 reactors. The highest recorded radiation level at the Fukushima Daiichi site was

1557 micro sievert (1:52PM, March 13). The most recent reported level at Fukushima

Daiichi is 44 micro sievert (7:33PM, March 13).

While representatives of the Japanese government have acknowledged the potential for

partial meltdowns at Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 and 3 reactors, there is no danger for

core-explosion, as occurred at the nuclear power station at Chernobyl in 1986,. Control

rods have been successfully inserted at all of the reactors, thereby ending the chain

reaction. The reactor cores at Fukushima Daiichi and Daini power stations are

surrounded by steel and concrete containment vessels of 40 to 80 inches thick that are

designed to contain radioactive materials.
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At 7:45AM on March 12, a state of emergency was declared for Fukushima Daini. There

is electricity available at all four of the reactors at Fukushima Daini, including Unit 3

reactor. Although there is limited availability of the cooling water pumps at Unit 1,2,

and 4 reactors, TEPCO is working effectively to maintain constant cooling in the primary

containment vessels. TEPCO confirms that no radioactivity has been recorded outside

of the secondary containment buildings at Fukushima Daini.

Two other plants in the Tohoku region, Onagawa Nuclear Power Station and Tokai

Nuclear Power. Station, were automatically shut down in response to the

earthquake. The four reactors at these plants have functioning cooling systems and are

being monitored by plant operators. The Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant and

accompanying facilities, located far north of the tsunami zone in Rokkasho Town, is

operating safely on backup power generatioh systems. Japan Nuclear Fuel Limited

(JNFL), which operates the Rokkasho facilities, drained a 600-liter spill from the

containment pool for spent fuel through a specialized wastewater treatment

system.. Two casks of low-level nuclear waste (LLW), which were being prepared for

transport from Mutsu Ogawara Port when the earthquake occurred, have been

successfully received at the Rokkasho facility.

Japanese nuclear facilities are built to exacting safety standards. They are designed to

withstand powerful seismic events, such as earthquakes. In this earthquake-the

strongest recorded over the past 100 years in Japan-the containment structures of

Fukushima Daiichi maintained their structural integrity. These facilities were designed

to withstand tsunamis within a range of assumed strength. In this event, however, the

force of the tsunami exceeded the assumed range and flooded diesel generators at

Fukushima Daiichi power station, thus precipitating the loss of power for the reactor

cooling systems.

In order to minimize adverse health effects of any potential radioactive release, the

Japanese government issued an evacuation order at 9:23PM on March 11 for a radius

4



of 1.86 miles around Fukushima Daiichi. By 6:25PM on March 12, the evacuation area

has been enlarged to cover the approximately 70,000 residents within 12.5 miles of

Fukushima Daiichi and 6.2 miles of Fukushima Daini.

In addition to supporting the evacuations near Fukushima Daiichi and Daini nuclear

power stations, TEPCO is collaborating with the Japanese government to ensure the

safety of the all people in the affected region. Iodine tablets, to counteract the effects of

radioactivity on the thyroid gland, have been distributed to people at the boundary of the

evacuation zone. Sophisticated radiation screening equipment has been mobilized to

measure radiation exposure for people close to the evacuation area. The Japanese

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency said that as many as 160 people may have been

exposed to radiation around the Fukushima Daiichi station. TEPCO and the Japanese

government will continue tb use their full professional and technological resources, as

well as those offered by international organizations, to ensure the safety of those

displaced by the earthquake and tsunami.

The automatic shutdown of the 11 operating reactors at the Onagawa Nuclear Power

Station, Tokai Nuclear Power Station, Fukushima Daiichi and Daini, represents a loss of

3.5% of electric generation capacity for Japan. In addition, several thermal power

stations were damaged in the earthquake and are currently under repairs. In order to

compensate for this loss of electricity production, TEPCO has instituted rolling blackouts,

information about which can be found on the TEPCO website. The Japanese

government is also urging all residents in Japan to minimize their electricity use in order

to support the relief and recovery effort in Tohoku.

FEPC, in cooperation with TEPCO and related organizations, will continue to work

tirelessly to provide the public with the most accurate and timely information on the

situation at the Fukushima Daiichi and Daini nuclear power stations.
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Ward, Steven

From: Bill Kennedy [kennedy@moellerinc.com]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 10:03 AM
To: Ward, Steven; Carpenter, Robert
Cc: Steve Sohinki
Subject: Task #26

Steve/Rob,

I just wanted to let you know that I have run into some minor delays in finishing the draft Technical Basis Report for Task
Order # 26, largely stemming from interruptions caused by inquiries following the Fukushima reactor accidents. A number
of concerned people and companies have contacted us with requests for Rad 101-type information. I have even provided
input to a newspaper discussion of radiation fears and concepts. A lot of what we are doing is to provide free counseling
and information services, but it all takes time. Some people ask questions like "Should I buy anti-radiation pills?" and "Will
our food be safe?" To help allay fears, I developed a set of frequently asked questions for our website, and we have
posted simple training materials so individuals can have a technical resource for free.

For Task Order # 26, we have drafted all sections, except for the final discussion of the regulatory roadmap (we have
completed a detailed appendix) and our final conclusions. The sections that capture the ANSI standards and appendices
with detailed sample problems have been finalized, and all completed sections have been through our editor. I will need
likely until the end of April to complete the missing information, get it through editing, and finalizing the post-edit text. I will
be on business travel Monday-Thursday next week, but should be able to read my email if you. have any questions.

I sincerely apologize for my unexpected delay, and hope you understand. If you have any questions, please let me know.

Thanks,

Bill.
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Coyne, Kevin

From: Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 8:32 AM
To: 'Kwang I.AHN'
Cc: Abdallah.AMRI; o0o-1; 0.*

Subject: RE: Draft CAPS on Short-term Task Group to Identify Activities to Address PSA Technology
Gaps Associated with Fukushima Dai-ichi Event

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Dear Dr. Ahn -

Thank you for the email - I will add KAERI to the core group and very much appreciate your support for the
task.

Best regards,

Kevin

From: Kwang I.AHN [mailto:kiahn(kaeri.re.kr1
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 11:39 PM
To: Coyne, Kevin

Cc: Abdallah.AMRI; oF[,o,; o o .J; Flok

Subject: Fw: Draft CAPS on Short-term Task Group to Identify Activities to Address PSA Technology Gaps Associated
with Fukushima Dai-ichi Event

Dear Dr. Kevin,

AHN writes this.

On the task, KAERI's position is as follows:

1. Concerning the draft CAPS, it looks fine as it is, even the schedule is

a little bit tight to complete the task within the proposed term.

Since it contains essential portions for the task, we do not have additional

comments on the draft CAPS.

2. KAERI intends to participate in the task. We hope you put KAERI onto the list

of the task group.

Hereafter, we expect that any relevant information be forwarded to KAERI.

Best regards,

AHN, Kwang-II lJ



CC: Dr. Abdallah AMRI

- ---- Original Message -----

.tý,kffl(From): <Abdallah.AMRI@oecd.org>

h ollo @ n u bi ki. In u, pat@ ujv. cz,fra n c ois. core nwi n d er@ irs n. fr,vc@ a erb. 9 ov. in, co ma n e sl @ a ecl. ca, c h ristia n. kirch steig1 e r~ec.'V

europa~eu~magiel•versteeg@minvrom. nimarina. roewekamp@grs~de~mauritz.gardinge@okg.eon~se~djordje~vojnovic@goI

v.siisabelle.hendrickx@tractebelcomk1 09sky@kins.re.kragz@csn.es, rino.caporai i@a pat. itvgodinez@cnsns.gob.mxr

ing.angfeon-
u k.co m, abdalla h. a mri@oecd. org, cotofa n a @nrg. eu, m ichel.h u gon @ec. e uro pa. eu, rein o.virolaine n@stu k.fi, bo. liwa n g@ss rr

.se, bassa nelli @sogin. it, cillik@v uje. sk, kovacs@relko, sk, varde@ barc. gov. in, m ura matsu. ken @jaea. go.j p, michel, m arq ues

@cea.fr,j.mertens@fz-juelich.de,fujimoto-
haruo•@_jnes~go~jp~tomas~jelinek@ssm~se~remy~bertrand@irsn~fr~nakai~ryoda~i@jaea~go~jp~vinh~dang@psi.ch~anders~hallm

an@ssm. se, stojka@vuje. sk g iusti no.man na@jrc. n 1ga briel•georgescu @irsn~fr, bugra. kil inc@taek~gov~tr, rad ucu~gheorg he

@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca,jeanne-marie.lanore@irsn.fr, hbalfanz@tuev-

nord.desabhardwaj@npcil.co.inelter@npp.huana.gomez-cobo@hse~gsi.gov.ukpierre.le-

bot@edf.fr,rlopezm@cnsns.gob.mx,shane.turer@hse.gsi.gov.uk,yolande.akl@cnsc-
ccsn. gc. ca, irina.s an d a@cn ca n.ro, pi eter. deg eId e r@beIv. be, gerh ard. sch oe n@en si. ch, emma n uel. ra imon d@ its n.fr, steve, c

oliier@hrp. no,nuc@brs.dk,atoosa.p-j.thunem@hrp. no,jan.husarcek@ujd.gov.sk,dk@beredskabsstyrelsen.dk,uchida-

tsuyoshi@jnes.go~jp,bareith@nubiki.hu,ibilgic@taek.gov.tr,jan-
e rik~holmberg@vtt•fi•manfred~haferburg@wanopc.org~brinkrnan@nrg~eu~kiahn@kaeri~re.kr~a•lyubarskiy@iaea•org~paolo.

contri@enel.com,jorma.sandberg@stuk.fi, nathan.siu@nrc.gov, luciano. burgazzi@enea. italg@csn.es,vincent.sorel@edf.f

r, kevin.coyne@nrc.gov

.Y.'EjX(Sent) : 2011-04-07

DIM-I°ilN(Subject) : Draft CAPS on Short-term Task Group to Identify Activities to Address PSA Technology Gaps -

Associated with Fukushima Dai-ichi Event

Dear All,

On behalf of Kevin Coyne of NRC, attached please find for review and further comments a draft CAPS on

Short-term Task Group to Identify Activities to Address PSA Technology Gaps Associated with Fukushima Dai-

ichi Event. The present version takes into account the comments made during the WGRISK annual meeting.

I intend to submit the CAPS to PRG by 15 April; therefore, your comments are kindly requested by 13 April
latest. Please send your comments to Kevin Coyne, with copy to the NEA Secretariat. Sorry for this very short

notice.

Thank you Very much for your understanding and cooperation.

With my best regards.
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